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THE COST OF LIVING

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21, 1973

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCO3ITn1rTEE ON CONSUMER EcoNoMics

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMrIT'l-rE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room
1202, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Hubert H. Humphrey
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Humphrey, Proxmire, and Javits; and Repre-
sentative Brown.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; Loughlin F.
McHugh, senior economist; William A. Cox, Courtenay M. Slater,
Lucy A. Falcone, Jerry J. Jasinowski, and L. Douglas Lee. profes-
sional staff members; Michael J. Runde, administrative assistant;
George D. Krumbhaar, Jr., minority counsel; Walter B. Laessig,
minority counsel; and Leslie J. Bander, minority economist.

OPENING STATEMENT o01f CHAIRMAN HUMIPHREY

Chairman HuMiPHREY. We will open the meeting of the Subcommit-
tee on Consumer Economics of the Joint Economic Committee.

As chairman of the subcommittee, I wish to welcome Mr. Stein and
Mr. Dunlop, and thank them for their cooperation, their willingness
to a ppear here and testify.

I have a brief opening statement which will give some indication
of the scope of our inquiry and its purpose.

Today we begin congressional hearings on a subject of vital con-
cern to every citizen-the sharp rise in the cost of living. That rise
has been underscored in the morning's headlines and further under-
scored by the new data that is coming to us about the rise of the cost
of living.

There is no more important economic problem facing consumers
than the persistently high prices they must pay for basic essentials:
food, fuel, gasoline, medical services, household services, rent, con-
sumer credit, and many other items.

This hearing is the beginning of a long-term investigation of the
many economic factors that determine what it costs to live in America.
We will examine what prices are increasing most rapidly, what factors
caused these increases and the relationship between producers, whole-
salers and retailers.

We will also examine what the Federal Government is doing to
promote economic stability and consumer interests.

To open our hearings, as I have indicated, we have asked the chair-
man of the Council of Economic Advisers, Herb Stein, and the Direc-
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tor of the Cost of Living Council, John Dunlop, to give their
assessment of what has happened to inflation in the last 2 months.

I might add that the scope of the inflationary force is much more
than the 2 months, but it is these 2 months, better than 2 months now,
since so-called phase III.

The public and the Congress have been treated to rosy forecasts.
occasionally some lectures on the need to be patient, while prices con-
tinue to escalate.

This hearing is designed to give the public an explanation of what
is happening in the economy and what measures the administration
intends to take to deal with inflationary forces. There is deep concern
over the adequacy of phase III.

Does phase III really offer an effective anti-inflation program?
Is phase III equitable in its application? Does it meet the needs of

the average wage earner, the moderate-income person on salary, the
owner of a small business, and the elderly and other groups in our
society?

The facts we have available do not provide a rosy picture.
The Consumer Price Index shot up 0.5 percent in January, which is

an annual rate increase of 6 percent. This reflected price increases
for fuel oil, gasoline, home repairs, and new cars, et cetera.

Most importantly, it reflected another large increase in food prices.
What this means to consumers can best be seen by looking at what they
must pay for particular items in the supermarket. The morning's paper
has some documentation on this, prices of certain select commodities
a year ago and prices on those same commodities, for example, in grades
of meat this month, a year later.

Since the wage-price freeze, the average U.S. price of hamburger
has increased from 69 cents to 70 cents a pound; milk has increased
from 59 cents to 74 cents a half gallon; and eggs have increased from
51 cents to 74 cents per dozen. Obviously, these prices are general and
they vary in respective communities.

And the increase in wholesale prices has been even more upsetting,
up 1.6 percent in December. up 1.1 percent in January, and up again
1.6 percent in February. This means that wholesale prices are increas-
ing at about 17 percent a year. Food continues to be a major factor in
these price increases, although the February increase of 1 percent in
industrial commodities was the largest monthly increase in 2-2 years.

It is also appropriate to raise some questions about this administra-
tion's willingness and competence to protect consumers from ever-
rising prices. Some administration policy decisions appear to reflect
little or no foresight and planning.

And, again. the morning press documents a number of decisions or
actions that were taken, plus certain uncontrollable matters such as
weather, crop failures, which have obviously had their impact upon
the price structure of food.

Why, for example, did the Agriculture Department not anticipate
food shortages and' provide a plan to insure that farmers and con-
sumers both face reasonable prices?

And I do not understand the administration's handling of the de-
velopment of phase III, which was done abruptly, without careful
consultation and without a clear plan for phase III.
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Apparently, there are many in the Nation who share my concern,
for the recent Harris survev shows that in just the last 2 months there
has been a 30-percent increase in the number of people who feel that
we face a resurgence of inflation. I hope you gentlemen -will be able
to inspire some confidence and provide some answers about what we
can do to prevent such a renewed round of inflation.

Might I say, most respectfully, I know this is not an easy task and
I know there are many complicating and complicated circumstances.
But this morning we welcome the testimony and we shall try to pur-
sue this course of inquiry, to gain a better knowledge or better under-
standing of the forces that are at work, that bring pressure to bear
upon the price structure.

W:\ith that, Mr. Stein, we welcome your presentation, followed by
Mr. Dunlop.

STATEMENT OF HON. HERBERT STEIN, CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL OF
ECONOMIC ADVISERS

Mfr. STEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I welcome this opportunity to appear before you and explain the

background and present status of the problem of inflation, as we see
it.

I note that you have placed a good deal of emphasis on what has
happened in the last 2 months. We think this is, of course, a critical
matter, 'but I understood your invitation to solicit from us informa-
tion on the background of this problem over a longer period. And I
think it is important that we look at it over a longer period because
the problem did not begin on January 1 or January 11.

I would also like to emphasize that concentration on phase III as
the only policy element in this particular picture is mistaken, in my
view.

But, anyway, I think it is very useful that we should place on the
record the best information we have about what is going on. I hope,
as I am sure you do, that the presentation of this information will
contribute to improved understanding of the problem of inflation in
the country and in the Congress, and to dealing with it in a calm and
constructive way.

I am submitting with this statement two other documents. One is a
review, by the CEA, of inflation from the early 1960's through the
end of 1972. The other is a report, "Food Prices," issued yesterday by
the Cost of Living Council Committee on Food.'

At this point I will only summarize what seem to me the main les-
sons of these papers.

I should indicate certain division of labor between Mr. Dunlop and
me. I will talk mainly about the statistical record of inflation, and Mr.
Dunlop will talk about the policy. Although I will say one thing in
that connection, since Mr. Dunlop wasn't here most of that perioa.

You have referred to the rather abrupt decision to move to phase
III in what you call the inadequate or lack of careful consultation.

I should say that the decision was not an abrupt one. The subject
of whether to move from phase II to something else, and when, and

I See submissions, beginning on p. 14 and p. 34.
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in what form, was under very serious consideration in the administra-
tion from about July or August of last Year. And we did, after a great
deal of internal study, consult very widely and intensively with all
walks of life, all sectors of the economy, and many parts of the Gov-
ermnent during December. We talked to several hundred people at
great length. So it was by no means a precipitous step or one that
was not well thought through.

Let me now return to the history of the inflation, which is very rele-
vant for looking at what is happening today, because today's news can
only be understood in some kind of historical context.

First, the inflation of the 1960's and 1970's has followed a classic
pattern in general. The rate of inflation has responded to excess de-
mand conditions. In the early 1960 s, when there was abundant slack
in the economy, the rate of inflation was low. Beginning approxi-
niately in 1965, the economy moved up rapidly into the zone of poten-
tial output. As this happened, the inflation accelerated, with some lag.
Around the end of 1968 the excess demand began to be removed. The
rate of inflation then declined, with a lag, and remains in recent
months far below its peak despite the vigorus expansion of the econ-
omy. The length of the lags has been a surprise during this experience,
but, the general direction of changes has not.

Second, the behavior of wages during the rise and fall of the infla-
tion can also be explained by -well-known forces. It is especially inter-
esting that in the early stages of the accelerated inflation nonunion
wages rose more rapidly than union wages. The influence of the effort
of workers to catch up with the cost of living, a nd with wage increases
earned by others, is also clear in the record.

Third, farm prices and food prices have followed a course inde-
pendent of the rest of the price level and their behavior has signifi-
cantly influenced the total price indexes in which they are included.
Rises of farm and food prices are much more likely to be reversed in
the short run than rises of other prices. In the past io years there have
been three waves of rising farm and food prices-1965-66 , 1969-70,
and 1972 and on through the early part of 1973. The first two of these
waves of increase were followed by substantial slowdowns.

Fourth, the imposition of controls, beginning with the freeze in
August 1971, contributed to a process of reducing inflation which dwas
already underway. These figures are by now quite familiar. In 1969,
the rate of inflation as measured by the Consumer Price Index was
about 6 percent, and in the first 7 or 8 months of 1971, before the freeze,
it had fallen to about 3.8 percent. The process did not begin with the
controls and was not entirely dependent on them.

Fifth, one of the main contributions of the control system was to
reduce the danger that a few extremely large wage settlements would
become a pattern to which all other increases would conform. However,
averting this danger did not require setting a rigid uniform standard
for all wage increases. In fact, during phase II there was a substan-
tial variation in the size of the wage increases given in different set-
tlements, but very large increases were avoided and the average was
brought into consistency with the anti-inflation goal.

Sixth, the reduction of the rate of inflation during the past year
and a half has been accompanied by a much faster increase of workers'
real incomes, per hour or per week. Profits have also risen duiring this
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period, as is usual during an economic expansion, but they remain
low relative to the value of corporate output.

Seventh, in evaluating the immediate situation, it is essential to dis-
tinguish between the behavior of food prices and the behavior of other
prices. Food prices have been rising very rapidly, but that is a tem-
porary situation, partly because the Government has been dealing
with it vigorously. Price and wage increases in the nonfarm sector
over the course of the last several months have been consistent with
moderation in the inflation rate.

Eighth, the big recent rise of food prices has been the result of the
combination of rapidly rising consumers' incomes and a lag of farm
output mostly due to adverse growing conditions. It' is important to
recognize that the behavior of food prices is not associated with the
shift from phase II to phase III, because the conditions governing
the food industry were essentially unchanged between phase II and
phase III.

Ninth, the Government has been attacking the food price problem
by a number of strong moves designed to increase food supplies. Lim-
itations on the acreage available for crop production and cattle grazing
have been relaxed. Government-owned stocks are being sold. Imports
are being increased. As a result of these measures, plus the natural re-
sponse of farmers to high prices, a big increase in the supply of
feed grains and then of meat and poultry products is now in prospect.

Tenth, as a result of the greatly enlarged supplies that will be forth-
coming, we expect to see farm prices of foods declining in the second
half of this year and retail prices leveling out. Food price increases
that have already occurred mean that the index for February to be
released today, and for March, to be released next month, and for
April, to be released in May, will all show increases. Nevertheless,
despite this bad news that will be reported in the statistics in the next
2 months, the daily news observable in the grocery stores should be
improving.

Eleventh, except for the sharp increases reported in February, non-
food prices have been rising only moderately. In the 6 months from
July 1972 to January 1973, wholesale industrial prices rose by only
1.4 percent. Then in 1 month, February, they rose by 1 percent. We
believe that this was not the start of a new pattern and is unlikely to
be repeated.

Nevertheless, the Cost of Living Council is studying all outstanding
cases of price increases, with a view to tightening controls where that
might be effective. A big part of the February industrial price increase
was in petroleum products, which have since been placed under
mandatory controls.

Twelfth, wage increases in the last few months, including the 2
months of phase III, show no sign of breaking out of the pattern
which has made possible the success achieved so far in the struggle
against inflation. Wle believe the conditions for continued good wage
behavior are present, including strong recent increases in real wages,
a cooperative attitude of leaders of labor and management, and a gen-
eral understanding of the requirements of a noninflationary economy.

In expressing confidence about the future of prices we do not under-
estimate either how critical or how difficult is the task before us. We
have achieved a reduction of the U.S. rate of inflation to a rate which
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is lower than in any other major industrial nation. We intend not only
to continue this performance but to improve on it. And we intend to
do this while the economy is steadily expanding and unemployment
is dropping.

Flexible and adaptable use of the controls system will be needed to
achieve this. So will management of those government policies which
affect supplies. But the key will be to prevent the development of an
inflationary boom, such as set off the whole process in 1965. That is
why the administration makes restraint of Federal spending the cen-
terpiece of economic policy in 1973.

Thank you.
Chairman IIrMPHREY. Mr. Dunlop, and then after the presentation

of the two statements, we will then have our questioning. Mr. Dunlop,
please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN T. DUNLOP, DIRECTOR, COST OF
LIVING COUNCIL

Mr. DUNLOP. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the invitation to come
today and I will excerpt the prepared statement which has been previ-
ously submitted to this subcommittee, not reading all of it.

The stabilization controls of phase II operated during a period in
which there was considerable slack in the economy and price perform-
ance was heavily influenced by cost pressures and by slow growth in
output and productivity. The phase II controls were designed with
these conditions in mind, wtih permissible price adjustments linked
through mechanical rules with cost increases.

After a period of strong economic expansion during 1972, patterns
of price adjustment consistent with efficiency and resource allocation
became more complex than permissible under relatively simple me-
chanical pricing rules. In addition, the base period from which ad-
justments started after the freeze became increasingly inappropriate
with the passage of time. Consequently. some firms in some industry
sectors were able to gain approval for price increases in excess of those
obtainable in the market. For other firms in other industry sectors, on
the other hand, allowable price increases that could be approved under
the regulations were less than sufficient to allocate available supplies
to essential uses and often resulted in cost and profit squeezes.

The regulations of phase II were not designed to deal with situa-
tions in which demand increased substantially and price adjustments
were necessary to call forth increases in supply or to allocate supplies.
Thus, in some industries such as lumber. food, hides, and fertilizer,
application of the rules were counterproductive to obtaining supply
increases.

In other instances, firms that were efficient and aggressive in reduc-
ing costs were constrained by base period profit margins from working
toward still greater efficiency. Price increases were prohibited for large
firms in some industries, such as baking. coffee, and fertilizer. and
smaller firms in these industries were somnetimes severely squeezed as a
result or blamed their competitive circunmstances on price controls.
The formal procedure for review and approval of specified price in-
creases for large firms may also have reduced pricing uncertainty which
helps normally to restrain prices in competitive markets.
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On the wage side. the procedures for review and formal approval
required for pay adjustments were beginning to erode seriously the
collective bargaining process. The general pay standard too often be-
came a target which labor organizations had to exceed in negotia-
tions to denonstrate their effectiveness. Too often negotiations started
at that figure and did not consider sufficiently the comrntitive condi-
tions, productivity and special problems of the particular sector. Too
often negotiators were avoiding hard choices and their responsibilities
in collective bargaining by leaving decisions to the stabilization
authorities.

For both pay and price adjustments, administrative burdens and
delays associated with review and formal approval procedures increas-
ingly became an irritant to both business and labor which threatened to
diminish the voluntary cooperation and compliance which had been
pervasive and essential to the success of the entire stabilization effort.
It was necessary to develop different stabilization tools'to deal effec-
tively with the change in economic conditions in 1973.

Wage and price controls had from the outset been regarded as tem-
porary. They would be kept in force only so long as they continued
to play a supplementary and helpful role in achieving a continued re-,
duction in the rate of inflation while the economy resumed a more
rapid rate of economic growth. Since there was increasing evidence
that significant modifications in the controls would be needed in order
to assure that they would not impede the growth of output, pro-
ductivity and employment, and since the eventual goal was to place
more reliance on competition in the marketplace instead of increas-
ingly detailed and complex controls, modifications in the program
consistent with these requirements and goals wvere necessary.

.I would like to pick up in my prepared statement. Mr. Chairman,
where I hlavea brief paragraph or two dealing with the food prices
situation.

The most serious problem in the economic and market environment
in the early months of phase III is the food price situation. A combi-
nation of strong and rapidly increasing demands not only within the
United States but througrhout the world, and smller thani normal in-
creases in available supplies, resulted in food price increases in excess
of those for other commodities during 1972 and extremely rapid in-
creases in food prices at the beginning of 1973. These conditions, of
course. would have resulted in significant increases in food prices had
phase II continued. Rapid increases in food prices are a matter of seri-
ous concern whatever the pattern of stabilization controls.

We should not. however. let our current great concern with rapid
food price increases obscure the fact that price performance in the
great bulk of the economy has been moderate and prospects are for
continued moderate price performance in the great bulk of the econ-
omy. Food price behavior has alw-avs been more variable over the
short term than price performance in the rest of the economy. Just
as food prices are expected to increase more rapidly than other prices
during the first half of 1973, food price performance is expected to
level off during the last half of the year.

The Government has taken a number of very significant policy
actions to increase agricultural supply and attack the problem of
risin g food prices at its roots.
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And I. of course. refer then at this point to the statement issued
by the Cost of Living Council yesterday, and I will draw your
attention particularly and incorporate by reference those measures
that have been taken that are outlined in that statement.

The strong actions taken to encourage increased food supplies should
lead to much slower increases in food pricis in the second half of
1973 and beyond. It is, consequently, important to recognize the food
price problem as a short-term problem rather than an increase in over-
all inflation prospects, so that large wage and price increases are not
built into the cost structure of the economy which would lead to more
rapid inflation over the long term than can realistically be achieved.

I should perhaps comment in passing that above the producer's
level, we have, of course, maintained mandatory price controls, at the
processing and retail levels. We have also maintained wage controls,
as vou are aware, in the food processing and distribution areas.

Nonetheless, no one should minimize the seriousness of food price
increases to date and those in prospect in the months immediately
ahead. The Cost of Living Council has not only taken the steps out-
lined, that I referred to, but it also continues to review every possible
action that could increase food supply or that could help to restrain
rising food prices. We do spend some time each day on this vital
problem.

Now, let me turn to some general comments about phase III, re-
sponsive to your questions, at the opening of your statement, Mr.
Chairman.

DEVELOPMIENTS UTNDER PHiASE III

I do not share the view that the present program for the adminis-
tration of wage and price controls under the Stabilization Act is
wveak or that it is time to reimpose formal mandatory control through-
out the economy, including primary agricultural products. We do
confront some serious problems, particularly in the food area as has
been noted, but food price problems are not the result in any way
of phase III decisions.

Let us first examine the wage side.
The industrial relations climate in 1973 is clearly better than it

has been in many years. Top leaders of labor and management are
working together in our advisory committee, and parties in a number
of industries are seeking new ways to approach the settlement of
contracts. The strike is recognized to be a less satisfactory means
to induce agreements because of the consequences of inventory build-
np and the encouragement to foreign competition. The statement
issued by the Labor Management Advisory Committee provides that
these leaders of labor and management will "use their good offices
to create a climate favorable to the settlement of collective bargaining
negotiations in 1973 within the framework of stabilization policies."

Probably the two most important collective bargaining agreements
for the year in terms of the potential for widespread impact on the
economy, in terms of possible strife or cost impact, are railroads and
the over-the-road trucking agreements. At this very early date in the
year-more than 3 months ahead of schedule-very substantial prog-
ress has been made toward the resolution of these disputes.

1 See statement beginning on p. 34.
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The announced railroad settlement does not appear on its face to be
.unreasonably inconsistent with the wage stabilization program and
it vill be reviewed by the Cost of Living Council. when the agreement
has.been.-Vatified. The railroad settlement is truly .an outstanding
industrial relations achievement, particularly in an. industry that- has
been plagued by strife in recent years that has too often required
special legislative intervention.

* Negotiations have yet to begin in the over-the-road trucking indus-
try, but the Chicago sanitation which has upset. the last two negoti-
ations appears to have been approached in a constructive way.

* The Cost of Living Council has monitored carefully the various
collective bargaining agreements that have been. settled since Janu-
ary 11, 1973. We have several agreements .under particular scrutiny,
and should the review show that they are unreasonably inconsistent
with the standards provided in the regulations, we shall require that
'the economic adjustments not be placed into effect and be modified.
It is my- conclusion that there is no evidence that the level of wage
settlements in collective bargaining has thus far moved to a new level.
- While labor markets generally are likely. to, tighten somewhat
through the year as the level of unemployment declines further,
there is little evidence yet of critical shortages such as existed in the
period 1966-68.

We all know that the rapidly rising food prices are particularly
disruptive to reasonable wage settlements, and labor leaders remind
us daily of this relationship. But the Consume-r.Price Index. rather
than food prices alone, is the more appropriate and customary measure
of prices relevant for wage setting.

Now, to. a few remarks from the price side.
There are large segments of the economy, particularly in manufac-

turing, where prices in phase II were below ceiling levels permitted
by the regulations. The markets simply would not support higher
prices. As demand increases, we should expect a number of these
sectors to show some edging up of prices to levels permitted by our
regulations. Sometimes these increases are reflected in reduced dis-
counts and sometimes by higher posted prices.

But I do not believe our price problems are serious in this area;
there is no great difficulty in the short term in regulating what are
commonly termed "administered prices." Rather. our major difficulties
have been in two highly competitive areas: In the food markets, and
in raw materials which are. also sensitive to international nmarkets.
Lumber is included in this second group.

In this sector, as in the food sector, policies to effect supply are the
most effective way to curb price increases in the face of unusually
strong demand. The stockpile actions recently.reported are designed
to use-still another tool to increase supply in-the market of raw ma-
ter ials afid thereby to constrain prices. - - -

In some metropolitan areas, rent increases in recent months iave
been a matter of concern. The Cost -of Living: Council has assembled
information on rent increases, particularly in. areas. where there were
indications of tight rental markets. All- of the available evidence in-
dicates that these increases do not reflect a problem of national pro-
portations, but rather-particular areas and regions.-Industry represent-
atives -have indicated their interest in cooperating- to. assure volunmtary

/
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restraint in rents in areas where pressures have occurred. Restraint
can be achieved in this way without deleterious effects on the hous-
inlg stock and on new housing construction.

While prices of health care services have increased less rapidly
under the stabilization programn than previously, costs of health care
hIave been a matter of continuing concern. This sector has consequently
been retained under mandatory controls to restrain cost increases and
to provide a means of coordinating other Federal Government pol-
icies and actions to achieve lower cost delivery of health care services.

An advisory committee on health is being established to enlist the
participation of those involved in the industry, and a Cost of Living
Council Committee on Health has been established to coordinate
Federal policies. In the meantime, the mandatory regulations of phase
II continue to be in effect.

Some general observations. Mr. Chairman, at the end.
First, the policies announced January 11, 1973, have the merit of

flexibility in that it is possible to exempt areas from controls as soon
as it is safe to do so. or to go back into mandatory controls if sectors
show persistent inflationary tendencies that direct controls will help
to constrain.

Second, the program has the further merit of trying to avoid the
problems which income policies heretofore in the United States and
abroad have not been able to avoid-the tendency for a significant
jump in wages and prices when controls are eliminated all at one
time. At the end of previous stabilization efforts, prices and wages have
often risen to levels they would likely leave achieved had there been
no controls. Phase III has been designed as a transition so that this
movement to a period of no controls can be made without a large
jump.

Third, the program has the merit of concentrating the govern-
mental energies upon a limited number of problem sectors rather
than trving to administer controls over all sectors. In these sectors it
is possible both to undertake measures to deal with short-term prob-
lems and also to consider longer run and fundamental features which
mav make the sector less inflation prone in the future.

Thank you, Mir. Chairman.
[Tlhe prepared statement of Mr. Dunlop follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HoN. JOHN T. DUNLOP

INTRODUCTION

The stabilization controls of Phase II operated during a period in which there
was considerable slack in the economy and price performance was heavily In-
fluenced by cost pressures and by slow growth in output and productivity. The
Phase II controls were designed with these conditions in mind, with permissible
price adjustments linked through mechanical rules with cost increases.

After a period of strong economic expansion during 1972, patterns of price
adjustment consistent with efficiency and resource allocation-directing avail-
able supply to its most productive uses and signaling the need for increased
output and investment-became more complex than permissible under rela-
tively simple mechanical pricing rules. In addition, the base period from which
adjustments started after the freeze became increasingly inappropirate with
the passage of time. Consequently, some firms in some industry sectors were
able to gain approval for price increases in excess of those obtainable in the
market. For other firms in other industry sectors. on the other hand, allowable
price increases that could be approved under the regulations were less than
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sufficient to allocate available supplies to essential uses and often resulted incost and profit squeezes.
The regulations of Phase II were not designed to deal with situations inwhich demand increased substantially and price adjustments were necessaryto call forth increases in supply or to allocate supplies. Thus, in some industries

such as lumber, food, hides and fertilizer, application of the rules were coun-terproductive to obtaining supply increases. In other instances, firms that were
efficient and aggressive in reducing costs were constrained by base period profitmargins from working toward still greater efficiency. Price increases were pro-hibited for large firms in some industries. such as baking, coffee and fertilizer,and smaller firms in these industries were sometimes severely squeezed as aresult or blamed their competitive circumstances on price controls. The formalprocedure for review and approval of specified price increases for large firmsmay also have reduced pricing uncertainty which helps normally to restrain
prices in competitive markets.

On the wage side, the procedure for review and formal approval required
for pay adjustments were beginning to erode seriously the collective bargainingprocess. The general pay standard too often became a target which labor orga-nizations had to exceed in negotiations to demonstrate their effectiveness. Toooften negotiations started at that figure and did not consider sufficiently the com-petitive conditions, productivity and special problems of the particular sector.
Too often negotiators were avoiding hard choices and their responsibilities incollective bargaining by leaving decisions to the stabilization authorities.

For both pay and price adjustments, administrative burdens and delays asso-ciated with review and formal approval procedures increasingly became an irri-tant to both business and labor which threatened to diminish the voluntary co-operation and compliance which had been pervasive and essential to the success
of the entire stabilization effort. It was necessary to develop different stabiliza-tion tools to deal effectively with the change in economic conditions in 1973.

Wage and price controls had from the outset been regarded as temporary.
They would be kept in force only so long as they continued to play a supplemen-
tary and helpful role in achieving a continued reduction in the rate of inflation
wvhile the economy resumed a more rapid rate of economic growth. Since therewas incerasing evidence that significant modifications in the controls would be
needed in order to assure that they would not impede the growth of output.piroductivity and employment, and since the eventual goal was to place morereliance on competition in the marketplace instead of increasingly detailed andcomplex controls, modifications in the program consistent with these require-ments and goals were necessary.

THE APPROACH OF PHASE III

Phase III was, consequently, designed to provide a transition from morecomprehensive and mandatory controls to more reliance on the marketplaceand collective bargaining and less reliance on formal review and approval
procedures. The essentials of the problem were to design modifications whichwould transfer much of the burden of decision-making on individual prices andwages from a government bureaucracy to decision makers in the private sector.At the same time, it was necessary to assure that the progress achieved in re-ducing inflation under the stabilization program would be sustained, and not beundermined by a widespread and abrupt surge of wages and prices as either firmsor workers attempted to restore wages or prices to levels that might have beenrealized in the absence of controls. The transition to less reliance on a system ofwage and price controls is always a difficult undertaking involving the gradualrelease of whatever pressures for price and wage adjustments might have beenbuilt up by the controls without damaging confidence in government resolve tocontinue progress in reducing inflation.

The stabilization controls of Phase III operate, of course, within the contextof fiscal and monetary policies consistent with continued growth in output and
employment and less inflation than we have experienced in recent years. Thesebasic demand management policies are fundamental to the suceess of our stabili-7ation efforts over the long term. No system of controls has proved effective forlong without fiscal restraint and overall demand conditions consistent with
stabilization goals.

The design of Phase III to accomplish this transition involved keeping a com-prehensive blanket of controls over the economy. The control system had bothmandatory and self-administering elements. For certain sectors of the economy-
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construction, food and health-in which there were continuing structural or
other features contributing to inflation, mandatory standards essentially similar

to those that applied during Phase III were retained. In the other sectors of the

economy, mandatory reporting and recordkeeping requirements for the largest
economic units were retained, but self-administered standards were applied

to wage and price adjustments in these sectors. In addition, the Cost of Living

Council with the assistance of the Internal Revenue Services as the field orga-
nization of' the program, is systematically monitoring wage and price trends in
individual pay and price situations to assess whether they are unreasonably
inconsistent with the standards or the goals of the Economic Stabilization Pro-
gram. Mandatory controls can also be reasserted over an individual sector of
the economy, and action under this authority was taken in the case of the petro-

leum'industry after public hearings were held and the relevant data and informa-
tion was carefully analyzed.

The Phase III stabilization controls are less mechanical than those of Phase
II. This design reduces the administrative burden of controls for both the govern-
ment and the private sector for the great bulk of the economy in which pay and
price adustments have been consistent with the standards and goals of the
program. It also enables the efforts of the stabilization authorities to be concen-
trated on those situations in those sectors of the economy in which problems
of inflation are occurring, and in which either the stabilization controls or other
government p6licies can be brought to bear to reduce inflationary pressures.

Phase III was also designed in a manner that would elicit the cooperation and

support of the major participants in the society and the economy. The support
of the business community and the support of organized labor and other workers
are essential to the success of any wage-price stabilization program. The partic-
ipation in and support for a stabilization effort if necessary to avoid disruption of

productive processes and to maintain a healthy industrial relations climate.

FOOD PRICES

The most serious problem in the economic and market environment in the
early months of Phase III is the food price situation. A combination of strong
and rapidly increasing demands not only within the United States but throughout
the world, and smaller than normal increases in available supplies, resulted in
food price increases in excess of those for other commodities during 1972 and
extremely rapid increases in food prices at the beginning of 1973. These condi-
tions, of course, would have resulted in signicant increases in food prices had
Phase II continued. Rapid increases in food prices are a matter of serious concern
whatever the pattern of stabilization controls.

We should not, however, let our current great concern with rapid food price
increases obscure the fact that price performance in the great bulk of the
economy has been moderate and prospects are for continued moderate price
performance in the great bulk of the economy. Food price behavior has always
been more variable over the short term than price performance in the rest of the
economy. Just as food prices are expected to increase more rapidly than other
prices during the first half of 1973, food price performance is expected to level off
during the last half of the year.

The government has taken a number of very signicant policy actions to increase
agricultural supply and attack the problem of rising food prices at its roots.
These policy actions are summarized along with prospects for the remainder of
1973 in the attached report on food prices prepared by the Cost of Living Council
Committee on Food. The strong actions taken to eccourage increased food supplies
should lead to much slower increases in food prices in the second half of 1973
and beyond. It is, consequently, important to recognize the food price problem
'as ashort term problem rather than an increase in overall inflation prospects,
so that large wage and price increases are not built into the cost structure of the
economy which would lead to more rapid inflation over the long term than can
realistically be achieved.

Nonetheless, no one should minimize the seriousness of food price increases
to date and those in prospect in the months immediately ahead. The Cost of
Living Council has not only taken the steps outlined in the attached report, but

it also continues to review every possible action that could increase food supply

or that could help to restrain rising food prices.
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DEVELOPMENTS UNDER PHASE III

I do not share- the .view that the present program for the administration of
wage and price controls under the Stabilization Act is weak or that it is time

to reimpose formal mandatory control throughout the economy, including pri-
mary agricultural products. We do confront some.serious problems, particularly
in the food area as has been noted, but food price problems are not the result in
any way of Phase III decisions.

Let us first examine the wage side.
aThe industrial relations climate in 1973 is clearly better than it has been in

many vyears. Top leaders of labor and management are working together in

our Advisory Committee, and parties in a number of industries are seeking new
ways to approach the settlement of contracts. The strike is recognized to be a

less satisfactory means to induce agreements because of the consequences of in-
ventory buildup and the encouragement to foreign competition. The statement is-

sued by the Advisory Committee provides that these leaders of labor and manage-
ment will "use their good offices to create a climate favorable to the settlement
of collective bargaining negotiations in 1973 within the framework of stabilization
policies."

Probably the two most important collective bargaining agreements for the

year in terms of the potential for widespread impact on the economy, in terms of
possible strife or cost impact, are railroads and the over-the-road trucking agree-
ments. At this very early date in the year-more than three months ahead of

schedule-very substantial progress has been made toward the resolution of these

disputes. The announced railroad settlement does not appear on its face to be
unreasonably inconsistent with the wage stabilization program and it will be

reviewed by the Cost of Living Council when the agreement has been.ratified.
The railroad settlement is truly an outstanding industrial relations achievement,
particularly in an industry that has been plagued by strife in recent years that
has too often required special legislative intervention.

Negotiataions have yet to begin in the over-the-road trucking industry, but

the Chicago situation which has upset the last two negotiations appears to have
been approached in a constructive way.

The Council. has monitored. carefully the various collective bargaining agree-
ments that have been settled since January 11, 1973. We have several agreements
under particular scrutiny, and should the review show that they are unreasonably
inconsistent with the standards provided in the regulations, we shall require that

the economic adjustments not be placed into effect and be modified. There is no

evidence that the level of wage settlements in collective bargaining has thus far
moved to a new level.

While labor markets generally are likely to tighten somewhat through the
year as the level of unemployment declines further, there is little evidence yet of
critical shortages such as existed in the period 1966-68.

We all know that the rapidly rising food prices are particularly disruptive
to reasonable wage settlements, and labor leaders remind us daily of this rela-
tionship. But the.Consumer Price Index, rather than food prices alone, is the
more appropriate and customary measure of prices relevant for wage setting.

NSow to turn to the price side.
There are large segments of the economy, particularly in manufacturing, where

prices in Phase II were below ceiling levels permitted by the regulations. The
markets simply would not support higher prices. As demand increases, we should
expect a number of these sectors to show some edging up of prices to levels
permitted by our regulations. Sometimes these increases are reflected in reduced
discounts and sometimes by higher posted prices.

But I do not believe our price problems are serious in this area; there is no
great difficulty in the short term in regulating what are commonly termed "admin-
istered prices." Rather, our major difficulties have been in two highly competitiie
areas: the food markets, and in raw materials which are also sensitive to
international markets. Lumber is included in this second group. In this sector, as
in the food sector, policies to affect supply are the most effective way to curb price
inreases in the face of unusally strong demand. The stockpile actions recently
reported are designed to use still another tool to increase supply in the market of
raw materials and thereby to constrain prices.

In some metropolitan areas, rent increases in recent months have been a matter
of concern. The Cost of Living Council has assembled information on rent in-

95-438-73 2
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creases, particularly in areas where there were indications of tight rental mar-
kets. All of the available evidence indicates that these increases do not reflect a
problem of national proportions. Industry representatives have indicated their
interest in cooperating to assure voluntary restraint in rents in areas where
pressures have occurred. Restraint can be achieved in this way without delete-
rious effects on the housing stock and on new housing construction.

While prices of health care services have increased less rapidly under the
stabilization program, costs of health care have been a matter of continuing
concern. This sector has consequently been retained under mandatory controls to
restrain cost increases and to provide a means of coordinating other Federal
government policies and actions to achieve lower cost delivery of health care
services. An advisory committee on health is being established to enlist the par-
ticipation of those involved in the industry, and a Cost of Living Council Com-
mittee on Health has been established to coordinate Federal policies. In the
meantime, the mandatory regulations of Phase II continue to be in effect.

(1) The policies announced January 11, 1973 have the merit of flexibility in
that it is possible to exempt areas from controls as soon as it is safe to do so,
or to go back into mandatory controls if sectors show persistent inflationary
tendencies that direct controls will help to constrain.

(2) The program has the further merit of trying to avoid the problems which
income policies heretofore in the United States and abroad have not been able
to avoid-the tendency for a significant jump in wages and prices when controls
are eliminated all at one time. At the end of previous stabilization efforts, prices
and wages have often risen to levels they would likely have achieved had there
been no controls. Phase III has been designed as a transition so that this move-
ment to a period of no controls can be made without a large jump.

(3) The program has the merit of concentrating the governmental energies
upon a limited number of problem sectors rather than trying to administer con-
trols over all sectors. In these sectors it is possible both to undertake measures
to deal with short term problems and also to consider longer run and fundamental
features which may make the sector less inflation prone in the future.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Thank you very much, Mr. Dunlop.
I will have placed in the record as a part of the testimony of our

witness, if there is no objection. the additional material, the backup
material that has been presented by Mr. Stein, to which you have al-
luded in your testimony.

[The documents referred to follow:]

THE COURSE OF PRIcES, 1960-1972

THE EARLY 1960'S

The period from 1961 to 1965 was the longest period of comparative price
stability in the post-World War II era. It followed a period in the late 1950's
when concern over inflation had become a major public issue; indeed at that
time it was commonly thought that the high rates of inflation of the late 1950's
might become a permanent fact of life. Yet as measured by the GNP deflator the
average annual rate of price increase from 1960 to 1965 was only 1.4 percent-
almost 50 percent less than the postwar average of 2.7 percent. For nonfinancial
corporations the 1960-1965 average rise was 0.6 percent.

The exemplary record of overall price behavior showed up in the better known
consumer and wholesale price indexes as well. The Consumer Price Index
(CPI) rose at an average annual rate of only 1.3 percent from 1960 to 1965 while
the Wholesale Price Index (WPI) rose by only 0.4 percent per annum. For
industrial commodities the rise was only 0.2 percent per year (Table 1).

*A report prepared by the Council of Economic Advisers (Mfar. 20, 1973).



TABLE 1.-CHANGES IN SELECTED PRICE INDEXES, 1960-72

[Percent change per year]

GNP deflator Consumer Price Index Wholesale Price Index

Private Processed
nontarm Nontood All Farm foods and Industrial

Period Total Private business All items Food commodities Services commodities products feeds commodities

1960to 1961 -1.3 0.9 0 9 1.0 1.3 0.3 2.0 -0.4 -0.9 1.7 -0.5
1961 to1962 -1.1 1.0 .9 1.1 .9 .7 1.9 .3 1.8 1.0 0
1962to 1963 -1.3 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 .7 2.0 -.3 -2.0 .7 -.1
1963 to 1964 -1.6 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.3 .8 1.9 .2 -1.5 -.2 .5
1964 to 1965 -1.8 1.7 1.4 1.7 2.2 .6 2.2 2.0 4. 3 3.5 1.3

1960to1965 -1.4 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.4 .7 2.0 .4 .3 1.3 .2

1965to1966 -2.8 2.5 2.0 2.9 5.0 1.4 3.9 3.3 7.3 6.0 2.2
1966to 1967 -3.2 2.9 3.2 2.9 .9 2.6 4.4 .2 -5.6 -1.2 1.5
1967to1968 -4.0 3.6 3.4 4.2 3.6 3.7 5.2 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.5
1968 to 1969 -4.8 4.5 4.3 5.4 5.1 4.2 6.9 3.9 6.4 5.0 3.4
1969to 1970 -5.5 4.8 4.8 5.9 5.5 4.1 8.1 3.7 1.7 4.4 3.8

1965to1970 -4.1 3.7 3.5 4.2 4.0 3.2 5.7 2.7 2.4 3.2 2.7

1970to 1971 -4.7 4.3 4.3 4.3 3.0 3.8 5.6 3.2 1.7 2.1 3.6
1971 to1972 -3.0 2.6 1.9 3.3 4.3 2.2 3.8 4.6 10.7 5.7 3.4

Sources: Department of Commerce, and Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Economic conditions were highly. favorable for price stability in the early
1960's. There was considerable slack in the economy. At the beginning of 1961
the unemployment rate as close to 7 percent while manufacturing plants were
operating at 74 percent of capacity. Although the expansion during the early
1960's was a vigorous one by the standards of postwar experience it was note-
worthy for its balanced character. It did not proceed so rapidly as to create a
rise in demand that would prove to be unsustainable and that would also have
undesirable effects in creating bottlenecks. Progress in closing the gap between
actual and potential output can be seen in the reduction of the unemployment
rate, which averaged 6.7 percent in 1961 and 4.5 percent in 1965.

The first half of the 1960's were also marked by moderate rates of increase
in wages. Hourly compensation of persons in the private nonfarm sector in-
creased at an annual rate of 3.8 percent from 1960 to 1965. Because the economy
started from a point considerably below its potential and moved up at a rapid
pace, there was a~substantial rise in output per manhour. Productivity increased
at an annual rate of 3.4 percent between 1960 and 1965, as compared to an
annual growth rate of 2.6 percent during the preceding portion of the postwar
era. As a consequence, unit labor costs, which are an important indicator of
pressures on prices because they represent so large a portion of total costs, in-
creased at an annual rate of only 0.4 percent for the period as a whole (Table 2).



TABLE 2.-CHANGES IN OUTPUT PER MAN-HOUR AND RELATED DATA, PRIVATE ECONOMY, 1948-72

IPercent change from preceding periodl

Compensation per
Outputi Man-hours, Output per man-hour man-hour' Unit labor costs Implicit price deflator'

Total Private Total Private Total Private Total Private Total Private Total PrivateYear or quarter private non-tarin private non-farm private non-farm private non-farm private non-farm private non-tarii

1948 ----------------------------- 4.8 4.4 0.4 1.3 4.5 3.0 9.0 9.0 4.3 5.8 6.7 6.81949 -... . ... ... ._ -. 3 -. 1 -3.4 -3.9 3.2 4.0 1.5 2.9 -1.6 -1.0 -1.0 .8
1950 -....... ---- - 10.2 10.6 2.0 4.0 8.1 6.3 6.8 5.5 -1.2 -.8 1.0 1.11951 - .- 6.3 7.0 3.2 4.9 3.0 2.0 9.6 8.7 6.4 6.6 7. 3 6. 51952 - 2.5 2.5 .5 1. 5 1.9 .9 6. 1 5. 5 4. 1 4. 5 1. 9 2. 61953 - * *-*- 5. 1 5. 1 .8 2. 1 4. 2 2.9 6.3 5. 6 2.0 2. 6 .7 1. 81954 ----------------- -1.3 -1.5 -3.7 -3.8 2.4 2.3 3.1 3. 2 .6 9 1. 2 1. 7
1955 -8.-----------. - 8.5 8.8 3.9 4.2 4.4 4.4 2.6 3.5 -1.7 -.9 .9 1.31956 ----------- ------ 1. 9 2.0 1. 7 2. 6 .2 -. 6 6. 4 5. 8 6. 2 6. 4 3. 2 3. 4
1957 -1.4 1.6 -1.5 -6 2.9 2.2 6.5 5.7 3.5 3.44 3.6 3.71958 -- 1. 3 -1. -4. 2 -3. 9 3. 1 2. 5 4. 2 3. 8 1.1 1.3 2.1 1.71959------------------ 7. 0 7. 3 3. 3 3. 7 3.6 3. 4 4. 6 4.3 1. 0 .9 1. 4 1. 8
1960- -....----..----.- 2.4 2.4 .8 1. 1 1.6 1 .2 3.9 4.1 2.2 2.8 1. 4 1. 41961 ~----------------- 1. 9 1. 9 -1. 5 -1.0 3. 5 3. 0 3. 8 3. 2 .3 2 9 .9
1962 -- 6. 8 7. 1 2. 0 2. 5 4. 7 4. 6 4.4 4.0 .3 .5 9 91963 --------------- _ 4. 2 4. 3 .6 1. 2 3. 6 3. 1 4.0 3. 6 .4 5 1. 0 1. 2
1964 -5.7 6.1 1.8 2.3 3.9 3.7 5.0 4.7 1.1 1.0 1. 2 1.3
1965- ---------- 6.6 6.6 3.1 3.6 3.4 2.9 4.1 3.7 .7 .8 1.7. 1.41966 --------------------------- 6.4 7. 0 2.4 . 3.3 4.0 3.5 6.9 6.1 2.8 2.5 2.5 2,21967------------------ 2. 3 2. 2 .3 .5 2. 1 1. 6 5. 8 5. 7 3. 7 4.0 2. 9 3. 3
1968 -4 .8 5. 1 .18 2. 1 2.9 2.9 7.6 7. 3 4. 6 4.3 3. 6 3. 51969------------------ 2. 8 2. 8 2.3 2.9 .4 -.1 7. 6 7.0 7. 1 7. 2 4.5 4. 5

1970- -...- .5 -. 7 -1.5 -1.3 1.0 .6 7.6 7.2 6.5 6.6 4. 8 5.01971------------------ 3. 0 3.0 -. 6 -. 6 3. 6 3. 6 7.1 7. 1 3. 4 . 3.4 4.3 4. 31972- 6. 9 7. 5 2.6 2. 7 4.2 4.7 6.2 6.4 2.0 1.7 2.6 2. 1

See footnotes at end of table.



TABLE 2.-CHANGES IN OUTPUT PER MAN-HOUR AND RELATED DATA, PRIVATE ECONOMY, 1948-72-Continued

[Percent change from preceding periodl

Compensation per
Output, Man-hours2 Output per man-hour man-hour3 Unit labor costs Implicit price deflator'

Total Private Total Private Total Private Total Private Total Private Total Private
private non-farm private non-farm private non-farm private non-farm private non-farm private non-farm

Seasonally adjusted annual rates

1970:
1---------------------------_ -2.6 -3.0 -1.3 -1.2 -1.3 -1.8 6.9 6.5 8.3 8.4
11 --------------------------- 1.7 1.1 -2.5 -3.4 4.3 4.7 5.9 7.2 1.6 2.4
I11 ..-- 2.3 2. 9 -4. 3 -3. 8 6.9 6. 9 9. 4 9.0 2. 4 2. 0
IV -.----...-- -5.1 -5.7 -3. 3 -2.7 -1. 9 -3.1 5.4 4.6 7.4 8. 0

1971:
1---------------------------------- 8.7 8.6 1.2 1.1 7.5 7.4 9.2 9.1 1.7 1. 5
i -3.7 4.1 1.5 .9 2.2 3.2 6.2 7.5 3.9 4. 2
I11 -- - - - 2.5 2.4 -.6 -.2 3.2 2.5 5.8 5.2 2.6 2. 5
IV -......------..-- 7.2 8.1 3.4 3.3 3.7 4.7 4.7 4.9 1.0 .3

1972:
1---------------------------------- 7.0 8.1 3.1 2.8
1 ...- - - - 10.2 10.6 3.38 5.2

III------------------ 6. 5 7.5 2. 3 .9
IV--8.4 79 3.5 4.1

5. 2
3.8
3. 8
6. 3

4.7
4. 3
2.8
1.0

5. 2
4.9
3.7
7.2

4. 5
4.0
2.7
.1

3.7
1.5
1. 4
2. 3

3.9 5.2 8.7 9.1 4.6 3.8 4.2
6.2 5.1 5.6 4.6 -. 6 -.5 1.7
4.1 6.6 4.4 6.1 .3 -.4 2.2
4.7 3.6 7.9 7.4 3.0 3.8 2.8

Year or quarter

I Output refers to gross national product in 1958 dollars. 4 Current dollar gross product divided by constant dollar product.
2 Hours of all persons in private industry engaged in production, including man-hours of proprietors

and unpaid family workers. Man-hoars estimates based primarily on establishment data. Note: Data relate to all pnrsons. Percent changes are based on original data and therefore may
3 Wages and salaries of employees plus employers' contribution for social insurance and private differ slightly from percent changes based on indexes in table C-32.

benefits plans. Also includes an estimate of wages, salaries, and supplemental payments for the Source: Depart-nerti of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
self-employed.
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Changes in hourly compensation reflect, besides changes in wage rates, changes
in the industrial or occupational composition of employment as well as changes
in overtime hours. Unfortunately, little information exists concerning the be-havior of basic wage or compensation rates. What is available, however, suggests
that wage rates increased at a pace that was moderate by any yardstick. For ex-ample, a special BLS index of overage hourly earnings-that standardizes hourlyearnings for changes in the inter-industry (but not the inter-occupational) mixof employment and eliminates the effects of changes in manufacturing overtime
hours-rose at a 3.2 percent annual during the period. One reason for the dis-crepancy between the growth of hourly compensation and hourly earnings isthat the former includes and the latter excludes wage supplements or "fringebenefits" which increased about 60 percent faster than did wages and salaries
alone.

Negotiated wage settlements were also small. The median first year wageadjustment ranged from 2.8 to 3.8 percent over the period (Table 3). The broader"effective wage adjustment"-which combines first year increases, cost of living
increases and deferred increases that take effect during a year together withcontracts providing for no increase-is a good summary measure of the global
impact of newly signed and older union contracts on the overall wage level. Inthe 5 years 1961-1965, annual effective wage adjustments ranged from 2.7 to 3.4percent. Changes in salary rates were also moderate. White collar salaries, asmeasured by the annual Labor Department survey of professional, technical,
administrative and clerical pay, showed year-to-year increases of 3 percent duringthat portion of the early 1960's for which data are available. Of course, thisbroad occupational category represents one of the most lightly unionized groups
within the economy, especially since the survey excludes white collar workers atall levels of government.



TABLE 3.-SELECTED MEASURES OF WAGE CHANGE, PRIVATE NONFARM SECTOR

[Percent change per yearl

Negotiated wage adjustments2

Median of contracts negotiated in the year Average wage adjuatment effective in

Hourly Gross Average 1st year Life of contract. the year
compen- average hon "I y - . - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

satine of hourly earnings All Manu- Nonmanu- All Manu- Nonmanu- - All Manu- Nonmanu-

Period employees earnings index ' industries facturing factoring industries facturitg facturing industries factoring factuoing

L. D

1960SOto1961 -------- 3. 2 2. 4 3. 1 2. 8 2. 4 3. 6 NA NA NA Z.1/Z

196110o1962 -------- 3. 9 3. 7 3. 3 2. 9 2. 4 4. 0 NA NA NA 2. 8 . 2.6

196210o1963 -------- 3. 5 2. 7 2. 9 3. 0 2. 5 3. 4 'NA NA NA 2. 9 2. 7

19631 to1964 -------- 4. 7 3. 5 3.1 3. 2 2. 0 3. 6 NA NA NA 2. 7 2. 0

1964 to 1965 -------- 3.6 3. 8 3. 7 3. 8 4.0 3. 7 NA NA NA 3. 4 3.4

Z. b3. 5
3. 2
3.5 t'.D
3.4 r=

1960 to 1965 3. 8

1965 to 1966 - - 5 8
1966 to 1967 ----------- 5. 6
1967 to 1968 - - 7. 5
1968 to 1969 6. 7
1969 to 1970- 7. 2

1965 to 1970 6. 6

1970 to 1971 -7. 1
1971 to 1972 '- 6. 4

3.2 3.2 3.1 2.7 3.7 NA NA NA 2.9 2.7 3.2

4.2 5. 3. _ 8 _ . A. _ . i.. a 22
4.5 4.0 4.8
4.7 4.6 5.6
6.3 6.6 7.2
6. 7 6.6 8.0
5. 9 6.7 10.0

4.2
6. 4
6. 9
7.0
7. 5

5.0
5.07. 5

10. 0
14. 2

3. 9 3.83 S.9 *. S.6b S 3.3 0.

5.0 5.1 5.0 4.4 4.0 4.8
5.2 4.9 5.9 5.5 5.2 6.0
6 8 5.8 . 8.5 5.1 5.0 5.2
8.1 5.8 12.1 7.3 6.0 8.3

5.6 5.7 7.1 6.4 8.3 5.8 5.1 7.1 5.2 4.7 5.6

6.5 7. 12. 2 10. 12. 8 .8. 0 7. 4 8 4 8.0 6.3 . 10. 7
6. 4 6. 2 6. 3 6. 2 6. 3 6. 0 5.6 6. 4 3 5.0 - 3 3.8 3a5.7

I Adjusted for overtime (in manufacturing only) and for interindustry employment shifts.
2 Contracts covering 1,000 or more workers.
' First 9 months of 1972.

NA-No a.atale
NA-Not available.
Source: Department of Labor, Bureau -of Labor Statistics.
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Few would disgaree that the absence of excessive demand pressures and the
relatively high date of unemployment throughout much of the period were vital
factors behind the slow rise in wages during the early 1960's. However, it is also
worth keeping in mind that a voluntary incomes policy was operative over much
of this period. The econometric evidence as to whether the guideposts exerted
an independent effect on wages and prices separable from, say, the general ab-
sence of excess demand, is mixed.

For nonfinancial corporations the small rise in prices that did occur in the
early 1960s was largely a reflection of higher profits per unit of output. With
unit costs rising very little, unit profits rose steadily in the first half of the 1960's
and in 1965 were higher than in any other postwar years except for 1948, 1950
and 1951.

THE INFLATION OF 1965-1069

A continuation of the price stability of the early 1960's would have required
that the rate of increase in demand slow down as the economy approached its
potential. Similarly, if the rise in labor costs were to remain moderate the
rate of wage increases would have had to diminish since above average rises
in productivity could not be expected to continue. In fact, both aggregate ex-
penditures and wage rates accelerated their increases.

The step-up of the war in Vietnam in mid-1965 found little margin of unused
resources to satisfy the new demands being placed on the economy. The overall
unemployment rate in June and July was 4½/ percent and the rate for married
men only 2.3 percent. It was under these circumstances that fiscal policy took
a pronounced shift toward stimulus, mainly because of the rise in defense spend-
ing but also because new government programs instituted earlier were moving
into a more expansive phase.

Although the 1965-1969 inflation is usually thought to have begun at mid-1965,
that date does not constitute a dividing line in the price statistics. The GNP
deflator rose less in the second half of 1965 than in the first. There was a dis-
tinct acceleration in the rise of wholesale prices but that had begun in the spring
of 1965. There was some acceleration in the rise in the consumer price index from
1964 to 1965-1.7 percent as compared with about 1%4 percent in the three pre-
ceding years. But this was due entirely to food and services; nonfood com-
modities rose at the same rate as earlier. The most prominent price change was
the rapid rise of farm prices, which began at the end of 1964, was most severe
in the spring of 1965 and continued through mid-1966. This was due principally
to supply restrictions. Government programs limited output of major crops:
production of pork dropped sharply and beef production rose only slightly in
response to low prices in 1963 and 1964; and output of several crops declined
bec-ause of poor weather.

It was not until early 1966 that the strong upsurge in demand, coming at
a time when the unemployment rate had fallen below 4 percent brought sharp
increases in costs and prices. Earlier rises in the prices of crude and intermediate
materials at wholesale began to be translated into larger increases of finished
goods prices. Higher food prices exacerbated the pressures coming from higher
demand. In the first quarter of 1966 the GNP deflator rose at an annual rate of
3.1 percent-the largest rise in 8 years-and in the second quarter the infla-
tion rate rose to 4.0 percent, which proved to be a peak for the early stage of
the Vietnam buildup.

THE 1906-1907 LULL

After the spring of 1966 the rise in aggregate demand began to taper off for
a number of reasons. The initial burst of defense demand associated with
the miiitary buildup subsided. The effects of monetary policy, which had be-
gun to move toward restraint early in the year, started to be felt. The invest-
ment tax credit was repealed in the summer as a means of cooling off business
demand for capital goods. which had risen rapidly. There also seems to have
been an independent decline in automobile demand in the spring. After the
first quarter of 1966 there was a pronounced retardation in the rate of growth
of real output and in the first quarter of 1967 output slipped very slightyy.
Although the excess of actual over potential output Xwas significantly reduced,
tie excess did not disappear. Total employment stopped growing around the
end of 1966 but so did the civilian labor force, so that there was little re-
sponse in the unemployment rate.

Tie slowdown in demand. output and employment was accompanied by a
retardation in the rate of inflation. From tie 4 percent rate reached in the see-
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ond quarter of 1966 the rise in the GNP deflator gradually subsided to a rate
of 2.3 percent one year later. The price slowdown over this period had two

components. One was a response to the slowdown in the economy while the other

was an autonomous decline in farm and food prices.
Independent forces on the supply side were responsible for a sharp decline

in food prices. The point is worth emphasizing today because it indicates how

dramatically farm and food prices can respond to an improving supply situa-

tion. By mid-1966, production of pork was turning around and output of beef,

poultry, and eggs was picking up rapidly in lagged response to the high prices

of 1965 and early 1966. Moreover, acreges planted for feed and food grains
were allowed to increase in 1967. As a result, the expansion in farm output
in 1967 was the largest recorded for the decade. The 4.2 percent decline in farm

product and processed food prices accounts wholly for the slight decline in

the wholesale price index from the third quarter of 1966 to the second quarter

of 1967. The food component of the C PI fell about 1 percent from August
1966 to April 1967 and the farm component of the GNP deflator fell over 10

percent between the quarters containing those months.
In the nonfarm sector industrial prices at wholesale rose less than half

as much in the year from the third quarter of 1966 to the third quarter of
1967 as they had in the preceding year. Also, there was a slight slowdown in
the rise in nonfood commodities in the CPI. This favorable price behavior
in the nonfarm sector is important because it demonstrates the possibility of
a prompt price reaction to a moderate slowdown in the real economy, if, as in
this case, the inflation has been of relatively short duration.

P.ESURGENCE OF DEMAND INFLATION

Because the economy continued to operate above its potential in 1967 the
revival in demand during that year brought a quick response in prices. The
inflation rate as measured by the GNP deflator rose markedly in the second
half of 1967, and during 1968 the rise averaged more than 4 percent, which was
more than % of a percentage point greater than the increase during 1967. Also,
farm prices-responding to a slower expansion in production and to rapid in-
creases in consumer demand-began a vigorous rise that continued through the
end of 1969.

Policies against inflation were slow to be enacted in 1967 and 1968 and for part
of 1968 monetary and fiscal policy were working at cross purposes. The budget
for fiscal 1969 called for a considerable slowdown in the rise in Federal expendi-
tures. However, the Johnson Administration proposal for a temporary 10 per-
cent surtax on personal and corporate income did not become law until the middle
of calendar 1968. The surtax was expected to have a fairly quick impact on de-
mand and production. Concern that the economy might slow down too abruptly
led the monetary authorities to pursue a more stimulative monetary policy in the
second half of 1968. The rise in demand and real output did in fact slow down
during this period but the economy was still operating above its potential, pres-
sures on costs were heavy, and the inflation rate showed some acceleration from
the first to the second half of the year.

Labor demand, 1960-1969
Labor markets were extremely tight in the second half of the 1960's almost

without interruption. The unemployment rate dropped from 5 percent in early
1965 to below 3v 4 percent in late 1968. The strong demand for labor showed up
in other ways. The index of help wanted advertising of the National Industrial
Conference Board soared by more than 37 percent between 1965 and 1968-1969.
The quit rate of production workers in manufacturing, which appears to be
strongly influenced by worker assessments of the availability of alternative job
opportunities nearly doubled between 1964 and 1969.

Not only did the overall unemployment rate fall sharply during the period,
but there were important decreases in component unemployment rates, particu-
larly for adult males. The jobless rate for males in the 2.5-54 age bracket fell by
one-half, from 3 percent in early 1965 to 1'/2 percent in early 1969. This rate hit
a postwar low in 1969, falling even below tie trough reached during the Korean
war, although definitional changes introduced into the household survey start-
ing in 1967 may have served to reduce the prime male rate in the late 1960's
relative to, say, the early 1950's.
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As the demand for labor grew and the unemployment rate declined, signs of
s age inflation increased, gradually at first but with greater frequency as time
went on. The beginnings of a crescendo of compensation growth were already
evident in 1965, when hourly compensation, which had risen at a rate of slightly
more than a four percent over most of the early 1960's, increased at a rate of
about 5 percent during the final three quarters of the year. The hourly earnings
index had inched up at a 3.1 percent pace during the 1960-1964 period: but its
quarterly growth rose from a rate of 3.4 percent in late 1964 to 4.2 percent a year
later. The median first year wage adjustment was 3.8 percent in 1965, compared
to an average rise of 3.0 percent in the preceding four years. The small pickup
in the average size of negotiated settlements in 1965 was concentrated in the
manufacturing sector, where the median adjustment was 3.4 percent, as compared
to an annual rise of 2.5 percent in the immediately preceding four years .

The wage acceleration that began in 1965 did not crest for several years.
On an annual basis, compensation per manhour (of persons) in the private
nonfarm sector climbed from less than 4 percent in 1965 to 7.3 percnt in 1968.
Although the rise slowed in 196T, this was the result of reduced overtime
hours and change in industry mix associated with the lull in demand. In
contrast, negotiated wage settlements spiralled steadily upwards over this
period, from a median first year adjustment of 3.8 percent in 1965 to 8.0 percent
in 1969. It is quite important to note that the more encompassing measure of
"effective wage adjustment" did not accelerate as rapidly, rising from 3.4 per-
cent in 1965 to 5.5 percent in 1968 and 5.1 percent in 1969, mainly because of
smaller deferred increases from settlements negotiated in earlier years.

A separate, although certainly not independent, factor in this wage escalation
process was the rapid and severe distortion of traditional wage relationships
which evolved during the latter half of the 1960's. The prevalence of long-term
contracts locked substantial numbers of workers into gains that turned out
to be inadequate not only by comparison with the rates at which price levels
were rising but also relative to the speed at which wage rates were being ad-
justed for other workers. Both of these factors generated pressures for large
first year wage increases in negotiated settlements which, in a sense, served
largely as retrospective adjustments to wage and price inflation. However,
prospects of further inflation also fueled union and nonunion wage demands.
In the late 1960's particularly, wages in the construction industry escalated
very rapidly and probably exerted an influence on overall wage changes that
was far out of proportion to the share of construction in total employment.
Excessive wage changes in one construction craft or geographic locale quickly
spread to other segments of the industry and resulted in major distortions with
respect to the wage levels of other industries.

In manufacturing median effective wage adjustments in unionized firms
were less than those of nonunionized firms from 1965 to 1969 as a whole but
the pattern within the period changed. In each year from 1965 through 1967, the
effective wage adjustment for unionized firms was smaller than for nonunion
establishments. However, in 1968 and 1969 the effective wage adjustments were
identical for union and nonunion firms. (1970 and 1971 rises in union wages
outstripped those in the nonunion sector.) If the maufacturing sector is reason-
ably typical of the economy as a whole in terms of its union-nonunion wage
relationships. then wage growth in the unionized sector of the economy actu-
ally lagged behind that of the nonunionized portions for the period of excess
demand as a whole.

During the latter half of the 1960's there was a steady acceleration of the
increase in unit labor costs. After rising at an annual rate of only 0.4 percent
in the 1960-1965 period in the private nonfarm sector, the average increase
from 1965 to 1969 was 4.5 percent and by 1969 the rise was over 7 percent. At
the same time that hourly compensation was rising rapidly, the improvement
in productivity was showing a pronounced slowdown. Productivity rose from
1966 to 1968 but the average increase of 2.3 percent was well below the average
rise of 3.4 percent during the first half of the 1960's.

To judge from nonfinancial corporations, rising profit margins do not appear
to have been a significant factor in the price rise after 1965. Profits per unit
of output peaked in late 1965 and approximately levelled out In 1966. The lull
in demand in late 1966-early 1967 was accompanied by some reduction in profits
per unit, but they experienced only a slight recovery of brief duration when the
rise in demand and the rate of inflation accelerated after mid-1967 (Table 4).
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TURNING THE INFLATIONARY TIDE

When the new Administration came in at the start of 1969 conditions of
excess demand were at their worst. The rate of inflation in the GNP deflator
had reachd 4.6 percent in the fourth quarter of 1968. The unemployment rate
in December 1968 was 3.4 percent, the lowest it had been since 1953.

The Administration's anti-inflationary policies focused on the conditions
underlying the rapid rate of price and wage increase, namely, the excess de-
mand. It was successful in bringing about a closer coordination of monetary
and fiscal policies. Following the move in the direction of expansion in the
second half of 1968 Federal Reserve policy shifted toward restraint. Fiscal
policy brought about some cutback in expenditures from those proposed by the
preceding Administration, which had already begun to reduce the rise in out-
lays. Altogether there was a very pronounced move toward fiscal restraint from
fiscal year 1968 to fiscal 1969 as the full employment budget moved from a
substantial deficit to a substantial surplus.

TABLE 4.-CHANGES IN PRICES, COSTS, AND PROFITS PER UNIT OF OUTPUT FOR NONFINANCIAL CORPORATIONS,
1960-72 (ANNUAL RATE)

Item 1960-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72

Dollar change per unit of output:
Price - - 0. 007 0.018 0.031 0.028 0.030 0.046 0.044 0.021

Employee compensation - 002 .018 .029 .020 .037 .048 .020 .010
Other costs - - 003 -. 001 .015 .009 .014 .024 .015 .003

Capital consumption al-
lowances - - 002 .001 .007 .002 .006 .009 .008 .004

- Indirect business taxes '_ .000 -. 004 .004 .005 .004 .009 .006 -.002
Net interest -. 001 .002 .004 .002 .004 .006 .002 .001

Profit2 -606 .00 -. 013 -. 001 -. 021 -. 026 .009 .008
Percent change per unit of output:

Price .6 1.7 2.9 2.5 2.7 4.0 3.6 1.7
Employee compensation ---- -. 3 2. 7 4. 3 2. 8 5. 1 6. 3 2. 5 1.2
Compensation per man.hour 3. 7 5. 3 5. 3 7. 2 7. 3 7. 3 7. 2 6.2
Output per man-hour - 4.0 2.6 1. 0 4.3 2.1 1.0 4.7 4. 7
Othercosts -1.4 -.5 7.0 3.9 5.9 9.5 5.4 1.0

Capital consumption al-
lowances 1.7 1.0 7.0 1.9 5.5 7.8 6.5 3.0

Indirect business taxes. .2 -4.0 4.2 5,0 3.8 8.3 5.1 -1.6
Net interest -9.1 11.8 21.1 8.7 16.0 20.7 5.7 -2.7

Profits2 3.5 .6 -7.2 -.6 -12.7 -17.9 7.6 6.3
Percent change in output 6.0 7.6 1.4 6.4 4.6 -1.5 2.27 8.4

X Also includes business transfer payments less subsidies.
2 Before taxes and including inventory valuation adjustment.
Note: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.
Sources: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, and Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Policy succeeded in attaining its first objective of getting rid of the excess
demand. As compared to 1968 the rise in demand slowed in 1969 and fell markedly
in the fourth quarter of 1969 when real output showed a moderate decline.

The Administration recognized that results of the fight against inflation-in the
form of much slower rises in prices and wages-could not be expected quickly
because inflation had been a way of life for too long a time; however, it was
believed that business and labor would alter their behavior as they saw circuma-
stances changing. At first the slowdown in demand and output was expected to
reduce profits and cause employers to show greater resistance to demands for
wage increases. The reduction in profits itself was expected to remove an imupor-
tant rationale for large wage demands. At the same time, the reduced demand for
labor was expected to bring a moderation in workers' demands for wage increases.
This process was expected to take time because the momentum of past wages and
price increases were deeply imbedded in the behavior of business and labor. There
was thus considerable catching up to be done by those who had fallen behind in
the inflationary spiral, but ultimately the conditions of sluggish demand would
make themselves felt. Business would moderate its price increases would foster a
slower rise in unit labor costs and thus in prices.

Expectations of a slow price response proved to be correct since the price rise
accelerated during much of 1969 and perhaps during all of it. It is not entirely
clear from the existing data whether the inflation peaked in late 1969 or early
1970 because the various indexes that are available give somewhat conflicting
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results. Changes in the GNP deflator reflect both changes in prices and changes in
weights so that if weight changes are to be avoided one must focus on a fixed
weighted index. Such an index for all of GNP (with 1967 weights) would put the
maximum rate of inflation in the years 1969 and 1970 in the third quarter of
1969, at 6.7 percent. If one focuses on the private sector alone-in order to elimi-
nate the influence of government pay raises-that quarter would constitute the
peak also, with an annual inflation rate of 5.6 percent. In contrast, the wholesale
price index and its industrial component peaked in the final quarter of 1969 while
the consumer price index increased at its highest rate in the first quarter of 1970.

Employers and employees alike were slow to adjust their behavior to changing
circumstances. Although the rise in demand and output tapered off during 1969,
the labor force continued to grow rapidly and employment increased until the
early part of 1970. One plausible explanation for this behavior is that employers
were hoarding labor in the belief that the slowdown would be both brief and mild.

The large increases in employment coming at a time when the rise in output was
slowing down resulted in a slight absolute decline in nonfarm output per man-
hour from 1968 to 1969. There was a slight diminution in the change in compen-
sation per man-hour which was basically of a compositional nature. The net result
was the largest increase in unit labor costs for any post-war year-7.2 percent in
the private nonfarm sector.
P'ricc behavior preceding the NEP

The disinflationary policies that had been started in 1969 caused the economy
to decline a little more in early 1970 than had been anticipated, but the decrease
in real output was quite small by post war standards. In any case it was clear
that the excess demand had at long last been eliminated by early 1970. In the
second and third quarter of 1970 the output decline was reversed with small
increases. Indeed, monetary policy had already turned in the direction of ex-
pansion early in the year while the Administration clung to a fiscal policy that
was essentially neutral. However, the recovery was a fragile one and when the
General Motors strike occurred in mid-September the mild forces of expansion
were swamped by the contractionary forces of the strike. The recovery con-
tinued to be sluggish through the spring and much of the summer of 1971.

Unemployment rose rapidly during 1970-from 3.6 percent at the end of 1969
to 6.1 percent a year later. Despite the recovery in demand and output unem-
ployment did not stray far from 6 percent throughout 1971. The other labor
market barometers pointed to-the same softening in the demand for labor over
the same period.

The year 1970 was the first during which prices responded to disinflationary
policies of demand management, but progress on the price front was not steady
nor was it so large as to eradicate doubts about the fight against inflation. By
the third quarter of 1970 the fixed weighted GNP deflator had fallen to an
annual rate of 3.7 percent,.3 full percentage points less than the rate of one year
earlier. Its interim movement, however, was somewhat erratic. This was not true
of the fixed weighted private deflator, whose rate of increase declined steadily
from the third quarter of 1969 to the third quarter of 1970, to reach an annual
rate of 3.3 percent. This was 2.3 percentage points below the peak one year earlier.

The rise in the consumer price index also fell to its lowest rate in more than 2
years by the third quarter of 1970. However, this was mainly because of smaller
increases in food prices. Farm prices, which had risen rapidly in 1969, had peaked
in early 1970. After reaching a high in early 1970 livestock prices declined sharply
through the rest of the year, reflecting heavy marketings and more than offset-
ting a slight rise in crop prices. The rise in food prices exceeded 6 percent for 4
straight quarters; reaching 8.5 percent in the opening quarter of 1970. But two
quarters later the rise was down to 1.0 percent. As in 1967, this experience pro-
vides another example of how changes in food prices can undergo pronounced
shifts in relatively short periods of time.

The nonfood component of the CPI recorded some progress toward disinfla-
tion but not much. Inflation rates reached peaks ranging from 6*2 to 7 in the
first- half of 1970 and fell to a little over 5 percent in the third quarter.

Unfortunately this behavior did not continue. The progress made in the spring
and summer of 1970 was reversed in late 1970 and early 1971 coincident with
the sharp decline in output associated with the General Motors strike and its
aftermath. Inflation rates subsided after the first quarter of 1971 but at rates
that were above those reached in the summer of 1970.
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lWa£ge behavior preceding the freeze
Although excess demand ceased to be a fact of U.S. economic life after 1969,

wage rate changes seemed impervious to those developments. Salaries of white
collar workers increased faster in 1970 than they did in any of the earlier years
and from the middle of 1970 to the midcUe of 1971 they rose more quickly than in
the preceding year. Collective bargaining settlements continued to accelerate,
with first year negotiated wage increases reaching 10 percent in 1970. In con-
struction these rose to a rate of more than 22 percent during the final half of
1970. The comprehensive hourly compensation series continued to rise briskly
and, while not accelerating, showed no real signs of abating from the growth rate
of about 7'k percent average during 1970 and the first half of 1971.

The failure of wage rate changes to slacken when excess demand for labor
had abated has no simple explanation. Some economists who envisioned a more
or less stable relationship between the rate of wage and price inflation, on the
one hand, and the ratio of aggregate output to potential on the other, claim
that this relationship shifted or worsened during the 1960's. In particular, they
point to the changes in the age-sex composition of the labor force as a primary
force behind this deterioration. While this may be relevant for the latter half
of the 1960's and the early 1970's as a whole, it does not seem sufficient to
explain why wage changes did not respond to the elimination of excess aggre-
gate demand and the persistence of high unemployment.

The legacy of firmly imbedded inflationary expectations as well as the in-
herited accumulation of distortions in the wage structure undoubtedly exerted an
important influence on wage changes. Although workers had been receiving large
wage increases in money terms, they felt little real improvement because of the
rapid inflation. Wages in major industries affected by collective bargaining agree-
ments showed a persistent tendency to fall behind the rest of the economy
during the term of a multi-year agreement and then to catch up through large
increases when new agreemens were negotiated. Of course, as soon as one group
of workers managed to regain its "place" in the relative wage structure, another
group lost its standing.

In fact there is some evidence in manufacturing suggesting that wage rate
increases in the nonunionized sector did indeed moderate during 1970 and 1971.
However, for a variety of reasons this was not true of the highly publicized
unionized sector, where wage increases accelerated (Table 5).

TABLE 5.-UNION AND NONUNION WAGE ADJUSTMENTS IN MANUFACTURING, 1959-71

Median percentage adjustment

New wage decisions Effective adjustment

Year Union Nonunion Union Nonunion

1959 -1 3.4 13.2 13.4 '3.3
1960 -13.4 2.2 '3.4 12.5
1961 -2. 5 1.2 2.7 1.0
1962 -2. 5 1.6 2.6 1.6
1963 -2.6 2.8 2.6 2.8
1964 -2- .3 2.0 2. 2 2.0
1965-3.4 3.2 2.9 3. 2
19666------------------------- 4.0 3.7 3.2 3.9
1967- 5. 5 4.0 4.6
1968 - ----------------------------------------- 6. 4 5.0 5.0 5. 0
1969 - - 6. 9 5.1 5.0 5.1
1970- 7.3 5.0 5.7 5.1
1971------------------------- 8.2 4.7 6.1 4.7

I Estimated.

Source: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The small amount of price improvement that occurred from early 1970 to the
time of the price freeze-aside from slower rises in food costs-was associated
mainly with an improvement in productivity. There had been a considerable de-
crease in productivity in late 1969-early 1970, associated with the down turn in
real output. But after early 1970 business embarked on extensive cost-cutting
activities that took the form mainly of steady reductions in man-hours through
1970, during the time that output had resumed its rise. The resultant productivity
improvement served to offset the continued large increases in hourly compensa-
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tion, so that the rise in unit labor costs was greatly reduced. After the recovery
from the strike in the automobile industry the growth of productivity slowed down
as the severest phase of cost-cutting ended and business resumed hiring.

That there was not more disinflation during this period may have been re-lated to the severe squeeze on profit margins that business experienced in 1969
and 1970, when profits per unit of output fell by approximately one-third. The
moderate improvement in demand in 1971 found businessmen attempting to ex-pand their shrunken margins. However, efforts in this direction were neces-
sarily limited mainly because the economy was still not enjoying a robust ex-
pansion. In the third quarter of 1971 unit profits of nonfinancial corporations
were still 30 percent below their peaks reached some 5 years earlier.

THE ECONOMIC STABILIZATION PROGRAM, 1971-1973

In the middle of 1971 the economic recovery was proceeding slowly, unemploy-
ment had shown no improvement, while the inflation rate had slowed but wasstill too high. Consumer prices increased in the first half at an annual rate of 3.8
percent, the lowest rate for such a period in 4 years. However, wholesale prices
accelerated to an annual rate of 5 percent, largely as a result of sharp demand-
induced rises in prices of lumber and cattlehides. Concern persisted that meas-
ures taken to speed up the economy and reduce unemployment would worsen theprice situation.

In the meantime the accelerating deterioration of the U.S. balance of inter-
national payments and of the dollar in world markets added a new facet to the
policy dilemma. The Administration response was the New Economic Policy, an-
nounced August 15, 1971. The rationale for the comprehensive mandatory con-
trols on prices and wages was that the 1970-1971 inflation was a result of ex-pectations, contracts, and patterns of behavior built up during the 1965-1969
period of excess demand. 'he purpose of the controls was to provide a period ofenforced relative price-wage stability during which behavior would adapt to
the new expectation that rapid inflation was no longer the prospective condition
of rational life.
Price8

The Economic Stabilization Program (ESP) was initiated without advance
notice by a 90-day freeze of almost all prices and wages. This step impressed the
existence of controls on the public consciousness and had a marked effect on
monthly price indexes. Partly because the consumer price index includes someprices sampled only every six months, the impact on the CPI was less pronounced
than on the wholesale index. The latter actually declined very slightly in theAugust-November 1971 period, the first decline in four years. Consumer prices
as reflected in the CPI rose 0.5 percent during the freeze months, the smallest
rise for such a period in 4Y/2 years. In addition to efficiently initiating the control
period, the freeze provided the time needed to organize more flexible and, there-
fore, a more durable system of controls together with the necessary adminis-
trative machinery.

The Phase II price control system was based on the principle of minimizing
imposed rules and regulations and maximizing selfadministering guidelines to
be applied by each company to its own prices. Thus, there were no industry-
wide price ceilings. Each firm's prices were restricted to their level in a his-torical base period except to the extent its unit costs were increased (after reduc-
tion for productivity increases). Even cost-justified price increases were not per-
missible if the result were to raise a firm's ratio of profit to sales beyond a
base-period standard. The net effect of these rules was not to eliminate price
increases but to restrain them and also to maintain competitive pressures within
sectors by restricting some firms to smaller increases than others.

There were, of course, some exempted prices, most importantly raw agricul-
tural products, which at the beginning of the freeze were completely exempted
from controls but in July 1972 were placed under control after the initial sale
from the farm. Prices of small firms were exempted as were most residential
rents and import prices at their first sale in the U.S. Altogtther it was estimated
that 20 percent of the CPI's weight was free of controls.

The GNP deflator, which had risen at an average annual rate of 5 percent from
1968 to 1971, increased only 3 percent from 1971 to 1972. The deceleration of the
rise in the private nonfarm business deflator was especially dramatic-from a
peak of 4.8 percent in 1970 to 1.9 percent in 1972; if the change is measured from
the second quarter of 1971 to the fourth quarter of 1972, the average annual rate
of increase comes to 1.8 percent. Weight shifts last year tended to reduce the
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rate of inflation as measured by implicit deflators. The fixed weighted private
index rose at an annual rate of 3.1 percent over the 6 quarters of Phase I and II
as compared with 2.5 percent as measured by the implicit private deflator.

The impact of Phase II on the price indexes was less dramatic than that of the
freeze but there can be no doubt that the accomplishments were substantial
whether one considers Phase II alone or Phases I and II combined. Rising food
prices, which were essentially uncontrolled, partly masked what Phase II brought
about. Over the 18 months from August 1971 through December 1972 the non-
food items of the CPI increased at an annual rate of 2.9 as compared to a 3.4
percent rate, in 8 months of 1971 preceding the freeze and 6.5 percent over the 12
months of 1970. From August 1971 to December 1972 the indgstrial commodity
component of the WPI rose at an annual rate of 2.7 percent as compared to 4.7
percent over the first 8 months of 1971 and 3.6 percent during 1970 (Table 6).

TABLE 6.-CHANGES IN CONSUMER AND WHOLESALE PRICES, 1968 TO 1972

[Percent; seasonally adjusted annual ratesi

Phases I
Prephase I Phase I Phase 11 and 1I

Decem- Decem- Decem- Novem-
ber 1968 ber 1969 ber 1970 August ber 1971 August

to De- to De- to 1971 to to De- 1971 to
cember cember August Novem- cember Decem-

Price index 1969 1970 1971 ber 1971 1972 her 1972

Consumer price index:
All items ------------- 6.1 5.5 3.8 1.9 3.4 3.2

Food -- 7.2 2.2 5.0 1.7 5.0 4.4
Commodities, less food -4.5 4.8 2.9 0 2.5 2. 0
Services 

- 7.4 8.2 4.5 3.1 3.6 3. 5
Rent 

- 3.8 4.5 4.3 2.8 3.5 3.3

Wholesale price index:
All commodities -4.8 2.2 5.2 -. 2 6.6 5. 3

Farm products, processed foods and feeds-. 7.5 -1.4 6.5 1.1 14.7 12.0
Industrial commodities -3.9 3.6 4.7 -. 5 3. 5 2. 7

Consumer finished goods -4.9 1.4 4.1 -1.1 5.0 3. 8
Consumer foods -8.2 -2.5 6.8 .3 8.8 7.1
Consumer commodities less food-- 2.9 4.0 2.2 -.4 2.4 1.9

Producer finished goods -4.6 4.9 3.7 -2.0 2.3 1.5

I Not seasonally adjusted.

Source: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The effect of the Economic Stabilization' Program on some important areas of
prices was striking. Service prices, comprising 37 percent of the CPI, were re-
duced to an average annual rate increase of 3.5 percent as compared to 4.6
percent in 1971 prior to the freeze and a 7-8 percent range in 1969 and 1970.
Retail commodity prices, other than for food, comprising 41 percent of the CPI,
rose at a 1.9 percent rate during the control period compared to 2.9 percent in
1971 to August and 4.8 percent in 1970.

Wages
The comprehensive wage controls imposed in August 1971 evolved from Phase

I's freeze on wage changes to the more flexible approaches of Phase II and III,
which were designed to accommodate a rapidly growing economy and to facili-
tate the delicate, but essential task, of restoring order to the national wage
structure. When Phase II began in November 1971, a basic overall norm for
permitted wage changes was set at 5½2 percent. The exemption for certain
fringe benefits mandated by Congress in the amendments to the Economic
Stabilization Act raised this norm to about 6.2 percent, and a number of other
qualifications permitted departures from these numbers in particular cases.

The economy-wide measures of wage changes have slowed markedly during
the controls period (Table 7). Although exhibiting considerable quarter-to-
quarter variability, hourly compensation has increased at an annual rate of only
6 percent during the controls period as a whole. This is about one to one-and a
half percentage points slower than in the precontrols period. The average hourly
earnings index has also risen at about a 6 percent annual rate during the con-
trols period; this represents a decelebration of comparable magnitude. Increases
since the bulge at the start of Phase II have been even more moderate.
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TABLE 7.-CHANGES IN WAGE MEASURES, 1969-72

IPercent; seasonally adjusted annual rate]

Economic
stabilization

Prefreeze Freeze Bulge Post-bulge program

August August August November February August
1969 to 1970 to 1971 to 1971 to 1972 to 1971 to
August August November February December December

Wage measure 1970 1971 1971 1972 1972 .1972

Average hourly earnings, private non-
farm economy -6.9 6.9 3.1 9.5 6.4 6.4

1969 1 to 1970 11 to 1971 11 to 1971 IV to 1972 I to 1971 It to
1970 11 1971 11 1971 IV 1972 1 1972 IV3 1972 IV'

Average hourly compensation, all
employees:

Total private economy - - 7.2 7.6 5.3 8.7 5.7 6. 1
Nonfarm- 7.1 7.6 5.1 9.0 5.9 6.1

Average hourly earnings, private non-
farm economy -6.5 7.4 5.7 8. 0 6.1 6.3

I Adjusted for overtime (in manufacturing only) and interindustry employment shifts.
3Preliminary.

Source: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

During the controls period, there was a very substantial decline in the size
of negotiated settlements, judging from the information available in the Labor
Department tabulations of changes in contracts covering 1,000 or more workers.
Just prior to the start of the controls program, the typical first year wage increase
had been close to 12 percent. The mean first year adjustment was 10.0 percent
in 1970 and 11.8 percent in the first 9 months of 1971. In contrast, this first year
increase dropped to 7.6 percent for all of Phase II and averaged 6.2 percent in
the final quarter of 1972, the latest period for which information is available.
For manufacturing alone, the first year increase was 8.1 percent in 1970 and
11 percent in the first 9 months of 1971. The manufacturing first year wage in-
crease. which averaged 6.9 percent for all Phase II, declined from 9.1 percent
in the last quarter of 1971 to 6.4 percent in the final quarter of 1972. It is very
important to note that there was considerable variation around these averages
during Phase II. For example, more than one-third of first year wage adjust-
ments in 1972 called for less than 6 percent while the remaining two-thirds
called for larger increases. Thus, the wage standards were applied in a flexible
fashion to accomplish this pronounced deceleration in the overall size of ne-
gotiated settlements.

As a consequence of both the deceleration in compensation growth and the
pick-up in the rise of productivity which has accompanied the strong expansion
of output, unit labor costs increased little during 1972. The rise of less than
2 percent from 1971 to 1972, represents the smallest increase since 1965. In
fact, a deceleration in the rise of unit labor costs is the opposite of what one
would have predicted from the basis of past cyclical experience.

SHARES OF WAGES AND PROFITS IN GNP

A summary view of changes in prices and costs is provided by a break-
down of the GNP into income shares and other components of price like in-
direct business taxes and depreciation. One difficulty with a completely global
breakdown for the entire U.S. economy is that the product of government con-
sistS solely of government workers, so that if government product has grown more
rapidly than private product the share of wages will show -a rise relative to
the share of profits. Data for nonfinancial corporations provide the best basis
for analyzing changing shares of GNP. Nonfinancial corporations accounted for
460 percent of private product last year and in the corporate form of organiza-
tion-unlike the noncorporate form-distinctions between wages and salaries,
on the one hand, and profits, on the other, are clearcut. Besides, the non-
financial sector embraces the large corporations and the unions with whom they
deal, that is to say, the major groups that have been the focus of incomes
policies. -

95-438-73 3
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A breakdown of gross product originating in nonfinancial corporations is
shown in Table 8. Very briefly, it shows that from 1960 to 1965, the period of
relative price stability, the share of employee compensation declined while
the profits share rose. In contrast, during the period of excess demand, this
process underwent a steady reversal. In 1970, the recession year, the profit
share reached bottom-a trough for the post-World War II period-while the
employee compensation share rose to a peak. Since profits rose faster than
corporate output in 1971 and 1972, when the course of the economy was reversed,
the profit share rose slightly while the wage and salary share declined, but
the differences in shares since 1970 have been very small. For the post-war
years the profit share of 10.6 percent in 1972 was lower than in every year
except 1970 and 1971, while the wage and salary share of 66.2 percent was
higher than in every year since 1970 and 1971.

TABLE 8.-DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS PRODUCT ORIGINATING IN NONFINANCIAL CORPORATIONS, 1947-72

IPercent IJ

All other costs

Compensa- Capital con- Indirect
tion of sumption business Net

Period Total employees Total allowances taxes 2 interest Profits 3

1947 - -100.0 65.9 14.8 4.8 9.3 0.7 19.4
1948 - 100. 0 63.9 14.5 5. 0 8.8 .7 21.6
1949 - -100.0 63.8 16.1 5.9 9. 5 .8 20.1
1950 - -100.0 62.4 15.5 5.7 9.2 .6 22.1
1951 - -100.0 63.1 15.1 5.8 8.7 .6 21.7
1952 - -100.0 64.8 16.1 6.2 9.2 .7 19.1
1953 - -100.0 65.9 16.6 6.6 9.3 .7 17.4
1954 - -100.0 65.9 17.6 7.7 9.1 .8 16.6
1955 - -100.0 63.9 17.5 7.9 8.9 .7 18.6
1956 - -100.0 65.3 17.7 8.0 9.0 .7 16.9
1957 - -100.0 65.6 18.6 8.4 9.3 .9 15.8
1958 - -100.0 65.9 19.9 9.1 9.7 1.1 14.2
159 - -100.0 64.7 19.1 8.7 9. 3 1.0 16.2
1960 - -100. 0 65.5 19.7 8.9 9.7 1.1 14.8
1961 - -100.0 65.1 20.4 9.2 9.9 1.3 14.5
1962 - -100.0 64.3 20. 8 9.7 9.8 1.4 14.9
1963 - -100.0 63.9 20.9 9.7 9.8 1.4 15.2
1964 - -100.0 63.3 20.8 9.5 9.8 1.5 16.0
1965 - -100. 0 62.6 20.4 9.4 9.5 1.6 17.0
1966 ----------- 100.0D 63.2 20.0 9.3 8.9 1.8 16.8
1967 -- ----- 100.0 64.0 20.9 9.7 9.1 2.1 15.1
1968 - -100.0 64. 2 21.2 9.7 9.3 2.2 14.7
1969 ----------- 100.0 65.7 21.8 0.9 9.3 2.5 12.5
1970 - -- --- 100.0 67. 2 23.0 10.3 9.7 2.9 9.8
1971 - -100. 0 66.4 23.4 10.6 9.9 2.9 10.2
1972 - -100.0 66.1 23.2 10.7 9.6 2.9 10.7
1971: I-100.0 66.5 23.2 10.3 9.9 2.9 10.3

--------- - 100.0 66.4 23.1 10.4 9.8 2.9 10.5
III -100.0 66.3 23.5 10.6 9.9 3.0 10.2
Iv -100.0 66.4 23.7 10.8 10.0 3.0 9.9

1972: 1- 100.0 66.4 23.2 10.7 9.7 2.9 10.3
-- - 100.0 66.2 23.3 10.9 9.6 2.9 10.5

III 100.0 66.1 23.2 10.7 9.6 2.9 10.7
Iv 4- 100.0 66.0 22.9 10.5 9.5 2.8 11.1

I Quarterly percents based on seasonally adjusted data.
2 Also includes business transfer payments less subsidies.
a Before taxes and including inventory valuation adjustment
4 Preliminary.
Note.-Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.
Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

The picture of income shares outlined above is essentially correct but it is
not complete. As the 1973 Economic Report stated:

"Long-range comparisons of the profits share, including those just cited, suffer
from the fact that over the years depreciation laws and regulations have under-
gone many changes that affect the calculation of profits. This shortcoming can
be overcome through the use of uniform methods of calculating depreciation
over time, so that the resultant estimates of profits are not affected by changes
in depreciation practices.

The Commerce Department has made such calculations, and the results are
shown in the second column of Table 8a. This adjustment raises the profits share
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for most of the periods (it is lowered for the 1950-1954 period), but in terms of
changes over long periods the picture shown by the unadjusted numbers (Column
l of Table 8a) is not altered in any significant way. Comparisons should properly
be made only between periods in comparable stages of the business cycle; but
even if one focuses on a year like 1968, when economic activity was high and
unemployment was very low, it is clear that the profits share has declined incomparison with earlier periods.

A final adjustment should take account of interest, which is part of the total
return on capital and which has grown in importance over the post-World War
II period, as corporations have placed greater reliance on debt as opposed to

equity financing and as interest rates have risen more rapidly than the price
of corporate output. The share of intesest plus adjusted profits in gross corporate
output has also declined over the long run, but that decline has been milder thanfor adjusted profits alone."

REAL EARNINGS DURING THE 1960's AND 1970'S

While people are certainly concerned with their relative earnings, they prob-
ably are even more interested in their real earnings-what their dollars will buy(Table 9).

TABLE 8A.-PROFITS BEFORE ADJUSTMENT, ADJUSTED PROFITS, AND INTEREST AS SHARES OF GROSS PRODUCT
OF NONFINANCIAL CORPORATIONS, 1959-72

[Percent]

AdjustedProfits before Adjusted profits plusPeriod adjustment profits I Interest interest

1950-54 average - -- 19. 4 18.4 0. 7 19.1

1955-59 average --- ---- 16.3 16.6 .9 17.5
1960 64 average --- 15.1 15.6 1.3 16.91965-69 average - ----------------- 15. 2 IS. 2.0 . 17. 5

1968 -_- -- -- 14.7 14.9 2. 2 17.1
1970- 12.5 12.8 2.5 15.319 70 -------------------------------------------- -_9.8 10. 0 2.9 12.9

71 _--- -- 10. 2 10.5 2.9 13 41 972 2--- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- 1 0. 6 a 1.0 2. 9 13.9

I Based on uniform method of calculating depreciation: historical cost valuation of assets, double declining balanceand service lives equal to 85 percent of those shown in Treasury Bulletin F.2Preliminary.
3 Estimate by Council of Economic Advisers.

Note.-All profits are before taxes and include inventory valuation adjustment.
Profits in this table exclude those on residential properties owned by nonfinancial corporations and therefore differfrom those shown in Table 8.

Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis (except as noted).

TABLE 9.-CHANGES IN SELECTED MEASURES OF REAL EARNINGS AND COMPENSATION, 1960-72

IPercent change per yearl

Measure 1960-65 1965-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72

Real private nonfarm earnings:
Gross hourly- 19 1.7 0 2.2 2. 8Hourly earnings indexI- 1.9 1. 6 .7 2.6 3.0Spendable weekly- 2.1 -. 1 -1.2 2.8 4.3
Gross weekly -- 2.0 .9 -1. 6 1.8 3.6Real hourly compensation:
All persons:

Private- 2.9 3.0 1.5 2.7 2.9Nonfarm 2.5 2.6 1.2 2.7 3.1All employ-es:
Private- 2.6 2.7 1.2 2.7 2.9

Nonfarm- 2.4 2.5 1.2 2.7 3.0

I Adjusted for overtime (manufacturing only) and for interindustry employment shifts.a Gross weekly earnings, after taxes, for workers with 3 dependents.
Source: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Although money wages were rising rapidly in the latter part of the 1960's,

real spendable weekly earnings edged down and in 1970 fell by 1 percent. Im-

provements occurred in 1971 and 1972, especially last year, when the rate of

increase in money wages decreased.
A comparison of the latter half of the 1960's with the earlier portion provides

some major contrasts among the alternative indicators of real earnings improve-

ments. The most dramatic difference appears in the series pertaining to weekly*

earnings. Real spendable weekly earnings declined slightly over the 1965-1969'

period. A portion of the decline from the 2.1 percent rate of growth over the

1960-1965 period was the result of higher personal income taxes (the 1968

surcharge) and increased social security taxes. However, real gross weekly

earnings before the deduction of these taxes had increased little during the

latter half of the decade. This reflects both a slowing in the rate of growth in

real average hourly earnings (from 1.9 to 1.7 percent) and a decline in the

average length of the workweek. The reduction of hours accounts for, roughly

speaking, 0.9 of the 1.1 percentage decline in the growth rate of real gross

weekly earnings. Interestingly, the reduction in hours began in 1966, well before

the beginnings of the economic downturn in late 1969. One possible reason for.

this is the growth of part-time employment, which rose several times as fast, as'

full-time employment over the period. A decrease in weekly hours and weekly

earnings emanating from this source would probably not be indicative of any

reduction in the well-being of the working population.
Both series on real average hourly earnings-the unadjusted series and the-

Series adjusted for changes in the industry mix of employment and for manu-

facturing overtime hours-show deceleration from the early to the latter part-

of the 1960's. This deceleration is not borne out in the series on real hourly com-

pensation, which rose considerably more rapidly than the hourly earnings series'

throughout the 1960's. One reason for this discrepancy is straightforward.

Hourly compensation includes fringe benefits while hourly earnings do not;'

supplements to employee compensation rose much more rapidly than wage and

salary disbursements. Another major difference, whose implications are not as

easily traced out, is that the hourly compensation series includes all persons or

employees, depending on the series, while the earnings data only pertain to

production and nonsupervisory workers.

Over the past eight calendar quarters, real hourly compensation has increased

at about a 3 percent annual rate. As shown in Table 10, the orrrent recovery

appears quite favorable -against the backdrop of the comparable stage of past

recoveries. Since the start of the New Economic Policy (T+ 3 in Table 10), in-

creases in real earnings have been larger than during the comparable stage of

three of the past four post-war economic recoveries.

TABLE 10.-CHANGES IN REAL HOURLY COMPENSATION IN THE PRIVATE NONFARM ECONOMY DURING

COMPARABLE PERIODS OF POSTWAR EXPANSIONS (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATES)

Percent change to 8 quarters after trough from-

2d quarter 3d quarter 4th quarter

Trough quarterI Trough after trough after trough after trough

1949 IV ----------------------------- 2.9 1.3 1.6 1.1

1954 1114.0 4. 2 3.8 4.0

1958 1 - - 3 4 3.1 2. 5 2. 5
1961 ------------------------------------- 3.1 2. 7 2.6 2.3

Average - - 3 4 2.8 2.6 2. 5

1970 IV -3.2 2.8 3.2

All emplsyees: 2.i. . .2
19P49 YIV --------------- -- ----- ------------- 2. 9 1. 3 1.7 1
195491 ---------------------- 4.2 4.3 4.0 4. 2

19581 -- 3. 4 3.0 2.4 2. 5

19611 ---------------------- 2.9 2. 5 2.4 2.1

Average- 3.4 . 2.8 2.6 2.5

1970 IV - _ 3.1 2.7 3.1 3.1

I Trough quarters as designated by the National Bureau of Economic Research.

Source: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (except as noted).
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Although the rise has been substantial in an absolute sense and relative to
past recoveries, it is true that the 2.8 percent annual increase in real hourly
compensation (compensation adjusted for the cost of living) for all persons in
the private nonfarm sector is smaller than the 4.6 percent increase in output
-per manhour over the same period in that sector. It is a well-known proposition
of economics that if real hourly compensation does not rise as fast as produc-
tivity, labor's share of GNP declines. However, this proposition holds only if the
'prices used to deflate money compensation are the prices of the products pro-
duced by labor. In the present case, prices in the private nonfarm sector rose
much less than in the consumer price index because of the large influence of
farm prices and import prices on the latter index. Therefore, real hourly com-
pensation in terms of the things workers produced rose much more than real
compensation in terms of the CPI market basket. It is the former which is
relevant for the proposition about shares. From the second quarter of 1971 to
the final quarter of 1972, the purchasing power of an hour of work in the private
nonfarm sector rose at an annual rate of 2.8 percent in terms of the items
included in the CPI, but at 4.2 percent in terms of the goods produced In the
private nonfarm sector.

PRICES IN FOREIGN COUNTREES

The inflationary experience of the United States over the past several years
has not been a unique phenomenon. On the contrary it has been a characteristic
development of all highly industrialized countries, none of which have solved
the problem of maintaining growth at full employment without inflation.

Table 11 provides a comparison of consumer price behavior in six industrialized
countries with that of the United States. On this basis U.S. price behavior since
1960 compares extremely well with that of leading Western European countries,
Canada and Japan. The United States enjoyed an advantage in the early 1960's
which it lost as the U.S. economy slowed down in 1969 and 1970. However, the
reversal in 1971 and 1972 has been striking.

The higher rates of inflation experienced in the other industrialized countries
as compared with the United States in the early 1960's were largely a reflection
of post-war economic policies aimed at achieving and maintaining hig'h levels of
employment. The comparative price stability in this country was achieved with
levels of unemployment demed unacceptable abroad. However, the rates of
inflation in foreign countries were not equilibrium rates that could be maintained
while countries continued to grow at full employment. Indeed, prices crept
upward as demand increased and controlling the growth in demand in order to
curb price rises became increasingly difficult. When foreign countries attempted
to curb inflation by slowing down the rise in demand and output, they generally
met with the same disappointing results experienced in the United States in
1969 and 1970, namely, rising unemployment with relatively little or no impact
on the rate of inflation. In fact, some European countries experienced explosive
increases in wages from which they have yet to recover.

TABLE 11.-PERCENT CHANGE IN CONSUMER PRICES IN 6 FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND IN THE UNITED STATES,
1960-72

[Percent change per yearl

Country 1960-65 1965-70 1969 1970 1971 1972

United States -1.3 4.2 5.4 5.9 4.3 3.3
6 countries' average -3.8 4. 0 4.5 5. 3 5.7 5.7

Canada -1.6 3.9 4.3 3.3 2.9 4.9
United Kingdom -3.5 4.6 5.5 6.4 9.4 7.1
West Germany -2.8 2.6 2.7 3.8 5.1 5.8
France -3.8 4.4 6.4 5.5 5.6 5.8
Japan -6.0 5.5 5.2 7.8 6.1 4.6
Italy -4.9 2.9 2.6 4.9 4.9 5.7

Source: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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FOOD PRICES*

In the studies which this Committee has made of food prices since it was estab-
lished on January 11, 1973, three facts have come sharply into focus:

First, the problem of rising food prices is serious and demands a concerted
counter-attack by consumers and government alike. Food prices are rising faster
than at any time in the past two decades.

Second, the Federal Government is now doing everything within its power
to bring this problem under control. The government acted even before inflation
hit the supermarket shelf, and it has taken a number of steps since then.

Third, despite the current seriousness of the problem today, we can reasonably
expect an improvement in food prices within a few months. The heart of our
problem today is a shortage of food supplies to meet rapidly increasing consumer
demands. We cannot end this shortage overnight. Because of the strong actions
taken by the government and the actions of the free marketplace, however, food
prices should increase at a much slower rate in the second half of 1973. It is quite
possible, in fact, that the rate of increase by the end of 1973 will be near zero.

The rising demands for food which we have experienced, particularly those
for red meats, were generated by a vigorous expansion in consumer incomes
during 1972 and early 1973. The food price problem has resulted, in part, from
the basic health of our economy.

One additional element has been an increase in demand from other countries,
such as the Soviet Union, which have suffered from poor harvests.

Unfortunately, this rising demand at home and abroad has been accompanied
by a falling supply of food on our farms, particularly in the second half of 1972.
The consequence has been a sharp upsurge in the prices of raw farm products, an
upsurge which has now hit the retail markets.

During the remainder of 1973, food supplies should expand significantly, al-
though most of the expansion will occur in the second half of the year. Once
additional supplies reach the market, farm prices should move down quickly
and we should have a flattening out in retail prices.

A word of caution about weather is necessary in making any predictions about
food supplies. The outlook presented here is based on normal weather; unusually
favorable weather would improve the outlook, but unfavorable weather would
worsen it.

In this report, we shall try to explain the basis for the expectations we have
expressed above. We shall review in particular detail the reasons for the current
acceleration in food prices, the Cost of Living Council's three-part program to
solve the problem, and finally the basis for our optimistic outlook for food prices
and supplies for the remainder of 1973.

COMMITTEE ON FOOD OF THE COST OF LIVING COUNCIL

George P. Shultz, (Chairman), Secretary of the Treasury.
Herbert Stein, (Vice Chairman), Chairman of the Council of Economic

Advisers.
John T. Dunlop, Director of the Cost of Living Council.
Earl L. Butz, Secretary of Agriculture.
Roy L. Ash, Director of the Office of Management and Budget.
Claude S. Brinegar, Secretary of Transportation.

CAUSES BEHIND THE PROBLEM

Food prices, like the prices of almost everything else rose sharply in the
late 1960's and through early 1970. Beginning in mid-1970, food prices began
increasing at a much slower pace because of a sharp increase in supplies that
continued through 1971 and the establishment of the Economic Stabilization
Program late that year. Food supplies in 1972. particularly supplies of meats,
fruits and vegetables, were smaller and consumer demand grew as the economy
expanded vigorously. As a result, food prices increased at a faster rate while
prices of many other goods and services rose less than in 1971. Tight supplies
combined with strong demand are continuing in 1973.

Several critical developments have converged to cause an upsurge in food
prices since mid-1972.

1. Strong Consumer Demand.-Consumer purchasing power was advancing
throughout 1972. By the fourth quarter disposable income was 9 percent higher
than the same quarter of 1971. Even after discounting the effect of price in-

A report prepared by the Cost of Living Council Committee on Food (Mar. 20, 1973).
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creases, there was still a 6 percent increase in real income. Large increases are
continuing in early 1973. Higher hourly earnings (up 6.2 percent); increased
employment (up 21/2 million), larger social security payments, $3.5 billion in
food assistance programs, greater public assistance, and larger Federal tax
refunds are all working to increase buying power for consumers. As a result, the
demand for foods and especially meat has continued to grow. Incomes will
continue to grow as the economy moves closer to full employment, though such
increases will moderate as the economy approaches that goal.

The decline in unemployment and the optimistic business outlook have also
helped to put consumers in a spending mood. Part of this increased spending is
being directed to food purchases.

2. I.apanded BEports.-In addition to buoyant demand at home, there has
been an unexpected expansion in our export markets. Poor weather caused
smaller grain crops than usual in Eastern Europe, the USSR, India, China,
Australia and Argentina. The world crop of cereal in 1972 dropped more than
4 percent from 1971. Since mid-1972, U.S. exports of feed grains and wheat have
been running about three-fourths higher than a year earlier. Other industrialized
countries have increased their demand for livestock products and the feed mate-
rials to pr'oduce them. Peru placed a ban on fishing which cut back on supplies
of fishmeal and caused unusually heavy demand for protein supplements (used
in livestock & poultry feed) produced in the United States.

The adjustments in the value of the dollar relative to other currencies also
helped to expand U.S. farm exports, and made imported foods more expensive.
All these factors are contributing to all-time record U.S. exports. They will top $11
billion this fiscal year-up nearly 40 percent from fiscal year 1972.

World production of grains should increase in 1973 and Peru recently removed
its ban on fishing. U.S. exports are expected to decline from the current year.
These developments will relieve pressures on our production and marketing sys-
tem and contribute to receding wholesale food prices in the second half of the
year.

3. Reduced Food Supplies in 1972.-A key to today's food price problem was
last year's decline in domestic food production, a decline which is continuing in
early 1973. This has been caused by a series of factors. Red meat production fell
2 percent in 1972 as declines in hog production more than offset a small increase
in beef. Earlier depressed prices for eggs and broilers and rising feed prices
have contributed to levels of production which are now running well below a
year ago. Weather also played an iniportant part in reducing food supplies.
Freezes, unseasonable weather, and Hurricane Agnes all damaged fruit and
vegetable crops in many parts of the country. And bad weather during the fall
interfered with the harvest and ruined a part of feed grain and soybean crops.

Food prices: An international problem
The same forces that have caused an escalation of food prices in this coun-

try have created problems abroad. Rising food prices are an international prob-
lem. Indeed, the latest statistics available report larger increases in food prices
for other industrialized countries than for the United States. In one respect,
rising food prices are a more critical problem abroad because consumers in every
other major country spend a larger share of their income on food than U.S.
consumers.

International comparison of food consuimer price changes for food-
(December 1971 to December 1972) Percent

Country: change
Canada --------------------------------------------------------- 7. 7
United States---------------------------------------------------- 4.8
Japan __- ----------------------------------------------------- 4. 9
France --------------------------------------------------------- 8. 7
Germany ------------------------------------------------------- 8. 0
Italy - ___--___________________________- 8. 4
United Kingdom I _-------------------------- 7.9

'November 1971 to November 1972.
Source: OECD economic Indicators, February 1973.

A Program to Stop Food Price Escalation

The Administration is giving the problem of rising food prices top priority in
its anti-inflation efforts. Comprehensive steps have been taken in the past 3
months to moderate pressures on food prices this year.
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First, price controls have been retained on food processors, wholesalers, re-
tailers and food service organizations including large restaurant chains. These
controls ensure that middlemen cannot increase their rate of profit when prices
rise and that when farm prices recede, the benefits will reach the consumer
promptly.

Second, to make certain that food supplies and prices receive -top priority,
new advisory and decision-making machinery has been established. The Cost
of Living Council Committee on Food and a Food Advisory Committee are con-
sidering a broad range of steps that Government and the private sector can
take to ensure an adequate supply of food at reasonable prices. Actions taken
to expand supplies are being closely monitored each week to see that they are
fully implemented and new initiatives are being examined on a regular basis.
A new Food Industry Wage and Salary Committee is addressing the particular
problems of collective bargaining in the food industry.

Third, positive actions already have been taken to augment the immediate and
intermediate-run supply of food. Expanding food supplies to keep pace with
growing demand is an absolutely essential ingredient in solving the food price
problem. Actions to date include the following measures:

(1) The Government is selling its grain stocks with the objective of literally
emptying its grain bins. Since December 1, 230 million bushels of Government-
owned grains equivalent to about 3 percent of 1972 production have been sold.
All government loans on farm-stored grains are scheduled for termination. Some
of these loans go back to 1968 crops. Calling these loans will ensure that the
equivalent of about 15 percent of 1972 production will be released into commer-
cial market channels in coming months.

(2) The record volume of grains being transported has caused transportation
congestion and shortages of boxcars and hopper cars. The Department of Trans-
portation has established a cointrol center to identify and resolve such bottle-
necks. Expediting teams are being sent into acute problem areas to help resolve
problems on the spot.

(3) Meat import quotas were suspended in June, 1972 and, partly as a result,
imports increased 15 percent in 1972. So far in 1973, imports are up 20 percent
compared with the same period a year earlier. Import quotas on nonfat dry
milk were raised in January of 1973 and, on March 5, the President asked the
Tariff Commission to investigate the possibfilty of raising cheese import quotas
50 percent this year.

(4) All direct export subsidies on agricultural products have been discontinued.
(5) The rice acreage allotment has been increased 10 percent to encourage

increased production.
(6) The price support for milk is being held to the minimum permitted by

law-75 percent of parity. The Congress, however, is now considering legisla-
tion that would raise the minimum to 85 percent of parity. The Administration
opposes this legislation. It would have an immediate unfavorable impact on
the prices of milk and dairy products.

(7) Most importantly, our farm programs have been substantially adjusted
this year to encourage greater production of grains and soybeans. In 1972, 60
million acres (about 15 percent of the Nation's cropland) were "set-aside" from
productive use. Because of the new provisions this year, well over one-half of
the acreage "set-aside" in 1972 will be available for productive use. Moreover,
the Department of Agriculture will permit farmers to "set-aside" acres for year-
around grazing and forage production in return for a 30 percent reduction in
payments. This measure should encourage expanded livestock supplies in the
future. In short, nearly all of the Nation's cropland can be put to productive
use in 1973.

THE FOOD PBICE OUTLOOK IN 1973

The more favorable outlook for food prices in the second half of 1973 rests
on a pattern of expanding food supplies through the year. Farm prices should
fall below current levels after mid-year and should be no higher at the end of
the year than at the beginning. Retail food prices typically adjust less dra-
matically than farm prices, and there is a delay before drops in farm prices
are reflected at retail. Retail food prices should begin to level off after mid-year
and the rate of increase may be near zero by the end of the year.

Food supplie8 eopand in 1978
Adjustments in farm programs and favorable farm prices are encouraging

farmers to expand food production. The latest reports indicate greater domestic
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production of all major groups of food commodities except dairy and poultry
products. The Administration has taken steps to increase cheese imports which
would help offset lagging dairy production.

PRODUCTION OF FOOD COMMODITIES

ln percentl

Change from year earlier

Item 1972 Estimated 1973

Commodity group:
Meat --------------------------------------------- 2 +2
Dairy products -+2 -1
Poultry and eggs ----------------------------- +3 -1
Food grains --- 5 +13
Vegetables ------------------------------ 0 +1
Fruits and nuts -- 10 +12

Although overall food supplies will be larger this year than last, most of
the increases will come later in the year. During the first part of the year,
supplies of most animal products are running below the same period of 1972.
But we expect this picture to change dramatically by the fourth quarter.

ESTIMATED PRODUCTION OF ANIMAL PRODUCTS, IST AND 4TH QUARTERS OF 1973

lin percent]

Change from a year earlier

Item Ist quarter 4th quarter

Commodity:
Beet ------------------------------- 2.5 +2.5
Pork -3------------------------------------ .3-5 +5.5
Broilers - ------------------------------------------------------ 1.5 +3.5
Eggs -- 4.5 -1.0
Milk - ----------------------------- -1.0 +1. 0

Meat Supplies. The number of cattle coming to market in recent weeks has been
up only moderately from last year. However, there were 8 percent more cattle
on feed at latest count (March 1) and beef production is expected to increase
slightly in the next few months. Additional increases in beef supplies will
continue to take place throughout the remainder of the year. Beef cattle
producers are expanding their herds and more beef will be available for con-
sumers in 1974 and 1975.

The hog production cycle is turning around which will expand meat supplies
in the second half of the year. Hog producers are raising a 7 percent larger
pig crop in the December-May period than they were a year ago. As a result,
the price of hogs should decline significantly through the year.

Other Food Supplies
Poultry production is expected to increase 5 to 10 percent in the next few

months, but supplies will remain smaller than in 1972 until late in the year.
Production is expected to continue upward throughout the year because of
more favorable feed prices later this year. As a result, broiler prices probably
will fall substantially between now and the end of the year. A similar pattern
is expected for eggs.

Production of fruits this summer is expected to be well above the weather-
damaged crops of 1972. However, according to preliminary information vegetable
production is expected to expand very little in 1973. Reasons and possible
remedies for this situation are now under intensive study by the CLC Committee
on Food and by the Department of Agriculture.
Farmers will produce more grains and soybeans

This Administration's actions to expand the production of wheat, feed grains
and soybeans will help bring feed prices down to more normal levels by fall.
The latest planting intentions survey (released on March 15th) indicates that
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farmers plan to plant nearly 6 percent more acreage to feed grains, and 14 per-
cent more acreage to soybeans in 1973. Wheat acreage will be up about 6 percent
this year. Current forecasts call for sharply higher production of these basic
commodities.

Feed Grains, up 5 to 10 percent.
Soybeans, up 15 to 18 percent.
Wheat, up 12 to 14 percent.

Prices of feedstuffs play a major part in the production of livestock, poultry
and milk. Over the past 12 months prices of manufactured animal feed have risen
60 percent and this has contributed to some of the current production cutbacks.
With expanding supplies, feed prices should fall sharply by fall and encourage
more production of broilers, eggs and milk later in 1973.
Beyond 1978

Much of the price-restraining benefits of bumper crops this year will not be felt
by consumers until early 1974. The big crops in prospect for 1973 will reassure
livestock producers of ample feed supplies next year and give them needed
confidence for planning to increase meat supplies in 1974. Today's actions are,
therefore, part of a larger effort to achieve sustained food price stability.

A second part of this effort is to modernize basic farm legislation. The Adminis-
tration will support new farm legislation (which would affect 1974 and subsequent
crops) calling for substantially less government involvement in farmers' decision
making. The new proposal would unhook income support payments from the
outmoded parity concept and would substitute whole-farm cropland bases for
the antiquated individual crop allotments. This proposal would result in lower
prices and reduced government payments and is designed to become effective
over a four-year period. Farmers would receive more of their income from
expanded output rather than from holding back on production.

Finally, the Cost of Living Council is addressing the long-term problem of
costs in the food industry. The National Commission on Productivity has identi-
fied some eighty different ways to improve productivity and reduce costs. These
measures are being studied and put into action wherever feasible so that the
gains from more efficient farm production will not be eaten up by inefficiency
in processing and distribution.

PRODUCTION OF LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS, 1973

[In percent]

Change from a year earlier
Item Ist quarter 4th quarter

Commodity:
Beef ----------------------------------------------- +2.5 +2.5
Pork ------------------------------------------------------------------ - -3 . 5 + 5 .5
Broilers ------------------------------------- -1.5 +3.5
Eggs -- 4.5 -1.0
M ilk ---------------------------------------------------------------- -- 1 . 0 + 1. 0

PRODUCTION OF FOOD COMMODITIES

[In percentl

Change from a year earlier
Item 1972 1973 estimate

Commodity group:
Meat - ---------------------------------------------------- 2 +2
Dairy products ----- ---------------------------------- +2 -1
Poultry and eggs -+3 -1
Food grains-- -5 +13
Vegetables - ------ .---------------------------------------- 0 +1
Fruits and nuts -- 10 +12
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INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF FOOD
CONSUMER PRICE CHANGES FOR FOOD:
DECEMBER 1971 TO DECEMBER 1972.

COUNTRY PERCENT CHANGE

FRANCE

ITALY*

GERMANY

UNITED KINGDOM*

CANADA

JAPAN

UNITED STATES

*November 1971 to November 1972

Source: OECD Economic Indicators, February 1973

Chairman HUMPHREY. Senator Javits, if it is agreeable with you, we
will stick to the 10-minute rule for the members of the subcommittee
and then we can come back.

Senator JAVITS. Both witnesses have testified?
Chairman HUMrPIREY. Both witnesses. Now we are opening for

questioning.
Senator JAVITs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, if the Chair will allow, when the Chair has com-

pleted its questioning, I would like to make a brief statement.
Chairman HuirPHREY. Yes.
Just to highlight the situation which confronts us today in the

immediate occurring situation, let me note-and I realize that the
witnesses will not be able to comment on the Cost of Living Index
that has been released again this morning, until about 45 minutes from
now, because of the rule of an hour lag time in between release and
commentary by Government officials-but I have here the information
and it shows that the cost of living is rising at a annual rate of ap-
proximately 10 percent.

That for all items seasonally adjusted, eight-tenths of 1 percent
increase in the month of February; for food, it was 2.2; for com-
modities other than food, five-tenths of 1 percent; for services, four-
tenths of 1 percent. What we see here, more seriously and of greater
concern, is a rise, a continuous rise since September, when the price
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index, changes of all items seasonally adjusted compound annual rates,
was at 4.6, and now it is 6.3. So we do not have a pattern that indicates
that the inflationary forces are under control.

As a matter of fact, the pattern is clear and unmistakable, at least
during this period, that the prices are rising, not only substantially
in food, but substantially in nonfood items and substantially in
services.

And on top of this, I noted that Mr. Stein indicated in his oral state-
ment, that the reduction of the rate of inflation during the past year
and a half has been accompanied by a much faster increase of workers'
real incomes, per hour or per week.

I note in the release from the Department of Labor for today, March
21, that real hourly and weekly earnings in February were no higher
than they were last August or September; as a matter of fact, real
hourly and weekly earnings in January and February of 1973 have
not been any higher than they were in January and February of 1972,
to any substantial degree. February 1973, $96.21; February 1972,
$95.24; April 1972, $96.69; July 1972, $96.16; and January 1973 was
$95.81.

So the facts are, from the Department of Labor, that real wages
have not been increasing; they have been rather steady, with mild
fluctuations for better than a year, and the Consumer Price Index is
going up and it has been going up in recent weeks and months at a
very frightening rate.

This is why I expressed earlier concern over phase III. And it is
not just in food items. I know it is recognized that food items are much
more variable, subject to price fluctuations.

Now, having noted those facts, might I note that the last time
that all items in the Consumer Price Index, or the Food Consumer
Price Index, increased as much in February 1973 as in February
1951, at the time of the Korean war, after there had been a substantial
price increase just prior to the putting on of the controls.

Furthermore, the statements that we have had do not allude di-
rectly in any detail to three items that I think are of great concern:
Rents-Congress thinks that rents are very important, they have gone
up an average of 5.4 percent; food-I am speaking of an annual
basis-food, 17.5 percent; fuel, 18.5.

These are for the last 3 months, the critical months, since the
establishment or the institution of phase III. And it is these items
in particular that means so much to the average family in the Ameri-
can communities.

On the basis of that, I want to ask Mr. Stein-as you know, the
Senate yesterday passed two amendments to the Economic Stabiliza-
tion Act, mandatory Federal rent controls on low- and moderate-
priced apartments in metropolitan areas, and the requirement for
large conglomerate companies to make detailed public reports on
costs and profits when seeking price increases for a major product.

We, of course, tried to strengthen the control system in other ways,
but our efforts were not very successful in that, due to what we
think was some rather effective administration lobbying.

What is the administration's attitude toward the Senate amend-
ments? I would appreciate both Mr. Dunlop and yourself to give us
some indication.
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Mr. STEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Under the rules, I guess you have the ball for the first -half as far

-as the February CPI is concerned, and I won't respond to your re-
marks on that. But I guess the rules do permit me to make a few
comments on what you have said about the CPI for earlier months.

It was the implication of your statement that we have a steadily
rising trend of the rate of price increases outside the food area, going
back to last September. But as I look at these figures which I have
before me, not referring to February, I don't see that. I would like
to read off the increases in consumer commodities, less food.

Starting with August, last year, an increase of 0.3; September, 0.4;
October, -0.1; November, +0.1; December, +0.2; and January, 0.

Chairman HUMPHIREY. And February?
Mr. STEIN. I can't read February.
But I am referring to your point that we had a steadily rising

trend in the increases going back to September.
On services, the increases were: August, 0.2; September, 0.2; Octo-

ber, 0.4; November, 0.2; December, 0.4; January, 0.2.
Chairman HU21PHREY. And then we come to February again.
Ml. STEIN. Yes.
Now, I think to describe what has been happening as a pattern of

steadily rising rates of increase over the past 6 months, or 12 months, is
incorrect.

I will come to your question about the two amendments that you
mentioned, oi at least I will talk about the rent amendment.

The amendment about reporting is one Mr. Dunlop is much more
familiar with. Our observation during phase II and during the freeze,
during the whole control period, was that the administrative burden
of rent control was out of all proportion to its significance in the cost
of living or in the consumer's budget. The problems of defining the
quality and the number of units with which one has to deal are so enor-
mous, and I suppose the personal relationships between the landlord
and the tenant are so subject to irritation, that you can just think of
thousands of people in the business of controlling this rather small seg-
ment of the overall Consumer Price Index when they can be much bet-
ter used for other purposes.

Also. our observation of rent controls here and elsewhere, and I sup-
pose New York City is an outstanding example where rent controls
were long continued, was that there has been a terrible deterioration
of housing starts and housing services provided by landlords. So we
think that the restoration of mandatory rent control would be a very
serious mistake.

As Mr. Dunlop has said, the rent increases during that period have
been quite concentrated geographically, and we tend to doubt that on a
local basis

Chairman HUiitPHREY. Do we assume, then, that the administration
will oppose the Senate amendments?

Mr. STEIN. NWe did oppose them yesterday.
Chairman r4UrmPHREY. You did oppose them yesterday, and it is the

official declared policy to be opposed to that type of amendments?
Mr. STEIN. Well, we have had no further discussion of this since yes-

-terday. We opposed it yesterday and I am giving you my reasons, as an
economic adviser, for being opposed to it. Perhaps there will be other
reasons, however.
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Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Dunlop.
Mr. DUNLOP. Well, I take it that you wish me to comment on the sec-

ond of the two amendments?
Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes, or the reporting question, if you please.
Mr. DUNLOP. Yes. Well, actually, Mr. Chairman, I have not seen the

text of that particular amendment. There are people with whom we met
earlier this morning, who were on the Hill here last night in the Sen-
ate. However, they did not have the text of the amendment to discuss it
with us at our early morning staff meeting and I am, therefore, unable
to comment generally about it. Until I see the text of it, I don't think
it is possible for me to make very many comments.

I would say in general, though, that whatever the merits of the par-
ticular amendment, I would myself, as an economist. have a very hard
time believing that it could have a significant effect upon a price
decision.

Chairman HUMfPlHREY. Do you think it would be helpful for the
public to have some indication how these price decisions are made

y the reporting information that is required under the amendment?
Mr. DUNLOP. Well, Mr. Chairman, as a person who is always in-

terested in knowing about things, I certainly cannct take a position,
other than to say that to know about things is always helpful. But the
question I was addressing myself to was whether it would have any
significant impact upon the resulting price decision. I am very skepti-
cal about that.

Chairman HU-Pi-REY. My time is up.
Senator Javits, you have a statement. Might I suggest, you also take

your 10 minutes for your questioning plus your statement.
Senator JAvrrs. Very fine, Mr. Chairman. I shall do that.
Mr. Chairman, just so the witnesses may be acquainted with my

position, so that they may, in answering questions, be cognizant of
where I stand, it has been my feeling that phase III was premature
and that phase II was terminated long before it should have been.
And that has been our trouble. I believe the termination of phase III
was based on doctrine, not on fact. I feel the administration, which
does not like mandatory controls of wages or prices, went to phase
III much sooner than it should have.

I believe this is very evident now in some very tight squeezes. such
as rents, an issue on which I don't agree with Mr. Stein, as I will ex-
plain in a moment; in feed grains, which are our principal cause for the
unreasonable rise in food prices, in meat and poultry prices. I know that
from our experience in New York. And that the attribution of all
of these troubles to the Russian wheat agreement is entirely inaccurate.

I hope the witnesses will give us the sentiment on that.
Also, I would hope-I am more or less stating the positions I have

taken-that the raw foods would and could be controlled at the source.
This doesn't mean a flat mandatory control to inhibit incentives for
production. We are long overdue on understanding of what makes
up our food and fiber content in terms of the corporate farm, the big
producer and marginal producer.

The marginal producer should be subsidized, and that doesn't mean
that prices can't be controlled and perhaps with even greater fair-
ness to him. Nor does it mean the supplies can't be increased by special
inducement to increase them within a controlled price.
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Again, I believe that the refusal or failure to deal with the food
components at the source is doctrinaire rather than based on the facts.
This is the principal thing that is agitating the control picture in
our countrv.

In short, it is my view that this thing could be done and done right,
provided the control system responds to the economic facts, not the
theories that some would like to see imported into it, but which don't
stand up, based upon the exigencies of the time.

I believe deeply that, therefore, the amendments adopted by the
Senate yesterday were quite proper. It doesn't mean they are perfect
in form, they never are when you are out on the floor, but they can
be perfected, I am confident. And I hope very much, I might say to
both witnesses, who were so powerful in the control mechanism ad-
ministered by the Executive power, that the power which is given
by the act- we passed the act overwhelmingly-will be utilized ef-
fectively. I am not God, either. I don't pretend everything I am say-
ing to you now is a Sermon on the Mount, but it is one man's view,
not uninformed, of our situation.

And I hope the administration will listen to us, as we often listen
to it, in terms of the legislators' understanding of this picture and
the application of power which w e are giving you by this act, even
without regard to the two amendments to which I refer.

So I am much enlightened by vour testimony. I might say, too, to
both Mr. Stein and Mr. Dunlop; neither has ever been reluctant to
come and face the music, as the saying goes in politics, and to both of
you, one can never say, "If you don't like the heat, keep out of the
kitchen," because you are always very willing to come up and deal
with our problems as we see them.

I would like to ask, if I may, a question of Mr. Stein.
Mr. Stein, there is no question about the fact, the trend is ex-

tremely disquieting, without in any way discussing the February fig-
ures in detail. The question: Does the administration have an open-
minded view, as you see it, based upon performance within the next
few months? In other words, is there any inhibition about going back
to more of phase II that a phase III system if the trend persists
highly adverse in terms of price control?

Mr. STEIN. I am very glad to have that question because the answer
to it is we do have an openminded view. The President has said that
phase III will be as voluntary as it can be and as mandatory as it has
to be. We are openminded about every aspect of the subject, includ-
ing the treatment of food.

I realize that we are an easy target for the charge of being doc-
trinaire, especially because I went to the University of Chicago. But
the President didn't go there, and I don't think that policy in this
field has been doctrinaire, whatever may be true of our speecfi. So this
decision to move to phase III was not an expression of a doctrinaire
view; it was the result of very close observation of what was going on
in the world at that time.

I would like to comment on your references to the biso increases
that have occurred in prices of feed grains. meat and poultry. Of
course, I hope it is well-known by this time that phase III is no dif-
ferent with respect to the price of feed grains, meat and poultry, than
phase II was.
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In phase II, we had no controls on prices at the farm level. We had
mandatory controls on processors' margins and distributors' margins,
and we still do.

And, of course, the rise of food prices at the farm level and con-
sequently at the retail level was going on during phase II. The ac-
celeration in recent months is not the result of the transition to phase
III.

I would say that we have taken very strong measures to deal with
the food problem. As a person who has lived in Washington for 35
years and observed the forces at work here, I must say that I am
amazed at the extent to which in this critical situation we have been
able to turn agricultural policy around in a direction which will in-
crease supply and which now holds out the very strong prospect of a
reduction in farm prices for food, and leveling out of retail prices.

But I do want to emphasize again that we are constantly looking at
the behavior of these prices and we are prepared to move. It is not
obvious in all cases, or even in many cases, that the best move is in the
direction of reinstituting the formalities of phase II. However, we did,
as you know, do this in the petroleum case.

That was a close decision. There were good reasons for not doing it,
but we decided the reasons for doing it were compelling, and did it,
and we will be prepared to do it elsewhere.

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Dunlop, do you care to comment on that?
Mr. DUNLOP. Well, I would be happy to, Senator Javits.
I would like to make a personal remark. I was not, as you know, in-

volved in the decision with respect to the timing and the nature of the
changes announced on January 11. And I assure you that I have no
ideological view about the question of, the use of controls.

I think the kind of interesting enigma on the price side is this: that
it has been thought by many commentators that there were problems
previously within the areas I said in my statement, often characterized
as administered prices. Actually, it is reasonably easy for the Govern-
ment to control or administer prices which other administrators admin-
ister.

The problems that we face in phase III are in this sense very dif-
ferent than phase II. The problem sectors all come out to be the areas
where supply considerations, by and large, are the dominant problems.
And whether you talk about oil, whether you talk about lumber,
whether you talk about food, the problem before us is how to increase
supply in the light of expanding both internal demand and expanding
domestic demand growing out of higher levels of income and improve-
ment.

Let me make one other remark in response to your question, if I may,
in keeping with this approach, which seems to identify problem areas.
if you like, or problem sectors.

At a recent meeting of the Cost of Living Council, I presented to
the Council a list of 25 or so sectors of the economy, or industries,
where we were regularly following the situation to be sure that we
developed staff capability within the Cost of Living Council, people
from various of our divisions, to monitor developments in those par-
ticular areas, to review on a regular monthly basis what are those
conceivably difficult areas and what action should be taken.

So if those developments indicate that we should move back into
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mote formal mandatory cohtrols, I for one have no hesitation going
for it.

I think the critical question in each case, however, is the problem
of increasing supply-encouraging increase of output. It is not one
in which one has reason to think that there are administered prices,
-price discretion of various kinds, which are the source of our
difficulty.

The areas we face today most seriously are areas where these supply
-problems are central to the picture. And one wants to be sure in run-
ning price controls in these sectors, I think, that one is expanding out-
put and not using price controls to restrict the supply. And therein the
delicate, balancing enigma, I think, exists.

Senator JAVITS. Just two other questions within this time segment.
First, what would you say, Mr. Dunlop, to the proposition that

where you face what Mr. Stein has described as a drive to increase
supply, as in feed grains, and, you know, I am not being in any way
disrespectful and the high prices will continue for a bridge period,
say several months, 3 or 4 months. What would you think of the tech-
nique of freezing that price for 3 or 4 months during the bridge period,
with the assurance that the freeze will come off when the price has
increased, and in that way better serving the public interest than
allowing the squeeze to continue?

Mr. DuNLOP. Well, Senator Javits, we have had that some of thing
under careful study, detailed examination, in a number of sectors. '
suppose as it is reported in the press, obviously the most seriously con-
s'idered area is that of meat prices. There are a number of questions,
problems to be considered. Whether one thinks of that as a retail
problem or one thinks of it on the primary level; what one does to
the structure of prices in between. Does one by that device hold sup-
plies off the market or not; are there other ways of bringing supplies
onto the market faster than the particular device that you have men-
tioned ?

I assure you that I, at least, have no doctrinaire view about that. The
real question is, What is the considered judgment of people that are
familiar with those markets, who work with them and worrk with us
on them for some time, as to those consequences?

I think that is the economic side of the picture. There are other
aspects I am not so familiar with.

Senator JAVITS. So far, therefore, you made the economic decision
* against the f reeze; is that correct?

_Mr. DUNLOP. I think the answer I would giVe is that over many
months, long before I came and since I came, there have been periodic
reviews of this policy question. The fact that you state that thus far
the decision has been made that on economic grounds it was not a
wise thing to do, is, I think, the correct inference from our decision.
But the problem is always up for review.

Senator JAVITS. It may change at any time?
FMrr. DUNLOP. From time to time, it could be reviewed.
Senator JAVITS. Do you want to comment, Mr. Stein? My time is

up, but the Chair said I could have two questions.
MSr. STEIN. I am afraid when you give a "Yes" answer to the ques-

tion, "It may change any time," we will get a headline tonight-the
administration will freeze something-so I would like to avoid that.

95-438-73-4
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Mr. Dunlop says we will review this thing. Obviously, it is our big-
gest problem. We think about it all of the time. And there may be
a moment in which the scales of the evidence will turn and we will
decide to do it. I won't say we are on the margin of doing that.

I am interested in your particular reference to the pr-ice of feed
grains. That isn't what I would have thought from thte start. We think
that the present feed and meat price relationship is such as to encour-
age a lot of meat production, feeding cattle and hogs and chickens
and poultry. We don't think anything much will be done for the con-
sumer by freezing the price of feed grain.

Senator JAvrrs. In other words, it is the meat sector, the end prod-
uct sector, that Mr. Dunlop referred to, which is having the concen-
trated attention to which you refer?

Mr. STEIN. Yes, sir.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HUMPHREY. I am sure you wouldn't agree that when

soybean and meal prices have increased more than double in the last
3 months, that that has had no effect upon prices, particularly in
dairy products?

Mr. STEIN. Well, we have been seeing lower soybean prices lately.
Chairman HUMPHREY. But not meal prices?
Mr. STEIN. I think we have on meal prices.
Chairman HUMPHREY. To the contrary. They went up substantially

last month.
Mr. STEIN. Last month. But Iam talking about today.
We believe that at the present prices for cattle and hogs, feeding is

very attractive and especially with the prospect, which everybody by
now is aware of, that feed prices will be I ower subsequently. So we are
getting a lot of cattle and hogs fed and hogs will be coming to the
market in very much increased numbers in the next few months.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes. But, Mr. Stein, I would recommend, as
a member of the Committee on Agriculture, and as one close to the
agriculture sector, that you do not deceive yourself, in view of the
shortages which we have in soybeans, which are monumental, and the
increased costs that we have as a result of feed grain prices, that you
are going to have any decrease in feed costs and in feed price costs.
It just isn't going to happen.

Then add the costs and problems of transportation, which is nothing
short of a national disaster, to which this administration has given no
attention. Are you aware that, in the Midwest the railroad service is
unbelievably inadequate, that the grain bins, the country elevators, are
filled with no way to move the stocks, that soybeans are not able to be
moved, and that the fuel crisis has made feed grain transportation
even more difficult?

I have been in this business up to my ears, holding hearings in the
Committee on Agriculture. I can't for the life of me understand why
the Department of Agriculture hasn't been more cooperative in terms
of permitting farmers to move their products to market, why the gov-
ernment hasn't taken some stern emergency measures on boxcars so we
can move things to processing plants and move these products where
they belong.

Mr. STEIN. Well, sir, it is inaccurate to say we have paid no at-
tention to the transportation problem.
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Chairman HUMPHREY. I think you are worried about it, but you
haven't done anything.

Mr. STEIN. We are doing several things. The Commodity Credit
Corporation has changed its regulation with respect to the type of
cars in which its grain can be moved. The ICC has changed the regula-
tion on the demurrage charges affecting the stay of harbor cars at the
port, where the big problem is. A lot of cars are backed up at the ports.

The Department of Transportation is taking steps to make avail-
able the coal cars for movement of grain. This whole problem is being
treated on a very serious emergency basis.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Stein, I respectfully say to you, it is not
being treated on an emergency basis. Every farm producer, every
country elevator operator, every person who is moving grain or wheat
or soybeans, and even those who want fertilizer, know that there is a
critical transportation crisis that is being treated really with a kind
of "Ho-hum" attitude.

Now, the ICC is a disaster as far as being able to do anything about
moving boxcars. Case No. 1 with the ICC when it was established, was
on a shortage of boxcars. That was the first item on the docket, the first
case they had, and the ICC has never effectively met the problem.

Mr. STEIN. There is no shortage of boxcars in the country.
Chairman HUMPHREY. There isn't? There isn't any shortage of 'box-

cars? Would you like to come home with me and tell my folks out
home in Minnesota, where they are trying to move agricultural prod-
ucts, there is no shortage of boxcars? Where have you been?

Mr. STEIN. I would be surprised if your people aren't moving grain
in hopper cars.

Chairman HUMPHREY. You don't think we move grain in boxcars?
Mr. STEIN. In hopper cars.
Chairman HUMPHREY. We move it in boxcars, too. We have an

emergency. We have been moving grain in boxcars for years.
Mr. STEIN. Anyway, you may know, the average working time of

a boxcar in the United States is something like 8 percent. The problem
in the United States is not a shortage of boxcars; it is a shortage of
specialized kinds of cars and inadequate arrangement for the move-
ment of the cars.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Stein, I won't burden you further on
boxcars, except to call to your attention that a Senate subcommittee
under the chairmanship of Senator Huddleston has conducted an inten-
sive, in-depth survey, which is about the 200th survey made in the last
50 or 60 years. And while you may say there is no shortage of cars,
hopper cars or boxcars

Mr. STEIN. I said there is a shortage of hopper cars.
Chairman HUMPHREY. There is- a shortage of boxcars. For goodness

sakes alive, everybody knows it. Not only is there a shortage, in total
numbers, the ones we have are locked up in the yards and the demur-
rage charges are considered too little, and this has complicated mat-
ters even more, and the Government hasn't done very much about it.

Mr. STEIN. I agree 'that the railroad cars are very ineffectively
utilized. I am saying, the number of cars is not inadequate, and if 50
studies have shown that in the last 50 years-

Chairman HUMPHREY. The academic studies may show it. But when
you are out in the country and trying to move the product, I can guar-
antee you the number of cars isn't adequate.
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Mr. STEIN. We certainly agree there is a critical transportation prob-
lem. I just demurred on this particular point about there being a short-
age of boxcars.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I would like to get some clarification of some
*of your statements. In my letter of invitation, I asked each of you to
tell us what we could expect in the way of the future food price in-
creases. We had some reference to it today. Unfortunately, after read-
ing your statenient and examining your studies, which the staff was
able to help us do, we continue to be rather confused as to just what
to expect.

Mr. Stein, you say, "We expect to see farm prices of foods declining
in the second half of this year and retail prices leveling out." * * *
"Nevertheless, despite this bad news that will be reported in the statis-
tics in the next 2 months, the daily news observable in the grocery
:stores should be improving."

Mr. Dunlop, you say, "Food price performance is expected to level
off during the last half of the year." The food price white paper pre-
pared by the Cost-of-Living Council says, "Food prices should in-
-crease at a much slower rate in the second half of the year."

Taken together, this says, in 1973, food prices will decline, will level
off, and increase at a slower rate. I would say that is quite a confusing
-report. I wonder if you could help us clarify this.

Just what is going to happen according to your predictions of food
-prices in 1973? Will they decline, will they level off, or will they in-
crease at a slower rate?

Mr. STEIN. Maybe for clarity, we perhaps should choose. But I think
that our point is quite clear and the confusion has arisen out of the
failure to distinguish between the price of food at the farm and the
price of food at the retail level. What we are saying is the price of food
-at the farm will decline in the latter part of this year. We are saying
the retail price of food will rise very much more slowly and perhaps
by the end of the year it will not be rising at all. The difference, of
course, is due to the fact that the farm price of food constitutes some-
thing like 40 percent of the retail price. But in between the farm price
of food and retail price is the cost of processing and distribution. W"e
expect that there will be factors of increase in that sector.

Furthermore, we start with fairly low processing and distributing
margins.

We forecast declining hog prices, declining cattle prices, and declin-
ing poultry prices in the remainder of this year. We forecast that in
the second half of the year retail food prices will be rising very much
more slowly. The rise of retail prices will be in the neighborhood of
zero to 2 percent, annual rate.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Any comment, Mr. Dunlop? I notice both
of you are saying the Government has been doing everything that it
possibly could within its authority to increase the supply of food,.
recognizing that supply has a great deal of effect on price. Is that the
general observation?

Mr. STEIN. I didn't hear that.
Chairman HuMPHREY. Recognizing supply has a direct effect oH

price.
Mr. STEIN. Yes.
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Chairman HuJMPIIREY. Is it your judgment, the Government has.
been doing all it could to improve the supply of food products?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, I would like to put it this way: that we have
been taking great measures as set forth in the report placed in the
record. We have a number of other ideas which we try to explore each
day. If someone has additional ideas, we are prepared to explore them.

It is my view, if you keep working on any problem long enough you
will find additional measures that you can take. And I wish to convey
-the notion of a sense of urgency about the problem, a sense of willing-
ness to explore really any serious idea about it, and a sense that when
you are dealing with a structural arrangement in agriculture over
many years in this country, which has primary orientation in legisla-
-tion and the administration of the Department has been aimed at rais-
ing levels of farm income by various devices of holding down outputs
that you cannot at all in a few weeks or months locate all of those
devices by which that policy was perpetuated over many years. It takes
a while to ferret out various measures by which output can be in-
*creased.-

I would tend to devote some time of each day to that operation.
Chairman HuMPHREY. What has worried me, gentlemen, is the ad-

:ministration's management of our food situation. Just briefly put, last
year the Government poured out $4 billion in set-aside payments and
continues to do so after it knew that there would be some shortages in
feed grains. That is No. 1.

No. 2, the Government saw the other shortages that were coming.
For example, in dairy products. The Government made no plans, as
I can recall, to deal with these predictable shortages.

Now, we have had the situation where we apparently didn't have
*the information in the Department of Agriculture about crop condi-
tions in the Soviet Union. I have not been one of the stern critics, may
I say, on the matter of the Soviet sale, but I do feel that we were more
negligent, as the General Accounting Office has pointed out, in the
Department of Agriculture, in terms of information to the producers
and information to the public as to the impact of this sale and as to
crop conditions in the Soviet Union.

My concern is whether or not, to put it bluntly, the "city boys" here
in the administration have any concept at all what it takes to have a
managed food supply or food supply management. The transportation
crisis today is a serious matter. F or example, we are planning on big
-crops this year, hopefully. I am sure the administration is aware of the
fact there is a very difficult problem of getting fertilizer into the Mid-
western crop areas because of the transportation crisis. A very serious
problem. And apparently nothing is really being done about it.

Mr. DuINLor. May I just comment, Mr. Chairman, about the trans-
portation point you make. I think you should know that the Cost of
Living Council has met with the Secretary of Transportation. He has
put together a special group of people to work on these reports and
the grain problem, particularly; and in view of your reference to the
matter, I should like the opportunity to get a statement of what we
have been doing in that area and submit it to you and to this sub-
-committee.

For the notion that we have not been aware of that problem, of its
importance and significance, I think, is to convey the wrong impres-
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sion. I would like to give you a detailed account of the various measures
which, at our Cost of Living Council's request, the Department of
Transportation has underway.

Chairman HUMPHREY. We will welcome the statement and hope that
it will project a policy for some remedy.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]
Memorandum for the Director, COLC.
From: DOT Task Force on Freight Cars.
Subject: Summary of Task Force Activities.

OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVE OF THE ANALYSIS

The overall objective of the Task Force is to improve the efficiency of the
Nation's freight car fleet in fulfilling critical demands for rail transportation. As
the most serious problem now facing the Government concerns the timely and
expeditious movement of grain, we have endeavored to focus ourinitial efforts
upon development of ways and means to improve rail transportation service to
the agricultural community.

To a large degree, the flexibility and responsiveness of rail transportation
service, so vital to efficient grain marketing, is constrained by the particular
needs of the system it serves. Most grain marketing operations tend to place
severe pressures upon transport carriers to quickly adapt to change in flow pat-
terns and timing. Notwithstanding these facts, the institutional and operational
barriers placed upon rail carriers and, to a lesser degree, other carriers, reflect
principles of traditional marketing that cannot adapt to rapid change without
significant delay, disruption and cost to all parties.

To that end, it is the objective of this Task Force to identify and recommend
action alternatives, both short and long term, designed to bring the transportation
system into better balance and efficiency, to more effectively meet the needs of the
agricultural industry as a whole. Initial efforts, therefore, will be directed toward
improving and enhancing the railroads' role in the movement of grain.

THE CRITICAL PROBLEMS

At present, we are confronted with resolving two distinct, but yet related
problems. The first involves the question of how to physically move and expedite
the high level of export grain now being shipped. The second is concerned with
developing ways to move CCC controlled grain promptly into normal marketing
channels.

As we see it, Governmental efforts to improve the physical distribution effi-
ciency of grain marketing elements must initially concentrate directly upon
the Gulf export problem. To be sure, the railroad system plays a vital and con-
tinuing role in domestic grain transport, but he inordinate consumption of system
resources, motive power and equipment involved in fulfilling export commit-
ments in a timely manner spills over into and dramatically affects normal domes-
tic movements. We wish to emphasize that domestic grain movement difficulties
are not, however, being set aside in terms of our analysis.

To the contrary, the sheer scope and magnitude of the export situation has
put such strain upon normal grain marketing channels, as well as the carriers
that serve them, that responsible remedial actions would clearly alleviate the
domestic situation as well. Similarly, we would emphasize that disruption and
inefficiency in grain transportation-domestic as well as export-has consider-
able effect upon most other commodities transported by rail. Accordingly. we
believe that efforts to improve grain transportation will have a corollary effect
upon shippers of other commodities by rail.

THE ACTION PLAN

In view of the close interdependency of marketing chain elements and the
absolute necessity for better coordination of these elements, we propose to quickly
identify, analyze and implement a series of actions designed to take the maximum
economic and operational advantage of this interdependency. The steps we be-
lieve must be taken will necessitate the full and timely cooperation of the in-
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dustry, the Department of Agriculture and the Interstate Commerce Commission,
but are well within their respective statutory responsibilities and purview.

The following specific actions are being taken by the Task Force:
Cooperation with the AAR identifying principal bottlenecks at the ports

and at inland terminals. DOT personnel have been sent to these areas to furnish
on-site assessments and develop specific action recommendations. Additional per-
sonnel will be dispatched as soon ag their assembly and orientation permit.

Establishment of close liaison between USDA-CCC in identifying potential
grain movements and allied problems, including use of open top cars in grain
service.

Concurrent assessment of lumber shipping problems. Various incentives and
advisory actions are being discussed and formulated with AAR and individual
carriers to increase car availability on the west coast.

A meeting has been held with the major railroad presidents to facilitate
cooperation of their railroads, including the establishment of direct contacts with
principal operating and traffic offices.

Discussions will continue with the ICC to develop and coordinate actions and
regulatory orders of asistance in increasing car availability and efficiency.

TRANSPORTATION

1. Department of Transportation to facilitate the movement of CCC grain
stocks.

Progress

DOT has completed development of a computer based movement monitoring
system for CCC grain. Initial reports will be generated next week, as updated
information becomes available.

Elimination of uncommitted CCC wheat stocks has focused DOT's attention
on problems in using open top cars. DOT is working with Kansas City CCC and
headquarters AAR staff to develop advisory guidelines for open car use. In the
interim, CCC will use discretion in application of these cars. DOT will meet
next week with midwest railroad officers to discuss problem.

DOT will also check out the potential use of disposable paper covers for open
cars, having been advised such covers are now being produced.

2. Accelerate the movement of grain through the ports.
Progress

DOT has tentatively set April 16 as the briefing date for the field teams.
Ten men will be sent out directly following the briefings to cover the ports and int
land terminals. Materials, training and personel items will be completed prior to
that date.

DOT has been advised that the C&O/B&O grain test at Hampton Roads was
completely successful Rate division problems with originating carriers are being
ironed out, and another ship has already been scheduled for loading April 15..
It is estimated that future grain assembly for this service will be in Kansas
and Nebraska.

A movement monitoring system is being established by DOT at the St. Lawrence-
locks to determine if grain will be backhauled; if so, by which port and the-
vessel ETA at the port. As very few ocean vessels enter the lakes in ballast, a
lead time of 6-10 days is contemplated.

3. Transportation problems.
Progress

DOT is keeping in close contact with carriers that may be affected by Missis-
sippi River flood cresting. Little problem for rails now occurring, with only small
amount of rerouting necessary.

Lumber car shortages may begin to decline as California inventory tax date
passes. allowing inbound loads to rise. freeing up empty cars for northbound
movements to lumber areas. Also. reports indicate eastern carriers are delivering-
more empties to western connections. DOT will dispatch personnel next week to-
the west coast to assess situation.

West Texas harvest, beginning in 45 days. will be closely monitored. Existing
country and terminal elevator capacity appears adequate to hold first surge.
Within 60-70 days. however. some problems may appear. DOT will begin to assess-
truck capacity and availability/pricing for effect upon rail demand.
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DOT has been advised that some fertilizer car shortages are occurring. Con-
tact will be made with southeastern railroads to assess car problems in phosphate
movements and to check on car turnaround from destinations.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Senator Proxmire.
Senator PRoxmnIE. In about 2 minutes, the 11 o'clock hour will

arrive and you will be free to comment on the consumer increase of
last month. That, combined with the January increase, is one of the
biggest increases, I guess the biggest increase we have had in 22 years,
and one that gives us a great deal of concern.

My feeling is, if the Senate postponed action on phase III last night
until today, we might well have had a much tougher and better anti-
inflation law, because we would have had this additional information.

What I would like to ask you, Mr. Stein and Mr. Dunlop, to com-
ment on, if you would; is the future of consumer prices, what you
expect to happen in light of the fact that wholesale prices have in-
creased so sharply in December, in January, and February and, while
it is true that the wholesale prices aren't always reflected completely
in consumer prices, usually wholesale prices are much more stable and
consumer prices are much more volatile.

So how would you answer the argument, absent. some kind of very
decisive action by the administration, we are likely to have a sharp
increase in consumer prices ensuing for March, April, May, and so;
forth?

Mr. STEIN. Well, Senator Proxmire-
Senator PROXMmB. Eleven o'clock has come, so you are free to

comment.
Mr. STEIN. I believe in answering the question. Since 11 o'clock has

come, I would like to read a statement about the February CPI, since
others have had some opportunity to comment on it. And, of course,
we share with you the concern over the increase shown by the CPI.

This is not something that we welcome, obviously, or want to dismiss.
The Consumer Price. Index rise of eight-tenths of 1 percent in

February was the result of a continuing rapid rise of food prices added
to a sharp 1-month spurt of nonfood items. Food prices rose 2.2 percent
in February, after a rise of 1.9 percent in January, bringing the rise
for the past year to 7.3 percent. The one-half of 1 percent increase
in nonfood commodities and services followed several months of very
small increases in those categories and raised their total increase for
the past year to 3 percent.

Prices of meats rose 5.3 percent and contributed almost 40 percent
to the rise of consumer prices in February. The rise of meat prices
has resulted from a rapid increase of consumer incomes coupled with
a lag in the supply of meat. The supplies of cattle, hogs, and poultry
now in prospect indicate that meat prices will soon be declining at
wholesale, and at least rising much less rapidly at retail. Nevertheless,
the rises that have already occurred will cause meat price increases
to be shown in the Consumer Price Index for March and April, which
will be published in April and May.

The strength of the rise outside of the food sector reflected at least
in part erratic factors plus the opportunity that the transition to phase
III may have provided for speeding up price increases that would
have occurred later. Nevertheless, this latest price news provides addi-
tional warning of the diligence that must be exercised to prevent the
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revival of rapid inflation as the U.S. economy rises strongly in a world
generally experiencing much more inflation than we have. One aspect
of this diligence is the continuous monitoring of price increases by
the Cost of Living Council to see where stricter controls may be useful.
However, the essential requirement is to prevent the revival of an
inflationary boom by keeping a firm grip on Government spending and
on monetary expansion.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now, what you are saying, Mr. Stein, is that you
can concede you expect a further sharp increase at least in meat prices
in April and May

Mr. STEIN. No, that is not at all what I am saying. That is not what
I am saying.

I am saying the figures that were released today relate to February.
The figure that is released in April will relate to a period which is
already passed, that is, to some time in March. The figure that is re-
leased in May will relate to the first week in April for food, and we are
already halfway there. So, if prices did not rise at all from this point
on. the price indexes which will come out in April and May, which
will refer to March and April, will be higher than the February index.

Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Stein, what you are saying, if I understand
it, if wholesale prices, if farm prices, don't rise any more, they will be
reflected in higher consumer prices in April and May.

Mr. STEIN. I am saying if retail prices don't rise from this point
forward, the March figure which comes out in April, and which refers.
to a period that has already passed, will be higher than the February
figure.

Senator PRoxMIRE. Then you said April and May.
Mr. STEIN. The March figure comes out in April. Then the April

figure, which would come out in May, will refer to the first week in
April, and we are already halfway there. So if we leveled out right
now, the April figure would be higher than the March figure which
was sampled the first week of March.

Senator PROXMnIE. The reason I am concerned about that, what this
really is likely to cause in terms of inflation, I say this because we have
wage negotiations going on, as I think Mr. Dunlop is more familiar
with, going on in the coming 4 or 5 months that are apt to be crucial
to holding down prices for the next 3 years.

You have indicated that regardless of our interpretation, the Con-
sumer Price Index will show increases for the March, April, and later
figures, which will be disclosed in April, May, and so on. These are
bound to be an essential part of negotiations. No labor leader can very
well stand still for a 51/2 percent guideline if the cost of living is going
up anything like the way it went up in February. And if CPI goes up
at an annual rate of 6 or 7 percent, he is going to have a hard time, very
difficult time, persuading his supporters and the union that he should
hold wage increases down below, or even close to the increase in the
Consumer Price Index.

This is what concerns me so much, because this is a long-term effect.
It is not an effect for a few months. It is an effect because the wage-
price spiral is likely to go on for several years.

Mr. STEIN. We are deeply concerned about this. Let me say this:
one aspect of our concern is that the real problem should not be further
compounded by misunderstanding. As I explained to you, and has
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been explained to the labor leaders, a lot of what we are going to see
in the price indexes that come out in April and May will refer to the
past, not to the current time. And no one should go around extrapo-
lating what happened in February as an indication of what is going to
happen in 1973.

We don't think that is valid at all. That is why we have gone to such
lengths to try to explain to people that we have a wave in the food
situation which is reaching a peak. On the basis of everything we
know about the supply side, the prospects of flattening out of retail
food prices are good, so labor should not project that retail food prices
are going to go on rising by 2.2 percnt per month.

Senator PROXIiRE. What assurance can you give us that food prices
won't go on rising? We hope they won't. They may well not go on
rising after the wholesale price index increases we had, but Mr.
Schnittker, who is an impartial expert observer, testified before this
subcommittee only a short time ago, that we have to have every kind
of a break, from the weather, from the crop conditions in other coun-
tries, because we are going to have to export to help some of these
countries, in order to be able to get through this year on the basis of
projections the administration has indicated; that is, food prices re-
main moderate toward the end of the year.

He indicated there is every expectation with any kind of a bad
break, with the average kind of situation throughout the world, we are
going to have increasing prices the rest of the year. He projected
something like a 6-percent increase for the year as a whole.

Mr. STEIN. Well, a 6-percent increase for the year on a whole would
not imply any further increase from this point forward.

Senator PROXMnIRE. He projected that on the basis of the favorable
assumptions which you are making, which may not come about.

Mr. STEIN. The reason we produced this food paper was to permit
you to see what underlies our belief. If you have some other expecta-
tions, we want to get this on the table. We say we expect some large
increases in production of crops: feed grains will be up 5 to 10 percent
in supply; soybeans up 15 to 18; wheat up 12 to 14. We have given you
figures about what we expect about the supply of animal products.
So if vou conclude these figures are erroneous, we will be very in-
terested, because we think they are very serious.

But we have devoted a great deal of work, we have an enormous
agency over there with experts in this field, who have made estimates.
I would hope you would have them reviewed by a person of your own
'choosing. I think it is essential.

Senator PzoxmiIRE. My time is up. Before I conclude, let me ask you
this question. We not only had a big increase, as you conceded, in food
prices in February, we also had a sharp increase, a very sharp increase
in nonfood items. As I understand it, the increase was an average an-
nual rate of about 6 percent. And this was sharper than it had been
in some time. One of the sharpest increases we have ever had.

And in view of the wholesale price index in nonfood prices annual
rate of around 12 percent in February, isn't this more likely to be more
bad news?
- Mr. STEIN. Well, the connection between wholesale prices and re-
tail prices, as you know, is in any case a loose relationship, and we
should also note that we have had one bad month of industrial whole-
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sale prices. What we have behind us that will be passed on into retail
prices, insofar as they are passed on, is the price behavior of the last
several months. And before February, industrial wholesale prices were
rising at an annual rate of 31/2 percent.

But as you indicated, we are not complacent about this,. We have
been looking at the situation. We have, as you know, taken some steps
on the petroleum side. Mr. Dunlop is very vigorously involved with
the lumber problem, which is one of the main contributors to the rise
in industrial wholesale prices.

Maybe you were not here when he explained he has a list of critical
areas which are being assessed. In many of these cases, or in most cases,
it doesn't appear that some move on the control side is the best solu-
tion.

We shouldn't be in the position here of promising a rose garden.
This is a difficult situation, as we recognize. We are trying to do some-
thing that is very difficult. We are riding on another wave of rising
food prices, such as we have had before. We are living in a world that
is having much more rapid inflation than we are having. We are going
through a rapid expansion of the American economy, reaching closer
to its potential. And we have at the same time made a move to change
the control system.

All of these things create problems for us. We think they are prob-
lems for the country and we are working to solve them. We -welcome
your suggestions. A number of suggestions were presented to the Sen-
ate yesterday; some of them were rejected by more or less large
amounts. We don't think we have a mandate for that.

Chairman Flu-mPHREY. Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, I would like to ask you about things which are now

easier to answer, in terms of more information, because we have the
February figures and your comments.

The first: rent increases. Isn't it a fact that phase III does radically
,differ from phase II in respect to rent increases, and that there are no
controls on rents, not even guidelines, in terms of the economic stabili-
zation program? Is that true, Mr. Dunlop ?

Mr. DUNLOr. We have the authority to go into cases which I have
described as abnormal increases where it is clear that the size of the
increase is of such an amount that an attempt is made to recoup bast
stabilization efforts. It is true, as you have thought. that the rent areas
have been exempted from control. If that is the statement, the answer
is "Yes."

Senator JAVITS. And it is the fact you have not used the authority
you referred to; is that true?

Mr. DUNLOP. Oh, no. We have sent the IRS into many areas. We
have cases where we have been proceeding against parties who have
in the past violated our standards. We have worked out understand-
ings with local areas, such as in the Greater Washington Area, where
we are working with the industries. There have been measurable roll-
backs in rent increases that had been previously placed into effect.

Senator JAvrrs. But under phase III, no one has been prosecuted for
inordinate rent increases, have they?

Mr. DUNLOP. I don't really know.
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Senator JAVITS. Nonetheless, isn't it trule the component of rent in-
the February figures is up very substantially, at 3.7?

Mr. STEIN. Oh, no. That is a change from a year ago.
Senator JAviTS. An annual rate?
Mr. STEIN. That is a change from a year ago. That is not the Febru-

ary figure.
Senator JAVITS. Why, Mr. Stein, therefore, would you say that in

phase II we needed rent controls and in phase III we don't, when
there is no material difference in the circumstances? And, by the way,.
rent does, does it not, occupy a very big part of this Consumer Price-
Index?

Mr. STEIN. Rent has a weight of five percent.
Senator JAVITS. As compared with food of how much?
Mr. STEIN. Food is about 22 percent. But I don't know whether-

you remember that during phase II we reduced the coverage of rent
controls and by the time we moved to phase III, I believe something
like 70 percent of all rental units were exempt from control under the
Federal control system. Some of those units were under control by the
localities, mainly New York City. But we had exempted all units of
four or fewer; we had exempted all units with rents in excess of a cer-
tain amount; and we had exempted the single-family units.

So the coverage of the rent controls had been progressively reduced.
And even if we had not made the general move to phase III, we would'
have progressively moved to reducing rent control. In fact, we had a.
Rent Advisory Committee during phase II, with which we consulted
on the move to phase III, and there was a very considerable senti-
ment, not unanimous, but a very considerable sentiment for getting out
of rent control.

Mr. DUNLOP. May I comment on that? I have just seen the BLS;
release. and unless I am mistaken about it, one must be careful in in-
terpreting the figures, as the discussion seems to, as they change from
Januarv. The last sentence in the BLS release says, "in addition, about
4,500 rental units were surveyed in February, and 19 percent of these-
reported rent increases from August."

So the system of reports in the Cost of Living Index are not month--
to-month changes. Next month another group will be studied from an-
other period and it is that change that is reflected in the index, not the
implied change from January to February. At least, that is my under-
standing of it.

Senator JAVIT9. Isn't it a fact, Mr. Stein, the five-percent component,,
which you have described, is an overall component, but it is 30 percent
or thereabouts for those who actually rent in terms of their own cost of
living?

Mr. STEIN. Well, the proportion is much higher for those who rent.
than for those who don't rent. And it varies among them. I don't know
what the average would be for all people who rent.

But you asked me what it was in the Consumer Price Index.
Senator JAVITS. I understand that, but nonetheless, the impact on the

individual family is very much greater than that. You concede that?
Mr. STEIN. The impact on that proportion of families that rent.
Senator JAVITS. As a matter of fact, our information is, it is greater

than the proportion of food, the cost of rented premises.
Mr. STEIN. Well, it could vary a great deal.
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- Senator JAVIrS. What do you say, Mr. Dunlop. Isn't that true?
Mr. DUNLOP. Well, I am not sure what Mr. Stein had in mind herel

but it seems to me the statement follows from the premises that you
-had earlier stated, that if you take the families that do rent, and ex-
clude those that don't rent and take the family as far as food is con-
cerned, a clear proportion of expenditures on food is less than the
figure you cited for rent.

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Dunlop, would it be proper to ask the admin-
istration, assuming the. Congress exercises its will to insist on rent
control, that is, an overall* Federal standard, to ask you to give us a
formula by which this can be effectively administered with acconmno-
dation to local option, et cetera? In other words, wouldn't it be appro-
priate in the relationship between the two branches that we should
turn to you and say-don't make us write it alone, tell us how you think
it can be intelligently administered?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, my reaction to that is, if I am instructed to do
something, I will do it.

Senator JAVITS When you say "instructed," you mean by the Con-
gress or by the President, or by either?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, I assume if it is the law, it is both.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Don't assume that any more, Mr. Dunlop.

That is old stuff. That day has gone, apparently.
Senator JAVITS. Well, then, in order to get you to do what I say, Mr.

Dunlop. it should be written in the statute; is that correct? In other
words, if. I requested you today to give us, based upon the Senate
amendment which passed the Senate, a feasible plan for control which
would change the methodology of the Senate amendment, because we
are asking for your ideas, in view of the fact we want to do it, how
should it be done and how should it be written, you would be unable
to do it, unless we asked you to do it in the law by regulation?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, although I may want to consult some of my
associates, my own personal view is to be cooperative, and if you ask
us to do.something, I will try to do it.

Senator JAvITs. I do, and I ask unanimous consent advice of the'
Cost of Living Council mav be made part of the record.

Chairman HUlMPHTREY. We will look forward to receiving it.
Senator JAVITS. I believe Senator Case and I, both sponsors of this

proposition, would welcome intelligent and informed professional
appraisal.

If we do want to do it, how should it be done?
Mr. STEIN. I would hope the advice and cooperation would take a

different form, in which those people from the Cost of Living Council
who had the expert experience in phase II would meet with you and
Senator Case and other people and discuss the problems of doing this,
rather than asking us or the Cost of Living Council to present you
with a formula.

Senator JAVITS. I will accept that. Wle appreciate that. We will seek
proper appointments with vou on behalf of ourselves and Senator Case
and such other Senators as might wish to participate.

Mr. DUNLOP. AMay I add a comment to the reason for the statement
Mr. Stein made. and it is that the matter is not a simplistic one. That
one of the pr6blems has been that over the. months in phase II, the
complexities of dealing with this problem become very magnified in
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view of the detailed differences that exist among localities, rental prop-
erties, tenants of all kinds.

Therefore, more reason for the kind of consultation which you have
agreed upon.

Senator JAVITS. I appreciate that very much and I am sure Senator
Case would wish me to say the same thing.

My time is up.
Chairman HuiMPHREY. Just for a moment, I would like to come back

to the whole subject of management of food supplies, which I realize
is not necessarily your area of expert knowledge; it is primarily in the
area, hopefully, of the Department of Agriculture.

The present program of the Government food supply, to me, ap-
pears like applying aspirin and band aids in a rather hurried and
frenzied manner. Now, the administration proposes the elimination
of commodity supports; it asks for the opening up of millions of acres
for feed grains, and I noted that Mr. Stein has commented on the fact
that we are virtually emptying our grain bins. I want to say that I
think all of this would be a major national disaster. It would simply
tell the farmers, who are the only people who produce food and fibers,
that their cause has been forgotten and they are the lost, forgotten
people.

A year ago, some of us tried to get a food grain reserve, so we would
not have a shortage of feed grains, a reserve for emergencies just like
we have now. The administration opposed it. Now, when we see the
number of milk cows disappearing and the consumption of milk going
up, the trend is clear to all knowledgeable people in the dairy indus-
try that there will be less milk. There will be fewer milk cows in part
because they will be sold for beef at $45 a hundredweight or more.
But yet administration insists on having the lowest support prices for
milk that the law will permit, which is just another way of telling
the farmer to get out of the dairy business. And they are getting
out of it.

As one who spends a good deal of time looking at the problems of
agriculture, it seems to me that what the administration is doing is
running from one set of miscalculations to another. If the dairy indus-
try, for example. has fewer milk cows. which it has-which it had this
month, last month, and the month before-it is inevitable that dairy
prices are going to go up. Inevitable. And you can't import fresh milk.
We don't have any way of doing that. You can import powdered milk
and cheese.

If, in addition; you are going to take all of the grain out of the grain
bins, you are running the risk of an unbelievable emergency in this
country. because we are a cattle-dairy agriculture. The price of cattle
will skyrocket. If you are short of feed grains, you will have un-
believable increases in the cost of beef and pork products.

I know the point on pork is well taken, that you can get a hog for
imiarkets ready to-market. in 6 months. But cows and steers are not born
2 years old, ready for market.

And the long-term price trends in feed grains. the long-term sup-
ply, determines what is going to happen to beef prices, and dairy
prices.

What is the administration up to here? What are they trying to do?
Are they just trying to con both the farmers and the public into be-
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lieving they have some kind of an emergency program that is going
to relieve the situation?

Mr. STEIN. Well, Mr. Chairman, we are not trying to con anybody.
We have a program which is intended to deal with the situation. to
deal with the critical aspect of the problem, which I thought we all
agreed was the very high and rapidly rising prices of food. We are
trying to deal with that problem by increasing the supply of food.

It is true we have set the dairy support level at the lowest point the
law will allow. We did that as a contribution toward holding down one
important element of food prices.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Wait a minute now. I don't want you to get -

by with that, because the support levels have no relationship to price
at all today. The prices are much higher than the support level. The
relationship the support level has, Mr. Stein, is to whether or not~
farmers will stay in dairying, and the answer is they are getting out.
They are getting out because support levels are low, which this urban-
ized community doesn't seem to understand, nor does the administra-'
tion understand.

Mr. STEIN. The dairy support level was set at the minimum. But the
law required us to raise the dairy support level from $4.93 to $5.29.

Chairman HUMPHREY. That is 75 percent of parity.
Mr. STEIN. That is right. That is a 7-percent increase in the dairy

support level. If you think the dairy support level is of no significance,
I don't know why you asked me about it. But it is an increase of 7 per-
cent. We think this will have an effect, for one thing, through the reper-
cussions on the import restrictions for cheese.

Chairman HUMPHREY. What I would like to have from the Council
of Economic Advisers are the judgments, the calculations, or the
analyses you have made as to the relationship of the Department of
Agriculture supply program to prices. Because I don't believe you
two are talking together. I really don't believe there is much communi-
cation. If there is, both of you are slow learners.

Mr. STEIN. That may be. But I have learned more about agriculture
in the last 2 months than I ever thought I would know.

Chairman HUMPHREY. That is the danger with crash courses.
Mr. STEIN. But it is an indication of the concern of the White

House with respect to this problem.
I would like to raise another smaller problem.
Chairman HUMPHREY. You will provide that analyses for the

record?
Mr. STEIN. We will provide it.
[The following inserts provided by Chairman Herbert Stein, which

consists of testimony by Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Butz before the
House and Senate. Agriculture Committees, are inadequate because
they are too general and do not focus on the technical question of agri-
culture supply program to price variations. Efforts on the part of the
Joint Economic Committee staff to obtain a better answer, however,
were not successful. The inserts are, nevertheless, provided as the ad-
ministration's response to the question in an effort to make the record
of the hearings as complete as possible :]
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Statement of the Honorable Earl L. Butz
Secretary of Agriculture

before the
Committee on Agriculture

U.S. House of Repreasentatives
March 20, 1973

Mr. Chairman:

It is with cons'derable pleasure that I come to the House Committee on

Agriculture to discuss farm commodity legislation.

I look forward to working with the Committee to develop a bi-partisan

farm bill for the benefit of all .... producers, consumers and taxpayers.

We have a rare opportunity to provide U.S. farmers with the agricultural

structure they need in order to prosper in our modern day world.

Our goal is the same as yours-it is to strengthen farm income from the

market over the long pull. In doing this, we should concentrate on net farm

income, instead of prices per unit. Our goal is higher net farm income from

larger production times strong market prices.

At the same time we want to slow the rise in farm costs due to inflation.

We can make a contribution toward this end by keeping government costs under

control to help stop inflation and to prevent a rise in tawes.

The 1970 farm legislation continued progress toward greater market orientation.

and increased farmer's freedom. As a result, we now have a stronger and more

viable farm economy. Fortunately, we can now fix our sights with greater

unanimity on holding these gains and making further progress. We have the

greatest opportunity in several decades to build a farm program that will serve

farmers and the nation well in a time of great change.

Basically, that can be accomplished by extending the Agricultural Act

of 1970, including Title I and II of Public Law 480.
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AGRICULTURAL ACT OF 1970

The Act of 1970 has served us well in the years it has been operative.

The set-aside concept has turned farm decision-making back to farmers where

it belongs; it has increased farm income, which farmers deserve.

Among the Act's any accomplishments:

*It has increased farmer's income from the market--with a welcome
decline in government interference with farmers' freedom to plant and
manage their own business.

*It has brought about healthy adjustments in regional production patterns--
and has brought new income and vitality to local areas.

*It has encouraged a shift of substantial acreages from one crop to
another on individual farms. Farmers have prospered while national acreages
of feed grains, wheat and cotton have been maintained.

*It has enabled farmers to use their land, capital, and labor resources
more efficiently. This has strengthened individual farms and has made us more
competitive in world markets.

*It has encouraged plantings of profitable, needed crops. Soybean
plantings this year may be 10 million acres higher than in 1970, the last
year of restricted acreage programs for grains.

*It has prevented surplus pileups--government-held stocks are the
lowest since World War II.

*It's broader base has enabled more farmers than ever before to participate
in commodity programs on a voluntary basis.

*It has stimulated exports.... our farm shipments abroad have been at
record levels for the two successive years of the program...and reached a
record $9 billion for calendar year 1972.... and are expected to reach 11
billion in fiscal year 1973.

*It has assured an abundant supply of food for U.S. consumers for the
smallest portion of their income in history.

*It has helped push farm income to a new high. Net farm income for 1972
is estimated at $19.2 billion, $3.1 billion above the 1971 level.

*It has brought more hope for the future to farmers and has revitalized
rural areas. This new confidence has slowed the reduction in farm numbers
to less than half the rate of the 1960's.

95-438 0 - 73 -5
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RISE IN FARM INCOME

The rise in farm income in 1972 was dramatic. The crops that are most

directly affected by the 1970 legislation are in the forefront of the rise.

For example, the total value of 1972 crops of corn, grain sorghum and

barley, including payments, is pushing beyond $10 billion for the first time

in history.

Wheat crop value and payments are nearly $3.5 billion, also a record.

Cotton is making a strong recovery with crop value and payments totaling

more than $2.5 billion for 1972, the highest in more than 15 years.

Soybeans are showing a crop value of nearly $5.1 billion, a billion and

a half dollars more than the previous all-time high in 1971. This was accomplished

without government payments.

At the same time, the development of market-oriented programs has been a

boon to the livestock industry. Dairy, hog, and cattle producers are making

more money.

The solid gains in farm returns during the past two years show that the

legislation is meeting its objective of improved farm income. The record farm

income for 1972 helped raise the average income of farm people to 83 percent of

non-farm people. This is a considerable improvement over the 1960's when the

average income of farm people was only 68 percent of the non-farm average. We

will not be satisfied until farm incomes are on a full par with non-farm averages.

We can reach this goal if our farm programs continue to be responsive to

the needs of farmers and keep farm products competitive at home and abroad.

As we respond to these needs, sound farm programs can bring more idle acres

into production and build more farm income from the marketplace.

The alternative--more money from the U.S. Treasury--is a bad choice. It

is also unrealistic in today's society.
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MDRE FREEDOM FOR FARMERS

American agriculture decisively turned a corner. When artificial guarantees

build surpluses--as they inevitably do--the only course left is to implement

rigid mandatory controls. If there is any one thing that is clear, it is this:

farmers do not want mandatory controls.

The Act of 1970 lets farmers make their decisions in response to market

signals. Farmers are freed from'controls and can manage their own businesses

in the way they feel will make them the most profit. The set-aside lets

farmers plant in a manner that is to their beat advantage; they are not locked

into outmoded production patterns of the past. The 1970 Act gives farmers more

freedom than they have had in several decades.

The set-aside also enables us to deal adequately with our excess capacity.

Adequate protection against runaway production is an essential part of any farm

legislation.

We have demonstrated that you can prevent surpluses without putting each

farm crop in its own production strait jacket. The set-aside concept recognizes

that surplus production capacity should be approached as an overall acreage

problem rather than a crop-by-crop problem. The set-aside concept permits us to

return idled acres into production judiciously to supply growing markets, while

at the same time continuing to improve farm income and permittingfarmers to

adjust their own acreage in the way that fits them best. It restores decision

making and profit planning to the farmer, where it belongs.
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Though I am pleased with the progress farmers are making in increasing

their incomes, I am concerned about the high proportion of farm income that

comes from government payments. In 1972, government farm payments approached

$4 billion. This is equivalent to 21 percent of the 1972 record net farm income

and 7 percent of the 1972 record farm cash receipts. This dependence on the

U.S. Treasury is too heavy and too precarious, particularly at a time when

taxpayers want Government income and outgo in better balance. And particularly

when there is agitation about food prices. Our efforts to improve farm income

should rest on the increasing strength of the domestic food market and the

rising demand for farm exports--and we should rely less on the uncertainty

of government payments based on annual appropriations.

BUILDING EXPORT MARKETS

Our record-breaking exports are now putting more acres to work-and are

putting more people to work. A strong favorable balance of farm trade emanating

from our record farm exports--at the time of a record $6.4 billion unfavorable

national balance of trade--has saved the dollar from further international

embarrassment. All the nation is indebted to U.S. farmers, and to the

contribution made by farm programs based on the 1970 Agricultural Act.

American farmers want to keep this advantage in foreign markets. Farm

programs should enhance farmers' efficiency and high productivity that give them

a natural trade advantage throughout the world. We can protect this advantage

wich a sensible, market-oriented pricing structure. The alternative would

arbitrarily limit the U.S. farmers' share of export and domestic markets-as the

result of artificial price incentives which would stimulate foreign production

and increase the use of substitutes here at home.
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Our deliberations that lead us toward an improved and modern farm program

should be done with one eye on the impact that our actions can have on

upcoming critical international trade negotiations. 1973 is an important

year for farmers on the international front. Talks will begin shortly with

the enlarged European Community. Later, we will enter world-wide discussions

vith more than 100 countries under the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade.

Our actions on a new farm program must reflect awareness of the critical

export situation. It has a profound influence on U.S. farmers' incomes, and

their plantings and their planning.

In aiding the American farmer, we must weigh the great potential embodied

in the foreign purchasers who need our food and feed--and we must avoid

precipitous changes and unfavorable measures that would damage the comparative

advantage our farmers' production has in foreign markets.

Our objectives in reaching a legislative decision should find common

ground with our trade negotiations. They affect one another, and increasingly

so as we move through the year. We should carefully build a good balance in

our final decisions on the farm legislation enacted here.

IMPROVING THE 1970 ACT

Against the backdrop of our forward progress under the two years of the

set-aside program. I wish to explore with you a few parts of the legislation that

we think, could be improved so as to enhance a more efficient agriculture and

workable farm program. Some inequities need correcting. The program authority

in some instances is too restrictive to allow good judgment to prevail. For

example, proven yields for payment purposes are required for cotton and wheat,

yet the law provides broad authority to set yields for feed grains.
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There has been substantial criticism of the failure of the law to protect

set-aside acreage, particularly in areas where it lies fallow. Criticism has

been made about the erosion hazard this land creates, and the loss of nesting

and feeding areas for wildlife. We also wish to raise a serious question as

to whether summer fallow designated as set-aside acreage is really land out of

production.

Conserving bases have been more of a nuisance and an aggravation to farmers

than they have been effective in meeting their objective. These bases also

continue to create inequities from farm to farm in some instances.

Rigid payment and price guarantees prevent the program from being as

effective as it should be to meet changing conditions. These guarantees lessen

the ability of farmers to make decisions based on changing markets.

Payments to farmers, especially under the cotton and wheat programs, are

higher than necessary to attain desired production adjustment objectives.

There are several ways to correct these limitations, and we are anxious

to work with the Committee in finding acceptable and sound solutions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We do have specific recommendations on some of these problems that I

will offer for the Committee's consideration at this time.

First, income supplement payments, payments that exceed the amount

needed to attain the desired set-aside or production adjustment objectives,

should be discontinued. To provide an orderly transition and to provide

farmers with a known transition period to facilitate long-range planning, these

income supplement payments should be phased out over a 3-year period as we

depend on a growing market demand to maintain farm incomes. The mandatory

requirement that production adjustment payments must be made regardless

of the amount of land set-aside should be modified.
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Second, after the 3-year phase-out period for income supplement payments,

it would be desirable to shift from the present use of outdated allotments and

bases to a new cropland base. The set-aside requirement would be a percentage

of the cropland base established for each farm. The payment rate per acre

would be set at the level determined to achieve the total set-aside necessary

to attain the production adjustment goal.

Third, the basic payment limitation of $55,000 should apply to income

supplement payments only. The payment limit--as it applies to income

supplements--should be reduced over a 3-year period in proportion to the

reduction in income supplement payments.

Fourth, with respect to the dairy program, we recommend that the 75 percent

of parity minimum price support level be removed to give greater ability to

respond to changing conditions. We also recommend that the 1970 Act provisions,

which temporarily suspended the requirement to provide price support on butterfat,

be made permanent. However, we do not believe that a comparable case can be

made for a permanent Class I Base Plan.

Fifth, the Secretary should have discretionary authority to set payments

for wool and mohair at levels he determines necessary to meet income and

other program objectives.

The peanut, rice, and extra long staple cotton programs are not included

in the 1970 Act, but these three, and possibly tobacco, should be carefully

examined at this time. These should be handled in such a way that these

commodities can adjust readily to changing conditions and can look forward to

expanding markets, as is now true of other major farm coamodities. We are

exploring alternatives to the present programs and hope to work with farmers

and with this Conmittee to work out acceptable program changes.
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MOVE OUT OF THE COKMMDITY BUSINESS

As we look at new farm legislation, we should remind ourselves that

in order to achieve a strong, vital, and prosperous market-oriented

agriculture we must get the government out of the commodity business. We

are doing that noV. On March 9th, the uncommitted stocks of the Commodity

Credit Corporation were valued at a little over $400 million, the smallest

figure in more than two decades. At one time, this figure was in the billions

of dollars--just a year ago, it was almost double today's holdings.

Farmers and the private trade should keep the supply in their hands.

They should retain the marketing decision and market at the best prices for

them. They should earn the profits for carrying the crop ftom periods of

lower prices to periods of higher prices. Farmers are benefitting from this

right nor. The set-aside concept that we can continue in new legislation

will help us hold these gains and multiply their effect in the coming years

of growing markets and increased opportunities for farmers.

As long as there are surpluses hanging over our heads--no matter by

what name they are called or for whatever purpose they are accumulated--

they will depress farm prices. They will make buyers at home and abroad

less aggressive. It is inevitable that if we pile up farm products in

government hands we pile up problems for farmers.
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URGENT TO ACT SOON

We cannot overemphasize the urgency that we all have to move ahead with

our deliberations on new farm legislation. We will do all we can to work with

you to move this legislation quickly. Farmers need time to plan. Foreign

purchases should not be delayed while waiting for our new programs; markets

lost are very difficult to recapture. This new legislation will be an integral

part of the equation that will go into our positons in our 1973 trade

negotiations.

Without new legislation, farm programs would fall back on the old,

permanent legislation now on the books, which in our opinion should be

repealed. This legislation is less than satisfactory. Under it, we would

regress into the past and bring down a host of old problems on our heads:

strict controls, rigid program provisions, unrealistic support levels, surpluses,

dictation from government, and less freedom for farmers and for agriculture to

meet today's changed conditions.

The old, permanent legislation on the books ranges from almost no program

for feed grains to an impossibly rigid program for cotton. Under these

provisions, there would be no way to avoid shrinking markets, rising stocks,

increased government holdings and all of the problems that hopefully we have

left behind.

Even though these provisions of the old law do not become effective

until the 1974 crops, I am required by law, in the absence of wheat set-aside

program, to decide and announce by April 15 whether or not strict marketing

controls through quotas will be required on the 1974 wheat crop. In some

parts of the country wheat farmers will be harvesting by May, and 1974

plantings will occupy their attention shortly thereafter. It is urgent that

we get new legislation on the books quickly.
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If deliberations continue through a long period into summer and fall,

farmers will face uncertainties in their planning. Uncertainty will also

diminish domestic and foreign consumption, particularly of cotton. Businesses

would simply hesitate to mnke forward com itments while the U.S. legislative

farm package is foggy and unclear.

WHO SHOULD CONTROL AGRICULTURE

In any discussion of legislation and the future of agriculture, we should

turn to the question of who should control farming in America. I think we

can agree--it should not be government. It should not be non-farm corporations.

Farming should be controlled by the men and women and families who farm our

land and provide our food.

We have taken a giant step away from domination of agriculture by

government. The Agricultural Act of 1970 provided that step. It reversed a

trend. The Federal Government is now serving agriculture rather than dominating

it. The legislation we finally develop together can and should continue this

trend to the undying gratitude of the Nation's farmers and in the best long-

time interest of all citizens.

The entire Nation has a stake in farmers having the ability to be

technically efficient, strong enough to keep our great agricultural plant

functioning well, profitable enough to make a good living that is more on par

with non-farm incomes, and independent enough to avoid government domination

and control. I join with you in supporting legislation that will work toward

that end, and which will give us a program that will bring promise and hope to

the farm families of America and will bring abundant and safe food to the

tables of Americans, as well as to hundreds of millions of people abroad.
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Statement of the Honorable Earl L. Butz
Secretary of Agriculture

before the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry

U.S. Senate
March 29, 1973

Mr. Chairman:

I appreciate the opportunity to meet with the Senate Committee on

Agriculture and Forestry to present the Administration's views on farm

commodity legislation.

Significantly, many views already heard by the Committee generally

endorse the principles embodied by the Agricultural Act of 1970.

Recognition of the legislation's merits by a wide and highly representative

cross-section of the farm and agri-business community offers great

promise for the continuation of progressive and forward-looking farm commodity

program.

Basically, the Administration also favors extension of the Act.

Since our earlier informal discussions with the Chairman and other

members of the Committee, we have extensively reviewed the legislation

looking toward provisions more attuned and responsive to the rapidly-

changing character of and climate for American agriculture.

Agricultural successes of the past two years... .record net farm

income, record farm exports, record farm production, improved farm

efficiency, to name a few, and record farm program participation....

offer ample proof that we can part with the past and at the same

time assure continued opportunity for growth and prosperity on our farms.
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We are convinced that American agriculture can achieve true prosperity

only if farm programs intrude minimally into farm decision making and

market pricing. We are in the midst of great changes. We cannot allow

the opportunity we now have to capitalize on the growth of farm markets

both at home and abroad to escape us by refusing to step boldly into

the future.

As agriculture responds to the growth of markets, more idled acres

will go back into production, earning more income for farmers. Production

to meet market needs in combination with favorable price is the key to

a continuing enhancement of farm income.

I am aware that there are some who honestly fear the effect of any

further lessening of government intrusion in agriculture. But I firmly

believe that we can have a farm program that adequately protects farm

income with fewer rules and regulations than we are relying on now or

have relied on in the past.

We have already embarked on this course under the provisions of the

Agricultural Act of 1970.. .with less government and more freedom for

farmers to react to the signals from the market. What are some of the

concrete results of the application of the set-aside concept?

First, it enabled farmers to break away from fixed acreage patterns

of the past. As a result, crop acreages shifted on farms and among regions.

As farmers ignored their historical acreage allotments and bases"

they began to employ their land, capital and labor more efficiently and

effectively. They turned to the crops best suited for their land and

operations. Farm income benefited from more efficient use of farm

resources.
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As crop acreages shifted on individual firms, so too have they

shifted regionally... .bringing new income and vitality to local areas.

Though substantial acreages have shifted,runa-way surpluses

have not developed as some had feared if acreage restrictions were

loosened.

Plantings of profitable, needed crops have been encouraged.

Farmers could turn to the market as a guide in production patterns rather

than continuing to produce the same old crops on the same old acreage

for fear of losing government program benefits as under former programs.

Soybean plantings this year will probably be as much as 10 million, acres

or 25 percent above 1970 when acreage were channeled into specific

crops under the past program.

The set-aside,in encouraging the most efficient use of acreages does

not lessen our capability to deal with excess farm capacity and surplus

production. This capability, of course, is a must for any farm legislation.

The set-aside concept proved that we could depart from the past with its

rigid acreage control crop by crop and at the same time prevent surplus

build-up. Our excess agricultural capacity is an overall acreage problem,

not confined to acreages for individual crops. To cope with this the

set-aside authority needs to be extended and broadened.

If producers are to react to the changing needs of domestic and

foreign users of farm products, they need a farm program giving them

increased flexibility in determining their production patterns. As

farmers are more able to respond to the growing diverse needs of our

markets, more idle land will go back into production and more income will

No into farmers' pockets.

95-438 0 - 73 -6
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The need for increased program flexibility does not end with the

relaxing of restrictive acreage provisions in ferm legislation. Rigid

payment and price guarantees under legislated minimums and strict

formulae do not permit program decisions responsive to changing domestic

and world demand for U.S. farm products. As decisions required by

these artificial mandates mask true market demand, farmers- are misled

through no fault of their own into making production decisions to meet

arbitrary program demands rather than demand reflecting consumer needs.

Market opportunities are lost and government program outlays rise in an

effort to cope with costly production adjustment and surplus build-ups

resulting from both too much production of some crops and under consumption

of some crops because of artificially high prices.

As consumer incomes go up both at home and abroad, American agriculture

must be sensitive to changing eating habits throughout the world as

millions seek to upgrade their diets. American agriculture can grow with

this changing need or it can fall behind. The decisions we make in

farm legislation can bolster the U.S. farmers natural advantage in

domestic and foreign markets by encouraging continued efficiency and high

productivity on U.S. farms. Or we can make decisions that will arbitrarily

limit the U.S. farmers share of these expanding markets.. .. artificial

price incentives and other actions stimulating foreign production and

increasing the use of substitutes at home.
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If farm commodity legislation is modified to r.e1lect our changing

situation, farmers will be able to claim a larger part of their income

from the market with less dependence on direct governmen"t financial

aid. Too-high a proportion of ferm income now comes from government

payments. This re-direction is a must in these days of concerted efforts

to bring about a better balance between government income end outgo.

The vulnerability of farm incae based on government payments coming as

a result of annual appropriations is even greater in the face of the

current concerns over rising food prices.

There is no need to look on the re-direction toward a greater share

of farm income from the market as a bleak prospect for the future. In

arriving at the modifications I will recommend to the Committee, we have

concentrated our efforts in developing the kind of progrum provisions that

will enable farmers to prosper. Farm income can continue to improve if

farmers are permitted to realiae the income benefits from the increasing

strength of domestic food markets and the rising denand for farm exports.

Forward-looking farm program provisions capitalizing on U.S. farm

efficiency must have this objective.

To meet this, I am offering the following specific recommendations

for the coamittee's consideration.

First, income supplement payments, payments that exceed the

amount necessary to achieve set-aside or production adjustment

objectives. should be phased out over a 3-year period. The 3-year

period would provide an orderly transition and give farmers a specific

time in which to make their long-range plans as they shifted their

income dependence to growing market demand.
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Set-aside payments for production adjustment would continue as

needed to prevent surplus accumulations. However, the mandatory require-

ment for making payments regardless of the amount of land set-aside,

should be modified.

Second, as the income supplement payments are being phased out

at the end of three years, we recommend a shift in the fourth year from

the present outdated allotments and bases to a new cropland base.

This would broaden the set-aside concept by basing production adjustment,

as needed, on total crop acreage rather than limiting the adjustment

to historical acreages of certain crops.

The set-aside requirement in a given year would be a percentage

of the cropland base established for each farm. The payment rate per

acre would be set at a level needed to get the total set-aside acreage

required to meet the production adjustment goal.

Third, the basic payment limitation of $55,000 should apply

to income supplement payments only during the 3-year phase out. The

payment limit .... as it applies to income supplements.... should be

reduced over the 3-year period in proportion to the reduction in income

supplement payments.

To function, set-aside payments for production adjustment should

be excluded from the $55,000 limitation. In the effort to rent land to

adjust production, a payment limit would be counter productive in that

acreage where payments are above the $55,000 level would be arbitrarily

forced into production and excluded from the set-aside. We intend

that this would be included in the legislation for set-aside production

adjustment payment even during the 3-year phase out of income supplements.
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Fourth, with respect to the dairy program, we recommend that

the 75 percent of parity minimum price support level be removed to give

greater ability to respond to changing conditions. We also recommend

that the 1970 Act provisions, which temporarily suspended the requirement

for direct support on butterfat, be made permanent. However, we do not

believe that a comparable case can be made for a permanent Class I

Base Plan.

Fifth, the Secretary should have discretionary authority to set

payments for wool and mohair at levels he determines necessary to meet

income and other program objectives.

There are other provisions of the Act that can be improved from the

standpoint of the future of agriculture and in the best interests of

the program's operations.

Even though we are recommending a phase-out of income supplements,

we are concerned with the inconsistencies of determining yields for

payment purposes. Proven yields for payment purposes are required for

cotton and wheat, yet the law provides broad authority to set yields for

feed grains. We favor the broader authority during the phase-out

period.

Unprotected set-aside acreages, particularly in areas where acreage

lies fallow, have received substantial criticism because of the erosion

hazards created and also because of the loss of nesting and feeding

areas for wildlife. There is a serious question as to whether summer-

fallow designated as set-aside acreage is really land out of production or

is a normal farming practice being paid for as production adjustment.
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Conserving bases have never really met their objective while

continuing to be an annoyance to farmers, creating inequities among some

farms. This needs close scrutiny in light of our recommendation for a

cropland base.

Rigid payment and price guarantees prevent the program from being

as effective as it should be in meeting changing conditens. The

artificial response prompted by these guarantees lessens the ability

of farmers to make decisions based on changing markets. They force

payments to a higher level than needed to attain desired production

adjustment objectives.

Though not included in the 1970 Act, the peanut, rice, extra

long staple cotton and possibly the tobacco programs, are in need of

careful review. These programs should be more in line with the other

major commodity programs by allowing adjustments to meet changing conditions

and by permitting farmers to capitalize on expanding markets. We are

exploring alternatives to the present program and hope to work with

farmers and with this Committee in working out acceptable program changes.

As we look to the importance of the coming months for agriculture,

we cannot delay our decision making on farm legislation. Farmers can

ill afford to face an uncertain future since they need lead time in

planning next year's production. Foreign purchasers should not be

deterred in their quest for U.S. farm products by prolonged deliberations

on future programs for the major export commodities.
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Without new legislation, we would be in a most unsatisfactory

situation. Farm programs would revert to outmoded permanent legislation

which in our opinion ought to be repealed in upcoming legislation. It is

unworkable and no useful purpose is served by retaining it. It encompasses

out-of-date provisions which would turn us toward rigid program provisions

and unrealistic support levels and an accompaning set of problems--strict

controls or surpluses--which we are trying to avoid. Its provisions are

not suited for any of the commodities in their modern setting.

I am required by law, in absence of new legislation, to make a decision

on the 1974 wheat crop by April 15. This would include setting an acreage

allotment and determining whether or not strict marketing controls through

quotas would be required for new year's crop. It quotas are needed, farmers

will have to vote by August 1. The wheat harvest starts in the southern

part of the U.S. in May. Soon after that date, these wheat farmers will

begin making their 1974 planting plans, so we need to develop new

legislation quickly.

The longer new legislation is delayedthe more our export markets

will be affected as foreign buyers sit on the sidelines uncertain as to

our future actions. This we can ill-afford to let happen. It is with great

satisfaction that we look at the contribution our record-breaking farm

exports made this year and last to farm income and to our balance of trade.

This year, we embark on key discussions on international trade with the

European Co unity, and later with more than 100 countries under the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Both timely and intelligent action in our

legislative efforts may well be the essential ingredient in these

all-important discussions.
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As we develop farm program provisions, we must carefully consider

the impact of our decisions on the potential foreign purchases of food

and feed. We can not expect this market to thrive if we undercut the

U.S. farmers' comparative advantage by legislating unrealistic price

provisions. In large measure, the continued improvement in farm

income will rest with our ability to compete in world markets.

As our exports reached record levels, so did our net farm income

for 1972 go to an all-time high of $19.2 billion, $3.1 billion above

the 1971 level. Leading this dramatic climb were crops most benefited

by the new course charted in 1970 legislation.

The crop value of 1972 production of corn, grain sorghum, and

barley, including payments, soared for the first time to more than

$10 billion, as shown in the table below.

Wheat crop value and payments also reached a record of $3.5

billion.

Cotton showed a welcome return to strength with crop value

and payments rising to more than $2.5 billion, the highest in more

than 15 years.

Soybeans made a dramatic rise of nearly a billion and a half

dollars in value above the previous all-time high in 1971 to nearly

$5.1 billion in 1972. This record was realized without any government

payments.

Farm Value of Production
(million dollars)

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
Feedgrains 7,833 8,712 8,836 9,112 10,901
Wheat 2,704 2,682 2,680 3,045 3,562
Cotton 1,988 1,871 2,031 2,225 2,529
Soybeans 2,679 2,647 3,204 3,600 5,100
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The effect of the market-oriented thrust of the 1970 Act spread

to the livestock industry with dairy, hog and cattle producers chalking

up substantial income gains. Thus, we are fulfilling the 1970 Act's

objective of bettering farm income.

With the Agricultural Act of 1970, we took a long stride toward

more complete control of farming by farmers. It has brought new hope

to farming communities and slowed the reduction in farm numbers to

less than half the rate of the 1960's.

The Act has reversed the trend toward increased dominance of

agriculture by government. Significantly, it has brought the

government's role in commodity business to its lowest level in more

than 20 years.

Based on our Kansas City office working numbers the uncommitted

stocks of the CCC were valued at a little less than $180 million dollars

on March 27--the lowest figure since the end of World War II. Because

of the delay in printing and publishing, these figures are well ahead

of any published report. The stocks are as follows:

Barley 3.1 mil. bu.
Corn 25.0 mil. bu.
Sorghum 14.3 mil. bu.
Oats 143.0 mil. bu.
Rye 12.3 mil. bu.
Wheat 23.5 mil. bu.
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Supplies of farm commodities should be and can be controlled

by farmers and the private trade not government. Market decisions

should be made by farmers at the prices best for them. This

gives the market benefits to farmers as they are now getting. They

should carry the supplies and earn the profits for carrying the crop from

periods of low prices to periods of better prices. The commodity loan

program enables them to do this. The set-aside reduces the possibility

of a return to large government stocks. And large government stocks are

surplus - regardless of any other label or for what purpose they are

accumulated. When on hand, farm prices suffer. And any incentive for

either domestic or foreign users to buy ahead is diminished markedly.

As government stocks grow so do farmers' problems.

We have turned away from farm programs that seek to perpetuate

and increase the role of government in farming. We need a U.S.

agriculture that is technically efficient, profitable, and independent.

I urge the passage of legislation toward the goal of better farm income

and of abundant food for the millions of people at home and abroad who

look to the U.S. farmer to supply their tables.

# gi # # # # * # #
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Mr. STEIN. When we set the stage and started early, at 9:30, it was
on the basis of my having a problem of wanting to get away by 11:30.
I hope we can come to a conclusion soon.

Chairman HU1mPHREY. I understood that, Mr. Stein, and you are at
liberty. We appreciate your courtesy in accommodating us. And I
want to say for the record, it was an accommodation for which I am
most grateful.

Mr. STEIN. Thank you. With that, I will take my leave.
Chairman HUMPHREY. I direct my next question to Mr. Dunlop.
One of the areas of concern is with the product called gasoline.

Every place you go, the price is going up and expected to go up
further. The Wall Street Journal, for example, on March 16, quoted
oil industry officials as saying the newly imposed price controls on
oil products do not apply to the retail price of gasoline.

Now, isn't it true, in fact, about 9 out of 10 filling stations are
not actually owned by the major oil companies to which the controls
apply? Will the controls hold down the price of gasoline at the sta-
tion or won't they?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, Senator Humphrey, let me comment this way
about that order of ours.

First of all, we found at the hearings that we held on oil and the
data submitted subsequently by the oil companies, that under the
preexisting regulations that had been issued and were in effect, these
23 largest oil companies had a substantial margin in which to move
their prices.

We were concerned also by the fact that the country faces a gen-
eralized energy problem and, therefore, we face the problem of how
to reconcile on the one hand the need for price increases essentially to
call for the increased output, that I was talking about earlier, and at
the same time to restrain pricing increases for stabilization purposes.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Dunlop, will the controls hold down the
price of gasoline where people buy it at the filling stations?

Mr. DUNLOP. For the 23 companies involved, that order applies at
retail.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Now, let me ask you, as I understand it, you
require there should be an average increase of only 1 percent? Is that
correct ?

Mr. DUNLOP. The order provides for an increase up to 1 percent.
Chairman HuMPHREY. Average?
Mr. DUNLOP. Among the average of petroleum products.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Doesn't that mean all kinds of finagling, for

example, the lowering of fuel oil prices in the summertime when you
don't need fuel oil and the lifting of the gasoline prices in the summer-
time when the people are traveling a great deal?

Mr. DUNLOP. I would not have called that finagling, Mr. Chairman;
I would call it a system of control that is designed to provide flexibility
in the shifting of the resources, in the shifting of the petroleum refinery
output among various kinds of products that are required in different
mixes during the course of the year.

Chairman Hu-PmRiEY. Well, -Mr. Dunlop, you say 23 companies are
covered; is that correct?

Mr. DUNLOP. Twenty-three companies with a gross sales volume of
over $250 million.
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Chairman HUMPHREY. Am I correct, 9 out of 10 filling stations are
not company-owned?

Mr. DUNLOP. I don't know.
Chairman HUMPHREY. The 23 companies are the large companies?

That is our staff analysis.
Mr. DUNLOP. I will look into it.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Would you say that the majority of the filling

stations are not owned by the 23 companies?
Mr. DUNLOP. This is not an area, Mr. Chairman, of my own special-

ization. I, of course, reviewed all of the testimony and discussed it with
our staff. So I am not as well equipped to answer your question as
perhaps I ought to be.

But there is also the fact that the ownership of retail outlets, I think,
is a somewhat complicated matter.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Wouldn't it seem, if you feel the controls
are to be effective, that you would know how many, what percentage
of the stations, the outlets for the consumer, are covered? This matter
of 1 percent average price is subject to great manipulation.

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, I wish also to emphasize that that order pro-
vided further leeway on prices up to 11/2 percent and provided still
further opportunity on the basis of our review for additional approval
of increases.

You see, the problem that needs to be focused, I think, in people's
minds, is that we face the need to expand the volume of imports of oil,
in order to provide the oil products that we need.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I would agree to that.
Mr. DUNLOP. If those international prices continue to rise, we face

the problem of finding a reconcilable balance between the desire to
stabilize prices at retail for gasoline, fuel oil, and other products on
the one hand; and on the other hand, to be sure that we get into the
country the requisite volume of raw materials, and then the products
that are necessary to get the output that our surging economy needs.

You can stabilize prices and cut off supply; on the other hand, you
could provide such freedom that you had undue inflation. And the
problem of stabilization is always a balance between the conflicting,
at times, objectives.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Isn't this, again, the language of planning,
Mr. Dunlop? Good Lord, didn't we have some idea if the economy
perked up a little bit there was going to be a fuel shortage in this
country? Isn't this Government sufficiently equipped with people of
vision and of mentality to have some idea there was an energy crisis
in the offing? Or are we in the same situation we were on food?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, my understanding is that not only the Govern-
ment but the individual companies involved have been foreseeing and
talking about this problem for some time. My understanding, at least
from the general discussion, is that a broadly based energy message,
putting the whole natural resource problem involving energy in its
full context and policy, is in the course of preparation.

Chairman HUMPHREY. My time is up. I will come back to this.
Mr. Brown, welcome.
Representative BROWN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dunlop, in terms of either supply increase or demand increase,

perhaps supply reduction, on the food situation, what has your prob-
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lem been? Is it a shortage of food? Is it an increase in demand? What
is the thing that has jacked up the price? Is it a cost factor wherein
the cost of production, processing and distribution of food has in-
creased the price of food?

Mr. DUNLOP. The brief statement on that might be put this way:
First, the fundamental factors that have been at work have been the
expansion in demand, created first by the rising levels of domestic
income, with rising real incomes and with the rising employment
at the same time-and second, by expansion in demand growing out
of international exports, these factors have played a very major role,
coupled with some reductions in supply in certain critical areas, some
related to weather, as in some of the crops of last year, and others
related to phases of what are called the foreign hog cycle, at which
time we have had a reduction in the output of pork and similar prod-
ucts.

We are looking forward at the end of the year, at the middle of the
year, to being on the other side of that cycle, and therefore those sup-
plies will expand.

So, in a sense, we are in a situation here, because of the substantial
expansion in domestic demand; the expansion in the demand for ex-
ports; and the falling off of certain supplies in particular items of
crops.

Representative BROWN. All right. Have you done anything about
the weather? Or are you in a position to do anything about that?

Mr. DUNLOP. Not very much.
Representative BROWN. What about the corn-hog cycle? Can you

do anything about that?
Mr. DUNLOP. We have provided a whole series of actions. I men-

tioned earlier about a page of our food report-this involves expansion
in the acreage of grain and provides for the attempt to encourage
transportation of grain. We have provided for various kinds of selling
of Government stocks.

These actions are designed to provide increases in output, and are
summarized in that report.

Representative BROWN. So you have increased the sale of Govern-
ment stocks, you have increased or encouraged the increase of planting
of acreage in grain products. What about the export increase; should
we do anything to reduce the amount of food being exported from
this country and has anything been done?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, I suppose that is somewhat beyond my own area
of competence, but I guess I would comment on it this way:

First of all, we are at a stage in the international field where we are
trying to develop trading relationships with other countries. We are
trying to encourage those countries to take our products which they
have not imported in the past. It has not seemed to me very often
wise, when we find ourselves in the kind of difficulty we are, either
abruptly, or by embargo, to inhibit exports.

Secondly, these items have been very important to measure items
in our balance-of-payments deficits, providing offsets to those deficits,
and we very much need to export.

Representative BROWN. We have a substantial balance-of-payment
problem.

Mr. DUNLOP. Yes. And those exports facilitate the resolution of
those problems.
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Third, I would say that-going back to something Senator Hum-
phrey was talking about-we need a structural change in our agricul-
ture, so over the long pull in this country we will regard our exports
of food, grains, and such raw materials, as basic commodities which
the rest of the world will take from us, and in which we have very
substantial comparative values in the production of this matter. And
to cut off our markets in that area all of a sudden, seems to me not to
be entirely a wise policy.

Representative BROWN. In business, if you can't continue to be a
reasonable source of supply, you sometimes lose the order. So I can't
speak for Senator Humphrey or Senator Proxmire, but as for me, it
would seem unwise for us to shut off our foreign exports, if we want
to build that export market.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Don't let the record interpret that Senator
Humphrey is for shutting off the exports.

Senator PROXMIRE. Or Senator Proxmire.
Representative BROWN. I just said, specifically, I couldn't speak for

you-
Chairman HUMPHREY. I don't want the connotation.
Representative BROWN [continuing]. On this subject and many

others, I guess.
What have you done about the domestic demand?
Mr. DUNLOP. I can't think of any way in which we are particularly

anxious to restrict people's disposal of their income in this area. House-
holds are, of course, free to adjust their consumption in accordance
with their own tastes. There is a lot of demand increase which has also
to do with Federal Government programs, providing lunches in
schools, and things of that sort, which contribute, too, appropriately
so perhaps, to the demand for food at this time.

We have not, as far as I am aware, sought to restrict demand.
Representative BROWN. So, really, what we are left with after we

explore all of these things that might be done is the problem of the
corn-hog cycle. In that regard Government stocks have been sold to
try to increase the corn supply and acreage allotments have been in-
creased, so as to encourage increased production.

With reference to hogs, as an example, the price support, and beef.
What is the lag time? As I understand, it is what, 8 months to a year
in pork production?

Mr. DUNLOP. Six to eight months; I am not an authority, Senator.
Represntative BROWN. When the time comes, indeed, he is going to

increase his pork production and start to build his farrowing struc-
tures, and so forth, is it what, 6,8, 12 months?

Mr. DUNLOP. It is a considerable period, such as 8 months, and I
think-

Representative BROWN. That is, if you have got the capacity right
now for the farrowing of pigs. But if you don't, you are going to have
to build or make some investment and it will take a little longer. Isn't
that correct?

Mr. DUNLOP. Yes.
Representative BROWN. What about beef?
Mr. DUNLOP. A couple of years.
Representative BROWN. Can you tell me if you deregulate the price

of gas, and do something about our oil situation, what is the time lag
there? As I understand, from the time we encourage the exploration
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and production of additional gas-producing areas, and oil-producing
areas, we are talking about 5 to 12 years, aren't we?

Mr. DUNLOP. In terms of domestic production, that is correct.
In both of these areas, I should like, however, to add the notion

that it is also possible to increase supplies by increasing imports.
And in the case of foo d

Representative BROWN. And we have, done that.
Mr. DUNLOP. We have indeed done that. The meat import quotas

were suspended as long ago as June, and imports have increased on
meats. Since I came to this job, we have approached the President
and asked the Tariff Commission to increase the imports of cheese.
And so all areas where it is possible to increase the amount of im-
ports would affect our problem in a shorter time period than would
be possible by the development of the new capacities to which you
refer. We tried also to do that.

Representative BROWN. Can you tell me-my time is up and I don't
want to cut you off, but I am to be cut off-so can you tell me what
has been the experience in the increase or decrease of exploration
and development in either natural gas or oil in this country? Didn't,
in fact, that exploration drop off sharply a few years ago and it has
stayed off and declined since then because-and could you give me the
date of that?

Mr. DUNLOP. I do not know that.
Representative BROWN. I wonder if you would supply it for the

record?
Mr. DuNTop. I will get it for you.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]

THE DECLINE OF PETROLEUM EXPLORATION AND DEvELoPMENT

Throughout the 1950's and the better part of the 1960's, the United States
and the rest of the world were flush with oil. In this country and in the other
oil rich areas of the world, companies were finding oil faster than it could be
consumed. In fact, so much oil was being found outside the United States and
was being sold at such low prices that in 1959 the U.S. adopted mandatory oil
import restrictions to protect the domestic industry from being undercut by
cheap foreign prices. It was a problem for the companies to sell all the oil
they had available, despite such regulatory limits on production as proration-
ing in the oil states of the Southwest.

To get their oil on the market the major integrated companies overbuilt
the nation's refinery capacity and glutted the market with cheap products
through too many retail outlets. Petroleum products sold at clearance prices
and abundant natural gas was an even better bargain. Not only did compe-
tition and over-supply hold down prices, but government jawboning and Fed-
eral Power Commission regulation of natural gas prices provided equal, if
not more powerful, resistance to price increases. To keep oil prices down, the
federal government threatened to relax restrictions on imports of cheap for-
eign oil and the FPC simply dictated cheap natural gas prices.

Clearly. the investment climate was not right for stepped up exploration
and development of new oil and natural gas reserves, and the number of new
wells being drilled each year began to decline. Despite warnings from a few
Cassandras, no one was especially concerned. The nation was on a petroleum
picnic and the prospect of an oil shortage was unthinkable. This climate sent
the nation's oil giants scurrying overseas to prospect in virgin fields that held
out the promise of vast untapped reserves like those discovered in the early
days of the U.S. oil exploration.

In the closing years of the 1960's, the situation began to change rapidly.
In that period our productive capacity began to feel the pinch of growing
demand and declining new discoveries. The Suez Crisis of 1967 made some
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aware that the U.S. was beginning to press the upper limits of our productive
capability. Although we were able to help* Europe ride out the squeeze on
their supplies when the canal was suddenly closed, we realized at that time that
we probably would never again have the surplus capacity to help them through
another supply crisis. In 1969, the rupture and closing of the Trans-Arabian
Pipeline (the Tap line) again strained world supply systems and brought it
home to this nation just how dependent we were becoming on foreign sources
for our crude oil supply.

New drilling in this country was still declining. In 1967 the U.S. experienced
a negative addition to its oil reserves-we took more oil from our reserves than
we added by new discoveries. And, in each year since 1967 consumption has out-
paced discoveries-except in 1970 when the massive, but yet untapped, Alaskan
reserves were added to the nation's total proven supply. The attached chart
clearly sets forth this dangerous trend.

The demand for more oil was clearly there, but the oil industry responded
that the incentive-that means price-was not there to make them explore
for more oil and natural gas. The industry said both were grossly under-
priced due to federal regulation and intervention.

Today, the U.S. is pumping its oil reserves out of the ground as rapidly as
possible and we still do not have enough crude; and our refineries are producing
petroleum products about as rapidly as they can and we still do not have enough
products either. What's worse is that there are no plans to sharply increase
exploration and development of domestic petroleum supplies and no major
additions to domestic refinery capacity are on industry drawing boards. We
now must look to the rest of the world for crude and products and both are in
tight supply worldwide.



TABLE 11.-ANNUAL ESTIMATES PROVED CRUDE OIL RESERVES IN THE UNITED STATES, 1946 THROUGH 1971

[Thousands of barrels of 42 U.S. gallonsi

Total of
Proved reserves New reservoir discoveries,

at beginning New field discoveries in revisions, and Proved reserves Net change trom
Year of year Revisions Extensions discoveries old fields extensions Production I at end of year previous year
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

1946 -19, 941, 846 1,254,705 1,158,923
1947 --------------------------------- 20, 873, 560 749, 278 1,269,862
1948 -21, 487, 685 1,958,853 1,439,873
1949 -23, 280, 444 603, 566 1, 693, 862
1950 -24, 649, 489 663, 378 1,334, 391
1951 25 268 398 1,776,110 2,248,588
1952 -27 468, 031 743, 729 1, 509, 131
1953 -27, 960, 554 1,264,832 1,439,618
1954 -28, 944, 828 537, 788 1,749, 443
195 -29, 560, 746 696, 114 1,697,653
1956- 30,012,170 804, 803 1,702,311
1957 -30, 434, 649 465, 421 1,543,182
1958 -30, 300, 405 954, 605 1,338,908
1959 -30, 535, 917 1,518,678 1,778,705
1960 31, 719, 347 787, 934 1, 323, 538
1961 -31,613,211 1,087,092 1,209,101
1962 -31, 758, 505 759, 053 1,041,257
1963 -31, 389,223 966,051 858,168
1964 30, 969, 990 899, 292 1, 419, 182
1965 -30, 990, 510 1,783,231 792, 901
1966 -31, 352, 391 1,839,307 814, 249
1967 -31,452,127 1,900,969 716,467
1968 - 31, 376, 670 1,320,109 776, 780
1969 -30, 707, 117 1,258,142 614, 710
1970 -29, 631, 862 2, 088, 927 631, 354
1971 -39, 001, 335 1,600,426 560, 596

269, 438
544, 319
407, 739
205, 959
280,066
344, 053
307, 625
219, 824
234, 727
207, 437
151, 210
165, 695
141, 296
107, 423
92, 488
96, 732

126, 682
237, 335
160, 384
125, 105
166, 291

96, 435
9, 852, 512

91, 469

244, 434 2, 658,062 1,726,348 20, 873, 560 931, 714
445, 430 2,464 570 1,850,445 21,487,685 614, 125
127, 043 3,795,207 2,002,448 23, 280, 444 1,792,759
346,098 3,187,845 1,818,800 24,649,489 1,369,045
157, 177 2,562,685 1, 943, 776 25, 268, 398 618, 909
183, 297 4, 413, 954 2, 214, 321 27 468, 031 2,199, 633
216, 362 2, 749, 288 2, 256, 765 27, 960, 554 492, 523
247, 627 3,296,130 2, 311,856 28, 944, 828 984, 274
278, 181 2,873,037 2,257,119 29, 560, 746 615, 918 0o
257, 133 2,870,724 2,419,300 30, 012, 170 451, 424 Co
232, 495 2,974,336 2,551,857 30, 434, 649 422, 479
208 760 2,424, 800 2,559,044 30, 300, 405 (134 244)
163, 519 2,608.242 2,372,730 30, 535, 917 235 512
203,667 3, 666,745 2,483,315 31,719,347 1,183,430
112, 560 2,365, 328 2,471,464 31,613,211 (106,136)
253, 951 2,657,567 2,512,273 31, 758, 505 145, 294
288, 098 2,180,896 2,550,178 31, 389, 223 (369, 282)
253,159 2,174,110 2,593,343 30,969,990 (419,233)
219,611 2,664,767 2,644,247 30,990,510 20,520
234, 612 3,048,079 2,686,198 31, 352, 391 361, 881
150, 038 2,963,978 2,864,242 31, 452, 127 99, 736
219,581 2,962,122 3,037,579 31,376,670 (75,457)
191, 455 2,454, 635 3,124,188 30, 707, 117 (669,553)
150,749 2,120,036 3,195,291 29,631,862 (I, 075,255)
116,125 12,688,918 3 319,445 39,001,335 9,369,473

65, 241 2, 317, 732 3,256,110 3, 062, 957 (938, 378)

l

I Production is the amount originally estimated and used by the committee in prior volumes of the U All discoveries were classified as new reservoirs.
reserve report. These figures differ from production data developed by the committee and reported
in tables II and IV. Note: Figures m parenthesis denotes negative volume.
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Mr. DuN-Lop. One other comment I would make, not only is there
an equal effort to increase imports, we have also been taking action to
remove direct export subsidies, which makes it less possible, profitable,
to export our agricultural products. All those direct export subsidies
on agricultural products have now been discontinued.

Representative BROWN. So while we haven't shut it off, we at least
are not making it as expensive for the Government and somewhat
more expensive for those people who are exporting domestic agricul-
tural products.

Thank you, Mir. Chairman.
Chairman HUMPHREY. I have asked my colleague, Senator Prox-

mire, if I might take just 2 or 3 minutes, because I must leave to go to
the funeral of a very dear friend of mine who passed away, Senator
William Benton. And Mrs. Humphrey and I are going to Southport,
Conn., at 12:30.

This hearing has been informative, helpful. One of the things I
hope we can accomplish is some understanding of what it takes to
change a cycle, what the time factors are, to get a better understanding
of the importance of some planning and some proper management.
In agriculture, for example, we did not plan to have the adequacy of
grain reserves we should have, particularly if we were going to be in
the export business. We ought to have a substantial grain reserve if
we are going to have any stability of price at all in livestock. The lack
of proper quantities of feed grains, particularly soybeans, raises the
price of feed sharply and therefore increases the price of cattle and
hogs and poultry.

These are the items that are reflected quickly in the marketplace,
the supermarket. These are the perishable commodities. Actually,
raising the price of wheat $1 a bushel would affect the breakfast
foods very little. Similarly, 31 cents worth of cotton goes into a $11
shirt. So you can raise the price of raw material a good deal without
significant affect on the price of the finished product.

My concern, and I say this to you, Mr. Dunlop, who have a tre-
mendous responsibility, is that I don't see that there is importance
placed on planning ahead in the field of agriculture. We are running
from one position to another, almost at a frantic pace, opening up
billions of acres in an effort to, hopefully, overcome a shortage.

If you get a bumper crop, you could have every farmer practically
bankrupt because of surpluses. And particularly if the foreign mar-
ket doesn't develop.

And from accounts just this morning, the Russian market doesn't
look nearly as good as it did 2 months ago. Not nearly as good. That
is, for grains. They are going to have a better crop. Their winter kill
is not what they anticipated. That is the present indication.

My point is the same in the instance of fuel. I think Congressman
Brown made this point very clearly. It takes quite a bit of time to
turn that situation around. We-both Government and private
groups-saw that it was coming, but little was done about it.

In the Midwest, for example, when the price freeze went in in
August of 1971, it went in at a time when gasoline prices were rela-
tively high, but fuel oil prices were relatively low. When we came
around to the winter of 1972, we didn't have the fuel oil we needed
and, had the good Lord not benefited us with an unbelievably warm
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winter, we would have been in a catastrophic situation. No doubt
about it. We would have to close up schools. We were closing them
up in December. And it was only because of the moderate weather
in January and February that we have been able to get through the
winter without great hardship.

We still have a problem, may I say, on fuel, for the time that
farmers are going into the fields with their tractors.

Finally, on gasoline prices, what do you expect they will be this
summer, Mr. Dunlop? They are up, unbelievably. Forty-five cents a
gallon is not unusual and, in Minnesota, the Gulf Oil Co., has left,
the Sun Oil Co., has left, the big companies with their own stations
you put the controls on are pulling out. And that simply means the
gasoline distribution that were under control have left the scene. They
are going to take their sales to other areas or products where they can
make more profit by finagling this 1-percent average. They are leaving
the filling stations, that are not company owned and not controlled,
there to operate.

What price do you expect those non-company-owned filling stations
will be selling gasoline for, to the consumer in America?

Mr. DUNLOP. I don't know.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, is the price going up?
Mr. DUNLOP. I would expect, as I said to you earlier on the oil

matter, that the point of the regulation was to provide not only an
overall restraint to these companies, but to permit them flexibility in
shifting their production from heating oil to gasoline as well.

Chairman HUMPHREY. So you would expect that you would have
some shifts and fuel oil prices would go low in the summer and
gasoline prices go high?

Mr. DUNLOP. That is the seasonal pattern.
Chairman HrMPI-REY. And in the winter, fuel oil goes higher and

gasoline lower?
Mr. DUNLOP. Yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. That simply means inflation, doesn't it?
Mr. DUNLOP. Not necessarily.
Chairman HUMPHREY. It doesn't?
Mr. DUNLOP. If there is a seasonal pattern, sir-
Chairman HUMPHREY. But the seasonal pattern does not operate

quite in those extremes when you have adequate supply. It is when
you run short of supply that you get this effort made by the refiners
to raise the price of gasoline in the summer and lower the price of
fuel oil.

Mr. DUNLOP. I am not that familiar with it, and I will have to
look into it.

Representative BROWN. Might I ask one question in connection
with your line of questioning?

Chairman HUMfPHREY. Yes.
Representative BROWN. Are there likely to be service stations in

the Midwest which will not have gas to sell? In other words, are we
going to be that short on gasoline or fuel oil? And I don't ask you
to predict whether the Lord is going to cooperate in phase III or not.

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, I think the question you are raising is a point
which I tried to emphasize at the very start of this discussion on oil,
and that is that we face the problem of finding accommodation be-
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tween our interest in stabilization and our interest in assuring ade-
quate supplies of oil and gasoline in the country. And with the
international price tending to go up, it is inevitable that there will
be also increases at retail that follow.

Representative BROWN. This is the point I was trying to make
about the controlled price of gas and the fact that we have had
reduced supplies of gas and, consequently, oil, and if the prices
continue to be controlled, we may face a real supply problem, which
is even more critical than a price problem.

Mr. DUNLOP. I quite agree that the assurance of supply in the area
of energy is a major problem which we face. And as I have indicated,
I trust we will have a message that deals with that on a comprehensive
basis before long.

Chairman HUMrnuEY. I would sure like to know, after all of this,
are gasoline prices going to go up-?

Mr. DUNLOP. I think the outlook probably is yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Thank you, Mr. Dunlop. Thank you for

coming.
Senator Proxmire will chair and conclude the hearings.
Senator PROXMIRE [presiding]. Mr. Dunlop, I want to ask you

about things other than food. I think it has been very helpful to have
this inquiry on food prices, but I want to get to a couple of other
areas.

Before I do, I can't resist pointing out, I wish the administration
would not only talk about cheese, which is marvelous, but dried
milk powder. That is a real bargain. You can get a quarter of
milk out of dried skimmed milk powder for 12 cents. It is a terrific
buy and delicious. Really, it tastes good, and comes almost entirely
from Wisconsin.

Let me get on to another subject we have neglected here and I think
it is right in your area of competence and responsibility, and I think
it is very significant.

I would like to know what information you now have to assure us
that we control the apparatus for executive salaries and bonuses. This
is something that is very critical if you are going to have effective
negotiations with labor. It is something they always look at and it is
something, on the basis of statistics I have that suggest this has got-
ten out o line under phase II and it can skyrocket under phase III.

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, Senator Proxmire, there is no change in our ad-
ministrative arrangements on this matter. We have a unit in our
Wage Stabilization Division which is concerned with executive com-
pensation. We are at work on that range of problems at the present
time.

I am perfectly aware of the importance of that range of stabiliza-
tion to other types of stabilization and compensation fields.

Senator PROXM2iE. Let me indicate why I am concerned. We tried
to get the Security and Exchange Commission data on increases in
1972. They said they hadn't even put into computers yet the data on
1972 increases, the SEC, the great agency that discloses a lot of these
facts to the public. However, they did have some information that was
pretty startling for 1971.

They pointed out the head of Allied Stores enjoyed an increase of
65 percent in salary.
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Henry Ford enjoyed an increase from $500,000 to $689,000; that
the next top Ford man, Iacocca, rose from $455,000 to $675,000, a 48-
percent increase.

But, of course, this could have been before phase I or phase II went
into effect.

I would like to point out, one thing I do have is what the bankers did
under phase II. And this is a real eye-opener to me. Mr. Clausen-I
can't believe his responsibilities have changed much-he is the presi-
dent, has been for years, of BankAmerica Corp., and he enjoyed an
increase from $171,000 to $212,000, a $40,000 increase at 24 percent.

Mr. Medberry, chairman of the board, an increase from $126,000 to
$153,000, a $26,000 increase, 21 percent.

Mr. Clifford Tweter of Western Bancorporation enjoyed an in-
crease from $118,000 to $149,000. That is a 26-percent increase. Ralph
J. Voss, from $117,000 to $140,000.

Donald Platten of Chemical New York Corp., $120,000 to $140,000.
And the real big one, First Chicago Corp., Edward Blettner, from

$177,000 under phase II to $245,000, a $68,000 increase. He was only
vice chairman. The chairman of that corporation, Gaylord Freeman,
enjoyed an increase from $248,000 to $378,000, a $134,000 increase, or
52 percent. And this was from 1971 to 1972.

How can those increases possibly be justified? These are men who
have occupied these positions for years, and they are so prominent it
would seem to me this is a conspicuous violation. They don't really
need this kind of money, compared to the typical wage earner. And to
expect the salaried workers to hold their compensation down to 51/2

percent when top management is getting these enormous increases m
salaries, it seems to me, is very difficult.

Mr. DIJNrop. Well, I am not familiar with the particular data you
have cited. It is my understanding that the Pay Board examined 1972
and passed upon about a thousand of these executive compensation
plans. One does not typically, as I understand it, review individual
adjustments. Most corporations of any size have what they call an
executive compensation plan and it is that total plan that is submitted
for review, or was submitted for review, rather than the compensation
for individual officers.

Now, what the provision is under those plans, to what extent they
are salaries, to what extent they are various types of bonuses, I am not
familiar.

Senator PRoximRn. Shouldn't we have that kind of information?
Isn't it good public policy? Doesn't it make sense for us to know what
these top executives are receiving in the way of increases and com-
pensation, if we are going to be fair to the public, fair to the average
wage earner, and have a system that has public support?

After all, we know what a worker in the United Auto Workers or
Teamsters, what kind of increase they get. We know what people who
work in non-union areas receive. But these corporation executives
who get the largest increase of all, this kind of information doesn't
seem to be disclosed.

Mr. DuNLor. I do not know what information has been made public
about executive compensation changes. I would have thought there
might be some problems of disclosure with respect to individual
salaries, but that is another matter.
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Senator PRoxMin. Why not? Why should there be a problem of
disclosure as far as the executives are concerned? The SEC requires
it anyway. But as I say, it comes too late; we still don't have the 1972
even begin to be processed.

Let me ask you this: I have been told by the staff here that your
agency is now having a survey made by the International Revenue
Service on executive pay in 1972. Do you know anything about that?

Mr. DuwrLop. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. When will that be available?
Mr. DUNLOP. I remember that we asked them to do it. I do not know

the answer to that. I will have to furnish it when it is available.
Senator PROxMIRE. I hope it is available as soon as possible.
One other element I would like to tie in before I get to the 51/½-per-

cent guideline that I think has been a very confused issue and I would
like to have it clarified.

Yesterday, Chrysler announced a price increase averaging $42 a car.
That seems to have been in the wind: 1.225 percent increase. But I
don't see how it could be justified. There is something wrong with your
guidelines in view of the fact Chrysler had profits of $200 million in
1972, an increase of 164 percent over 1971. Their return on equity was
almost 10 percent. Earnings per share well over $4, and that favorable
earnings picture was sustained in the fourth quarter, the latest avail-
able data. I don't understand why Chrysler needs a price increase, or
how we can permit them to get away with it, if you are going to have
any kind of wage-price control system that is going to have believe-
ability and success.

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, Senator, we have been following that very care-
fully and particularly for the last 48 hours. We were quite pleased to
see that General Motors had announced they were not planning to
raise their prices, as I understand it, for the rest of the model year.

We thought it appropriate to explore what Ford Motor 'Co. was
going to do and are in the process of doing that. In the meantime, we
have been monitoring the situation with respect to pricing.

Now, I don't think that it is possible to prejudge the situation as to
whether the increase was justified or not under the regulations, until
we see whether they have previous authority under those regulations.
In other words, there may have been authority from previous author-
izations to provide that sort of price increase, from the cost justifica-
tion. And until we look at that, I think it is impossible to pass
judgment.

Senator PROXMnI=. I wonder if your regulations or guidelines are
right under these circumstances. When you recognize the great profits
this company is making now, made last year, the fact that we have the
most serious kind of wage negotiations going on in the automobile in-
dustry, they will be culminated in a few months, when they have all
of this pressure from rising cost of living, when they look at the execu-
tives and find Mr. Townsend received an enormous bonus recently-
Townsend in 1972 received $413,000 in bonuses and Ricardo was given
$51,000. These were the first bonuses for Chiysler's top executives since
1968, plus compensation of $638,000 for Townsend, $551,000 for Ri-
cardo. That kind of enormous compensation for Chrysler. Then an in-
crease in their prices, their increased profits. I would think the UAW
would be in a position where they would be very reluctant to settle for
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anything like the kind of guideline we hope would be effective through-
out the country. If they can't settle for that-this is, as you know,
pacesetting, ripple effect, bellweather industry. I would hope that we
can do something more effective in disclosing the salaries so late, and
having guidelines that don't seem to control automobile products.

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, the price guidelines in the automobile industry
are no different today than they were throughout phase II.

Senator PROX3MRE. That is right. I wonder if the guidelines are
right. You have the power to change guidelines?

fr. DUNLOP. That is correct. You see, as I explained in the state-
ment I read before you came, the fact is, throughout the American
manufacturing industry in phase II, there were many, many cases in
which people had authority to raise prices, were authorized to raise
prices, indeed, in some cases, were specifically authorized to raise
prices, where the market wouldn't permit them to do so; and what is
bound to happen is that as demand increases due to effective output
growth, and disposable incomes, a number of companies will be able
to raise prices that previously would not have been able to do so under
the same regulations.

It is a normal process of expanding outward employment.
Senator PRoxmmE. As I say, I am probing this because I am very

concerned about the wage guidelines. You are a man for whom I have
the greatest respect, you have a great responsibility in this country in
this area, but it would seem to me it would be very helpful if we under-
stood what the rules of the game are.

As I understand the wage guidelines as enunciated by you and Secre-
tary Schultz quite firmly and emphatically, it was 51/2 percent, no
different than it was under phase II.

The White House spokesman has indicated this as not the case,
the 51/2 percent guidelines is much more flexible; you hear less of the
guidelines and more of specific settlements of one kind or another. Mr.
Meanv has indicated this as his understanding in staff consultations
with you and Mr. Schultz that the guideline is not as firm it was in
the past.

Now we would like to know, I think it would be very helpful if
you could make a statement this morning to indicate what your un-
derstanding is as of now with respect to the 51/2-percent guideline.

Do we have such a guideline? Is it going to be in force as much as
possible with respect to big unions as well as nonunion? What is the
situation?

Mr. DUNLOP. Senator Proxmire, if I had known you were going to
ask me that question, I would have brought a prepared statement. I
am at a loss to understand why the problem should appear to be com-
plicated.

Senator PROXMIRE. Confusing statements on both sides of it by
tol) officials in the administration.

Mr. DUNLOP. Let me try, therefore, once again, to state it.
Part of the difficulty arises from the illusion that there was a single

number by which the Pay Board judged collective bargaining agree-
ments. That is not the case. The Congress indeed had mandated addi-
tional figures for benefit. The Congress had also mandated, apparently,
figures having to do with low-wage income. So from the legislative
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side only, there was general language about paying attention to in-
equities and so forth.

So the notion that there was in phase II a single guideline is a
mistake. Was a mistake and is a mistake.

The fact is, as I have made clear on a number of occasions, the
settlements under collective bargaining agreements in 1972, approved
by the Pay Board of more than a thousand workers, that record showed
that something like 16 percent of the settlements in industry were at
5 percent or less. The same figures show that 43 percent of those settle-
ments were in excess of 7 percent.

I cite those numbers only to underscore the point I make; namely,
there never was, there never has been, and I know of no stabilization
program in the history of the world, including the two previous ones
I have been involved in in this country, World War II and Korea,
where there was such a single figure.

Then may I say in passing, Senator, that the same confusion about
this issue arose in World War II. I remember very well when the War
Labor Board was widely criticized for approving increases other
than what was then known as the "little steel formula" at 15 percent
over January of 1941. I remember very well in Korea when the Na-
tional Wage Stabilization Board was criticized widely for approving
increases beyond the 10-percent figure in regulation 6 of those days.
So it seems to me there always was a system of standards. And the 5.5
was one of those, and it was labeled the general pay standard.

Senator PRox3IEir. Air. Dunlop, let me interrupt there to say it was
my understanding and perhaps my understanding was not complete in
phase II, we had a set of established guidelines that applied to all;
there were exceptions, as you say: there would have to be some
catchup; there were situations in which a higher figure was proper, but
Judge Boldt testified before this committee that it was in his under-
standing that there would be a 51/2 -percent guideline generally ap-
plied, generally recorded by the press, generally acceptedby the public.
A recent study of a report in the Wall Street Journal indicated non-
union employees are expected to confine their increases this year to less
than a 51/2-percent guideline.

*WThat I am trying to get at is the extent to which we can now feel we
have some sort of a fairly applied standard with whatever exceptions
are necessary. But recognizing that the catchup should be behind us
now, and that we should be able to keep the big union settlements close
to that 51/2-percent figure and if we don't. it is just unfair to the vast
majority of people who don't belong to unions and whose compensa-
tion will be held down because the guideline announced by the Presi-
dent is expected to apply to them but it doesn't seem to apply to those
who have higher compensation.

MIr. DUNLOP. On the narrow question that you put about whether
different standards should apply to union or nonunion employees, I
have no problem with that. Of course, there should not be a differenti-
ation.

Senator PROXIMIRE. Phase II union employees received a higher
increase than nonunion employees.

AMr. DUNLOP. Yes; but that is a very complicated matter and goes
back a long time in this country. If you were to compare the average.
as your number seems to me to suggest, between union and nonunion,
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you are not comparing the same occupations and same industries and
same localities and so forth.

If you average them all together, you will find over many unions,
except for certain periods, that union wages have often gone up more
than nonunion wages. But the relevant comparison would be whether
in a given industry, in a given locality, with respect to different occupa-
tions, you found that differentiation. And the Pay Board general fig-
ures which you cite represent an average. You take a lot of employees
and States which may be lower paid, nonunion, you may find a group
of occupations, a group of industries that are nonunion, the increases
there, may be less than other industries which are higher paid. But
relative consideration would be if you took nonunion employees in a
given industry.

Senator PROXMIRE. You see, I can see how this could look to many
people, that phase III is a conspiracy of the powerful against the
weak.

Mr. DUNLOP. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Because the unions are powerful, by and large

wages of union members are higher than nonunion people. You had a
situation in phase II where they were more favored. Their increases
were more substantial. You have every indication that under phase III
the situation will be aggravated on the basis of the statements by the
administration and labor leaders and the conclusions that have been
reached on the basis of authoritative studies in the nonunion sector.

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, if you put the question in terms of whether the
those increases authorized under the same Government regulations as
union people, of course, the answer is that is inappropriate.

Senator PROXMIRE. Is there any place a small union or unorganized
worker could complain if he feels he is being unjustly held at 5y2
percent, whereas, the big union employees are getting more?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, I don't know if the Cost of Living Council wants
to get into the business of having millions of individual employees
around the country of nonunion establishments come to our Council
or to me to adjudicate individual wage grievances with employers.
That would be a pretty impossible situation.

Senator PROXMIRE. That is right, and the reason I ask that question,
obviously, the only way you can bring greater equity there is to hold
down prices, because we are all consumers and the extent to which we
can prevent wage increases from going above the 5½2 percent guide-
line, if you do that you benefit people weak in organization and rela-
tively of modest income.

Mr. DUNLOP. On the other hand, I take it you would agree that the
Pay Board cuts in many more union agreements than it cuts nonunion
wages. It was the union wages, union collective bargaining agreements,
that the Pay Board cut. They did not cut very many nonunion wages,
I suspect. And therefore you could say they took the brunt of the
reductions.

Senator PROXMIRE. We have the facts. The fact was, before we had
phases I, II, or III, there was compensation increasing more rapidly, at
least in many years up to phase I, in the nonunion sector than the
union sector.

Mr. DmNIOP. I don't agree with that.
Senator PROXMIRE. Under phases I, II, and III, you had much
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greater increase in the union sector than nonunion sector.
Mr. Duw LOP. I don't agree.
Senator PROxIXE. This is what the facts show.
Mr. Du-Nwop. I don't agree with that, Senator.
As a petson-who spent!-who spent his life on wages-
Senator PROXRE. Wasn't that true in 1970, increases in the. non-

union sector were greateri
Mr. DuNLor. It may hlave been true in 1970, it was not true gen-

erally throughout the 1960's, and I would be happy to supply that for
the record.

Senator PfoxSi~RE. I would like to have them.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record :]

THE COMPARISON OF UNION AND NONUNION WAGE CHANGES

There is considerable argument over the ability of unions to raise wages at a
faster rate than occurs in the nonunion sector. While there is no evidence which
provides' a coniparison of the relationship between union and nonunion, wages
over an extended period of time, there is evidence available for the period- 1968
through the third quarter of 1972 on the average effective wage adjustment in
manufacturing. The following table, from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, high-
lights, such data as does exist.

[EDITOa'S NOTE:-Bureau of Latiof Statistics' data for the' years' 1961-71 was published
in Martin Estey, "Union and Non-Union Wage Changes; 1959-1972," Price'and Wage Con-
trol: An Evaluation of Current Policies, hearings before the Joint Economic Committee,
Part 2-Sfudies of Selected Aspects, 1972. Pay Board data covering all settlements requir-
ing Pay Board approval Is also available.]

TABLE 1.-AVERAGE EFFECTIVE WAGE ADJUSTMENTS IN MANUFACTURING UNION AND NONUNION
ESTABLISHMENTS

[Mean percentage wage increase]

All Union Nonunion Percentage
establish- establish- establish- point

Year ments ment ment difference

1968- 6.2 6. 5 5.8 0.7
1969 -6.8 7.4 6. 1 1.3
1970 - -- ------------ ------------------ 7.1 7.7 6.0 1.7
1971 -7.9 9 3 5. 3 4.0
197212 -5. 5 6.1 4. 5 1.6

X Preliminary.
2 Average of first 3 quarters of 1972, at annual rates.

Several facts are apparent from Table I. The most obvious conclusion to be
drawn from the Table is that effective wage increases moved upward from 1968
to 1971 and then tapered off in 1972. In each of the years the rate of increase
for unionized establishments exceeded that of nonunion establishments. The
differences were relatively small through 1970 while in 1971 the union rates
increased by four percentage points more than did the nonunion rates. In 1972,
the percentage points difference fell to 1.6, considerably below the 1971 figure.
This is doubtless reflective, in part, of the fact that the Pay Board cut back more
cases in the union sector than it did in the nonunion sector. These larger cut-
backs resulted in a smaller relative gain for unionized workers than had taken
place in the immediate preceding year.

It must be noted that such a pattern of wage changes is the result of many
factors in addition to the Economic Stabilization Program. In the union sector,
there will be differences depending upon whether the wage changes are newly
negotiated or deferred adjustments. Last year, a year of relatively light bargain-
ing, had many unionize units receiving deferred adjustments which are typically
smaller than those which were bargained as first increases when the contract
was initially negotiated. The fact that the labor market was tightening in 1972
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helped push up the increases in the nonunion sector above what they would have
been otherwise. The combination of these forces pushed the two averages
together.

Senator PRoxmnul. The difficulty for the nonunion people is that
they are in a position where the employer really enforces the sugges-
tions of the President of the United States. And 'he can do so because
he doesn't 'have a union to contend with and he can deal with his em-
ployees on an individual basis.

Mr. DJNLor. Except I would contend in our 'history of the 1960's
and recently, wages were not simply set 'by employers to carry forth
the ideas or dictates or policies of the President of the United States.
They are set in terms of reference to the local labor markets and
demand for particular occupations, particular firms, particular
localities.

Senator PRoxNnmE;. Well, Mr. Dunlop, I want to thank you very, very
much. You have been an excellent witness. I think these have been
most helpful hearings.

The subcommittee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subjec

to the call of the Chair.]
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The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:20 a.m., in room
S-407, the Capitol Building, Hon. Hubert H. Humphrey (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Humphrey and Javits; and Representative
Carey.

Also present: Michael J. Runde, administrative assistant; Lucy A.
Falcone, Jerry J. Jasinowski, and Courtenay M. Slater, professional
staff members; Leslie J. Bander, minority economist; George D.
Krumbhaar, Jr., minority counsel; and Walter B. Laessig, minority
counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN HumpnREY

Chairman HUMPHREY. We will proceed.
I have a very brief statement, and then we will come to our panel.
First, I want to thank our panelists for being with us.
This is a timely and important hearing. It occurs in the midst of

the first national consumer boycott of food in my memory, and at a
time when the price of meat is at the highest in more than two
decades.

Only a genuine crisis can account for the spontaneity and vehem-
ence of the housewive's protest against rising prices.

This crisis has been long in coming, and the administration has
consistently failed to recognize its importance or its dimension. Even
today, the administration is only tinkering with the problem. It is
groping for public relations gimmicks and cosmetics, but not for last-
ing answers.

A11 of us recall the administration's advice to consumers in the last
2 months. We have heard the head of the Federal Reserve suggest
that people switch from meat to cheese, the President suggest that
a switch be made to fish, and the Deputy Director of the Cost of
Living Council suggest Americans eat less. The Assistant Secretary
of Agriculture made the extraordinary suggestion that the American
family simply back out of the food market altogether, while his boss,
Mr. Butz said only damn fools would favor price controls on food.
Mr. Nixon apparently agreed, and raised the ominous specter of
blackmarketeering as an inevitable result of controls.

(101)
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The Nixon administration, having proposed everything from meat-
less days to eatless days, now brings us very limited controls. Witha cealing on meat prices, it is asking consumers to be content with
the highest prices in nearly a quarter century.

I appreciate the fact that Mr. Nixon is not, as we would put -it in
the most friendly vein, a farm boy. But even he should know that
beef and hogs and sheep cannot be produced for retail as quickly as
a loaf of bread or a glass of milk. The-problem of inadequate supply,
resulting in unprecedented prices, was foreseeable.

Therefore, I charge this administration with negligence in agricul-
tural and economic planning.

I charge that the administration knew or should have anticipatedand provided for this crisis.
I charge that this administration has been letting the consumer

bear the burden and the farmer bear the blame over high meat prices.
This is a situation in which the administration's supposed expertshave simply not been doing their job.

Today I am releasing a Joint Economic Committee staff study en-titled "The 1972-73 'Food Price Spiral"'' that identifies the causes
of the food-price spiral. To a considerable degree, as the study docu-
ments, the food price problem is the result of mismanagement bythis administration and the Department of Agriculture. Mr. John
Schnittker, who assisted the committee in the preparation of the
study, will testify on some of the findings in the course of our hearing
today.

Naturally, housewives welcome some recognition by the administra-
tion that the line had to be drawn on meat prices. But, like so much
of what this administration has mishandled in the economy, it isanother gross case of too little and too late.

Taking the administration at its word that meat prices were on the
way down, it is also possible to detect -a certain cynical opportunism
in the President's announcement. If prices were on the way down,
why impose controls-except to seek to take credit for natural price
reductions?

It is a perilous situation for all of us if Mr. Nixon fails to recognize
the seriousness of the present inflation in America.

Food price rises naturally will push up wage demands. This prob-
lem is well illustrated when you consider that while the present payraise ceiling is 5:5 percent a year, the last 3 months have seen-

All food'prices up at an annual rate of 20.3 percent, and
Meat prices up at 'an annual rate of 38.7 percent.
But rising prices are not limited to food items, and I want toemphasize this-while the news and the drama of the day seems to be

on meat prices, I think we have to recognize that the price structure
across the 'board in many items has been going up and up. We arealready witnessing dangerous rises in the cost of gasoline, and there
are more to come, heating oil, wood products, rents, new housing,
interest rates, and in many areas on service charges.

These are the fundamental consumer problems. And unless the ad-
ministration does something sensible about solving them, we are going
to have a consumer uprising in this country which will make themeat boycott look like a Sunday afternoon picnic.

1 See staff study, beginning on p. 103.
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I must conclude my own observation on this by saying that the
movement into phase III of -the so-called price control program from
phase II was not only premature, but 'to my mind was sheer political
opportunism.

Phase III just hasn't been working. We have witnessed incredible
difficulties with it.

And many people are even of the mind that one of the reasons
for our problems with the dollar, at least in the early stages prior
to devaluation, was the lack of confidence on the part of central
bankers in Europe and elsewhere relating to to stability of the Ameri-
can economy. We are inanother era, so to speak, another time frame
of inflation. And the administration seems to be 'applying what I
called 'the cosmetic to cover up the real blemishes.

Without objection, I will place in the record at this point the staff
study referred to in my opening statement.

[The staff study referred to follows:]

THE 1972-73 FOOD PRICE SPIRAL*

SUMMABY

The sharp rise in U.S. and world prices of agricultural commodities in 1972
and 1973 traces to five principal causes:

1. A decline in world production of grains, and a persistent lag in growth
in protein meal production relative to demand. The abrupt and unprecedented
change in world grain production was largely the result of crop losses in
Russia, China, and India, but it traces also to at least 10 other countries
or regions. World grain reserves are being substantially exhausted this year,
leaving little more than minimum pipeline stocks to fall back on in the event
of further crop losses in 1973. Protein meal shortages are the result of growing
demand, inadequate acreage expansion in the U.S., a reduced fish catch, and
scattered peanut crop losses abroad.

2. Rapid growth in the demand for meats in all developed countries, based
mainly on rising personal incomes. This situation will probably intensify world-
wide as incomes rise, while output expansion proceeds only slowly. If high
feed costs continue, output expansion late this year will be inhibited.

3. U.S. farm policies and programs which discouraged expansion of soybean
production, and continued to idle large acreages of cropland which should have
been turned to livestock production at least three years ago. The set-aside has
favored corn production, and limited the expansion of soybean acreage in the
U.S., adding to soybean price pressure this year. Also, beef production could
be material higher this year if set-aside lands had been made available for
cattle grazing in 1971, when the present meat shortage began to assert itself.

4. Administrative lags and errors regarding the use of export subsidies, evalu-
ation of crop reports from abroad, estimation of prospective export volumes,
and the need to expand agricultural production sharply in 1973. These lapses
led to fitful decision making in regard to expansion of 1973 crop acreages result-
ing especially in loss of potential winter wheat supplies, increased uncertainty
regarding corn and soybean crops, and unnecessary budgetary costs.

5. Devaluation of the dollar added to the demand for fram products, and raised
prices in countries whose currency was devalued. A unit of foreign currency
will buy a greater volume of U.S. farm commodities since devaluation.

THE STUDY

The sharp rise in U.S. and world prices of agricultural commodities in 1972
and 1973 traces to five principal causes:

1. A decline in world production of grains, and a persistent lag in growth in
protein meal production relative to demand;

2. Rapid growth in the demand for meats in all developed countries, based
mainly on rising personal incomes;

*A Joint Economic Committee staff study prepared in consultation with Schnittker
Associates, Washington, D.C., Apr. 3, 1973.
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3. U.S. farm policies and programs which discouraged expansion of soybean
production, and continued to idle large acreages of cropland which should
have been turned to livestock production at least three years ago;

4. Administrative lags and errors regarding the use of export subsidies,
evaluation of crop reports from abroad, estimation of prospective export volumes,
and the need to expand agricultural production sharply in 1973;

5. Devaluation of the dollar added to the demand for farm products, and
raised prices in countries whose currency was devalued.

The price rise occurred despite near-record grain and oilseed crops in the
U.S., and despite the fact that sizable reserves of wheat and feed grains which
had accumulated in prior years were utilized.
World Grain Production

The overriding single cause of the recent sharp rise in the prices of agricul-
tural commodities was a decline of 42 million tons in world grain production
in 1972, as shown in the tabulation below. Grain production had failed to rise
significantly in four years since 1963 but never in the past 12 yeers had world
production declined. The 42 million ton decline in a single year put 1972 world
production some 75 million tons below the 10-year trend. Production had risen
334 million tons from 1961 to 1971 for an average gain of 33.4 million tons
per year.

WORLD GRAIN PRODUCTION'

Change

Million Average
metric Since since

tons Annual 1961 1961

1961 91-- 771 .1962 -816 +45 45 45.01963 - ---------------------------------------- 826 +10 55 27. 51964 -- ---------------------------------------- 859 +33 88 29.31965 -868 +9 97 24.31966 -935 +67 164 32.81967 -974 +39 203 33.81968 -1, 005 +31 234 33.41969 -1,010 +5 239 29.91970 -1,016 +6 245 27. 21971 --------------------------------- 1,105 +89 334 33. 41972 -1, 063 -42 292 26. 5

'Includes wheat, barley, corn, oats, sorghum, rye, rice (milled basis), plus mixed grain in EC, and miscellaneous grainsin China. Production estimates for U.S.S.R. are adjusted for excess moisture and dockage.

The drop in food production in Russia was by far the most critical factor in
world grain markets. Russia's reported gross output of grain and pulses in 1972
was 168 million tons compared with 181.2 million tons in 1971, and 186.S million
tons in 1970. Potato production also dropped sharply-from 92.7 million tons
in 1971 to 77.8 million for 1972, and sugar and sunflower production also fell to
recent low levels.

India and China experienced smaller but still significant shortfalls in grain
output. India's 1972-73 harvest including the wheat crop soon to be harvested, is
not likely to exceed 100 million tons of grain, 14 million tons below target. Grain
production in China was officially reported to have fallen some 10 million tons
below 1971. Australia had her wheat supplies for export cut in half, and Argen-
tina, South Africa, and the Middle East also suffered crop losses. In the rice belt
of Asia, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, the Philippines, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Vietnam,
Cambodia, and Laos all experienced production below need for its population,
from a variety of causes.

As a result, world grain trade is rising from 106 million tons in 1971-72 to
130 million tons in 1972-73, and internal stocks have been drawn down to rock
bottom levels in virtually all importing and exporting countries.
BExport Pricing in a Seller's Market

The USDA did not appreciate the significance of these developments in world
grain production despite widespread public and private reports, beginning in
February of 1972, of serious crop difficulties in Russia. This led to a bizarre
period of export pricing in July and August 1972 after Russian grain purchases
had begun. With wheat sales to Russia reported near 10 million tons by early
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August, with total wheat exports authoritatively projected at 1.1 billion bushels
or more, and with other exporters known to have been virtually out of the market
for months because of large sales or short crops, USDA continued until Septem-
ber 22 a subsidy policy which priced wheat for export at levels that had beenestablished in the buyer's market prevailing during the previous year. This
probably added slightly to the physical volume of wheat exports, and contributed
somewhat to increases in U.S. prices. The principal effect of the subsidy policy,however, was to waste some $300 million in public funds, and to lose about the
same amount in badly needed export earnings.
Production of Oilseed8 and Protein Meals

Price movements in this area in 1972 and 1973 have been the most spectacular
of all the farm commodities. The demand for protein meals is tied closely to
the demand for meats and poultry, since the meals are essential to efficient con-
version of grains into meat. Strong demand, therefore, had kept oilseed and
protein meal prices at fairly high levels in the 1971-72 season, and had reduced
carryover stocks to minimum levels in all countries. The March 15, 1972 price
of $120.00 for a ton of soybean meal was already high by earlier standards; a
year later, the price was $250.00.Bad harvests, bad luck, and adverse government policies all contributed to
the demand-supply squeeze that was developing in protein meals in 1971-72. The
Russian sunflower crop in both 19T1 and 1972 fell below the previous year's
crop. The peanut (groundnut) crops in India and Senegal fell well below target
levels. Peruvian fish catch began to falter last year as water temperatures off
the west coast of South America turned unfavorable for production of anchovies
for fish meal.Most important, the acreage of soybeans in the U.S. in 1971 did not rise at all
and in 1972 did not increase adequately despite strong prices. This was largely
the result of the "set-aside" feature of the Agricultural Act of 1970 which per-
mitted farmers to plant additional corn at the expense of soybeans while at the
same time participating in the program designed to reduce corn production. As
a consequence disappearance of soybeans from the U.S. has exceeded production
in each of the past four years, and stocks are down to dangerously low levels.We must go all the way back to 1968 for a year in which U.S. soybean production
exceeded use.
Livestock and Poultry Production

FAO and USDA studies have documented the rapid growth in world demand
for red meat and poultry, and the expectation that the world will experience a
continuing shortage of animal products. Consumption in many countries is low
and the capacity for change is great. Per capita consumption of meats in all
developed countries is positively associated with rapidly rising per capita incomes
despite rising prices.Meat prices had risen rather steadily and sharply for several years prior to
1972, and the spectacular rise in the past few months represents only the accelera-tion of an established trend, not a new development. World beef prices doubled
from 1963 to 1971, and have risen sharply since 1971.

World grain and oilseed shortages and high prices have interacted with the
cyclical and short-term movements of cattle, hog, and poultry production in the
U.S. Cattle raisers in 1972 were marking time on marketings, but were building
their herds for future expanded production. Hog producers had reacted late in1971 and 1972 to low prices a year or so earlier, and had reduced output. Both
these sectors faced record high feed costs by late summer of 1972, thus limiting
any tendency farmers and feeders may have had to feed to heavier weights totake advantage of high meat animal prices. Broiler and egg producers are evenmore sensitive to feed costs and cut back production especially in response to
protein meal prices.But that is not the whole story. We have known about the developing meatshortage for several years but have failed to act in a timely way to use our
extensive land resources to expand basic cattle herds so essential to future
supplies at reasonable prices. As early as 1963, Congress was asked to provide
authority in the feed grain program for the Secretary of Agriculture to permit
land diverted from crops to be used for grazing. This authority was granted,
but only for emergency use on an area or county basis. In the Agricultural Act
of 1970 Congress finally authorized unrestricted use of set-aside (diverted)
acreages for grazing or for production of hay, but the Administration neglected
to use the authority until it was faced with the present emergency last fall. Use

95-438-73-8
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of set-aside acres for cattle production will not expand beef output materially
in less than 2 years, but it is definitely constructive and should be continued
when new farm program legislation comes before Congress.
Government Policy Decisions

The strong demand for meat, poor 1972 harvests, and a pervasive worldwide
inability to expand the output of protein meals enough to stabilize prices largely
explain the price increases we have seen so far. A number of policy decisions
were taken to temper the buoyant price movements. But chaotic decision-making
with respect to planning for 1973 harvests contributed on the other hand to a
psychology of scarcity which has dominated U.S. and world markets for grain
and oilseeds for 8 months.

Measures to augment supplies included:
1. U.S. reserves of grains have been reduced sharply; CCC stocks were sold

and federal grain loans to farmers were terminated. As the new crop year begins,
CCC will have literally no -reserves with which to meet price or other
emergencies.

2. The suspension of beef import quotas was continued and dairy product im-
ports were increased.

Measures to limit exports included:
1. Termination of export subsidy payments on rice, lard, poultry, and tobacco,

after the wheat subsidy policy had been reversed.
2. Administrative limitations to restrict agricultural exports under Public

Law 480, barter, and CCC credit programs.
For the new crop year, the Administration has released most of the acreage

that was to be set aside under 1973 farm programs. Errors of judgment in as-
sessing the impact of the events of 1972 on production requirements for 1973 or
lags in decision making, however, have increased the danger of a new round of
price escalation. Equally important, this will cost taxpayers nearly $9% billion
in farm program expenditures that could easily have been avoided. These actions
include:

1. Announcement on July 17 of a wheat program providing for maximum acre-
age set-aside for the 1973 crop, authorizing additional set-aside for further pay-
ments beyond the statutory payment to wheat growers, and determining that
barley acreage would again be limited in 1973. This decision, made only 2 weeks
after the massive wheat sales to Russia had begun, could easily have been cor-
rected in time to permit needed expansion of wheat plantings in the fall of 1972.
Instead, it stood until January, when decision making in farm program matters
was assumed by the Executive Offlce of the President. No economic basis can be
found for the failure to change the wheat program at least by September 1; it
was clear by August that wheat exports would exceed 1,100 million bushels, that
carryover stocks would be reduced to under 500 million bushels, and that crop
losses were prevalent throughout the world.

2. Announcement on December 11 of a feed grain program designed to divert
some 25 million acres from production, and to produce a 1973 corn crop of only
5.7 billion bushels. Had this decision stood, both corn and soybean production in
1973 might well have been so short as to push prices to higher levels than in 1972,
even with generally good crops abroad. Fortunately the program was amended
on January 31 and again on March 27, to bring larger acreages into production.
Even though some potential output was lost as a result of a stop-start nature of
farm program decisions, there is now a good chance that the 1973 corn crop
will reach 6 billion bushels, and that the U.S. feed grain carryover will not be
further reduced during the 1973-74 marketing year. The 1973 soybean crop, with
average growing conditions, will reach 1.5 billion bushels, large enough to hold
prices at the farm around $3.75 per bushel, or slightly lower if exports fall short
of expectations.

3. The false starts in reaching a final decision on the 1973 feed grain and wheat
programs have resulted in huge cost overruns for both programs. If USDA had
acted on information available last fall, and with due regard for the necessity of
maintaining an adequate reserve carryover of grains and oilseeds, program
expenditures could have been reduced by $190 million for wheat,' and by some

1 Expenditures to continue a "voluntary" set-aside of wheat acreage in 1973 will be
about $190 million. This feature of the program was announced In July when it should
have been deferred or made contingent upon need, and was inexplicably continued at the
same time that the 10 million acre set-aside associated with mandatory federal payments of
some $750 million to wheat farmers was terminated. The same production result would
have been achieved for $190 million less If the "voluntary" set-aside had been avoided or
had been terminated in 1972; the "mandatory" set-aside could have been reduced instead of
terminated.
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$500 million for feed grains 2 compared with anticipated expenditure levels. Thosesavings would have funded the most essential of programs the Administration
proposes to terminate this year. If Congress had provided adequate statutoryflexibility for the feed grains and wheat programs, and if the programs had beenadequately managed, program costs this year could easily have been reduced by
$1 billion.
The Outlook for 1973

The price impact of even moderate crop losses in 1973 would be even moresevere than was experienced during the past year. The 25-30 million ton draw-down of U.S. -reserve grain stocks, and a sharp drop in Canadian reserves duringthe present season kept the 1972-73 price increases far smaller than would havebeen possible had reserve stocks not been available. This is demonstrated by thefact that the greatest percentage increase in prices occurred in soybeans, wherethe rapidly growing demand and slowly expanding supply have prevented accumu-
lation of any reserve stocks.There are a number of ominous signs that make lower prices and larger sup-plies in the new crop year far from certain; crop losses abroad could easily nullifythe anticipated price effects of record U.S. production. These factors include:l. Wheat plantings last fall were 17 million acres below plans in the SovietUnion because of poor planting conditions. Lack of winter snow suggests short
moisture supplies this spring.2. Continuing short food supplies In India, and signs that the 1973 wheat har-vest may not exceed 28 million tons despite official claims for a 30 million tonoutlook, and disappearance of all reserve stocks as a result of last winter's
shortfall.3. Reports that last year's drought is continuing in grain producing provinces of
China.4. Short supplies in a large number of Middle East, African and Asian countriesthis year which has probably resulted in use of any reserve stocks they might haveheld. South Africa's corn crop has been cut in half, to below domestic needs. Anumber of Asian countries which largely use rice are crucially dependent on the1973 monsoon and have no place to turn if that fails. The decline in Asian riceproduction of some 18 million tons over the past two years has been largely over-
looked as a factor in the near term food situation.5. Weather for early field work in the U.S. has been adverse, following a fallseason when the harvests were late and fall tillage was below average.6. Reported shortages of fuel and fertilizer which may inhibit U.S. production
in 1973.On the other side, the major grain-producing countries have set record highfarm production targets for 1973. Reasonable success in achieving those targetscould turn grain and oilseed prices back toward longer-term levels as reserve
stocks accumulate once again. These factors include:

L. The expansion of U.S. feed grain, spring wheat, and soybean acreages;2. The prospective increase of 5-7 million acres in Canadian wheat plantings,an increase which would insure that Canada's exportable supplies of wheat in
1973-74 would be as high as this year when stocks were being reduced;3. Improved crop prospects in Australia, where the export target for 1973-74has been set at some 450 million bushels, nearly 2½ times the quantity available
for export this year.4. Reports of intensified grain production efforts in the USSR to offset the
effects of last years disastrous harvest.5. Argentina is harvesting generally good crops of grain and will have sizable
export supplies.The outlook for expanded production of red meat and poultry in the latemonths of 1973 and 1974 depends partiy on expansionary forces already in motion

'Federal payments to feed grain producers In 1973 will be about $1,100 million toofficially set aside some 10 million acres of land (but to reduce feed grain plantings belowfull-production potential.by only 2-3 million -acres). This huge -expenditure for so littleset-aside was partly the result of the commitment made by the USDA In December 1972 toa large set-aside and resulting In large payments. The set-aside was later reduced but pay-ments were not. A si nificantly different and far less costly commitment could have beenmade to farmers In December 1972 if the world grain situation had been appraised accu-
rately. Also seriously at fault here Is a Congressionally-initiated feature of the AgriculturalAct of 1970, requiring federal payments on corn, when taken In conjunction with averageprices received by farmers In the first five months of the marketing year. to equal at least707 ercent of parity (on March 15, 1973. $1.51 per bushel). This statutory feature of thefeed grain program makes It extremely difficult to avoid grossly excessive federal expendi-tures for feed grain payments, when little feed grain acreage needs to be set aside.
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within the livestock industry, but also importantly on world grain and oilseed
developments in 1973. Swine producers have indicated their intention to produce
more pigs this summer than last year, and the fact that breeding cattle numbers
were at record high levels on January 1, 1973, virtually insures a larger total
supply of beef about a year from now.

Even so, the most optimistic projections available are not reassuring to con-
sumers. The White Paper entitled "Food Prices" issued by the Cost of Living
Council on March 20 projects total red meat supplies in 1973 to be only 2 percent
greater than in 1972. More important, it projects beef and pork supplies in the
October-December quarter this year only 2.5 and 5.5 percent greater, respectively,
than in the same quarter last year.

Increases of that size will barely offset the demand increases that inevitably
arise from income and population gains, and will not generate measurably lower
farm prices in December 1973 than in the same month last year. Thus, any pre-
dictions that retail meat prices late this year will have retraced the increases of
the past three months runs a serious risk unless consumer reaction against high
price levels is widespread and lasting.

The Cost of Living Council White Paper states cautiously that . . . "the rate
of increase (in food prices) may be near zero by the end of the year". With
retail food prices up 4 percent in January and February, and with the March
and April figures likely to raise that to 7 percent or more, we should not be sur-
prised if food prices rise by a total of 10 percent in 1973, even if the Adminis-
tration's best hopes for farm price stability are realized.

If adverse crop weather becomes widespread. or if meat production does not
expand as indicated, food price increases for 1973 could be held to 10 percent
only by special measures designed to achieve price stability at home by reducing
the supplies available to world markets. Limiting exports of grains and oilseeds
in such a situation by direct means, continued limitations on use of P.L. 480
and CCC credit, and restrictions on exportation of meats from the U.S. would be
appropriate in these circumstances.

ANNEX
Price Movements

Farm product and food price indexes for recent years and months at the farm,
wholesale and retail levels compare with all commodities and all items indexes
as follows:

Index of prices received by farmers Wholesale price index Consumer price index

All farm All All com- Farm All
products Crops Livestock modities products I items Food

Year:
1967 -100 100 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1968 -103 101 104 102. 5 102.4 104.2 103. 6
1969 -108 97 117 106.5 108.0 109.8 108. 9
1970 -1- - iCM 118 110.4 111.6 116.3 114.9
1971 -112 107 116 113.9 113.8 121.3 118.4
1972 -126 116 133 119.1 122. 4 125. 3 123. 5

Month and year:
January 1971 -107 102 110 111.8 110.7 119.2 115.5
April 1971 -111 108 114 113.3 113.3 120.2 117.8
July 1971 -112 109 114 114.6 115.0 121.8 119.8
October1971 -114 106 118 114.4 113.0 122.4 118.9
January 1972 -119 111 126 116.3 117.4 123.2 120. 3
April 1972 -119 112 129 117.5 118.3 124. 3 122. 4
July 1972 -127 116 136 119.7 124.0 125. 5 124. 2
October 1972 -129 116 138 120.0 123.3 126.6 124.9
November1972 -130 120 138 120.7 125.3 126.9 125.4
December 1972 -137 127 145 122.9 132.6 127.3 126.0
January 1973 -144 131 153 124. 5 137.0 127.7 128.6
February 1973 -149 132 161 126.9 142.4 128.6 131.1
March-1973 - --------------- 159 140 174

I Includes processed foods and feeds.

Farm prices increased 12.5 percent from 1971 to 1972-crop prices were up 8.4
percent and livestock and product prices advanced 14.6 percent. At the wholesale
level all commodities increased in price from 1971 to 1972 by 4.6 percent while
the farm product price index, including processed foods and feeds, rose 7.5 per-
cent. The consumer price index for all items increased 3.3 percent from 1971 to
1972, while the advance for the food index was 4.3 percent.
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Early in 1972 the wholesale price index for all commodities and for farm prod-
ucts, including processed foods and feeds, differed by only a point. But from
January 1972 to February 1973 farm product prices in the wholesale index rose
21.3 percent while prices for all commodities increased by only 9.1 percent.

The consumer price index for food rose 9.0 percent from January 1972 to
February 1973, much less than the 21.3 percent increase registered at the whole-
sale level for farm products, and the 25.2 percent rise at the farm level. Food
prices at retail level can be expected to advance sharply again in March and
probably in April. The retail price index for food used at home has been rising
mainly from the rise in prices of meats. poultry and fish-a 38.7 percent jump in
the three months ending in February 1973.

PRICES RECEIVED BY FARMERS FOR SELECTED COMMODITIES AT VARIOUS POINTS IN TIME

Broilers
Dollars per hundredweight - Eggs

Dollars per bushel (cents
Steers per (censt

Date Wheat Corn Soybeans Calves heifers Hogs pound) per doz.)

1967 -1.47 1.17 2.62 26.40 24.00 19.00 13.3 13.2
April 1971 -1.40 1.41 2.80 35.40 31.20 16.00 13.6 31.9
April 1972 -1.36 1.13 3.37 41.70 34.00 22.50 13.1 27.4
July 1972 -- 1.32 1. 14 3.34 45.10 37.10 27. 50 15.7 30.6
October 1972--------- 1.89 1.19 3.13 47.10 36.40 27.50 14.6 31.0
November 1972 -1.97 1.20 3.38 46.80 35.30 26.80 13.8 36.7
December 1972 -2.38 1.42 3.95 46.50 37.30 29.50 14.0 43.2
January 1973 -2.38 1.39 4.10 49.10 40.40 31.00 17.2 49.5
February 1972 -1.97 1.35 5.49 52.50 43.30 34.20 19.4 42.5
March 1973 -2.06 1.37 6.05 58.20 45.80 38.30 23.3 47.2

Source: Agricultural prices, SRS, USDA, various issues.

Prices Paid by Farmers for Feed
The average price paid by farmers for feed a year ago was only 4 percent higher

than in 1967. This encouraged steady expansion of livestock production, yet meat
prices generally rose. By March 15, 1973, farmers were paying 38.5 percent more
for feed than in 1967, with the major increase in the price of protein meal. On
March 15, 1972 the price paid by farmers for a ton of soybean meal was $120.00;
a year later the cost was $250.00. This has severely inhibited livestock production.

Feed prices for various types of livestock and poultry on March 15, 1972 and
1973, compare as follows:

Percentage
Mar. 15, 1972 Mar. 15,1973 change

Cattle feed (100 pounds, 30 percent protein and over) -$5. 00 $6. 91 38. 2
Nag feed (loo pounds, 14-18 percent protin)- 4. 66 6. 20 33. 0
Nag feed (100 pounds. sver 29 percent pratein)- 7.05 12.40 75.9
Broiler grower feed (tnn) 95.00 133.00 40.0
Laying fend (ton) 84.00 122.00 45.0
Dairy fend (ton, 14 percent) 72.00 92.00 27. 8
Dairy feed (ton, 32 percent) 112.00 165.00 47.3

PRODUCTION OF LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS, 1973

lin Percentl

Change from a year earlier

Item Ist quarter 4th quarter

Commodity:
Beef --------------------------------------------- +2. 5 +2. 5
Pork -------------------------------------------- -3. 5 +5. 5
Broilers -1------------------------------------------- 15 +3.5
Eggss- -4.5 -1. 0
Milk -.------------------------------------------- 01 +1. 0
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PRODUCTION OF FOOD COMMODITIES

[in Percent)

Change from a year earlier
Item 1972' Estimated 1973

Commodity.group:
Meat ------------------------------------------------------ -2 +2
Dairy-products -+2 -1
Poultry and eggs ---------------------------- --- +3 -I
Food grains -- 5 +13
Vegetables ----- ---- -o---------------------------------------- ° +1
Fruits and nuts - -to +12

Source: Cost'of Living Council Paper "Food Prices," Mar. 20, 1973.

Chairman HuMPHmRy. With that we- welcome our witnesses, the first
panel that -we have.

'Congressman Carey is with us this morning, and has long-time inter-
est in the problems that we face here in our economy.

Congressman, wourd you likie to make any comment at all?'

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE CAREY

Representative CAREY. Just to concur in your observations, Mr.
Chairman, that this is a result of a pileup and a pyramiding of neglect,
bovine neglect as far as the farmer is concerned, and neglect as far as
the consumer is concerned.

Our long studies in the field of agriculture have indicated that we
have been neglecting what I consider to be more imperative in our
farm policy. We know that we have the capacity through our tech-
nology to feed our own people better and at more moderate cost than
any country in the world. And yet we have been creating. through
neglect in Washington, and perhaps by reason of considered-judgments
in the political arena, deliberate scarcities. These have produced some
increases in farm income. But they are increases that are not, believe
me, the kind of lasting income increases that we want for the farmer.
They are the result o'f the Russian wheat deal, the result of buying
habits that have been created largely artificially by temporary infl'a-
tion. And the farmer is suffering and the consumer is suffering.

So I think that the chairman today in presiding here gives us an
opportunity to hear from the consumer and from. those who ha.ve been
working in consumer organizations as to what has been coming next.

Mr. Chairman, I heard the leading economic counselor of the admin-
istration. Mr. Shultz, say today that prices are coming down, and if we
just wait a while things will be all right.

Well, if the coming down is going to be because of the activities of
the witnesses of the kind we have here today, and indeed if they are
coming down, then perhaps the administration should be talking about
phase IV, in terms of a phase down of prices and not pegging prices at
the highest level in 22 years and calling that some kind of a price
control.

So I hope that 'Mr. Shultz will listen to what these witnesses are
saying for us today. And the real majority are emerging now. They
are the consumers who have gone to the ramparts to protect them-
selves. And I am glad to be with the real majority and you today,
Senator.
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Chairman I murPHREY. Our panel consists of June Donavan, house-
wife and founder of Fight Inflation Together, I believe it is called
FIT-Miss Furness is not able to be with us today, she is being sworn
in, as you know, in another office, I believe in New York-Mr. Mark
Silbergeld, attorney for the Consumers Union, and Carolyn Sugiuchi,
Ohio housewife, who heads the 22d Congressional District Committee
on Consumer Prices.

Later on we have another panel.
We will now start with June Donavan.

STATEMENT OF xiMIE DONAVAN, -FOUNER, FIGHT INFLATION
TOGETHER (FIT)

Mrs. IJONAvAN. By now the story of FIT, which is the acronym for
Fight Inflation Together, has mushroomed the width and breadth of
every State-in the Union, including Hawa-ii, Alaska, and now Canada.

Four women in the San Fernando Valley, a suburb of Los Angeles,
expressed concern to each other over the extraordinary upward price
spiral of meat, and determined in their own, what they thought was a
small way, to abstain fom buying and eating meat Tuesday and
Thursday in the first week in April.

Through their each sending letters to five friends out of state and
to~ different communities in California, the FIT plan burgeoned across
the United States in just 1 week, and Tuesdays and Thursdays have
become sacrosanct to meat boycotters, numbering in the hundreds of
thousands.

Housew ives have been outraged by the confiscatory prices of meat.
And the only way that they can reflect their anger is at the retail level.
They have tolerated tax increases, rental hikes, gasoline tax increases,
higher clothing, appliance and car costs, but when it comes up to being
held up for ransom at the supermarket they rebel. Enough is enough.

It reminds me of the last big rebellion, and this was the Boston Tea
Party. And that was 200 years ago, 1773.

FIT is not political, it is not partisan, and not militant. It is irrele-
vant who is culpable. We have been told by various segments of society
and Government a different study of today about the culprit respon-
sibility. If economists don't know who is responsible, how can an in-
genuous housewife place the blame? She doesn't care. All she is inter-
ested in is the deescalation of ridiculous meat prices so that she can
feed her family and at least come out even.

We of FIT have made Government, retailers, wholesalers, packers,
cattlemen, everyone aware that gouging meat prices are no longer
acceptable to the consumer. And if the law of supply and demand still
obtains at the marketplace, we will not demand.

We have been told to eat less expensive cuts of meats. There are no
longer any inexpensive cuts of meat. We have been told to eat fish; we
are. We have been told to eat eggs and cheese; we are. We have been
told to be patient: we have been patient, but no longer. The housew ife
has stretched her budget as well as her meals, and she is fighting a los-
ing battle even with a culinary wizardy.

Because FIT feels that the current ceiling on meat prices is insuf-
ficient, substantially insufficient with freezing at the highest level ret-
roactive 30 days, we have no choice but to continue with our boycott.
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FIT was formed on February 27,1973, simply because meat prices
were unacceptable then. In some cases where consumer pressure had
forced down the wholesale indices under the new ceiling, the prices are
allowed to increase to the higher level again. It is not a jolly prospect.

We of FIT have heard condescending statements that the boycott
is only temporary. Don't you believe it. If it is a contest of wills, as well
as the dollar sign, the housewives of America who are furious have
stiffened their resolve, and are prepared to wait it out, make do with
nutritious, meatless meals, and change their eating habits. Too much
beef causes a cholesterol problem anyway.

The boycott does not end on April 7. We are giving fair warning
to the National Farmers Association, who said that they would with-
hold beef from the market, for the first time in history women are
organized. Chapters of FIT have sprung up in every State in the
Union, including Hawaii and Alaska, every town in every State and
every community of every town. A chairwoman is selected for each
chapter. She keeps in touch regularly with the headquarters in Wood-
land Hill, Calif. Because FIT is nonfunded it is easier, more efficient
and less expensive that way. FIT keeps the chairwoman informed
of progress and strategy.

FIT has never become militant or flammatory, because it is really
not necessary. FIT has accomplished what it has by being reasonable,
softspoken, forearmed with facts and figures. Members are asked to
read the Wall Street Journal, financial sections and tucked away arti-
cles in newspapers. It is amazing how much they have learned about
economics.

Since the kickoff on March 3, ladies have leafleted markets every
Tuesday and Thursday, and now every day in California, with the
laudatory cooperation of supermarket managers, who feel that once
the price of meat is reduced, people will buy in greater volume.

FIT has been succesful in causing a 35- to 80-percent diminution of
sales. The wholesale price last week in California decreased 3 cents,
affecting a 5- to 10-cent drop at the retail level. Restaurant owners are
serving meatless meals. The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors
has removed meat from their meals at all county cafeterias this week.
The L.A. City Council has also declared a meatless week, and backs
our boycott.

Mrs. June Donavan, Lillian Miller, and Ann Schwartz, housewives,
and the founders and policymakers, feel that a determined abstinance
from the purchase of meat will have a substantial effect on the spiral-
ing cost, and that with a lessening of demands, those costs must neces-
sarily be reduced. And as they say in the deodorant commercials, it
is working.

Thank you.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Thank you very much.
I think what we will do, if it is agreeable, we will have all of the

statements, and then we can come back to the individual questions that
we might want to ask.

Our next witness will be Mr. Silbergeld.
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STATEMENT OF MARK SILBERGELD, ATTORNEY, CONSUMERS
UNION WASHINGTON OFFICE

Mr. SILBERGELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the invitation of the subcommittee to appear today.
If it is acceptable, I would like to submit my prepared statement as

written for the record, and merely summarize it to save time.
Chairman HumRFY. That would be very helpful. And it will be

included in its totality in the record.
Mr. SILBERGELD. I Will also give the reporter at the conclusion of my

presentation some of the articles which are referred to as attached to
the prepared statement for inclusion either in the record of in the com-
mittee files as you determine.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I think it would be well to include them in
the record. And that will be so ordered.

Mr. SILBERGELD. There are really two questions.
One, of course, is the short-term cyclical problem of decreasing pro-

duction in the face of somewhat increased demand.
The other question which I believe determines equal attention as

indicated in the chairman's opening statement is the price base from
which this short-term skyrocketing of prices is measured. And those
considerations, I believe, are equally important, because if they don't
receive attention, what we are going to have is this scene repeated year
af ter year.

The short-term causes seem to be a combination of things coming
together. Some of them, such as bad weather and a very poor Peruvian
fish catch, there is not much man can do anything about. But there are
a number of things, including the planning problem that you referred
to in your opening statement, Mr. Chairman, that we expect Govern-
ment to do and to do well. Or at least, to attempt to approach in the
proper manner. And it appears that the system hasn't dealt with those.

In the prepared statement we call for a GAO investigation of USDA
planning. I see that the report you are releasing meets that suggestion.
And I will be very interested in reading that report.

Transportation policy and the failure of transportation policy to
meet the needs of moving farm production-and, most especially in
the short term, the failure to plan the moving of the grain for the
Russian wheat sale and Commodity Credit Corporation sales-appears
to put a tremendous strain on supplies. So, therefore, not only do we
have a decreased supply of wheat for domestic consumption, but it
appears-according to testimony held on the 13th and 16th of March
before the Senate Subcommittee on Freightcar Shortages-that we
can't move all the grain we have as fast as we need to move it. My
feeling is that until we deal with that problem the prices are going to
be unnecessarily high for both food grains and feed grains.

The failure to deal with fuel policy and fuel shortages is another
cause that adds to the short-term problem. There is a statement by
Senator Hartke in those freight car hearings which I referred to, and
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there have also been newspaper accounts, referred to in my prepared
statement, which describe'the lack of natural gas to dry wheat crops
which were wet due to an unusually wet fall. That has to do with a
whole other policy area which necessarily overlaps into the avail-
ability and the price level of farm products.

Until we learn to deal with that, we are going to have repeated
problems whenever we have wet falls.

There are some bad warning signs already this year. I understand
from conversations with people at the Cost of Living Council, that
the fish catch in Peru is down again. That means that there is less fish
feed for poultry feed, and that puts pressure on soybean prices.

I see also in the "Journal of Commerce" that vegetable oil produc-
tion which is normally up 1 million tons a year is only going to be up
100,000 tons in the coming season. That means that those prices will
necessarily. be up.

In addition to these and other short-term pressures which have
added to the short-term skyrocketing of food prices, there is the ques-
tion of the base from which these prices are measured. There are indi-
cations that the base is unacceptably high. I refer specifically to what
has become known, among economists I suppose, as the "McGovern
Papers."

Last spring Senator McGovern made available unofficially the sum-
mary table from a Federal Trade Commission Bureau of Economics
report, which I understand is still in preparation, listing 100 selected
industries and showing the calculated overcharges which result from
lack of workable competition. I suspect that a number of Government
policies, patent policies and other problems, probably explain some
of the unexplained figures on that summary table. The Federal Trade
Commission refused to release that study when the chairman of the
full committee in the last Congress-Senator Proxmire-requested
it.

But when we look at the food prices, the pressures on food prices
which are caused by ineffective competition, we find 17 industries at
the 4-digit level which affect-this is in table 2 of my prepared state-
ment-i7 industries which affect the price of foods. They apparently
are charging higher than competitive prices due to whatever reasons
the full study, which is not available attributes it.

My calculation is that about 4.3 percent of the total value of ship-
ments of the products of those industries is monopoly overcharge. If
we had workable competition in those 17 industries, the prices for
those products alone would be down 4.56 percent, which would be a
very substantial reduction.

I am concerned that the Senate itself appears to be moving toward
keeping up the price of one food commodity, admittedly a small
weighted factor in the consumer price index. It appears-and I am
told in conversations-that S. 978, which would grant a special anti-
trust exemption to the soft drink industry-and thereby interfere
with Federal Trade Commission litigation now in progress which
seeks to bring down the price of soft drinks by ending territorial
monopolies-is rather certain of passing. If passed, this bill would
assure that those prices do stay up.

While, as I say, the cola drink, which is included in the CPI market
basket, is a small factor in the total price, it indicates a policy which
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needs to be reviewed because it reflects the general policy of not hold-
ing ourselves to what we claim to be our belief in competition as the

best regulator of prices in the marketplace.
In addition, of course, there is the question of nonfood prices which,

as you pointed out in your opening statement, not only are rising, but

which put pressures on the family budget when food prices rise to

the extent that some of that rise may be unavoidable. If we are paying

ollgopi'stic overcharges for other products that come out of the
family budget, there is less flexibility in the family budget to meet that
portion of the food price increase which is necessarily unavoidable.

I think that one part of the answer-and certainly it is not a short-
term answer but it is a long-term answer-is more effective antitrust
policy. Such economists formerly associated with this administration
as Murray Wiedenbaum and Henrik Houthakker have come to the
Hill and said that we are not going to stop inflation until we have an
effective antitrust policy.

So, in looking at long-term ceilings I urge much greater attention
to that area, as well as to efforts to get the Justice Department and the
Federal Trade Commission to do much more than they are doing in
terms of bringing prices down. Because that is really their job. They
are charged with keeping the marketplace competitive and keeping
prices down through that mechanism, and that seems somehow to have
been lost.

I will conclude at this point.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Silbergeld and attachments

follow:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARK SILBERGELD

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, Consumers Union is pleased
to accept your invitation to appear before these hearings to comment on food
prices. My name is Mark Silbergeld, and I am an Attorney in Consumers Union's
Washington Office.

Before I offer you my comments, a bit of background about Consumers Union,
which is a nonprofit membership organization chartered in 1936 under the laws
of the State of New York to provide information and counsel to consumers
about the management of family expenditures. Consumers Union's financial
support comes from our more than two million subscribers and newsstand readers.
We accept no support from any commercial organization. Consumer Reports,
the magazine published by Consumer Union, carries no advertising. Besides
testing and reporting tests on consumer products, Consumer Reports publishes
general information for consumers on health, medicine, product safety, the
economics of the marketplace, and legislative, judicial and regulatory actions
of government which affect consumer welfare.

Food quality and value has been a primary topic in Consumer Reports for
many years. In 1972 alone, our magazine reported test results on frozen breaded
shrimp, rose wines, frankfurters, frozen orange juice concentrate, honey, peanut
butter, frozen pizza, Ice cream and baby foods, and also published articles
on drained weight of canned foods and freshness dating of packaged foods.
Consumers Union also submitted extensive technical comments to the FDA on
nutritional labeling and to the FTC on its proposed supermarket comparative
price surveys.

Consumers are, needless to say, greatly concerned by recent food price In-
creases, which outdistance the price increases of all other commodities in the
Consumer Price Index. Indeed, since the Consumer Price Index does not reflect
the apparently substantial increase in consumption of prepared (so-called "con-
venience") foods in the recent years since the CPI marketbasket was composed,
actual food expenditure levels may be even higher than officially reported. On
the other hand, neither can the CPI reflect compensatory consumer actions for
reducing food expenditures, since it consists of a fixed group of food commodi-
ties which does not shift as buying patterns change.
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Still, it is clear, food prices are drastically higher than they were a year ago,
and the prospects for lower prices are some distance away-if at all in sight.
What is more, the situation is not solely an American problem. Demand appears
to be outstripping supply on a worldwide basis.

The primary focus of concern is the short term problem. Why the sudden,
sharp increase in 1972, which we are continuing to experience? But, in addition
the interest in this cyclical production decrease, other questions also are relevant.
"From what base is the increase measured?" and "Does that base reflect higher
than competitive prices for significant food commodities?" are two questions
which should be asked. And, although a worldwide supply shortage means that
imports are not available to make up all of our domestic deficit, import policies
bear scrutiny as an expression of a policy posture contrary to our expressed
desire to keep food prices down.

PRODUCTION AND SUPPLY

It is clear that there was in 1972 a cyclical decline in production levels of sig-
nificant food commodities. The Cost of Living Council Committee on Food re-
ports,' from other government data sources, the following changes from 1971
to 1972:

TABLE 1.-Percent change, 1971-72
Commodity:

Meat---- -- - ----------------------------------- 2
Dairy products--------------------------------------------------- +2
Poultry and eggs- -________ +3
Food grains --------------------------------------------------- 5
Vegetables -0--------------------------------------_---------- 0
Fruits and nuts-------------------------------------------------- -10

The CLC Food Committee, in its March 20 white paper on food prices, predicted
substantial 1973 production level recovery. This prediction, however, must be
viewed with reservations, especially since the government has already revised
from mid-year to year's end the time by which it estimates that food prices will
level off.

A number of factors seem to have resulted in reduced 1972 production levels.
Two of these simply were not under the control of man. One was a reduction in
supplies of fishmeal, used as poultry protein supplement, because of low Peruvian
fish catches. Another was lower production of domestic soybeans, in part due
to bad weather. Soybeans are another primary livestock feed.

Demand estimate and policy coordination, however, are within the purview
of man-and the government, specifically, is expected to perform satisfactorily
in these areas. There are clues that such is not the case. One clue comes from a
briefing on March 22 by Council of Economic Advisers Chairman Herbert Stein.
According to reports in the Washington Post the following day, Mr. Stein:

. . . conceded that "one or two years ago" the administration had not
foreseen the extent of demand for agricultural products. "Now we have a
policy more conducive to the production of farm products than we had (then)

I would sound silly if I said we had forecast the situation correctly." 2
Attached is a column by Washington Post Finance Editor Hobart Rowen regard-
ing Mr. Stein's remarks and the underlying situation. This subcommittee should
order a General Accounting Office investigation into economic forecasting and
acreage allotment management at the Agriculture Department in order to deter-
mine just what causes lay behind the inaccurate forecasts and to determine
whether in fact the present policy referred to by Mr. Stein is indeed more con-
ducive to increased production of farm products.

Production on the farm was not the only supply problem over which the gov-
ernment was supposed to have some ability to exercise control. There have been
indications that both a shortage of fuel necessary to dry out the wet crops result-
ing from bad weather and a worsening rail transportation system added to the
supply problem.

The fuel shortage problem was reported in the Washington Post on Decem-
ber 12, 1972.1 Senator Hartke also noted the inadequate supply of natural gas

I Cost of Living Council Committee on Food, White Paper on "Food Prices," March 20,
1973.

' Hobart Rowen, 'Stein Sees Buyer Effect on Meat Cost," Washington Post, Friday,
March 23, 1973, p. A-1. The Cost of Living Council Food Committee White Paper on Food
Prices does not mention inadequate forecasting as a cause of production shortages.

"Lack of Heating Fuel May Shut Some Iowa Firms," Washington Post, Wednesday,
December 13,1972, p. Al.
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during hearings earlier this month on freight car shortages '-and freight car
shortages also appear to have been (and to be) a very substantial portion of the
food supply problem.

According to testimony given to the Senate Commerce Committee's Special
Subcommittee on Freight Car Shortages during hearings in March, the shortage
of rolling stock to move farm produce and elevator-stored grain is now more seri-
ous than ever before, even though such shortages have been a problem since before
the turn of this century-and even though rail freight moved fifty percent more
farm produce tonnage in 1972 than in 1 971VG

Witnesses and members of the Special Subcommittee have blamed the trans-
portation requirements of the Soviet wheat sale and of Commodity Credit Cor-
poration sales for the fact that the problem is worse despite greatly increased ton-
nage moved.' So that, in addition to production problems, the economy is not able
to fully utilize what production was available for consumption.

It seems clear that a lack of coordination of government policies and actions
is one of the factors contributing to food supply problems, and it seems equally
clear that unless steps are taken to coordinate these policies and actions, and to
solve related problems which have such effects, these incremental costs will con-
tinue to be reflected in food prices.

INCREASED DEMAND

Together with production declines, the economy has seen increased consumer
demand. As the Cost of Living Council White Paper points out, an effective
increase of six percent in real personal income during the fourth quarter of
1972, a 2.5 million person increase in employment, larger social security, public
assistance and tax refund payments all add to demand. Increased foreign de-
mand on U.S. agricultural products also add. The added demand can only exacer-
bate the supply shortage problem.

Additionally, the relatively inelastic consumer demand for red meat, especially
beef, necessarily adds to food price levels. The consumer resistance which has
finally set in to meat price levels is now having some effect on meat prices. Secre-
tary Butz reports that beef prices were down 30 per pound during the week
ended March 24.' It remains to be seen, however, how much resistance will
remain as prices for meat drop. If a small drop results in a return to former
meat consumption patterns before supplies are adequately increased, prices can
be expected to rise again for that commodity.

IMPORT POLICIES

The worldwide food shortage relative to worldwide demand means that re-
laxing import restrictions is not necessarily a means of solving our production
shortage. The June, 1972 removal of import quotas on meat resulted in a 15 per-
cent increase in imports during 1972. So far in 1973, imports are up 20 percent
over the previous comparable period. 8 However, it is our understanding that use
of the imports is primarily in food away from home, and in prepared foods which
have little weight in the Consumer Price Index, so that the effects on price levels
are minimal.

At the same time, there are some government actions which, while having mini-
mal effect, are not consonant with our present situation. For example, a March 1
determination of the Tariff Commission under the 1921 Antidumping Act will
have the likely effect of keeping out an additional supply of canned Bartlett pears
from Australia, even though Australian Bartlett imports have never constituted
more than 8.9 percent of the relevant U.S. market and at the end of 1972 con-
stituted less than 5 percent of that market.' This seems particularly inappro-
priate in view of last year's 10% decline in the domestic production of fruits and
nuts.

' United States Senate. Special Subcommittee on Freight Car Shortages of the Committee
on Commerce, hearings, March 13, 1973, p. 5.

: Special Subcommittee Hearings, larch 13, pp. 27-28 69.
Special Subcommittee Hearings, March 13, pp. 9-10, 26, 31-33. The CLC White Paper

states: "The record volume of grains being transported has caused transportation conges-
tion and shortages of boxcars and hopper cars." It does not mention the effect of export
sales on transportation of grain for domestic feed and food consumption !

7 "Beefed Up Boycott Squeezes Meat Packers," Washington Evening Star, Tuesday,
March 27, 1973, p. A-3.

8 CLC Food Committee White Paper, p. 6.
9 38 Fed. Reg. 44, p. 6239, Wednesday, March 7, 1973.
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Further, the President's request for Tariff Commission investigation of possi-
ble suspension of import quotas for nonfat dry milk and for cheese and cheese
substitutes only cover a period of short duration, ending well before the Decem-
ber, 1973, date by which the administration now estimates as the earliest that
food price increases will level off."

THE ALREADY INFLATED BASE

To this point, focus has been on the nature of the cyclical supply and produc-
tion shortage associated with the sharp food price increases of 1972 and early
1973. However, the ability of consumers to afford such increases in the face ofthe economy's inability to provide short-term solutions is affected in great part
by the price base from which those increases depart.

Failure to enforce the antitrust laws and to conform governmental policies to
our underlying assumption that competition will regulate prices appears to have
a significant effect on food prices. Last spring, Senator McGovern unofficially
released the summary data from a Federal Trade Commission Bureau of Eco-
nomics study of costs imposed on the economy by lack of effective price competi-
tion in 100 selected industries. On the FTC's lists are seventeen food and food-related industries which, for lack of effective price competition, adds an esti-
mated $2.6332 billion annually to the nation's food bill. This overcharge-which
is above and beyond what we would pay for the same commodities under price-
competitive conditions-is made on a total value of shipments of $60.1 billion. In
other words, we could reduce our food expenditures for these items alone by
about 4.36 percent if antitrust and other government polices truly assured thecompetition which we often profess to exist-and this list is itself incomplete! !
If we do not assure competition, which is the market's way of fighting inflation,
then we may be in for permanent controls or permanent inflation-or both.

TABLE 2

Value of Monopoly
shipments overchargeSIC Industry (billions) (millions)

2011 Meat packing plants ---------- $---------- $15. 6 $489.32026 Fluid milk -7.8 256.73522 Farm machinery -4.3 251. 12036 Soft drinks, botted and canned -3.2 247.82042 Prepared animal and fowl feed -4.8 201.52082 Malt liquors -- ------------------------------------------ 2.9 198.02051 Bread, cake and related products- 5.1 191.92033 Canned fruits and vegetables - 3.5 143.62071 Confectionery products -1.9 94.42041 Flour and other grain mill production -2.5 88.52055 Distilled liquor, except brandy -1.4 88.32037 Frozen fruits and vegetables -2.1 84.92052 Cane sugar refining --------- 1.4 71.52032 Canned specialties ---------------------------- 1.4 71.22654 Sanitary food containers -1. 1 64.12052 Crackers and cookies -1.4 57.33551 Food products machinery -. 8 38.5

To make matters worse, it appears that the Senate is preparing to assist in
the maintenance of high food prices by granting special antitrust exemption to
the soft drink industry-thereby interfering with pending FTC litigation de-
signed to end expensive regional monopolies in soft drink bottling. It is our un-
derstanding that S. 978, a bill with over forty Senatorial sponsors, will have little
if any Senate opposition, thus assuring that the estimated $250 million in annual
monopoly overcharges by that industry will continue to burden the nation's food
bill. Adoption of that legislation would not be consistent with the Senate's ex-pressed concern over food prices.

Additionally, costs built into modern supermarketing add greatly to the costs of
food-costs associated with such problems as brand proliferation, deceptive pack-
aging, trading stamps, brand-name advertising and other marketing and promo-

50 See 38 Fed. Reg. 6, p. 1240, Wed. Jan. 10, 1973; 38 Fed. Reg. 48, P. 6855, Tues., Mar. 13,1973.
" The F'TC data are reported and analyzed In Scanlon, "FTC and Phase II: The'McGovern Papers,' " 5 Antitrust Law and Economics Review 3, p. 19, Spring 1972. Theseventeen food and food-related Industries are:
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tional gimmicks. Attached and offered for the record is a copy of the article
"The High Cost of the Supermarket Revolution," International Consumcr,
Journal of the International Organization of Consumers Unions, No. 1-1967, by
Colston E. Warne, Professor of Economics at Amherst College and President of
Consumers Union of United States, Inc. Dr. Warne's article outlines the nature
of these costs.

ALLEVIATION OF SHORT-TERM PRICE PRESSURES

To a great extent, the administration is correct in suggesting that wise con-
sumer shopping is the best means of alleviating the short-term pressures of food
price inflation. Although it is regrettable that this advice comes from a govern-
ment which admits that bad agricultural planning is a cause of our supply
problem, it is nevertheless true that supply cannot be increase overnight.

Consumers Union has recommended over a number of years adoption of such
information aids to the would-be-wise shopper as unit pricing and open freshness
dating. If such information were to be made available in useable form, it could
help consumers to get the most for their money. We have recommended these
and other potential measures to the Food Industry Advisory Committee to the
Cost of Living Council or to the Food and Drug Administration. The recom-
mended informational measures include a petition to FDA for disclosure of
drained weight, rather than net weight, on labels of canned fruits and vegetables.
A copy of the petition is offered for inclusion in the record or the Committee files,
as the Chairman may deem appropriate. Other proposals include recommenda-
tions to the Advisory Committee for CLC rules requiring unit pricing, USDA
grade disclosure in conjunction with labeling and packaging of food. It has been
Consumers Union's position that uniform use of ABC grading plus disclosure to
consumers would promote shopping on the basis of quality rather than advertis-
ing-created brand preference or presumptions that higher prices assure quality.
A copy of a letter to Advisory Committee Chairman Donald S. Perkins is also
offered for the Committee's information.

Additionally, Consumers Union has supported the proposal that FDA issue
nutritional labeling standards to help consumers make food quality judgments
and the Federal Trade Commission conduct a supermarket comparative price
survey to help consumers sort out competing "low price" claims in supermarket
advertising. Such information would be of obvious use to consumers who seek
to maximize the purchasing power of their food dollar.

SUMMARY

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we believe that this Committee should pursue
further reports of government mismanagement and lack of policy coordination
as a cause of short-term food production and supply shortages; that the Senate
look to its own legislative policies-as will be reflected in the expectedly upcom-
ing vote on special antitrust exemptions-to assure that it is not adding to or
helping to continue burdens on the consumers food budget; that an effective
antitrust policy and other pro-competitive government policies be adopted as a
means of fighting inflation through the market mechanism; and that the Con-
gress take any and all steps available to increase consumer product information
so that consumers can make informed, economically sound purchasing decisions.

[From the Washington Post, Mar. 29, 1973]

FOOD PRICES: PAYING Now FOR PAST MISTAKES

(By Hobart Rowen)

Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz and others who oppose price controls on
food products argue that it's all a question of supply and demand. The artificiality
of controls, they suggest, will merely bring about shortages and black markets.

We must suffer the thing through, they say, until the good old free market
system, stimulated by high prices, increases producers' incentive to put more food
on the table.

Well, where were Mr. Butz and Co. a year or two ago?
The real answer, and it was supplied with great candor by none other than

Economic Council Chairman Herbert Stein, is that they had forgotten all about
the free enterprise system, and were concentrating on getting the farmer to the
polling place where he would vote Republican.
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Before the White House mafia descends on Mr. Stein, let me hasten to say that
he didn't put it in just that language.

But in briefing the press on the worst cost of living data in 22 years, Stein
conceded that "one or two years ago," the Administration had not foreseen the
extent of demand for agricultural products.

"Now," he said-referring to the desperate attempts to boost farm output-
"we have a policy more conducive to the production of farm products than we
had (then). . . . I would sound silly if I said we had forecast the situation
correctly."

It is true that unfavorable weather conditions, including a corn blight in 1972,
and the extraordinary demand from abroad have contributed to the rise in farm
prices.

At the same time, the rise reflects the earlier policy of the Nixon Administra-
tion. Net farm income declined in 1970 after reaching the highest level in 20 years
in 1969. Looking ahead to the 1972 election, the administration became anxious
about the farm vote.

The 1971 Economic Report of the President, at a time when the President was
saying that "free prices and wages are the heart of our economic system," was
duty bound to report the following:

"To some extent, the rise in these (crop) prices was a consequence of Federal
cropland adjustment programs, which had diverted substantial acreage from
production in the past two years, and the large stocks of commodities built up
earlier were thus somewhat diminished."

By early August, 1972, Butz knew the dimensions of the Soviet grain pur-
chase. But as farm expert John A. Schnittker (a former Agriculture department
Under Secretary in the Johnson Administration) pointed out in recent Congres-
sional testimony, Butz as late as October wanted a conservative corn crop target.
Then, in December, he announced a restrictive program for feed grains that had
to be junked in January.

So the Nixon Administration record in the whole area runs from poor to dis-
mal, and one is entitled to view with a jaundiced eye the bland assurances that
everything that should be done is now being done, and that price controls would
only mess things up.

Reasonable persons can differ about the long run impact of price controls. But
there just can't be any doubt that controls would put an end to the present un-
acceptable level of skyrocketing food prices and put more meat in the super-
markets.

That much is conceded by David Stroud of the National Meat Board. But he
contends that pig farmers and cattle breeders who have been urged lately by the
administration to stimulate their production and who will-he insists-deliver
more meat by the end of 1973, would quit under price controls and return to the
old scarcity policy.

No one ever explains why this should be so. The attitude of the authorized
spokesmen for the meat industry, such as Mr. Stroud, seems to be that the live-
stock farmer has gotten a bum rap in the distribution of national income since
the end of World War II, and no one should interfere now, because for the first
time, he is getting what's coming to him.

There is no reason why the livestock producers should not get a reasonable
price for their meat, with controls in effect. If rising demand is there-and this
is the element on which Mr. Butz puts most of the blame-it should be able to
sustain good prices for heavy marketings over a long period of time, assuring a
prosperous time for farmers.

Price controls now, for three to four months, with encouragements rather than
discouragements to production, are needed to shoot down the soaring price
balloon.

[Editorial from Business Week, Mar. 31, 1973]

AGRICULTuRE NEEDS A CHANGE

There is a sort of rough justice in the fact that the Agriculture Dept. this week
drew the painful task of telling the American public that the cost of food to
the average family went up 2.4% between January and February. The Ad-
ministration has blamed bad luck and bad weather for the climb in food prices.
But the main reason is bad management. And the Secretary of Agriculture, Earl
Butz, has been primarily responsible for the management mistakes.
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Under Butz, the Agriculture Dept. has acted as though inflation and wage-price
controls were the problems of some other country. It has plugged away single-
mindedly with policies designed to limit crops and raise farm incomes by raising
farm prices.

It slept quietly through the negotiations with the Russians for huge grain pur-
chases last year. And though it is supported to employ some of the most expert
agricultural forecasters in the world, it did not anticipate the impact of the pur-
chase program on world markets. When the prices of wheat and feed grains sky-
rocketed, no one was more surprised than Agriculture, which found itself oblig-
ated to pay $100-million in export subsidies on the Russian purchases.

Nor has the department shown any capacity to learn from its mistakes. When it
set up crop targets last fall, it still was thinking of limiting output. And more
recently, it programmed a cutback in turkey production to keep prices up.

Butz's scornful opposition to farm price controls has made it all but impossible
for the Administration to give this crucial question serious consideration. And
since he ranks as a super-Cabinet official, his public comments have undermined
confidence overseas in the willingness of the Administration to do anything effec-
tive about inflation.

When the most productive agricultural country in the world finds itself facing
runaway prices and food shortages, it needs a new policy and new people to ad-
minister the policy. The only way President Nixon can now do what must be done
with prices is to overhaul the Agriculture Dept., beginning with the replacement
of Secretary Butz.

[From the International Consumer, journal of the International Organization of Consumers

Unions, No. 1-1967]

THE HIGH COST OF THE SUPERMARKET REVOLUTION

(By Colston E. Warne)

PROLIFERATING BRANDS, DECEPTIVE PACKAGING, TRADING STAMPS AND OTHER GIMMICKS

HAVE COMBINED TO RAISE FOOD PRICES WHILE ELIMINATING MOST OF THE SERVICES

PROVIDED BY THE CoRNER GROCERY

Few marketing revolutions have been accomplished with as little social com-
ment as the transfer of the nation's allegiance from the neighborhood store to the
supermarket and the shopping center. Our cities and towns have become encircled
with vast structures, beckoning the buyer with neon signs and a bewildering dis-
play of competitive brands and sanitized packages.

As the revolution has proceeded, lines between types of merchandising outlets
have become blurred. Grocery stores encroach upon the high-margin lines of drug-
stores, clothing stores and variety stores. Discount houses add groceries. Every
where there are supermarkets, each seeking to outdo their rivals in the prolifera-
tion of brands and the number of promotion gimmicks.

Yet the problems posed by the supermarket of today do not seem so dissimilar
from those suggested more than a century ago by John Stuart Mill in his Prin-
ciples of Political Economy (1848). Mill wrote:

"But retail price, the price paid by the actual consumer, seems to feel very
slowly and imperfectly the effect of competition; and when competition does
exist, it often, instead of lowering prices, merely divides the gains of the high
price among a greater number of dealers. Hence it is that, of the price paid by
the consumer, so large a proportion is absorbed by the gains of retailers; and
anyone who inquires into the amount which reaches the hands of those who made
the things he buys, will often be astonished at its smallness."

The question plaguing consumers today, however, is not the mounting gains
of retailers; it is, rather, that the advancing efficiency of our basic industries
seems ever to be absorbed by higher marketing costs. The political reaction to
the growing discrepancy between what the farmer gets for his wheat and what
the consumer pays for his bread was well reflected in the recent report of the
National Commission on Food Marketing. The report also raised many doubts as
to whether the supermarket, as now operated, fulfills the promise which it
initially held out to consumers.

The sad truth seems to be emerging that, as a nation, we have moved full range
from a small-scale, inefficient food distribution system to a large-scale and highly
costly one. The supermarket of today has not brought a decrease in total distribul-
tion costs. Moreover, it has transferred many of the costs of retailing squarely
onto the shoulders of the consumer who now pays an ever mounting retail margin

95-438-73 9
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for only a fragment of the service he used to get. Fifty years ago the genial neigh-
borhood grocer of American folklore solicited orders from customers either at
their homes or by telephone. He packaged and assembled his merchandise. He
extended credit for a week, a month, and sometimes in rural areas until the
harvest was in. In most communities he delivered the goods. He kept long hours.
His store was unquestionably inefficient, often unsanitary and limited in selection.

Yet for all its defects the local grocery was a highly competitive and vigorous
segment of our enterprise economy. Its profits were a meager portion of the typi-
cal markup of about 25 per cent.

Battered remnants of this American heritage still survive. Today. however. no
eager driver comes to the door to solicit orders. Little, if any, credit is extended
by grocers. Store hours are circumscribed by custom, by legislation and by unions.
In some areas, however, hours are being lengthened to meet consumer needs.
The retailer receives few telephone orders.

The packaging function at the retail level has so shrunk that a typical grocery
clerk needs little or no competence other than that of stamping prices on pre-
packaged merchandise and carting it to a spot along the counter. He knows
nothing about the goods on sale save their shelf location.

A significant share of the cost of marketing has been transferred to the con-
sumer. Upon him falls the laborious chore of navigating a shopping cart through
the seemingly endless supermarket aisles and assuming the full burden of select-
ing, assembling and transporting groceries, meat and vegetables from store to
home often even grinding his own coffee. In essence, the consumer has become an
uncompensated store clerk, assuming many marketing functions that were tradi-
tionally those of the seller.

-Stimulated by soft music and fortified by "cents off" unstipulated prices and
by double trading stamps, the shopper of today has accepted his role as a second-
class member of the distributive team. But consumers are slowly awakening to
the fact that they are now paying almost as high a percentage in distribution
costs for food as they did 50 years ago when they received home delivery, credit
and service.

Those who eulogize our burgeoning supermarkets are prone to accent the con-
venience of prepackaging. Yet this very prepackaging is decidedly a mixed bless-
ing. Modern packaging has clearly netted sanitary gains which the "mom and
pop" stores did not posses. It is also time saving.

Yet, as Senator Philip Hart (D.-Mich.) has pointed out, in today's super-
market, prepackaging practices have led to endless deception as declining weights
have been employed to offset price decreases or to create confusion for the shop-
per. All of this makes valid price comparisons well nigh impossible.

Moreover, prepackaging may commonly be employed to conceal the scrawny
sweet potato at the bottom of the cellophane container or the odd detached
leaves of spinach. It may also allow the seller to tuck in odd scraps of meat or
hide the end of the bone-in a word, to prevent the close inspection that was
traditional in the corner grocery.

A recent study by Paul E. Nelson, Jr. and Lee E. Preston (published by the
Institute of Business and Economic Research of the University of California.
Berkeley) has surveyed'for a typical city, Greensboro, North Carolina, the price
fabric of modern retail stores with their off-street parking, air conditioning,
automatic doors, carry-out service, shopping carts, trading stamps, check cashing
facilities, coffee grinders, music and highly promoted specials.

Wide differences were found in the individual store prices and in the pricing
practices of retail food stores. A central observation was "variable price mer-
chandising". Retailers were, through their advertised specials, seeking to attract
consumers by creating the impression of being low-price stores.

This sort of manipulation, as the authors suggest, was based upon the fact
that only a small number of prices within the total price mix of a retail estab-
lishment can be known or evaluated by any individual consumer." What the alert
manager then does is to establish a suitable "price mix" of high prices and low
prices. He accents his constantly shifting roster of specials so as to entice
purchasers, oftentimes without regard to the market. "By raising and lowering
different prices relatively often, the large stores may be able to maintain a repu-
tation for price reductions sufficient to assure their continued patronage without
actually bringing about a permanent change in the level of prices in the market."

Because of the chaos of current merchandising tactics, our retail food markets
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seem increasingly to be segmented into a mass market of large stores and a variety
of small isolated ones catering to specialized consumer contingents. "Variable
price merchandising thus creates a kind of price discrimination against the
customer who is limited by taste, knowledge, income or location to one store
or group of items, and in favor of the customer with the time, equipment and
information required for careful shopping." In summary, it would appear that
modern variable price merchandising is an euphemistic description of consumer
deception based upon the rapid juggling of certain prices so as to insure higher
profit margins on other lines.

In the early days of the supermarket, sites for shopping centers were relatively
cheap. Farmers could be induced to part with land at low prices with little reali-
zation that new traffic arteries and urbanization would skyrocket land values.
Today a new type of real estate speculator has emerged to make careful studies
of suburban shopping sites and to estimate statistically the pulling power of
each. This often involves difficult calculations.

Major arteries have come to be lined with competitive shopping centers, each
established under the impression that it would draw patronage from a given
radius when, in fact, another similarly motivated enterprise emerged on a nearby
corner. Mounting land costs, higher mortgage costs and the splintering of busi-
ness between competing shopping centers have conspired to pyramid overhead
costs.

One of the spectacular cost advantages of the early chain supermarkets was
rapid turnover. Each unit had a small inventory of cash-and-carry items that
could be sold with a markup of 15 per cent or less. Today the oldfashioned, pre-
war chain store has, for the most part, been abandoned. In its place is the super-
market with 6,000 to 8,000 items stacked on its burgeoning shelves.

Some of these items represent a real benefit or convenience to the consumer in
precooking or preparation and in other innovations such as frozen foods. The
supermarket can truly be said to have adapted itself to a different type of
shopper, to the employed woman, or at least to the woman who no longer bakes
and is glad to have the food manufacturer provide relief from the more arduous
kitchen chores.

Yet the vast majority of items on the overburdened shelves of supermarkets
emerge from competitive inventiveness-the proliferation of cereals in a variety
of shapes and sizes of packaging and sugar coating, the host of novel soaps and
sprays, the wide range of seasonings and sauces.

The packaging explosion has been characterized by colorful containers in
which the package has become the principal salesman. The buyer is seldom
offered a simple, unbranded generic item-sugar, salt, popcorn, green tea.
Instead, he is presented with shelfloads of similar but differentiated goods, each
with a unique container, each fortified by special advertising plans, some with
"cents off", some even with lotteries for trips to Bermuda.

Merchandising is no longer a simple transaction of buying beans, bread
and butter. It is surrounded by the siren voices of radio and television that
seek to imbue a brand consciousness in listeners, young and old. At the checkout
counter the buyer presents a miscellany of coupons and receives a miscellany
of stamps, bingo cards and pictures to match. The modern supermarket presents
itself as a virtual treasure trove with specials around hidden corners. Coupons
addressed to "the occupant" come through the mail offering products, new and
old, at "cents off" prices. Dealers are offered extra enticements to handle these
coupons. Favorable shelf space is often leased to the highest bidders-a modern
kind or merchandising payola. The very arrangement of the merchandise accents
high markup items.

In the constant effort to increase profits, the private brand has come to play
a significant role. National brands have been laboring under two serious handi-
caps-first, they must employ extensive and costly national advertising to secure
and maintain their following. Not infrequently, the manufacturer may indeed
help cover the cost of the retailer's promotion of a national brand. Second. once
entrenched in the community, the national brand can fairly readily be associated
with a certain, well-remembered price.

Given these two attributes, the national brand becomes a logical football for
competitive retailers, each wishing to create a vivid (though false) impression
of low prices by advertising as specials the nationally advertised article. Such
specials may, In the short run, entrench the national brand in the market.
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Yet the ascendancy of the national brand has, by no means, been complete, nor
is its dominance apt to be permanent. The countervailing power of large retail
chains has increasingly been demonstrated in the emergence of private brands
of detergents, canned goods, bread, and a host of other items. These private
brands are indeed often packed by the very manufacturers who market comp-
peting products.

In setting its prices, the supermarket chain can exact from the consumer a
considerably higher profit margin and yet sell considerably below the price
of the nationally advertised article. Thus national advertising has created an
umbrella under which private labelling has come to flourish. Yet consumer prices
have risen with the higher inventory costs resulting from duplication.

The rising birthrate of supermarkets in the last decade or so has created
for each a skein of high overhead costs. The net effect is, to repeat, that retailing
exacts in margins an ever larger percentage from the consumer's pocketbook.
One item that should not be neglected in this analysis is the cost of labor.
Formerly, retailing was essentially a nonunion trade, heavily subsidized by
the underpayment of clerks as well as of proprietors. Not a little of this type
of hidden subsidy still persists, although most supermarkets have been compelled
to draw on an ever more costly labor force and, in metropolitan areas, have been
confronted with the necessity of bargaining with whitecollar unions, which have
demanded wages commensurate with those prevailing elsewhere.

In this setting, supermarket retailing has lost some of the cost advantage it
once possessed. Its economy in the use of labor has by now been measurably
dissipated by the extra gimmicks provided, by the extra stamps and coupons
handled, by extra brands and by the extra inventories. Now, however, a new
type of "stripped-down" supermarket seems to be emerging, a supermarket that
limits its brands and noisily accents price competition. Whether such an effort
will make serious inroads upon American supermarketing would appear to de-
pend largely upon whether consumers can be attracted to such new cut-price
undertakings. As a phase of this surge toward lower cost merchandising, peri-
odically some of the larger chains strip themselves of the cost of stamps and
proclaim their immunity from some of the costpyramiding practices. Such efforts
thus far have been short-lived.

Looked at in perspective, it does not appear that in the years immediately
ahead the consumer will gain great advantage from the new merchandising
trends. While the Food Marketing Commission has urged the employment of A,
B, C labels to delineate the quality of an increasing range of foodstuffs, it seems
unlikely that for some time legislation requiring such labels will be readily
accepted either at the manufacturing level or at the retail level. The status quo
seems to offer better profit prospects. And the House Commerce Committee has
cut the heart out of Senator Hart's "truth-in-packaging" bill-the most com-
prehensive piece of legislation in this area in years.

There was a day when, here and abroad, the cooperative movement possessed
a dynamism which promised the consumer some respite from rising marketing
costs. Through this movement, consumers owned and controlled retail enter-
prises. Consumer-owners would bear the risks and secure the gains of efficiency.
By owning the retail store they could increase the turnover, assure quality pro-
ducts and secure a respite from exaggerated advertising. Such cooperative en-
terprises are still of great significance in Scandinavia and persist in a number of
American cities. The probability, however, that the cooperative solution will be
widely adopted in the United States seems increasingly remote. The stores of our
supermarket era are large anonymous units patronized by a mobile populace
possessed of little loyalty toward any particular enterprise. For good or ill, the
consumer seems destined, for some time to come, to push his shopping cart,
rejoice in his packaged miracles, sing in harmony with the canned music and pay
the mounting bill. Some will seek buying guidance and will search out bargains.
For most, however, the pressures of time are great, so great that the super-
market will continue to be tailored to the hasty plucking of the impulse buyer.
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[From the Antitrust Law & Economics Review, vol. 5, No. 3, spring 19721

THE "McGOVERN PAPERS"

TABLE 1.-FTC ESTIMATES OF MONOPOLY MARGIN IN 100 SELECTED MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

(1) (2)

FTC adjusted Value of 1)3X(1)
monopoly shipments monopoly.

margio(asper- (sales in overcharge
Rank SIC Industry cent of sales) billions) (millions)

1 3711 Motor vehicles -9.11 $27.3 $2,486.7
2 2911 Petroleum refining -6.19 20.3 1,256.2
3 3312 Blast furnaces and steel mills -6.40 19.6 1,255.7
4 3714 Motor vehicle parts and accessories -6.36 11. 6 739. 3
5 2011 Meatpacking plants -3.10 15.6 483.9
6 3861 Photographic equipment and supplies -11.01 3.7 403.5
7 2834 Pharmaceutical prepratons--------------------------- 8.04 4. 7 377.6
8 2818 Industrial organc chemicals, n.e.c -5.46 6.4 348.2
9 2711 Newspapers -5.67 5. 8 315.1

10 2111 Cigarettes - --- --- ------------------------- 9.36 3.0 284.9
11 2819 Industrial inorganic chemicals, n.e.c -6.42 4.2 272.7
12 2026 Fluid milk -3.28 7.8 256.7
13 3522 Farm machinery -5.84 4.3 251.1
14 2036 Soft drinks, bottled and canned- 7.31 3.2 247.8
15 2042 Prepared feeds for animals and fowls -4.20 4.8 201.5
16 2082 Malt liquors- 6.76 2.9 198.0
17 2051 Bread, cake and related products -3.76 5.1 191. 9
18 2821 Plastic materials and resins -5.23 3.5 181. 7
19 3273 Ready-mix concrete -6.59 2.7 176.9
20 2841 Soaps and other detergents -6.79 2.6 176.1
21 2751 Commercial printing, except lithographic -5.22 3.3 169.9
22 2211 Weaving mills, cotton -5.10 3.3 169.7
23 3731 Shipbuilding and repairing -6.39 2.5 160. 9
24 2844 Toilet preparations -6.17 2.5 155.2
25 3011 Tires and inner tubes -5.57 2.7 152.3
26 2631 Paperboard mills -5.20 2.9 151.2
27 2653 Corrugated and solid fiber boxes -5.10 3.0 150.9
28 3443 Fabricated plate work (boiler shops) -5.61 2.7 150.8
29 3433 Heating eq ipment, except electric 5.95 1.1
30 3441 Fabricated structural steel -5.05 3. 0 149. 9
31 3651 Radio and TV receiving sets -3.88 3.8 149.2
32 2033 Canned fruits and vegetables -4.14 3.5 143.6
33 2851 Paints and allied products -4.86 2.9 141.5
34 3519 Internal combustion engines, n.e.c -6.67 2.1 139.6
35 3334 Primary aluminum -8.03 1.6 129.2
36 3621 Motors and generators -4.92 2.4 118. 2
37 3561 Pumps and compressors -5.31 2.2 117.2
38 3494 valves and pipe fittings -5.14 2.3 116.9
39 3541 Machine tools, metal cutting type -5.32 2.1 113.2
40 3613 Switchgear and switchboard apparatus - 6.47 1.7 109.3
41 2721 Periodicals -3.24 3.1 100.3
42 2071 Confectionery products -5.05 1.9 94.4
43 2641 Paper coating and glazing -5.72 1.6 89.6
44 2041 Flour and other grain mill products -3.60 2.5 88.5
45 2085 Distilled liquor, except brandy -6.47 1.4 88.3
46 3221 Glass containers -6.49 1.4 85.1
47 2037 Frozen fruits and vegetables -4.08 2.1 84.9
48 3612 Transformers -6.92 1.2 81.9
49 3511 Steam engines and turbines -7.79 1.0 81.3
50 3642 Lighting fixtures-. 4.95 1.6 78.9
51 3241 Cement, hydraulic -6.29 1.2 78.4
52 2731 Book publishing -3.79 2.0 78.1
53 3821 Mechanical measuring devices -5.20 1.4 75.7
54 2647 Sanitary paper products -5.72 1.3 73.9
55 3452 Bolts, nuts, rivets and washers -4.46 1.6 73.3
56 2062 Cane sugar refining -5.20 1.4 71.5
57 2823 Cellulosic man-made fibers -7.91 .9 71.4
58 2032 Canned specialties -5.23 1.4 71.2
59 2654 Sanitary food containers -5.85 1.1 64.1
60 3391 Iron and steel forgings -5.03 1.3 63.5
61 2499 Wood products, n.e.c -5.20 .7 62.6
62 3611 Electric measuring instruments -5.21 1.2 61.7
63 3791 Trailer coaches -4.52 1.3 59.9
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THE "McGOVERN PAPERS"-Continued

TABLE 1.-FTC ESTIMATES OF MONOPOLY MARGIN IN 100 SELECTED MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES-Continued

(1) (2)

FTC adjusted Value of (1)x(1)
monopoly shipments monopoly

margin(as per- (sales in overcharge
Rank SIC Industry cent of sales) billions) (millions)

64 2052 Crackers and cookies -4.29 1.4 57.3
65 3141 Shoes, except rubber -2.01 2.3 55.9
66 3811 Engineering and scientific instruments -5.54 1.0 55.4
67 2335 Women's and misses' dresses -1.75 3.1 54.0
68 3272 Concrete products, n.e.c -4.40 1. 2 52.8
69 3641 Electric lamps -6.37 .8 49.8
70 2812 Alkalies and chlorine -6.42 .7 46.2
71 3291 Abrasive products -6.32 .7 45.8
72 3555 Printing trades machinery -5.73 .8 43.1
73 2311 Men's and boys' suits and coats -2.25 1.9 43.0
74 3842 Surgical appliances and supplies -- 4.77 .8 39.9
75 3551 Food products machinery -4.64 .8 38.5
76 3822 Automatic temperature controls -6.08 .6 37.3
77 2611 Pulp mills -4.97 .7 36.3
78 2282 Throwing and winding mills -6.40 .6 36.3
79 3552 Textile machinery -4.61 .7 32.8
80 3871 Watches and clocks ----- - 4.30 .7 32.1
81 3721 Aircraft 6.95 .4 31.1
82 3579 Office machines, n.e.c -- 5.89 .5 30.4
83 2771 Greeting card publishing -5.88 .5 30.4
84 3713 Truck and bus bodies -4.20 .7 29.7
85 3941 Games and toys -2.62 1.1 29.2
86 3275 Gypsum products - - 7.45 .4 28.9
87 3251 Bricks and structural clay tile 7.95 .4 28.8
88 3671 Electron tubes, receiving type- 7.75 .3 23.3
89 3673 Electron tubes, transmitting -6.07 .4 22.4
90 3536 Hoists, cranes and monorails- 4.97 .4 22.1
91 2241 Narrow fabric mills -4.33 .4 19.3
92 3931 Musical instruments and parts -4.35 .4 18.9
93 3831 Optical instruments and lenses ----- 4.40 .4 17.9
94 2121 Cigars ------------------------------ 3.65 .4 13.3
95 3843 Dental equipment and supplies -4.43 .2 9.8
96 3253 Ceramic wall and floor tile --- 5.69 .2 9.1
97 2342 Corsets and allied garments -1.00 .7 6.6
98 2337 Women's and misses' suits and coats -. 36 1.8 6.4
99 2341 Women's and children's underwear -. 53 1.1 5.9

100 2831 Biological products -1.34 .2 2.1

EcoNoMIc STABILIZATION PROGRAM,
COST OF LIVING CouNcIL,

Washington, D.C., February 2, 1973.
Mr. MARK SILBERGELD,
Consumrers Union,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ms. SILBERGELD: On January 11, 1973, in conjunction with the announce-
ment on Phase III, President Nixon signed an Executive Order creating a Food
Advisory Committee to the Cost of Living Council. The Order described the
purpose of the Committee as follows:

The Food Industry Advisory Committee shall provide advice to the Cost
of Living Council Committee on Food on the operation of the Economic
Stabilization Program in the food industry and other matters related to food
costs and prices.

As Chairman of this Committee, it is my hope that we will be able to count
on your help for input and advice from time to time. In the hope that this is so,
we would like to begin by requesting your help on the Food Supply actions also
announced on January 11. A copy of the relevant announcement is attached.

Specifically, can you make any additional action-oriented suggestions or com-
ments related to near term government action which will in turn have a near
term impact of lowering food prices or keeping them from rising?

I also encourage you to suggest any long term action that you feel could be
taken either by government or any other sector of our economy for the same
purpose. However, please do not delay your response to the request for short-
term action recommendations. If at all possible, we would appreciate hearing
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from you by February 9, as our Food Advisory Committee will be meeting
shortly thereafter.

Thanks for your help.
Sincerely,

DONALD S. PERKINS,
Chairman, Food Industry Advisory Committee.

Attachment.
COST OF LIVING COUNCIL NEWS

FOOD SUPPLY ACTIONS

In continuing efforts against rising food prices, the following steps to expand
market supplies of farm and food products are being announced today. These
actions include:
Review Production and Demand Prospects for 1937 Crop Production

After a survey of 1973 crop production becomes available on Jaunary 19, the
Administration will examine the overall production and demand prospects for
1973, and determine whether further adjustments should be made to encourage
production of grains and soybeans.
Policy Coordination

In order to more effectively coordinate actions affecting food prices with the
objectives of the Economic Stabilization Program, Department of Agriculture
decisions relating to market orders and agreements, marketing guides, and pur-
chases of food for distribution programs will be cleared with the Cost of Living
Council.

Other Actions Recently Taken

Encourage Additional Acreages of Grain and Soybeans

In a move to assure a larger supply of grains and soybeans to meet growing
markets, the Department of Agriculture has announced the elimination of the
mandatory set-aside requirement under the 1973 wheat program.

Accelerated Disposal of Stocks Owned by the Commodity Credit Corporation

All stocks of grain owned by the Commodity Credit Corporation, except small
quantities of emergency reserves, are scheduled to be moved promptly into market
channels.

Terminate Extended CCC Loans on Farm Stored Grain

CCC-Loans on all remaining grain crops prior to 1972. will be called by May 31,
1973. There will be no extension of loans for 1972 crop wheat.

Eliminate All Export Subsidies

Yesterday the Department of Agriculture announced that direct export sub-
sidies for lard, broilers and flour would be terminated. This brings to an end all
direct subsidies on the exportation of farm products.

Expanded Livestock Production

The Department of Agriculture will allow farmers to use set-aside acres for
year-around grazing of livestock. This will be done by adjusting payments that
farmers receive for set-aside acres.

Food Supply Actions Announced in Late 1972
The Administration announced in late December that all quotas would be sus-

pended on meat imports throughout 1973.
On December 30, 1972, the Department of Agriculture temporarily suspended

quotas on imported nonfat dry milk.
Programs announced for cotton and feed grains in late 1972 were designed to

permit about 30 percent of the land diverted in 1972 to return to production.
The 1973 rice program provides for 10 percent increase in acreage.
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FEBRUARY 8, 1973.
Mr. DONALD S. PERKINS,
Chairman, Food Industry Advisory Committee,
Cost of Living Council, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. PERKINS: In response to your letter of February 2, 1973, I am pleased
to offer my suggestions as to short term actions related to food supply and foodprices. As you suggest recommendations for long-term actions will follow. Further
requests for suggestions will also be welcome at any time, and I hope you will feel
free to call on me if I can be of assistance in any way.

Since domestic supply cannot be promptly increased, because of the time re-quired for growth of crops and livestock, I suggest the following short term
actions to facilitate the minimization of food price increases:

1. Unit pricing-A rule applicable to all large food retailers should be issued.
Massachusetts has favorable experience with unit pricing. And, of course, several
major food chains have adopted unit pricing, which establishes its economic
feasibility for large chains. Staff in what was the General Counsel's Office of the
erstwhile Price Commission had indicated that a unit pricing rule was drafted for
consideration during Phase II. The background work on that proposal still should
be in CLC files.

2. UCDA Grade disclosure rule.-Portions of Title 7 C.F.R. set forth quality
grading standards for various agricultural commodities. The standards for many
of these commodities are not required to be disclosed to the public, although it ismy understanding that food processors, middlemen and retailers order to these
specifications. It could greatly facilitate economical consumer shopping If It were
required that all processed food products be so packaged as to disclose the USDA
grade designation prominently, and preferably in direct conjunction with the
brand name as it appears most prominently on the label or packaging. A part of
the rule requiring grade designation to be indicated in conjunction with the sale
of fresh product should also be adopted, although application of this requirement
might be limited to packers and retail sellers of such size as will obviate unduecosts relative to sales of this commodity. Those not responsible for making the
disclosure which reaches the consumer should be required to designate the grades
to their purchasers if this Is not always the case. Since the changeover period in
labeling would require some time (a matter of a few months), the rule should not
actually be promulgated until such time as the Economic Stabilization Act is ex-
tended or substitute legislation adopted and signed. USDA should be requested
to make the standards for commodities available in pamphlet form, either by
commodity or by some appropriate commodity group. CLC should take public
service spots on the electronic media to make the significance of the information
and the availability of the USDA grades known.

3. Nutritional Labeling.-The Food & Drug Administration has proposed
voluntary nutritional labeling standards. Cost of Living Council should act
quickly to evaluate these proposals and to support the proposed concept, as well
as recommend improvements in the standards, as a means of facilitating con-
sumer shopping on a product value basis, since the nutritional quality of a prod-
uct is a very important measure of its value. Comment deadline Is February 19
for one part of the proposal and mid-March for the balance.

4. Private label disclosures.-Many manufacturers of highly promoted (adver-
tised) brand name food items also produce the same items with house brand
labels or with brand names which are not promoted. This permits the manufac-
turer to command a premium price for the promoted brand, due to effective prod-
uet differentiation, and still utilize excess capacity or even expand capacity to
produce the unadvertised brands. This, of course, increases food price levels
because the consumer is paying more than necessary for identical quality. A rule
should be considered which would require any importer, distributor, or processor
which, directly or through a subsidiary, or whose parent of otherwise affiliated
corporation or association, produces more than one brand of the identical com-
modity, to disclose prominently and in direct conjunction with the brand name
of the commodity offered for sale, the brand name of the identical commodity
with largest value of shipments for its most recent fiscal year, sold by the
Importer, distributor or processor, or its parent, subsidiary or other affiliated
corporation or voluntary association. Hearings should be held on private label
practices, which should develop information relating to the patterns of private
label selling, the economics of private label manufacture and supply, and the
probable effect of such a disclosure rule on the availability, supply restrictions,
mix of private and promoted label products bearing same standards identities,
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and other factors tending to indicate whether such a rule would be of long term
benefit in reducing food price levels.

5. Open dating.-Open dating of food commodities could greatly increase pro-
ductivity. It reduces spoilage and the attendant secondary costs of spoilage (in-
creased storage costs, unnecessary transportation costs, additional employee
costs in removing and disposing of spoiled goods) for the producer and retailer,
by creating incentives to control the level and rate of supply to meet demand
levels within a frame more closely related to rates of spoilage and rate of con-
sumer use. Some major chains already utilize some form of open dating.

I am certain that this list will give the Food Advisory Council a good start in
considering food issues. If other possibilities come to mind, I will let you know.

The membership of the Advisory Committee which you have been named to
chair has not yet been announced and, I assume, has not been completely decided
upon. I strongly urge that there be at least two consumer members who repre-
sent no commercial interests and who are technically competent (in the area
of food marketing or agricultural economics, for instance) to represent con-
sumers in more than a broad policy manner. If suggestions are still, in order, I
would be more than pleased to provide you with a short list of possible consumer
members who meet this qualification.

Sincerely,
MARK SILBEROELD.

Enclosure.
STATEMENT OF GROUNDS

INTEREST OF PETITIONER

Petitioner Consumers Union of United States, Inc., ("Consumers Union") is
a nonprofit corporation chartered under the laws of the State of New York. Since
its organization in 1936, Consumers Union has tested products and evaluated
services, and has disseminated the resulting information to the readers of its
publication, Consumer Reports, which has a current paid circulation of approxi-
mately 2.2 million.

The largest consumer organization in the world, Consumers Union represents
its approximately 350,000 members on administrative, judicial, and, upon invita-
tion, legislative proceedings in which consumer interests are at stake. Most of
these members are purchasers of processed fruits and vegetables who rely on
product labeling requirements to provide them with the information necessary
to make informed choices in the marketplace. A recent study in Consumer
Reports ("Why Net Weight Spells Nonsense on Canned Food Labels," October
1972, p. 665), demonstrates that these members would realize significant sav-
ings if all processed fruit and vegetable labels revealed drained as well as net
weight.

APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Section 403(e) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938 (21
U.S.C. Section 343(e) ) provides that a food in package form shall be deemed
to be misbranded "unless It bears a label containing . . . an accurate statement
of the quantity of the contents in terms of weight, measure, or numerical count."
The consumer's need to know the contents of packaged products in order to pur-
chase more rationally and more economically is also recognized and protected
by the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1451-1461), which declares
that, "Packages and their labels should enable consumers to obtain accurate
Information as to the quantity of the contents and should facilitate value
comparisons.

The regulations Issued pursuant to these statutory authorities (21 C.F.R. Sec-
tions 1.7-1.15) provide that whenever the Commission "determines that an exist-
ing practice of declaring net quantity of contents by weight, measure, numerical
count, or a combination in the case of a specific packaged food does not facili-
tate value comparisons by consumers and offers opportunity for consumer con-
fusion, he wil1 by regulation designate the appropriate term or terms to be used
for such commodity (21 C.F.R. 1.8b(a))." (Emphasis added.) For the reasons
set forth below, the law requires the Commissioner to promulgate drained weight
labeling requirements in order to facilitate value comparisons and reduce con-
sumer confusion.

FACTS REIJED UPON BY PETITIONER

The past policy of the Food and Drug Administration, according to Its former
Commissioner, has been to Include the packing medium as part of the declared
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net weight, "if the packing medium is generally consumed as part of the food.Conversely, where solid foods are packed in a salt brine or other medium whichis almost (sic) or always discarded before serving, we have required that thelabel disclose the drained weight." (Dr. Herbert L. Ley, Commissioner, testi-mony, Special Consumer Inquiry, House Committee on Government Operations,June 3, 1969, p. 73). In accordance with this policy, drained weight declarationshave been required, for example, on processed clams, mushrooms, olives, andartichokes. Petitioner Consumers Union contends that all processed fruits andvegetables should be labeled in the same manner as these few products. Whetheror not the consumer intends to use the packing medium, he should be able todetermine how much of the net contents of his purchase is fruit or vegetable andhow much is liquid. Former FDA Commissioner Ley agreed with petitioner'sposition that "the consumer could best be served by being advised of the drainedweight as well as the net weight of canned fruits and vegetables which they are
purchasing." (Id.)

Data produced during the packing and labeling hearings and by petitioner's1972 study of the problem support the need for drained weight labeling. Con-tainers of the same product marked with the same net weight vary considerablyin drained weight from- packer to packer. For example, in Consumer Reportstesting, the average drained weight of five brands of whole kernel corn, packedin 17 oz. net weight cans, ranged from 10.6 to 12.2 ounces, a variation of 15%.Two brands of canned yellow cling peach halves in heavy syrup would confusethe value-seeking cans containing the identical 9.8 oz. drained weight. But the 29oz. net weight cans of the same brands weighed in at 17.0 and 18.9 drainedounces, respectively, making one much more economical than the other at thesame price. It is no wonder that the Consumer Reports study concluded that"net" weight is virtually useless as a buying yardstick." (Consumer Reports,
supra, p. 665.)

The lack of drained weight labeling totally frustrates the consumer's attemptto obtain the most fruit or vegetable for his money. Even the most sophisticatedshopper cannot make value comparisons, either with respect to the drained con-tents or with respect to the liquid fill. Only rough visual estimates-more prop-erly. "guesstimates"-or at-home measuring after purchase reveal the divisionof the contents of a package. But there are simply too many brands of too manyitems in the typical supermarket to remember comparative yields from pastexperience. Furthermore, many private label, as well as brand name, productsare obtained from contract canners who may vary the fill of fruit or vegetableas commodity prices rise. By a barely noticeable one-half ounce per can dropin drained weight, the packer saves more than 15 tons of produce in packinga million cans. The need for drained-weight labeling, then, is clear-to effectuatethe intentiton of the regulatory statutes tha consumer confusion be minimizedand that value comparison by the consumer be facilitated.
Both the desirability and feasibility of drained weight labeling are evidencedby the reliance on drained weight by the nation's largest and most sophisticatedpurchasers of food products. Both the United States Department of Agricultureand the Defense Supply Agency require minimum drained weights for manyprocessed fruits and vegetables. Moreover, as stated above, a number of prod-ucts are already marketed to consumers with drained weight labeling. Surelysome information about drained weight Is at least as important to the retailpurchaser-for whom the cost of obtaining information from sources other thanthe label is prohibitive (if, in fact, it is even possible)-as it is to the Federal

Government.
The value of providing drained weight labeling far exceeds the costs and prob-lems such a regulation would entail. Costs to the packer (and probably to theconsumer) would arise from the need to change labels and calculate drainedweights, with attendant equipment adjustments. Label change costs would beminimal because no major revisions would be required as were necessary fororiginal compliance with the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act. The addition ofone line of type would cost little or nothing, particularly at this time, when othernew regulations require sweeping label changes.
Calculation of the drained weight and machine adjustments to assure that thelabeled amount will be fact be uniformly packed will not Involve significeantcosts, and any such costs will be non-recurring. Many packers already know theaverage drained weights of their goods and may already have their machinesadjusted to provide that amount. The test to determine the current averagedrained weight is an exremely simple weighting nrocess. Machine adjustmentsto assuro correct packing should prove no more difficlult or costly than adjust-
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ments regularly made to assure a certain level of can fill. These costs will occur
primarily at the beginning of the program and should fall to zero as it prog-
resses. Compared to the savings by consumers who will be enabled to shop for
quantity value, these start-up costs are trivial. That the technical and economic
capability exists to comply with a drained weight requiremen is obvious from
packer compliance for a number of years wih minimum drained weight standards
now found in the law (e.g., 21 C.F.R. 27.42 (canned fruit cocktail); 21 C.F.R.
51.503 (canned mushrooms)), and from packer ability to meet Federal purchas-
ing program specifications in terms of drained weight. It is noteworthy that
the Defense Supply Agency pays no more for its purchases under drained weight
specifications than do commercial buyers of the same size containers.

Petitioner recognizes that fruits and vegetables of one kind-but of a different
variety, maturity, and growing area-may vary considerably in weight. Neverthe-
less, because the proposed regulation does not specify a minimum weight, but
merely requires drained weight disclosure, packers whose products vary in weight
from variety to variety or from season to season need only have on hand different
labels to reflect the weights of different sub-varieties of their products. Nor is the
rule less necessary because of the possibility that packers might be tempted to
increase drained weight yields by shifting to more mature or heavier strains
of produce. If the resulting heavier products is a "best buy" in quantitative terms,
but has declined in quality, that is a decision which the individual consumer is
capable of making on the most available information of all: the contents of the
container.

In sum, petitioner contends that drained weight labeling is essential to avoid
confusion of consumers and to enable value comparison at the consumer level.
Accordingly, the Food and Drug Administration should order the publication of

this proposed regulation in the Federal Register, and thereafter promulgate the
proposed regulation.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Mrs. Sugiuchi, I look forward to hearing
from you.

I see my friend Congressman Vanik is here, and I believe that Mrs.
Sugiuchi is your constituent.

Representative VANIK. Mr. Chairman, I would like the privilege of
introducing Carolyn Sugiuchi to the committee.

I want to point out that immediately after the freeze in August of
1971 we organized a committee which Mrs. Sugiuchi represents which
made an immediate documentary, a record of all the available prices
of consumer items. I think she will probably tell you the number of
items that were cataloged, but it varies from 5,000 to 10,000 consumer
items, by brand name, and by quality item. So far as I know this is
probably the largest documentation of prices as of that time, because
the Bureau of Labor Statistics lists them simply without brand name,
without quality verification.

I want you to know that she has served as our consumer agent in a
hope that something like this could be established througout the
America as a pattern for studying consumer prices throughout the
country. This committee is a nonpartisan activity. It is one that had a
wide area of involvement. And I want you to know that we are very
proud of the work of this fine lady. I know she is going to make a very
worthwhile contribution to your testimony today.

Chairman HUlMPHREY. We thank you very much.
Mrs. Sugiuchi, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF CAROLYN SUGIUCHI, CHAIRMAN, CLEVELAND
COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER PRICES

Mrs. SuGircm. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee on Consumer Eco-

nomics, I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you and to share
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with you some of the work and experiences of the citizens in the Com-
munity Committee on Consumer Prices. The material contains a
description of the group, its purpose, the plan of implementation,
results of price monitoring, examples of problems in food shopping,
effects of increased food costs on the family budget, and recommenda-
tions for improving the situation.

The committee is composed of citizens from Ohio's 22d Congres-
sional District, which generally is considered middle income, middle
class, and family oriented. The group was formed in October 1971,
after many citizens in our district became extremely concerned with
the spiraling inflation during the summer of 1971. We were interested
in taking constructive action and agreed on a project of helping to
monitor the voluntary compliance to the economic stabilization pro-
gram. Our U.S. Representative, Congressman Charles A. Vanik, en-
couraged and supported the volunteer citizen participation of his
constituents in this endeavor, and his offices were helpful in organizing
the group.

To implement the project, organized and directed checking of items
was planned. Consumer items were divided into eight categories-
autos and transportation, clothing, food, health, housing, recreation,
services, and utilities. Pricing forms were developed to collect the data
systematically, and these, plus instruction sheets were given to every
volunteer to insure accurate documentation.'

We began by randomly collecting prices on items before the be-
ginning of phase II. As the cataloging of items progressed, the over-
whelming interest in food prices became evident immediately. Mass
monitoring and spot checks were conducted and recorded; violations
of the guidelines during phase II were sent to the Internal Revenue
Service. Information was sent to Congressman Vanik, providing him
with details on price increases and trends in our district. We were help-
ful not only in providing meaningful information to our congressional
representative, but also in raising the level of consumer awareness
among our volunteers and the citizens in the district.

In table 1 are examples of the kinds of food data collected by the
community committee. With the initial data available for comparative
purposes, one can see at a glance what is happening to food prices.
Several cheese and fish items have been included to illustrate the status
of those items that have been suggested as meat substitutes.

[The table referred to above follows:]

TABLE I

Percent of

Mar. 31, fall e9
Item Quantity Fall 1971 1973 Mar. 19, 1973

Stokely's cut green beans - 16 z 0.25 0.29 16.0Heritage House English walnuts -16 oz .99 1.59 60.6Heritage House American cheese -12 oz. .6S .79 14. 5Trim cottage cheese -16 oz 49 57 16.3Kraft Swiss cheese ------------------ 8 oz ------ 59 .73 23.6
Nabisco shredded wheat (spoon sized) -18 oz. .49 .55 12. 2Gold Medal flour-all purpose-10 lbs 1.05 1.25 19. 0Bumble Bee salmon -16 oz. 1.09 1.49 36. 6Frozen perch- I b .78 .89 14.1
Frozen turbot- do .65 .89 37.0Frozen haddock- do .89 1.29 44.7Ground lamb patties -do .54 .89 65. 0Turkeylegs -do .33 .59 72.7

1 See attachments, beginning on p. 137.
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Mrs. SUGIUcri. Table 2 illustrates price increases and the percentage
of change in items taken from a randomly chosen list of meats and
poultry.

[The table referred to above follows:]

TABLE 2

Percent of
change

Mar 19 Fall 1970-
Item Fall 1971 Mar 1, 1971 197, Mar 19, 1973

Beef: ground
Hamburger -0.69 0.S2 0.99 43
Ground chuck -. 68 .98 1.04 53

Beef: roasts
Chuck, semiboneless -. 88 1.14 1.18 34
Pot roasL .74 1.09 1.18 59

Beef: steaks
Chuck, semiboneless -. 98 1.24 1.35 37

Top round ----------- 1.09 1.68 1. 78 70
Sirloin -1.34 1.64 1.68 25
Porterhouse -1.64 1.88 1.94 18

Poultry:
Fryer, whole -. 29 .52 .54 86

Note.-See attachmentsfor table containing recent monitoring of a prescribed list in supermarkets in our area, beginning
on p. 138.

Mrs. SUGIUCHI. No one would be surprised that all items in the table
have experienced an increase in price. What is amazing is the size of
those increases over a longer period of time, and the number of in-
creases-often sharp-over a short period of time. Pot roast in one
supermarket was priced at $1.28 a pound on March 31, 1973, up from
$1.18 on March 19.

In addition to prices, there are other problems in food buying -with
which the cosumer must cope. The following vignettes illustrate only
a few of the kinds of frustrations encountered in food shopping. These
are not fictitious examples.

1. NOT SELLING AS ADVERTISED IN THE NEWSPAPER

A consumer went to the supermarket to buy split broilers, advertised
as a special at 43 cents a pound. All the packages in the meat case were
marked 49 cents. The consumer questioned the stock clerk who said
she had not seen the newspaper ad; the meat manager observed the
questioning, and asked, "What does she want?" The consumer ex-
plained a second time, after which the manager removed and repriced
the broilers. He made no effort to explain. The time was 11 a.m. and
the store had been selling this item for 2 hours at the higher price.

2. DECEPTIVE PACKAGING

Another consumer bought a piece of steak, freezing it immediately
for future use. The cut contained a round bone approximately 2 inches
in diameter. In the process of preparation she turned the meat over
and found the bone on the under side was four inches in diameter.

3. MISLEADING ADVERTISING IN THE STORE

A consumer saw English Walnuts for $1.59 a pound in one grocery.
The same morning this consumer went to a second store and found a
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sign stating "English Walnuts-$1.39." "A bargain !" thinks Mrs. Con-
sumer. Right? Wrong! Alas, the walnuts were $1.59 a pound. The
packages in the second store contained only 14 ounces.

4. FAT CONTENT AND QUALITY

Mrs. Consumer browned a package of ground chuck which cost
$1.08 per pound and is supposed to contain 17-20-percent fat. From
approximately 19 ounces (1.19 pounds) she poured approximately 4
ounces of fat (about 21 percent). No attempt was made to completely
render the meat or thoroughly drain the fat. Still, 2/3 of a cup was
drained. Presenting -the fat to the manager, who weighed it, the con-
sumer explained that the browned meat was still swimming in grease.
The manager referred to the allowable percentage of fat and assured
the consumer that the meat she had bought was lean.

5. MARK UIPS OF SHELVED STOCK

A shopper took a jar of salad dressing from the shelf. The price tag
under the section of jars was 59 cents. The lid on the jar contained 3
prices-55 cents, 57 cents, 59 cents. This incident occurred in a food
chain which have assured the community committee they did not in-
crease the price of -an item until the supply purchased at lower whole-
sale prices had been exhausted.

6. QUANTITIES OTHER THAN EXPECTED AMOUNTS

A dozen oranges were purchased. The checkout girl noted the oranges
were 10 for 89 cents, or over $1.00 for a dozen. "There's a method to
their madness," she laughed, ringing up $1.07.

Every food shopper could compile his own list of aggravating inci-
dents with which he has had to cope. In his battle to protect the buying
power of his dollar, the consumer must try to match wits to be the
better player in a game in which the house sets the rules, using to its
advantage approaches the consumer eventually learns through bitter
and expensive experience. In some instances, the situation is stacked
and learning is to no avail.

In considering the impact of increased costs for food, life styles and
the priorities of a family must be considered. The impact varies, de-
pending on the amount of income, flexibility of 'the budget, and the
concept of basic necessities. Keeping in mind these variables, the in-
crease in food prices have been felt to a greater or lesser degree, re-
gardless of one's income level. Some families are able to absorb the
shock; others are shattered by the situation.

For most, the family budget has undergone several changes in the
past 18-24 months, with dramatic changes in the last several months.
The pinch of prices is one of progressive pain which occurs in stages.
Recognizing that individual family differences exist, four stages of
adjustment are suggested.

In the first stage, the consumer's food buying habits are maintained
by increasing the money in the food budget. if possible.

The second stage occurs when the amount of money needed to main-
tain the established budget level exceeds the amount beyond which one
cannot or will not spend. At this point choices and adjustments have
to be made and one must rely on his resourcefulness. Usually this
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means that budget areas other than food are reduced or eliminated to
support the food budget. Buying habits may be modified, also. Shop-
ping may be done at several markets, for example. The consumer
probably will ignore national brands and buy chain brands. He will
not indulge in his preferences, but will buy weekly specials and items
having a manufacturer's discount. He may shop early in the morning
or late in the afternoon for day-old produce and bread. Such items as
snack foods and relishes, if purchased before, are now eliminated from
the shopping list. Fresh fruits are treats. Food buying has become very
basic. Nonfood household items such as toweling, aluminum foil, and
spray cleaners are now considered nonessential, if they had not been
before.

In the third stage, as prices continue to increase, quantity is reduced
to maintain quality of food purchasing-especially in meats and fresh
fruits. For example, if ground chuck is purchased instead of ham-
burger in an effort to maintain quality, the amount for 4 people will be
limited to 1 pound which will probably yield 6 hamburgers-guaran-
teed to shrink when cooked.

In the past several weeks more consumers have entered the fourth
stage-that of eliminating what was considered basic. They are over-
whelmed by the price increases in food, especially the sizable increases
in meats. Beef, most other meats except the least expensive items, and
many kinds of fresh produce have been eliminated. For those families
or individuals who were already in this fourth stage of necessity, these
last weeks have been critical. For those who are at this stage by choice,
the situation is confounding. What has angered the food consumer is
the fact that, if he wants to purchase an item, he has borne the entire
accumulation of price increases by every business involved, with pro-
tection from no one with regard to the amount each business can in-
crease its price and/or without regard to the total of those increases.

What about the effects of increased food costs on the remainder of
the family budget? Before considering these effects, look at the role
of food. Food is a basic need, and though we do not have to eat as well
or as much as we have in the past-some have eaten neither well nor
much-we do have to eat something. Food is purchased with more or
less regularity and, distasteful as the task may be, food buying cannot
be avoided. While not all the economic woes within a family can be
attributed to increased food prices, the fact remains that other areas
of the family budget suffer to support the food budget. Consequently,
the consumer's wrath is directed toward the food markets where he
must go to buy, and where he faces ever increasing prices. What once
was a pleasure has become a burdensome loathsome chore.

To this picture of gloom, add the reslts of restrictions in other
areas of the family budget. As with food, either income is added to
the other areas of the budget or those areas are reduced or eliminated.
In many cases, additional jobs are taken to maintain the standard
of living. Most families have had to make at least some of the follow-
ing kinds of adjustments in their budgets as a whole:

1. Commercial recreation and entertainment have been drastically
reduced or eliminated.

2. Eating dinner out is considered "A Happening."
3. H-ome maintenance and improvements occur when the materials

can be afforded and if those involved are do-it-yourselfers.
4. Replacement or addition of household furnishings or appliances

is delayed, often indefinitely. Servicemen are called rarely, if ever.
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5. If a second car is owned and wears out, it is not replaced.
6. Haircuts are given at home.
7. Children are clothed by using hand-me-downs, buying irregulars,

shopping factory outlets, and if buying, doing so only when on sale.
Clothing requiring dry cleaning is avoided.

For many, if you can put off, substitute, repair, or otherwise get
along, you don't need it.

One can understand why resentment is high over the galloping
price increases in food. Every aspect of family life is affected. State-
ments from Washington have not helped the situation. Statistics
indicating food costs or the cost of living have risen a small per-
centage mean little to the consumer who sees such things as chicken
double in price and beef increase as much as 77 percent. Consumers
wonder on what these figures are based and how they are determined.
Also -annoying are statements indicating that while the cost of living
has increased, so have consumer's incomes. This may be true for some,
but not for all. If income increases, the amount must be substantial
to keep pace with inflation. Consumers are not reassured by state-
ments advising us that the rate of food increases will be slower

-toward the end of the year. Prices will still increase. The talk of in-
creased productivity is no comfort to those who know results will
not be forthcoming for months-even years. With all due respect for
the President, we do not need his exhortations to shop wisely. Many
of us found the nine-point battle plan suggested by the Consumers
Affairs Office absolutely ludicrous. We've been doing all those sug-
gestions and more for years.
- Once there was the hope that with innate intelligence, education,
honesty, a sense of responsibility, and hard work, one could increase
his income and improve his standard of living. For far too many
that hope is becoming less and less a reality. Many of us are weary
of being manipulated and used to the advantage of the already
prosperous. Many feel at the mercies of policies and procedures un-
known or not understood, with no place to turn to gain even a feeling
of control.

Most disheartened, and disheartening of all, are people on low and
fixed incomes who already have been counting every penny and cut-
ting every corner. They have felt the pinch of inflation longer and
more acutely than any other group. Think of the physically handi-
capped person who cannot work and receives a disability payment of
$140. His housing and utilities cost $100; from the remainder he
must buy his medicine and other needs. Think of the mental patient
who is well enough to be discharged from the hospital but not well
enough to work. While waiting to be eligible for disability help, he
receives Ohio general relief of $93 a month. Think of the person or
couple who lives on a small retirement check. Think of the family
with growing children that has an income too low to live other than
marginally-but too high for outside assistance in an emergency.
These individuals must do their buying in the same market places
with the rest of us, enduring the impact of the same increases in
prices. These people just exist and, along with the rest of us, are
indignant, angry, and, most of all, fearful of where the economy
of this country is heading.

[The following attachments were appended to Mrs. Sugiuchi's
statement:]
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SOME POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THE FOOD PRICE CRISIS

There are a number of steps which I feel could be taken to help improve
the marketing of food products at reasonable prices.

1. Discontinue the fancy packaging which may be very nice but must add to
costs. Then, we must pay to dispose of all the packaging material-so who
needs it.

2. Discontinue the gimmicks in cereals that aren't worth a thing but entice
children. I also question the worth of many of the coupons that entice adults
into buying more expensive brands and products.

3. Consumers could probably get more for the money if less attention were
given to soft music and fancy decors in the supermarkets.

4. How much additional cost do supermarkets pass on to the consumer when
they add on bakeries, dellis; when they stock drugs, hardware, and sometimes
even clothing and household furnishings. How about going back to the basic
grocery store?

5. The pricing data which the Consumer Committee passed on to our Congress-
man caused him, as early as January, 1972, to begin advocating permanent re-
peal of the meat import quota law and to reduce the number of acres in the
various U.S. Agriculture Department "set-aside" programs. It appears that some
consumer relief could be provided by permanent repeal of the quota and by elimi-
nation of certain tariffs on imported meat.

6. I might add that most of the consumers to whom I have been talking are not
very impressed by the mechanisms of the Administration's controls on meat.
Congressman Vanik's office tells me that as of noon yesterday, the price of live-
stock on the hoof was higher than at the time the President made his announce-
ment. The price of choice steers (6/700) which was 66 to 66.5¢ per pound on
March 28th has risen to 70.5¢ by Monday. This, Incidentally, is the highest price
which choice steers reached during the 30-day period prior to the President's
announcement. Thus to many us, the controls seem to come at the period of nearly
peak prices.

7. Finally, I would hope that more consideration could be given to questions
of the efficiency of large food producers. There have been a number of newspaper
stories which I have seen that describe the entry of conglomerates into agricul-
ture. How efficient is agribusiness? How much cost goes into management, ad-
vertising, and other gimmicks?

COMMUNEIT COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER PRICES

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Be accurate.-This is most Important. We must not call the attention of the
Congress and President to an exorbitant and unwarranted price Increase which in
reality is a clerical error on our part.

2. Type of item.-This should be a statement of the broad, general, common
name of the item. For example, women's dress suit; aspirin; shampoo, etc.

3. Brand, description, or style.-For example, Westinghouse Electric Clothes
Dryer, Model XYZ. It is important to note difference in styles. For example,
chunky peanut butter and chunk-style tuna fish will probably be priced differently
than other styles. Stuffed olives will be different in price from whole olives.

4. It is important in establishing the base price catalog to record only items
which one can be fairly certain of finding again when checking prices after the
freeze. For example, a knit, flaired, blue and white Pierre Cardin suit would
probably not be a good item to record!

5. Quantity, size, weight.-For example, in listing a window air conditioner,
one might want to list the cooling capacity of the appliance. In listing paper
towels, one might list the width of the towel and the number of square feet in
the roll. Quantity, size, and weight are very important for If the quantity of the
item is reduced and the price remains the same, It Is the equivalent of an often
substantial price Increase.

6. Date, price, and comment.-Fill In the date on which you record the price.
The comment column is to record such items as a "Sale," "Special" or "Cents
Off" promotion. etc.

7. The second and third "Price" columns are to be used for your consumer
checks after the freeze Is over. If the quantity and price have not changed, simply
check-mark the new column. Only fill In the new column If there are changes.

95-438-73-10



COMMUNITY COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER PRICES

Brand, description, or Date: Date: Date:
Type of item style Quantity, size, weight Price Comments Price Comments Price Comments

…~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Store A Store B Store C

End of End at End ofOctober 1971 February 1973 Mar. 19, 1973 October 1971 February 1973 Mar. 19, 1973 October 1971 February 19703 Mar. 19, 1973

Beef:
All-beef hot dogs-
Hamburger
Ground chuck

Roasts:
Chuck-Semiboneless
Rump -----------
English
Sirloin tip - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Boneless briskett
Pot~

Steaks:
Chuck-Semiboneless -0.99
Top round boneless -1.09
Sirloin

Pork:
Chops-Center cut
Roast -- ------ ---------------------------
Cooked ham (whole)

Poultry:
Roasting chicken
Fryers-Whole
Broilers
Chicken breasts
Thighs - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Bread:
Millbrook-White ------------------
Wonder-Whole wheat
Tip Top-White ------------------------------

0.95
.89

1.09

1. 19
1.69
1.49
1.69

NA
1.19

1.29
1. 78
1.69
1.98

1. 58
1.09
.88

1.05 . 7
.99 0.69

1.19 .79

1. 09
.84
.98

1.25 .79 1.19
NA 1.19 1.59

1.49 .95 1. 39
NA- - 1.69
NA 1.09
NA---------- 1.09

1.35
NA

1.79
2.09

1.59
1.15
.95

1.49

.79

.69
.75

.63 .63

.59 .53 .25
NA NA
.95 .99
------ ----- ------ ----- - ----. 6 3

8.47 NA .43
a 447 NA
0..47 NA .. 35

1.19
1.69
1. 68
2.18

1.39
1. 19
.99

.65

.59

.59

.89

.59

.47
NA

6. 41

NA
0.84

.98

0.69
.62
.79

1.19 .88
1.69 1.28

X1.29 .98
1.69 1.24
1.79 1.22
1.19 ,74

1.29 .98
1.69 1. 09
1.68 1. 48
2.19 1.64

1.39 1.11
1. 19 .64
1.09

.59
X.65 .29

NA .35
.95 .55
.83 ----

0.85
.82

1. 08

1. 14
1.64
1. 34
1.68
1. 48
1.09

1. 29
1.68
1.64
1.88

1. 48
.98

1. 34

.57

.59

.55

.99

0.93
.84

1. 09 I-.
CIO

1.18 00
1. 74
1. 34
1.78
1.58
1.18

1. 24
1.78
1.64
NA

0 1.38
.99

1.38

.69

.59

.53
1.14

.47 .43 .47 .47

5.41



Store D Store E

End of
October- February, early

November 1971 March 1973 Mar. 19, 1973 Mar. 15, 1972 Mar. 1. 1973 Mar. 19, 1973

Store F

October-
November 1971 Feb. 27, 1973 Mar. 19,1973

Beef:
All beef hot dogs .
Hamburger-
Ground chuck-

Roasts:
Chuck-Semiboneless .
Rump -------
English --------
Sirloin tip - --------
Boneless brisket.-
Pot -

Steaks:
Chuck-Semiboneless .
Top round-Boneless .
Sirloin - ------
Porterhouse-

Pork:
Chops-Center cut …
Roast - ---------
Cooked ham (whole) .

Poultry:
Roasting chicken-
Fryers-Whole-
Broilers-
Chicken breasts-

Bread:
Millbrook-White-
Wonder-Whole wheat .
Tip Top-White-

0.78
.59
.68

.88
1.28
.98

1.28
1.12
.68

.98
1.14
1.34
1.64

.98
.64
.78

.38
329

.38

.42

0.98
.82
.98

1.24
1.48
1.34
1.68
1.44
.98

1. 24
1.68
1.64
1.88

1.48
1.98

.98

0 45
.52
.49
.89

.43 B.47

.39 .43

.38 6.41

I Special.
2 Price for I quarter.
3 22 oz.
424 oz.

0.99 NA 0.89 0.99 NA
0.69 .90 0.99 .69 1.78 0.95
.99 1.19 1.19 .85 1.08 1.08

1.05 1. 19 1.19 .79 1.98 1.28
.99 1.59 1.59 1.28 1.78 1.84

1.39 NA 1.48 .98 1.34 1.44
1.18 NA NA NA 1.78 1.78
1.19 71.29 71.29 .89 1.58 1.58

NA NA NA NA 1.18 NA

.99 1. 19 1.39 .79 1.08 1.38
1.39 1. 89 1.79 1.29 1.84 1.94
1.59 1.48 11.28 1. 19 1.88 NA
NA 1.88 1.99 1.69 2.28 1.98

1.48 1.59 1.09 1.54 1.44
------- 1.09 10.9 .63 1. 24 1. 24

.88 '.98 .69 1.98 1.39

.59 NA NA NA NA

.55 .53 .43 .59 .59

.45 .45 33 .53 .55

.99 .99 .59 .99 1.09

-------- .47 .47 .43 .47 .47
---- ---- ---- --- --- ---- -- i --- N A N A N A

047~~ 3* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~i47 NA N A NA

116 oz.
20 oz.

7 Flat.
* Boneless.
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Chairman HumPHREY. Thank you.
I shall open up the questioning, and we will rotate to our respective

subcommittee members.
I want to first of all take note of one factor that I think should be

brought to people's attention. In the agricultural area there is a great
deal of difference between what we call the perishable commodities
and those that are more storable. The perishables, of course, are meat
and poultry, milk, eggs, fruits, and vegetables. In all fairness it is
very difficult to really adequately plan for all of the contingencies
which may exist. The farm people today feel that they are being set
upon, so to speak; for example, I don't know if you heard Senator
Talmadge on Sunday's "Meet the Press." But if a person buys a shirt
today, let's say, a $10 shirt, or an $8 shirt-shirts are pretty expensive-
the price of the cotton that goes in that shirt is maybe 30 cents. That is
what the farmer gets. The relationship between the farm price and the
retail price, of course, is much closer when you come into the perishable
commodities.

I come from a county in Minnesota, for example, in which we have
large egg production. I can remember a few months ago buying eggs
from a farmer friend of ours there, Mr. Wegner, who has just a small
farm, and I paid 29 cents a dozen. I come back to Washington and find
that they are 65 cents a dozen, 66 cents a dozen. The farmer decides
that the egg business just isn't for him, he can't make any money at
that price.

We had large companies, for example, that went out of the poultry
business here, and the egg business, only 6 or 8 or 10 months ago, be-
cause they were losing their shirts, they were losing everything. But it
is what happens from the time that that product leaves its naturalstate and works up through our whole distribution system. And yet I
must say as far as distribution is concerned we may have in the nation
one of the best distribution systems. The one caution I want to make
here is that a large number of farm families feel that they are being
selected out today for abusive attack, because they are getting for the
first time in years, and I mean in many years, any kind of a price.
When there was a surplus on the markets everybody got it cheap. Now
that there is a shortage, of course, prices 'have gone up.

I thought that the statement that was made by Mr. Silbergeld was
very informative for us, citing many of the factors that have evolved.

Let me just give you a little indication of what you are going to be up
against today.

In the southern part of my State the wheat fields are now open for
ploughing and planting. We haven't got any oil. And if we get it, we
have got to pay big prices, if you can get a hold of it. And obviously
they sometimes pay more than the market price.

In my State there are soybeans that are in elevators that can't be
moved.

Also last winter, November or December, when the crop was sup-
posed to come out of the field, we had sleet and rain and we couldn't
get the crop. When we got the crop we didn't have the natural gas to
dry it. This is a very complicated business.

I am merely putting this in to show you the factors which were
properly noted.
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There are also the prices, for example, on poultry today. In order
to get the kind of poultry that you want-by the way, the average
American consumer wouldn't buy poultry like they buy in some coun-
tries, you just wouldn't eat it-but the kind of poultry that you want
has to be fed with a certain kind of feed mix. The feed mix is a high
protein mix. And how do I go on out to Beverly Hills and explain to
the housewives out there that the reason that soybean prices are way
up, is No. 1, water, freezing, lack of propane gas for drying, and we
didn't catch any fish off the coast of Peru?

Because protein is protein whether it is soybeans or rape seed or
sunflower seed or cottonseed cake, whatever it is, it is protein. And
fish meal is the best protein, it has the most protein. And when the fish
catch went down for 6 to 8 months and then you had a 20-percent crop
loss due to weather, prices went up.

And finally, there isn't any beef. You can take off the quota here, but
it won't do any good. I was in the Argentine a few years ago, and you
could get a beef steak for $1.50 much bigger than this [indicating].
And they have 1-day-a-week beef in the Argentine today. As incomes
have gone up all over the world people want protein, they want beef.
They want it in Poland, in the Soviet Union, in Czechoslovakia, and
in Hungary. They used to get by on cereals.

So that there is great competition for this limited amount of product.
And, of course, it goes right back to what we talked about, planning,
the inability to plan. If you are going to plan, then you have to have
some reserves.

And reserves, for example, in the feed grain industry, feed grains
today are contributing, because of certain shortages, particularly in oil
seeds, to high prices. Had we had a reserve program, which some of us
have been advocating for years, as these prices went up we could have
fed into the marketplace the reserves to give some stability to prices.

I mention these things because I do think that while we are wit-
nessing today a tremendous problem here, and a great burden, par-
ticularly on people of fixed incomes, we also have to understand that
there is an opposite side of this coin. And I tried to say in my opening
statement why I thought some of these problems had taken place.

Now, there is no way in God's green earth that you can get around
to getting beef cattle in less than 2 to 3 years. Actually, the cycle might,
from the day of planning and all, be closer to 3 to 4 years, because a
steer that is ready for market isn't born weighing a thousand pounds.
You can improve your meat situation with poultry sooner. And you
can improve it with pork.

I thought you would be interested in noting-and this doesn't give
us any comfort here at home, I want you to know, this doesn't give us
any comfort-but if you think beef prices are higher here, in Japan
the price per pound, using-this isn't the one that I want, they haven't
converted it to dollars here, which they should-but the U.S. price per
pound is $1.49. In West Germany it is $4.68. There has been a 25-
percent increase in 1 year's time in Germany, a 14-percent increase in
France, 23-percent increase in the United Kingdom, a 19-percent in-
crease in Italy, and a 1-percent increase in the Soviet Union. I saw the
more recent figures-which I have asked the staff to get for me, and
they have not provided them for me-which converted into language
that we can all understand, say that the price structure for beef prod-
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ucts in every other country is substantially beyond what we have in
our country. That is, all of the industrialized countries.

First of all, they are importers, so that generally is why they most
likely would pay more. Here we ought to be in a position to have an
adequate supply and be exporters.

I want to say that pork prices in the United States, however, are
higher than they are in some other countries. And there is a reason
for it. We don't eat much pork, and we therefore don't produce that
much, as compared to some countries.

Congressman Carey, you were here, and we will turn to you.
Representative CAREY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Sugiuchi, you touched a nerve with me concerning, what is

going to happen to those who pay 40 percent of their available income
for food, talking about the urban poor or the rural poor, and those who
subsist on stipends, on welfare, or those who subsist on the programs to
support the handicapped, the elderly, and so forth. Many of the things
you recommend, discriminating buying practices and watching for
specials, and so forth, won't avail them very much, because if they had
a car they wouldn't have the money for the gasoline to go shopping on
a competitive basis. Do not we in the country owe a rather special
obligation to them? We basically have a ceiling on any income they
can get, especially as regards the handicapped and our children in the
school lunch program.

For instance, the President signed a change in the school lunch pro-
gram only 2 days ago. It says that the available money will remain the
same, but because we don't have any surplus commodities. As Senator
Humphrey said, we are now dealing with the economics of scarcity in
the food plants of this country. We have eliminated our surpluses
either by shipping them over to other countries, by taking land out of
production, or by marketing quotas on fruits and vegetables to the
extent that we basically trimmed down the availability of food.

And to get back to the school lunch program change, the change we
had to make was that because of the lid on the money available set
by the President's budget and by the President, we found out there
wasn't enough money in the surplus food provided and the bulk com-
modities program to supply the school lunches. Now they were going
to use the same money and try to go into the open market and buy the
food to fulfill the school lunch obligation.

Aren't you concerned, if you have children in the school lunch pro-
grain, that they are not going to get as much food or as wholesome
meals as they got last year? In other words, isn't there a Federal obli-
gation to look at the impact of this food price or whatever you want
to call it, on those who can't afford to do anything about the situation
in which they find themselves?

What do you think we ought to do as a Congress for those who
simply can't afford food?

I am worried from a nutritional standpoint. When we started the
Head Start program-one of the first Head Start programs I had a
chance to visit was out in Mr. Vanik's district where he had a fine
program going on-we discovered that one of the greatest disadvan-
tages to learning was protein deficiency. which brought about a lack of
energy, lack of motivation because they basically didn't have food. And
we started the hot lunch program to compensate. We are going to lose
some of the benefits of that because of the cost factor to poor families.
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Mrs. SuGIucrI. That is right.
In the Cleveland city schools there they also had a breakfast pro-

gram for the children, and they have been wrangling between the State
and the city as to who is responsible, who is going to pay for that.
While Congress wrangles and the State legislature wrangles. and the
board of education wrangles, the kids go without breakfast or hot
lunches. This has been one of the things that had been done that we
felt was really worthwhile.

Representative CAREY. In other words, since we as a government
are food buyers for the poor in a real sense, we supply them with the
money for their food purchasing, and we supply the handicapped in
the same regard, we should take emergency steps right now in the
Government in some form to provide a supplementary income or to
have an overall plan to get subsistence for those who have been worse
hit by the present food price crunch.

Mr. Silbergeld, you indicated that through nutritional studies
and other means, the Federal Trade Commission and the Food and
Drug Administration are working in the area right now to begin some
long-term steps toward improved labeling by setting standards and
conducting competitive price surveys. This is all being done in some
kind of administrative hearings, is it not?

There isn't any reference to congressional legislation that will imple-
ment this. What is your comment on that?

Mr. SILBERGELD. There is a variety of programs involved here. I
should preface this by saying that all this will do is that it will help
the kind of hard shopping that Mrs. Sugiuchi has talked about. The
administration, I think, has received criticism for it. The problem
is that those kinds of suggestions come from an administration which,
by CEA Chairman Stein's own admission, has done some very bad
planning that has added to the shortages we are talking about.

But it will merely help the kind of hard shopping we are talking
about.

The Federal Trade Commission has proposed a protocol for super-
market survey that will provide each metropolitan area included in
the survey a market basket price average by chain, so that shoppers
can sort out the competing claims in advertising.

Representative CARY. Right. I want to help Mrs. Donavan, and I
want to help myself. By the way, my wife has been laid up, so I have
been doing the shopping for a family of 14. I want to join FIT as
soon as I can.

But one of the things, with the help of Esther Peterson, that I have
been doing is looking at the unit price labeling and nutritional quality
labeling that she has been able to put into her chain. And that is not
available across the country. So you are still buying by brand in many
ways. As you move from the meat counter and turn your back you are
looking in other directions to provide the same nutritional quality in
your diet that the family needs.

Don't you think, in addition to putting a lid on prices right now,
the Administration should step up its efforts and get something going
in terms of forced nutritional quality labeling so that we will know
what we are going to supplement our diets with and at what price.

Mrs. DONAVAN. The concomitant of course, to not having amino acid
is mental retardation in children. I think we are aware of this. But
Senator Humphrey is talking about the scarcity. We are talking about
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3,000 tons of beef to Japan alone. They paid $17 a pound, we sell it to
them for $7 a pound. Maybe this is why there is a scarcity.

You have probably read about the Newcastle disease of chickens in
California. Curiously enough, 2 weeks before the kill of Newcastle's
disease there was an article in the business and financial section of
the Los Angeles Times that said the price of eggs was too low, they
would have to destroy some of the chickens. And it is very curious that
2 weeks later all of a sudden Newcastle disease popped up again. They
had supposedly gotten rid of it before. They admitted that there was
an overkill. And they were paid over $2 a pound, about $2.50 for each
chicken to kill it. And they admitted that there was an overkill.

Representative CAREY. What I am driving at is that principally
because of your efforts, the Consumer's Union, the cries in Congress
and in the marketplace, the administration has come to a reluctant
decision to put a lid on prices. Not as much is being done about the
market prices, the quality controls, and the nutritional labeling as
could be done.

Isn't there something more in terms of an emergency food control
commission, a quality control commission, that we can put on the line
here?

Mrs. DONAVAN. Well, I don't know too much about the Commodity
Exchange Authority. But it is obviously an arm of the Agriculture
Department. This was an exclusive to the Los Angeles Times from the
Washington Post.

And it said:
The Federal agency charged by the law with responsibility for regulating

future market has in part turned this task over to the professional traders
themselves, who operate In a club-like atmosphere at the various commodity
exchanges. For example, commodity industry officials themselves agree that a
recent suspected manipulation of the egg futures market boosted the price of
eggs on supermarket shelves by as much as 10 cents a dozen.

Representative CAREY. Mrs. Donavan, it might intrigue you to know
that yesterday the seat on the New York Stock Exchange fell to the
$90,000 category, the lowest price in two decades. But Commodity
Exchange seats are in the $300,000 category. It looks like there is more
money in commodities right now than common stock in the country.

Does that tell us something, that perhaps there is manipulation in
the marketplace somewhere that the Government should move in on?

Mrs. DONAVAN. Senator Humphrey was talking about the farmer's
income, the fact that the farmer is not making it.

Warner Geppinger, president of the Soybean Growers Association,
said that most of the farmers had sold their soybeans for less than $3
a bushel. It was the speculators who made some money on the market.

Representative CAREY. Speculators made some money on Russian
wheat.

Mrs. DONAVAN. Yes, they did. Maybe that is why our cattle are not
being fed sufficiently.

Representative CAREY. I am glad you brought it up. With regard to
Chinese-Russian wheat deals, they not only bought very competitively
and very cleverly at prices lower than the world wheat prices, I am
told they also bought our best quality wheat. As a result, the millers
now are running into trouble because we are going to have to mill
poorer quality wheat for the flour in our own bread, and this is going
to gum up the bread machines-which are made in Germany, by the
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way-and we are going to be paying more for bread because of the
Russian wheat deal.

Am I right?
Mr. SILBERGELD. It is my understanding that the best quality wheat

was purchased. In addition to which the transportation problems
aren't over. As of mid-March, the Special Subcommittee on Freight
Car Shortage was told, only 45 percent of the wheat involved in the
sale was transported. So that that problem is going to continue to
plague our domestic transportation problems into this season.

I would also like to go back to the questions you were asking a few
moments ago about product information and shopping information.

Part of the answer is that the power does exist. As Chairman Pat-
man stated, the Economic Stabilization Act is an economic Gulf of
Tonkin resolution. And that can be either good and bad. But it is not
necessarily viewed that way when some of the kind of proposals we
are talking about were put up. I happen to know that the staff of what
was then the Cost of Living Council had proposed a unit pricing rule,
because as you say, unit pricing is not available throughout the coun-
try. That got to the Price Commission, and was about to be issued. In
anticipation of the January 11 action abolishing the Price Commis-
sion in phase II, that was never put forward as a proposal, even
though they apparently have the authority to issue any regulation or
order that the President deems appropriate, according to section 307
(a) of the Economic Stabilization Act. And I am afraid what we have
over this-and I use the term advisedly-an "OPA-mentality" which
says we do nothing more than approve or disapprove increases or roll
back prices, and never mind the other kind of action we could take,
which range from making recommendations to other Government
agencies which have specific authority to taking information-produc-
ing actions.

For instance, I believe the Cost of Living Council should be making
up a list-should have a long time ago made up a list such as I made
up from available information of industries which affect food prices
because of noncompetitive problems. and try to get some of those
problems dealt with in the long range by recommending Federal
Trade Commission reports and actions. The President can order the
Federal Trade Commission to provide him with an economic report
under the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act. And that
hasn't been done.

They also can issue a unit pricing rule. On January 26 the Con-
sumer's Union petitioned the Cost of Hiring Council to promulgate
the octane posting rule, which would help consumers with fuel prices
a great deal by making it possible to buy only as much octane as is
needed for a particular individual's automobile. There has still been
no action on that. I understand there are some legal problems, be-
cause the FTC, for completely unrelated reasons, has been enjoined by
the court from issuing that rule. But the reading I get is that they are
very hesitant in the Cost of Living Council to do anything other than
roll back prices, approve price increases or disapprove price increases.
When it comes to informational programs, they really don't want to
touch it.

Representative CAREY. My time has expired.
Chairman HUMPHREY. I hope that you will get a great interest in

our consumer protection legislation that has been before the Govern-
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ment Operations Committee. This is right at the heart of what you are
talking about. And Senator Percy and Senator Javits and others have
been very interested in it, as I have.

Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, first I would like to congratulate the witnesses on the

action they have taken. There is nothing in our country like self-help.
And this is a great illustration of it. And I think what Mrs. Donavan
has done has been quite an inspiration to women everywhere, as has
Mrs. Sugiuchi. Your Congressman is lucky that he has got you, Mrs.
Sugiuchi.

Of course, the Consumer's Union has been tremendously helpful for
a long time.

I think it would be unfair to you to ask you to settle all our prob-
lems, whether it is FTC or antitrust or the laggardness of Government
agencies, or the stupidity of forecasters.

These are jobs we have got. And you pay us "tremendous salaries,"
because we are supposed to be around here to see that while we crack
down on inordinate prices, the supply doesn't dry up either, and there
atren't black markets in this country.

Also, thank God, most people have pretty good pay envelopes, so
the cost of food even today, with all our troubles, is still less in terms
of percentage of what it takes out of the back of the worker than it
has heretofore been in modern times.

So I would like to confine my questions to the way you can help us
in the consumer field, where you have a direct interest, and where this
most admirable self-help action has taken place.

As I see it, in order for you to do that effectively you have to tell
us how we can help you find the best area where you can exert your
consumer power, and secondly, we have to keep business competitive,
so that you don't just face a blank wall. We can give you the best
advice in the world on where to shop, but if everybody has got the
same thing at the same price, you are dead, just as the Congressman
has properly said.

So. I would like to ask you this question: One, on consumer services,
would it help, in your judgment, if we could finance local government,
as we did in wartime, to tell the local community every morning, based
on strictly local conditions-not Mrs. Knauer from Washington, but
strictly local conditions-what you ought to be looking for and how to
best alleviate the pressure on prices by patronizing what is at a reason-
able price.

In other words, getting right down to the nitty gritty, suppose you
had a morning broadcast from a local marketing agency, like we have
in New York City where there is a pretty good consumer operation
going, which says, we have surveyed the markets, take our advice or
leave it, but here is what we find today, and we hope the public will
try to help itself today by proceeding along the following lines with
respect to shopping.

Would that be of any help?
Mrs. Suoiucni. Newspapers in Cleveland have columns in the wom-

en's section entitled "Best Price," and what is the lower priced meats,
or cabbage may be 10 cents a pound instead of 19 cents a pound, and
this kind of thing. So you already have some of that.
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If the Government has information in addition to that I think our
c, insumners would appreciate any help in that area.

Senator JAVITS. Of course, newspapers worry about their adver-
tisers and whether they are approving. A Government agency is sup-
posed to be objective.

Do you feel that that could add a dimension to the range of the
shopper, Mrs. Donavan?

Mrs. DONAVAN. I think you will find the shopper is very sophisti-
cated even now. And to me that is like putting a band aid on a wound
that requires stitches.

We get 1,500 letters a day from women all over the country. And
here is one thing-and Mrs. Sugiuchi brought it up. When purchases
of meat have already been made by some stores, if they hear that there
is a wholesale increase in the price of food, whether that has been
there a week or 2 weeks, they price that up. And they bought it at a
lower price. So this is an inflationary thing at the retail level, which
has nothing to do with the farmer or the processor or whoever it is.
And I think you will find that is rampant quite a bit, especially in
the California area.

Every Thursday the "Best Price" comes out. And you will see women
going from market to market if there is a sale on chuck, maybe for 89
cents-which, by the way, is all bone and gristle and fat by this time-
they will go on to that market, and then they will go to another market
and spend at least 4 or 5 hours purchasing what they could at the
cheaper prices.

So, I think you need more than that, because the housewife is very
sophisticated, and very efficient.

Senator JAVITS. I appreciate what you say very much, because, as
I say, we are not anxious to shoot arrows into the air, we have got to
hit the target.

So you would feel, Mrs. Donavan, that while it is okay, it is not
such a big deal? You really are for pricing regulation on basic foods,
aren't you?

Mrs. DONAVAN. Yes; I am.
Senator JAvITs. You don't think there is any other way?
Mrs. DONAVAN. I can't say that. I am not an economist. I don't know.

I can only determine what I think by my own shopping and by talking
to other women.

Senator JAVITS. That is right, Mrs. Donavan. And that is why I said
what I did when I began. That is where you help us. We will have
farmers and government agencies and other people who will tell us
other things. Tell us, from your point of view, do you feel that the only
way is price regulation?

Mrs. DONAVAN. Thus far I think that is the only way.
Senator JAVITS. Price regulation?
Mrs. DONAVAN. It is astronomical in everything.
Senator JAvrrs. Do you feel that that price regulation, however,

must be applied selectively, or do you feel it needs to be applied across
the board like a freeze or a rollback?

I will tell you why I asked. I was just up State in mv State the day
before yesterday with the milk farmers. They claim that with all of
this hash about high prices they are losing their shirts, they are all go-
ing out of business. Why? Because milk has simply gone backward
while all these meat prices have run away, and because the meat guys
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are getting such good prices they are buying all the feed, and the dairy
farmer can't get feed grains.

And that is why I ask you this question. That is a problem.
But forget about their problem. That is my problem. I am asking

you, what did you think about it? Do you think it ought to be
selective? In other words, do you think we really ought to establish
a ceiling price on given categories which might be difficult, or do you
believe in simply a freeze or a rollback so that everything goes one
way?

Mrs. DONAVAN. I don't see how you can be selective when everything
goes up. How can you put a freeze on milk? There is a very strong
dairymen's association, I understand, who are active politically, and
the price of milk was allowed to increase enormously. The past week it
is up 3 and 4 cents for a half gallon. I don't think you can be selective.
Macaroni has gone up. Poor people are ingesting too many-carbohy-
drates. This is wrong. But so have the soybeans gone up. So just being
selective and saying, you have got to put a ceiling on milk, or meat, to
me is not enough. There has got to be something on some sort of a roll-
back on some basis.

Senator JAvrrs. We are talking at cross purposes, because when I
say selectively I mean that you might five different ceilings for dif-
ferent categories of commodities.

Mrs. DONAVAN. You mean not at a certain month or a certain level?
Senator JAVITS. Yes.
Mrs. DONAVAN. I understand what you mean.
Senator JAvrrs. You have to allow for the fact that meat may have

gone out of sight and some other particular items might have been
held back. And these shouldn't be frozen at a level where the producer
is losing his shirt.

Mrs. DONAVAN. I understand because of the devaluation of the
dollar much of our frozen fish is imported. So we will have to pay at
least 7 percent increase. We have already paid 7 plus more, as far as
that is concerned.

Senator JAvrrs. I am very sympathetic of your point of view. But
we want to get what we think from our point of view would be best.

And the other question I would like to ask is this: Do you feel that
allowing as much as -we can bring in the way of food will help us?
Does the consumer see a connection between the relaxation of any limi-
tations on imports and the price to him?

Mrs. DONAVAN. I think imports should not be regulated any more,
bring as many as you can in, and not export so much, if you will
pardon the expression. Who is making the money in exporting the
meat to Japan and England, while the American consumer is the one
who takes the dung end of the stick, frankly?

Senator JAVITS. Mrs. Donavan, this is no time to give you an econo-
mic lecture, but I could demonstrate to you that it is to your great
interest that there should be agricultural exports, to your interest
and that of your family.

But the only way you can help us is by being a witness to your own
interest. And I am very grateful to you.

Mr. Silbergeld, you have made a very interesting point to me, and
that is as to the enforcement of the antitrust laws and the activities of
the agencies supposed to enforce it, to wit, the FTC, the Department
of Justine, and to a certain extent the Food and Drug Administration.
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Now, do you feel that consumers would be terribly helped if we
whipped up these agencies to really move into these fields so that you
really had a competitive structure in price and quality in the areas in
which people like Mrs. Donavan and Mrs. Sugiuchi have to shop?

Mr. SILBERGELD. Senator Javits, the Senate Subcommitte on Anti-
trust and Monopoly has estimated as just a ball park figure that super
competitive prices because of the lack of competition costs us some-
thing like 20 percent of our take-home pay, of our disposal personal
income. If that estimate is even half right, in the long term that is a
tremendous relief for the American consumer.

Senator JAVITS. I can assure you-and I think my colleagues here
feel exactly as I do-that this is one area that we will certainly not
overlook getting at right now, in an effort to give the consumer the
choice that he has got to have if Mrs. Donavan's movement is to be
successful.

Mr. SILBERGELD. I hope the Senate itself will look at that when it
considers special antitrust exemption legislation for the soft drink
industry.

Senator JAVITS. I notice you pointed that out, S. 978.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HUMPHREY. Just one or two more things to emphasize once

again the importance of this testimony from this panel as to the inter-
relationship of the many factors which go into this inflationary spiral.

That is why I have believed that the kind of price control which
we have, just putting it to meat and not here and there, just isn't going
to work. Really what it does is paint over the problem, rather than
getting at the problem.

I would like to say to Mrs. Sugiuchi-you mentioned that the Cleve-
land papers carried the "Best Price"-is that as important as the
printed press is on this, a large number of people in low income areas
particularly don't read the press. I think this becomes radio and tele-
vision, electronics communication. At one time immediately after the
war when we had some serious consumer price problems the Govern-
ment then asked every mayor, every locality to set up its own consumer
office, and so forth. I agree with Mrs. Donavan that a lot of this is just
temporarily helpful. It alleviates some of the problem. The biggest
problem though that we have here, the generalized figures of the per-
centage of income that we spend on food, the fact is that there is an
awful lot of people in this country that have low incomes, and that
food budget for them is a tremendous amount of their income.

It should be noted, just so that we try to have some balance here in
our records, that food stamps, for example, and commodities now sup-
plied by the Government, are $21/2 billion. That has been good for the
people, but it has consumed some of the food that ordinarily other
people that had cash income got. A billion and a half from our school
lunch program-which is not nearly enough, I happen to be for a uni-
versal school lunch program. And the breakfast program I am familiar
with, for example, in Cleveland. What we have even here, in other
words, is a number of factors that are quite evident that are moving
along. And as I said earlier, these factors were here, but nobody ap-
parently wanted to deal with them as a real fact of life. And then with
the export program-and I understand your concern with exports.
even though I think Senator Javits could have given you-he is an
expert in this-a good dissertation on the value of exports-we find
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that there is a scramble in what we call the open market for scarce
commodities. And unless the Government is willing to put restraint
upon exports, as we have done on imports, we are going to have a
struggle in the marketplace for the beef product, for example. I just
noticed these prices-this is only January, and of course since then
things have happened, but this is the end of January 1973-beef sirloin
in this country sold for about $1.28, in Japan at $4.56, in the United
Kingdom at $1.77, in Denmark at $2, and so on. Whenever you have
got open export markets, that meat is going to go to those markets.
And that puts the pressure on this market, and the American consumer
pays a bigger price.

Devaluation is very interesting. You know there have been a lot of
economic explanations of it. But what it really means is that when we
sell we get less for it, and what we buy that is imported we pay more
for it. So it really doesn't help the consumer very much.

Mr. Carey, do you have any more?
Representative CAREY. On your last statement, Senator, there isn't

any question that all of us are for free and fair exchange of goods in
international commerce, when we have an equilibrium in ordinary
working conditions. But when we have a lid on prices in this country
on beef, lamb, and pork, and other markets are demanding scarce
products and hold huge dollar balances, as do the Japanese, the Ger-
mans, the French and other countries, it is absolutely normal to expect
that they are going to buy as much as they can of those scarce com-
modities, because they are worth more than dollars, and will continue
to be, while gold is at $90 an ounce as it is now.

Therefore, what you are suggesting, Mrs. Donavan, is at an ex-
tremely critical time when the consumer is working to boycott meat,
and the lid is on the price, in order to prevent the natural design and
desire of the cattlemen to go elsewhere abroad for their markets, you
are saying that we should put some impediment, some export control
on beef and other exports, is that right?

Mrs. DONAVAN. I think so.
Representative CAREY. Otherwise it is going to go to Japan and to

where the market is best.
Mrs. DONAVAN. And there are 90 billion Eurodollars flapping

around in Europe now that aren't any good. So naturally they are
going to buy something that is in demand.

Representative CAREY. Let me set an example.
Esther Peterson was trying to get her meat buyer in the Giant chain

for which she works to add to the meat counter some items that per-
haps would be a little bit less in cost than some beef and beef products.
They found somewhere there was a buy on tongue, so the meat pur-
chaser called to buy some tongue. At the price of 89 cents a pound, he
had to go to the merchandise manager for permission to make the buy.
By the time he got back, every pound of beef tongue had been sold to
Japan at over a dollar a pound.

So this is working in the marketplace right now. And these kind of
things are going to worsen the conflict that we don't want to see be-
tween the consumer and the cattlemen. And that conflict shouldn't
happen in our country.

I think that as a second suggestion, since the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, Mr. Shultz, and the Chief of the Council of Economic Advisers,
who must formulate the President's policy in terms of recommenda-
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tion, is saying to us that prices are going to come down, we can expect
that various commodities are going to come down. Just wait, Mr. Stein
says, just wait; beef, lamb, and pork are going to decrease, and maybe
by midsummer in the fall harvest season there will be a decrease in
produce prices. If they believe that, and they want us to rest on it,
then wouldn't it make sense for them to put a phase down on a
monthly schedule to get back to the prices of, say, August 1971, or even
October 1972, so there would be some relief in sight? That would tell
the cattlemen or the meat processor that he is not going to get any
more for his meat by waiting, and he would put it back in the chain of
shipment, the chain of transportation and preparation.

Would that make sense to say, since it is going to happen, we are
going to prepare for it; and we are going to phase the prices down
over the following period of time and set up some program for relief
if we are adversely affecting any segment of the farm economy?

In other words, if we are forcing a cattleman or beef processor out
of business because of this, then we should have some asssitance to help
that man, because we don't want to lose a cattleman or beef processing
man.

'Wouldn't it make sense for some sort of orderly phase down for
those who move out of the farm economy since that is what a sensible
government would do, don't you think?

Mrs. DONAVAN. Yes, I do. And I think also that the GAO should
regulate the farmers committee, perhaps regulate it a little more. We
are just housewives. And certainly you in government know a lot
more than we do.

Representative CAREY. You remind me of the story that appeared
in the Wall Street Journal about the lady who said she didn't want
to charge anybody with any wrongdoing, she didn't want to accuse
anybody of watering the milk, but when she found a fish in the milk,
she knew something was wrong.

You have found the fish in the milk a few times.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Senator Bellmon is not on our committee,

but we always appreciate the chance to hear from him.
Go ahead, Senator Bellmon.
Senator BELLMON. I will only take a second, Mr. Chairman. I came

here primarily to hear the tesitmony of your next panel. But I am
afraid I don't have time to stay for it.

Mrs. Donavan mentioned the export of 3,000 tons of beef to Japan.
I am sure that sounds like a great deal to housewives and consumers.
But when you realize that we are consuming in this country some 12
million tons of beef each year, I think you can recognize that this is
not particularly significant.

But it is significant in another way. Our cattlemen are building very
rapidly in this country. They went up 4 million head last year, and if
you look ahead only a very short time, perhaps 12 months or less, we
are going to have, believe it or not, a glut of beef in this country as
these animals begin to reproduce and their calves grow up and they
are ready for slaughter. And by developing a market in Japan now
which we will be able to supply without any detriment to the American
consumers within a very few months is in the long range in the best
interests of American consumers who are also American taxpayers,
because at the present time we are using some $4 billions of taxpayers'
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money to keep some of our land, our productive farmlands out of
production. And this land can produce beef if there is a place to sell it.

So I would hope that the consumers group would understand that
there is a long-range problem here that we can deal with if we will
take a longer view.

Mrs. DONAVAN. They are being hit at the gut level, so I think they
are just a little bit impatient.

Senator BELLMON. But remember, consumers have had a tremen-
dous break for a long time.

For instance, in the "Report of Economic Indicators" that is on the
table now, the parity prices received by farmers on February 15, 1973,
were 82 percent, and farmer incomes are still substantially below
urban incomes.

And I think it is not fair or equitable for consumers to think that
they can have cheap food and a high income, because the farmers costs
will go up, and when they are still receiving far lower parity, I don't
believe it is realistic to try to freeze them in that position.

Mrs. DONAVAN. Isn't there someone besides the farmers? I know
the farmers 10 years ago got 35 cents a pound. And now they are get-
ting only between 45 and 48. Obviously it isn't the little farmer. Where
is the squeeze in between?

All I can talk about is being a consumer.
Chairman HumPHREY. That is what I said about this panel this

morning-and I thought Senator Javits pointed it out well-that we
want from you your observations, because really they are much more
impressive than just to read about them. And you get a balance here
of different points of view, but it fits into a picture. The Consumers
Union, for example, is giving us a good deal of information on a
number of things that we ought to be doing in the Government that do
not relate just to price control, but has a great effect upon price. And
it is perfectly obvious that now, in the light of the expenses that we
are going through, and also of the great importance that we are placing
on international trade, that in our food economy we have got to do
much better planning than we have done, otherwise we are going to
be running up and down like a yoyo here with high prices one time
and low prices another, and gluts on the market.

And those of us who have served in the Congress have been literally
badgered by media, commentaries, economists, and everybody else
about surpluses. And all at once we find out there are no surpluses.
And it isn't just that there is no surplus of food. I tried to bring to
your attention, which I think is something critical, energy. We are
really going to be-as a matter of fact, had we had the propane gas
this winter that we needed, we could have reduced the price of soy-
beans considerably by the drying process.

And then you bring up the price of eggs. I forget which one of you
brought this up, but in my book there is something rotten in Denmark
and something rotten in the henhouse about the price of eggs. Between
what the farmer gets and what ultimately we pay in the supermarket
there is such a gap that it is incredible. And there is no processing with
an egg, once the hen gets through with it, that is it.

But for some reason or another the farmer out here gets a low
price, let's say, 30 cents a dozen, and by the time you get it it is 65 cents
a dozen.
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One thing that impressed me when I came to Washington, coming
from a Midwestern State, was what had happened to the eggs by the
time they got down here. And then I find out they have chickens in
Maryland, too. But all at once a Maryland farmer will be getting 35
cents a dozen, you will be paying 59 cents, 60 cents a dozen right over.
in the supermarket.

Representative CAREY. They are 75 this morning.
Chairman.HumrEmsy. 75 cents.
By the way, the brokers are right up there in New York.
Mrs. SUGrUCHL May I comment?
I am not unsympathetic with the farmer. I grew up in southwestern

Ohio, where there are a lot of farms.. I am sympathetic to the farmer
predicament. But I think, from the consumers that I have worked with
in this group, they are middle income people. They feel they are really
being gouged. The paper gives statistics about incomes in the urban
areas. There are people whose incomes are not going up. There are
people who are salaried people who don't get cost-of-living increases as
the cost of living goes up. Those people are really struggling. And they
are very angry. When a little boy comes running to his mother saying,
"Gee, at so and so's house they get to eat a whole apple," in a middle
income community, something is wrong.

Chairman HuNwrPHREY. I can't agree with you more.
Mrs. SuGiucm. Whose pockets are we lining?
Chairman H-umpHREY. General statistics are not very impressive to

me, it is the specifics that count, what happens to fixed income people,
people on wages, this is the problem. And frankly, we are searching for
some answers. And I feel that if we are going to have price controls,
if you have to have them, you can't fool around with them, you have to
follow them. You can't just have a price control at the retail level and
not have it on down the line. You can't have wage controls which we
have had-and they have been quite effectively enforced-and then
have the kind of price controls that fluctuate all over the lot. This is
what is causing what you might call the anger. And I said in my open-
ing statement that unless something is done, that this present con
sumers boycott is going to look like a Sunday. picnic, because it is going
across the board. We are on food here today, but you ought to hear the
people we had sometime ago in another committee on rents around
here.

And we have found out, for example, the other day that our tax
laws here put a premium on the export of logs from the UJnited States
overseas, because they get capital gains treatment, but if you cut the
logs here and make them available and keep the logs, keep the lumber
here, so that you can build houses in the United States, you pay cor-
porate tax schedules. So that there is a 20-percent difference in the tax
rate, which means that it is for the person that is doing the logging, if
you are looking at the money angle, it is better to ship the logs to
Japan, ship the logs someplace else. And I think this is what Mrs.
Donavan in a sense was referring to in terms of export policy.

We have some other witnesses. We do thank you, and I am awfully
pleased that you came. I know one of you said, well, we are just house-
wives, and I am always reminded of the fellow who says, I am just a
country lawyer.

Thank you.
95-438--73 11
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We have Mr. Brandow, Mr. Helming. and Mr. Schnittker.
We are going to proceed rather quickly. And since Mr. Schnittker

was the gentlman that prepared the report for the committee, I think
it would only be well and proper if we would start with Mr. Schnittker.
And we will proceed right down the line from Mr. Schnittker to Mr.
Helming to Mr. Brandow, and let you make your statements. And then
we will come to questions.

STATEMENT OF JOHN SCHNITTKER, ECONOMIC CONSULTANT,
SCHNITTKER ASSOCIATES, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. ScHNIT'rKER. Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement which
I ask with your permission to be incorporated in the record, and I will
take just a couple of minutes.

I think the extraordinary rise in farm and food prices in the past
8 or 10 months has been pretty adequately described this morning and
elsewhere. I won't dwell on it. I want to turn immediately to the ques-
tion of where we are today, and what might happen in the future.

I find that carryover stocks in both grain and oilseeds are so badly
depleted by the situation we have just been through that any crop
shortfalls in 1973, even less serious than we had in 1972, would set off
a new spiral of grain and oilseed prices, to new record highs. We are
already having some bad signs

Chairman HumPHREY. Let me get that again, Mr. Schnittker.
Mr. SCHNUITKER. Any crop shortfalls in 1973, even if they were not

as severe as we saw around the world in 1972, would set off a new
rise in grain and oilseed prices which would dwarf the price increases
we have seen during the past 6 or 7 months.

We see some bad signs around the world at this time. Russia's wheat
crop is off to a poor start. India's food supplies are very tight. The
growing season in Canada is not starting out well. The Middle East
and parts of West Africa are also experiencing poor crops and poor
propsects.

Even if record crops were to be harvested in the United States
this year, bad crops in one or two other major countries could cause
sharp new price increases because the reserve stocks in all the countries
in the world have simply been used up by the bad harvests of the past
8 to 10 months.

So if harvests in the United States, Canada, or other major countries
fall substantially below targeted levels in the summer ahead, strong
measures, including a continuation of the freeze on meat prices, and
even limitations on the exports of grains, oilseeds and meats, would be
required to keep retail prices from rising into 1974.

Chairman HUPxREY. In other words, you found some merit in what
Mrs. Donavan was saying a moment ago with reference to the prob-
lems that we might face on exports?

Mr. ScHNITTKER. Yes, that we should consider our free and open
export market in terms of its effect upon domestic price stabilization,
and then judge as the harvests come along this summer, whether or not
we have to limit, but of course, not terminate, the exports of key
agricultural commodities from this country. Refusal to invoke those
kind of measures, if adverse crop conditions strike, would virtually
assure another escalation of food prices into 1974.

Thank you, sir.
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Chairman HUMPHREY. Your prepared statement will be incorpo-
rated in the record as with all our witnesses.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Schnittker follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN SCHNITTKER

The extraordinary rise in the prices of agricultural commodities and in whole-
sale and retail food prices over the past few months can be traced to a number of
causes. The most important single factor behind the rise in crop prices was the
disastrous crop failure in the Soviet Union, requiring the USSR to import some
25 to 30 million tons of grains and oilseeds in the 1972-73 season after having
been in a small net export position for many years. Food grain crops in India and
China in 1972 were also down some 5 percent, while crops in Australia, Argen-
tina, South Africa, the Middle East and West Africa were also below average,
requiring larger imports or reduced exports. Australia's wheat exports were only
half of normal, and South Africa has virtually no corn for export. The result,
taking all the countries of the world together, was the first reduction in total
world grain production in modern history.

Livestock price increases can be traced to the increased worldwide demand
for meats, to the long biological cycle required to expand beef production, and
to high feed costs arising directly out of world climatic disturbances and
increased exports of the past year. U.S. cattle numbers are increasing, however,
and we are fairly sure to have slightly larger supplies of beef this fall and next
year. Pork and poultry supplies will also increase, but so will the demand for
all meat products. Official predictions that food prices will be lower at the end
of the year than at the beginning do not appear to rest on a realistic analysis of
the situation. In February USDA specialists anticipated a food price rise of
some 6 percent in 1973. We have already had a 4 percent rise, and this will
probably go to 7 percent when the April CPI is in, given wholesale prices already
reported. A 10 percent rise in food prices by year's end should not be ruled out,
even if crop prices stabilize.

The managers of federal farm programs in the Executive Branch also bear
a share of the responsibility for the current accelerated rise in food prices. Only
days after the USSR had begun its massive purchases of U.S. grain last July,
and when the full magnitude of the Russian crop disaster was well known, USDA
announced a restrictive wheat acreage program for 1973. Officials consistently
refused to correct that error until January this year. U.S. wheat exports were
subsidized at a cost of millions of dollars for a least 2 months after the world
grain situation had turned from a buyer's to a seller's market. A restrictive pro-
gram was announced in December for feed grains only to be changed in Jan-
uary and again in March, not because of new developments but because of
belated recognition of the actual state of world grain and oilseed supplies and
prices.

The "set-aside" has had the effect in 1971 and 1972 of accentuating the shortage
and the spectacular price increase in soybeans, the scarcest of all agricultural
products. The set-aside encourages expansion of corn acreage more than soybeans,
even though demand expansion is most rapid in soybeans. Congress should look
closely at this program this year. Serious losses during harvest last fall were
also an important cause of present high prices in the protein meal complex.

Carryover stocks in both grains and oilseeds are so badly depleted worldwide
by the 1972-73 situation, that crop shortfalls in 1973 far less serious than in
1972 would set off a new spiral of grain and oilseed prices to new record high's.
Russia's wheat crop is off to another poor start, India's food supplies remain
tight, and the growing season is still a few month's away in the U.S. and Canada,
where record crops this year are essential if there is to be a degree of price
stability later this year. In this situation, the U.S. can afford to err only on the
side of plenty. If record crops were to be harvested everywhere this year and
prices fell toward early 1972 levels, present price support laws could be brought
into play to help cushion the drop in farm prices, since it would be partly the
result of expansionary production policies.

If the 1973 harvests in the U.S., Canada, or other major countries fall sub-
stantially below targeted levels, strong measures, including a continuation of the
freeze on meat prices, and limitations of exports of grains, oilseeds, and meats
would be required to keep retail food prices from rising into 1974. Alternatively,
refusal to invoke such measures when adverse world crop conditions become
known would virtually assure further escalation of food prices.
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Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Helming, the general manager of the
Lifestock Business Advisory Service.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. HELMING, GENERAL MANAGER AMD
CHIEF ECONOMIST, LIVESTOCK BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Mr. H-ELMING. Mr. Chairman, it is indeed a pleasure to be here
today.

And I, too, in an effort to save time, would like to submit for the
record my prepared statement. I will not read it. I would, however,
like to cover several key points.

You have asked that we briefly discuss the major causes of rising
farm and food prices and what we think is going to happen in the
future. I would particularly like to address myself to some of the
recommendations that we have made.

But before getting to that, relative to the grain situation, it is just
a simple matter than Russia has decided to upgrade the diets of its
people. I won't go into that in detail now, but it is a good example of
what is happening throughout the world. The demand for food and
protein not only in this country, but throughout the world, is indeed
increasing. And in my judgment it will continue to increase, even
more so in the future.

We can speak of devaluation. Exports of meat went up 301 percent
during January and February from the United States to such countries
as Japan and countries in Western Europe.

I think some of our social programs have had a major impact on
demand. You mentioned $21/2 billion-plus being spent for food stamps
and related programs, which I think has very definitely stimulated
demand for meat and other foods. And it is certainly a very fine pro-
gram. It has made the less privileged people, in terms of lower income
groups, able to spend more money or at least some money for meat.
And I think it has really had more of an effect on our our demand pic-
ture than what we want to give credit to.

I would like now to turn to some specific recommendations. I do
believe, however, that in 1973 the price of food in the United States
at the retail level will be 6 to 9 percent above the 1972 level.

I believe the price of cattle and hogs will not lessen materially
at all during 1973 from present levels.

I also think we are due for a milk shortage by this fall. I can see the
price per half gallon going from 60 to 65 or 66 cents, which is about a
10-percent increase, largely because they are now culling cow herds
and going out of business because their costs of production are sub-
stantially above the price they are receiving.

And I think you very ably outlined what was happening in the
broiler industry.

I think there are four basic needs that pretty well sum up this whole
food price supply-and-demand situation that we are all talking about.

No. 1, the prevention of a food shortage in the United States.
No. 2, make the standard of living and income in rural and urban

America equal, and keep it that way. We need more young farmers.
No. 3, further strengthen this country's ability to be the most efficient
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producer of the most, the best, and the lowest priced food in the world.
And indeed we do have the lowest price food in the world.

And No. 4, improve the U.S. balance-of-trade and payments position
and the stability of the U.S. dollar.

Now, I have several recommendations that we have given a lot of
thought to that we believe would help serve as solutions to those four
main points.

1. When the American farmer and rancher, through the profit in-
centive and free market system, is in a position to consistently make
a comparable return on his labor, land, and capital investment as other
industries do, he and the American farm family will solve all of the
major needs and problems referred to above. This is the only solution
that will really work and that will stand the test of time.

2. If the American consumer spent 20 percent of his income on food
instead of the present 16 percent, the American public would actually
benefit. Why? Because it would insure an ample supply of high qual-
ity food and a sound expanding total economy in the future. The
American farmer is optimistic by nature and when he starts making
a real profit that he can be proud of, he will unquestionably produce
plenty of food for our needs, plus the needs of many other countries.

3. Do not make the serious mistake of placing the sole blame for
this country's price inflation problems on farm and food prices. The
record shows very clearly that the American farmer has contributed
the least to rising consumer prices than any other basic industry in this
country. This is true today and it was true 20 years ago.

4. Once rural and urban incomes become equal, then food prices
should increase in proportion to all wage increases on a year-to-year
basis.

5. Extend the 1970 Farm Act for only 1 year, and then make proper
changes in the farm program next year, with the emphasis on much
less Government involvement financially and otherwise, while letting
the free market and profit incentive system take over.

6. Adjust the milk price support level this year only from 75 per-
cent to 85 percent of parity.

7. Develop and implement a more flexible and longer range two-
way market sharing and foreign trade policy regarding agricultural
farm commodities. The American farmer needs longer range produc-
tion guidelines which are self-imposed relative to the world supply
and demand for food.

8. More than ever before, we have a world market for food. Ameri-
can agriculture and the public would benefit greatly by having much
more complete and timely information regarding supplies, demand,
and prices for farm commodities and food for all countries of the
world. We recommend that the U.S. Government finance and develop,
in cooperation with other countries, a sophisticated and computerized
agricultural market information system. And the one we have now is
indeed inadequate.

I could go into much more, but I will not at this time.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Very good. I appreciate those constructive

suggestions. We will come back to you on this, because I know people
are going to ask questions about your milk proposal.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Helming follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. HELMING

WVHY FARM PRICES HAVE INCREASED DURING 1972-1973 AND PRICE OUTLOOK FOB
FARM COMMODITIES AND FOOD DURING THE BALANCE OF 1973

I. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate having the opportunity and pleasure of being
asked to appear and testify before this committee today to outline the major
causes of rising farm and food prices during 1972, what we believe the farm and
retail food price outlook will be during the.balance of 1973, plus making any
recommendations which we believe are appropriate. My name is William C.
Helming and I am General Manager and Chief Economist for Livestock
Business Advisory Services in Kansas City, a Division of the American Hereford
Association. Setting aside the question of policy recommendations for the
moment, my staff and myself do this type of analysis and price projections con-
stantly. In an effort to lend order to my presentation, I wish to first speak
briefly about the factors that caused grain prices to increase and then about
beef, poultry and milk price, which depend in part on feed grain and protein
supplement prices. Then on to our price projections and policy recommendations.

IL WHY FARM AND FOOD PRICES HAVE INCREASED DURING 1972-1973

A. G(rain.-The factors that influence markets are always broadly character-
ized as affecting supply or demand. The operations of the market place that
concerns grain is so complex that no computer model has ever successfully
duplicated its action, let alone correctly anticipated the events that influence
markets and which are there for everyone to see. It is the interpretation of these
events by various interests in the market place that influence prices. These factors
are also political, economical and climatological. The best way to set the stage is
to go back to the period just before the beginning of this fiscal year. The U.S.
was raising a huge wheat crop. In fact in mid-July. U.S.D.A. announced a new
wheat program with the goal of reducing acreage by 5 million acres and produc-
tion by 150 million bushels. That announcement was the result of many months
study prior to its release. I mention it here not to say that the U.S.D.A. had
embarked on a wrong course, but rather to point out the attitude that was then
prevalent in the market place. There was no thought of wheat surplusses be-
coming deficits at that time. The same was true of feed grains. Proteins were
known to be in short supply during mid-1972.

1. Soybean Comnplex,.-The protein situation first. As indicated above. events
need interpretation. My colleague (who has provided the background and fore-
casts in this grain sector) pointed out in his Daily Grain Letter of March 16th,
1972, let me repeat that year 1972. that the flooding that was then taking place
in Peru had sometimes forced the Humboldt current away from the shore. At that
time he said. "There are not yet any reports of disaster to the fishing industry,
but we are suggesting that this situation should be watched closely as a sharply
reduced fish catch would alter world protein supplies in a way that has not yet
been seen or calculated." That event, as you know by now. was the major factor
in the upward movement in protein prices which did not take place until fall.

Such other factors as Russian purchases and the late harvest were small in
comparison to the protein that was lost to the world as the Peruvians curtailed
their fishing and then stopped entirely. There are vast details of world oilseed
meal supply and demand balances, but to sum these up is to say the world was
already known to be protein short, and the Peruvian situation made it worse.

2. Feed Grains and Wheat.-In regard to wheat and feed grains, the all per-
vasive influence was Russia's political decision to improve the diets of her
citizens. In October, 1971. Russia made purchases of feed grains from this coun-
try. From that time on. officials of both countries made no secret of that country's
willingness to buy feed grains and proteins. Russia's five year plan projected a
27% increase in the production of meat and eggs between 1971 and 1975. For the
same period, she projected an increase of feed grain production of only 10-13%
with the presumption that the balance would be imported from other countries.
This plan of Russia's was known by March, 1972. There is a question of when the
Russian authorities recognized that their wheat crop would not be within 30%
of their earlier projections. Whether any one in authority should have an-
ticipated the Russian need for wheat is unimportant here. We are looking at
factors that made prices rise and that lack of knowledge by U.S. officials and/or
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-private enterprises did not change the fact itself. It only introduced the element
of surprise.

There were specific elements that magnified the Russian demand. For example,
Canada had book-or even overbooked-her own facilities. (This is not strictly
the result of the internal railroad transportation system of Canada or even the,
ability of the elevators to load ocean vessels.) The major bottleneck was the
cleaning facilities at the elevators.) The crops of Australia declined sharply.
That left only Argentina and South Africa among the major exporting nations.
Their physical facilities were also inadequate.

There were minor factors. For example, the late harvest of wheat in this
country. There was the rumor that China would enter the market (she sub-
sequently did but on a scale that compared with the Rusian purchases.) Another
was that the regular major importers of U.S. wheat and feed grains became
frightened. Once the size of the Russian purchases became a subject of conversa-
tion, Japan, Korea, Taiwan all had to protect themselves, as did India, Pakistan
and Bangladesh. These countries could not run the risk of undertaking Russian
purchases because there was not an adequate alternative source of supply.

One other factor operated in all markets and that was the makings of another
currency crisis. The increasing deficits in the U.S. National budget, trade balance,
and balance of payments that lead to the wage and price ceilings of August,
1971, limited convertability of the dollar to gold and the 10% surcharge on
selected imports were still prevalent. Every effort was made by the Administra-
tion to increase exports, particularly dollar-earning exports.

There were two other factors. The first is that the ever increasing export
-sales of all grains to all destinations created a massive traffic jam. Figures were
produced last August pointing out that the volume of exports were more than the
ports could handle and what would occur. This traffic jam created really two sets
of prices. The FOB vessel price, which included a substantial premium for the
use of the elevator space itself. The tie up on the railroads actually tended to
depress prices in the interior of the United States. This last fact became more
apparent as the fall harvest was delayed by weather. As you know, some
fields were not harvested until calendar 1973, and some not at all due to poor
weather conditions. There was wet grain that could not be stored and could not
be dried. The transportation problem is a factor that is still with us, and will
continue to be with us for several more years.

The second factor was the U.S.D.A's handling of the subsidy. I return to my
beginning statement of the attitude of this country that wheat was in surplus
supply, and, in fact, a new program was introduced to reduce acres and produc-
tion. The wheat exports for the year ending June 30, 1972, totaled 581 million
bushels, compared to 677 million bushels the previous year. It was hoped that the
Russian purchases might return the exports to the year ago level. The CCC
continued to sell wheat at the formula price, because that not only helps stabilize
markets, but permitted the CCC (and the Administration) to reduce wheat
,storage and ancillary costs. The policy of the U.S.D.A. was to maintain world
wheat prices at the level that was then about'$66.00 per metric ton, cost and
freight, Antwerp/Rotterdam. As domestic wheat prices went up, the policy of
maintaining world prices at unchanged levels caused the subsidy to go up. It is
only reasonable to assume that exporters relied on the evidence derived from CCC
subsidy and sales policy that the U.S.D.A. did not want an increase in world
wheat prices. It is inconceivable that the subsidy policy would not change. Thus
reassured, additional sales were made when the Russian buying team returned
to the U.S. from Canada. If the subsidy was going to move upward with domestic
prices, then exporters could refrain from booking subsidy at the time sales were
made. By the same token, once it became evident that the Administration policy
had changed, then exporters would book all the subsidy they could handle in ad-
vance of their sales to overseas buyers. The assurance provided the courage
to trade large volumes: uncertainty about regulations, laws, or their interpre-
tation Inhibits trade.

Again, it was the sheer volume of trade as it became publicized that helped
*to cause markets to rise.

Summing up, while maybe there are other and lesser factors that operated in
our market places the above are certainly the significant reasons for the upward
price move in protein, food, and feed grains from July 1, 1972 onwards.

B. Meat Supplies.-Beef, pork and mutton production in the first quarter of
1973 was down 2% compared to the first quarter and down 11% compared to
the fourth quarter of 1972. The major factors affecting the supply of livestock,
poultry and meat since early 1972 are as follows:
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1. Buildup in Cattle and Hog Inventory.-Farmers and ranchers are now
building inventories of both cattle and hogs. Since the first part of 1970, cattle-
men have been holding back more cows and replacement heifers to increase their
cow herds. At the same time, -total cattle slaughter and beef.production has been

*reduced. This is a normal relationship and during 1972-1973, this trend has been
accelerated.

Since mid 1972, hog producers have been holding back sows and gilts to build
their inventories. At the same time, hog slaughter-and pork production has been
reduced and this trend has also been accelerated since the -first part of 1973.

It normally takes a minimum of 5 years for cattle and 2 years for hogs for
the inventory building cycle to result in substantially larger slaughter and meat
production and therefore, subsequent lower prices at the farm and retail level.
Significant increases in beef production will not show up until 1975-1976 and
major Increases in pork production will not take place until late 1973, 1974 and
the first part of 1975.

2. Poultry Production 18 Not Profitable-Until the last part of 1972, poultry
supplies exceeded demand, causing prices to drop and financial losses to be in-
curred-by the producer and processor. This has caused the production of broilers
and chickens to be cut back significantly. The sharp rise in feed grain and pro-
tein supplement prices since last fall has also caused broiler and chicken -pro-
duction to be restricted.

3. Poor Weather.-Cold, snow and rain throughout most of the agricultural
producing areas of the country since last October has (1) caused cattle and hogs
to gain poorly, resulting in delayed marketings, and (2) has caused much higher
than normal death losses. The poor weather also contributed to the feeding of
large quantities of wet or deteriorated corn, causing further delays in cattle and
hog marketings. In addition, the poor weather has caused the cost of feeding
cattle and hogs to increase sharply and this situation is as bad now as anytime in
the past six months.

4. Restricted Use of Growth Stimualants&-The government imposed restrictions
on the use of DES for feeding cattle has resulted in cattle requiring more.feed
-per pound of gain and more time to reach slaughter weight and grade. This has
caused substantial delays in cattle being marketed and has of course significantly
Increased the cost of grain.

5. Consumer Boycotts and Ceiling on Meat Prices.-Contrary to popular belief,
this, in this instance, caused prices to rise. The emotionalism associated with con-
.sumer boycotts and the recently announced ceiling on meat prices, coupled with
considerable adversed publicity and poor market psychology regarding increas-
ing farm and food prices, has resulted in widely fluctuating livestock prices the
past several weeks and has caused many farmers to temporarily restrict the sup-
ply of livestock going to slaughter. This Is a natural reaction, particularly since
the farmer is now faced with the real prospect of selling his livestock below the
cost of production.

C. Demand For Meat.-The demand for beef, pork and poultry has increased
sharply. The primary factors affecting the demand for livestock, poultry, and
meat since early 1972 are as follows:

1. Higher Incomes.-Personal incomes in the U.S. -have increased sharply in
recent years and this trend is continuing in 1973. People simply have more money
to spend for food, particularly meat. Since 1960, personal incomes in this country
increased 104%, while meat prices since 1960 have increased only 67%. In 1960.
the average American homemaker spent 21% of the families take home income
on food, whereas today the average family spends 16% on food. The American
people have by far the cheapest food in the world today.

2. More people are Employed.-The total number of people employed in the
U.S. today Is a record 89 million. This also means more women working, larger
family incomes, greater demand for convenience foods that require a minimum
amount of time for preparation, plus improved food quality. This all costs more
money, particularly after the food leaves the farm.

3. People Like Red Meat d Poultry.-Red meat and poultry are an Increasingly
more popular in the American diet. Per capita meat and poultry consumption is
continually Increasing and now is 198 pounds per person, which is 29% over
what it was In 1960.

4. Devaluation of the Dollar and Increased Exiports.-The devaluation of the
dollar by 2.5-30% in relation to gold and other currencies and the subsequent buy-
ing of meat and other commodities by other countries since August of 1971 has
been a major factor in increasing the exports of important meat and feedstuffs.
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For example, even though the absolute quantities are relatively small now, meat
exports from the U.S. to other countries during January and February of 1973,
principally to Japan and Canada, were up 301% over year ago levels.

Hide and offal values for cattle have increased substantially since early 1972.
The hide and offal value during the first quarter of 1973 was $4.45 compared to
$2.70 the first quarter-of 1972. This is due primarily to a strong export demand
for cattle hides. In addition, Argentina, Brazil, India, Pakistan, South Africa and
Australia have all placed an embargo on their respective hide exports since mid
1971, which has further restricted the world supply and therefore the demand
for U.S. hides.

The demand for red meat, poultry, feed grains, food grains and protein through-
out the world is increasing rapidly. Some of this increased demand is caused by
short supplies resulting from such things as crop failures and a poor fish catch,
but much of the increased demand repersents a real change in and shift of the
demand curve to the right. Many governments have placed a high priority on
improving the diets of their citizens. The implications of this increased demand
are most important.

5. Government Social Reform Program.-The demand for red meat and poultry
has accelerated during 1971-1973, in part because of various government social
reform programs resulting in a redistribution of income, allowing traditionally
lower income groups to have more money to spend for meat. For example, spend-
ing over $2 billion during 1972 in the food stamp program, plus two major jumps
in social security payments during the past 18 months, have greatly stimulated
the demand for food.

D. Co8t of Production.-The cost of producing and finishing beef, dairy cattle,
hogs and poultry since July of 1972 have increased 30-40%. This is partly due to
sharply higher prices paid for feed grains, protein supplements and hay. In ad-
dition, the inflation spiral of continually rising prices also affects the farmer and
rancher regarding everything he keeps. Some of these sharply increased costs are
now showing up in the retail price of food.

The cost of processing, packaging and distributing food from the farm level
to the retail level have increased substantially over the past two years and are
contributing greatly to the increase in food prices. Sharply higher labor costs at
the wholesale, processing and retail level is a major factor contributing to higher
food prices.

E. Milk Prices are Higher.-Prices for all dairy products are presently 3%
higher than a year ago levels. Milk supplies are down about 1% since November
1972. The factors causing milk supplies to be down and prices up are as follows:

1. Cost of Production.-The cost of producing milk has increased 25-30% In
the past six months, largely due to increased feed grain, protein and hay prices.
This has caused liquidation of milk cows by dairy farmers, who have in turn
taken advantage of improved slaughter' cow prices since the first of the year.
Poor weather has been a factor. The Cost of Production has been higher than the
prices received for milk.

2. Demand.-The per capita consumption of milk in 1972 was up and this was
the first increase since 1955. We' expect the Improved demand for milk and milk
products to Improve during 1973.

m. PRICE OUTLOOKS FOB GRAMN IN 1973

It must be obvious that forecasts of grain prices at this time are singularly
dependent upon the weather. I must be emphatic in stating that the primary
weather concern is that which will Influence American farmers in the use to
which they put their acreage. The probability Is that the weather will delay the
planting of corn beyond the optimum date for the major corn growing states.

Secondary weather considerations are that which governs the growth and
rate of maturity of what ever grain Is planted on what ever number of acres.

Prices will move in response to these same weather factors that govern plant-
ing and growth throughout the Northern Hemisphere during this time of year.
We have no reasonable way to proceed except to assume normality in Western
Rupore, Eastern Europe, Canada and China. Even with that assumption, it is
important to state that there are indications that all of these areas have given
indications that their difficulties are no less than our own.

Another assumption Is that there will be no further changes in program regu-
lations. I realize that the Administration has requested the Congress to extend
the Agricultural Act of 1970 for one more year. Furthermore that in the absence
of new legislation, the Secretary of Agriculture is required to make a decision
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on the 1974 wheat crop by April 15th. The wheat.harvest in the southern part
of the United States will begin in late May. Wheat farmers in those areas need
to make their 19,74 plans so there is an element of urgency. Extending legisla-
tion may not incorporate perfection, but it incurs less evil than any enlarged
attempt to interfere with the ordinary operation of supply and demand factors.

A. Wheat Price*.-For the last half of 1973 the farm prices of wheat in the
major wheat producing areas of the United States is going to emphasize the
transportation tie up that has plagued us for so long. At the height of the harvest,
farm wheat prices will average in the $1.65-$1.85 per bushel range. This will be
the excess of wheat for which farmers cannot find a convenient home. They will
recall that in the harvest time of 1972, they sold their wheat when, subsequently
hindsight proved they should have held on to it. They will remember that and
sell only the surplus. I have every confidence that wheat prices will move sharply
upwards after the flush of the harvest.

How much upwards certainly depends to a large extent on the crops of the
other countries in the Northern Hemisphere. We are of the strong opinion that
farm wheat prices a year from now will not be less than they are today. By the
same token, these price levels will most certainly stimulate an increase of wheat
acreage throughout the world. Nature will one harvest season be as bountiful
to Russia and Western Europe as it has been to Canada and United States.
Southern Hemisphere countries will be equally blessed and then farm prices of
wheat will move downward to test the current support levels of the United
States.

B. Corn Prices.-Corn prices will move somewhat in concert with wheat. Con-
sidering our forecast of wet weather through April and May, we have to con-
sider that harvest time corn prices would not be lower than a year ago levels
and depending on the weather could be equal to current levels. It seems obvious
that year ago levels will reaffirm the interest that Russia has expressed in our
feed grains, particularly, for corn. It was in the heart of the harvest season
in 1972 that the President announced the sale of corn to China and so that
country will also be a factor. It will be difficult for corn to move sharply up-
wards, while wheat is at depressed levels. Once that excess wheat has been
put under cover, corn prices will move up also. They will range in the summer
of 1974 to near the $1.75 per bushel level. It is true that there is research under
way to increase the yield of corn. If Russia, Brazil, the Argentine and South
Africa all attain breakthroughs on yields at the same time, our forecasts for
higher prices in late 1974 may be modified. Price levels for corn during the sum-
mer of 1973 have to reflect what happens to the new corn. It will test the highs
that prevailed in early part of 1973.

C. Protein.-Protein prices are measured by farm prices of soybeans has a lot
of correcting to do. The weather is forecasting a sharply higher soybean crop
and we envision that farm prices this fall will be close to the $3.00-$3.30 per
bushel level. This assumes a resumption of fishing in Peru, and normal oilseed
crops in Canada, Eastern Europe, and next year's Southern Hemisphere crops.
Farmers are now looking at sales of new crop beans close to $4.00 per bushel,
so the above levels of $3.0-$3.30 will not be readily accepted. For that reason,
and the willingness to postpone sales into the next tax year, these lower prices
may not occur until the first quarter of 1974.

D. PRICE OUTLOOK FOR LIVESTOCK, POULTRY, MILK AND FOOD IN 1973

We expect food prices during 1973 to average 6-9% above the average price of
food at the retail level for 1972. Farm prices during 1973 will be more than 10%.
over the 1972 levels. Following below are our more specific price projections and
reasons for increased farm and food prices during 1973 for the major items of
(1) Beef and Pork, (2) Poultry, and (3) Dairy products.

1. BEEF AND PORK OUTLOOK

Beef.-Choice slaughter steers. Amarillo basis averaged $45.30 per CWT in
March 1973, and will range between $43.00-$47.00 during the months of April
through December, 1973. if the ceiling on meat prices recently announced remains
in effect. The ceiling price for choice steers is about $46.00-$47.00 per CWT.

Retail beef prices averaged $1.30 per pound in February, 1973, or 14% above
the 1972 average. Retail choice beef prices for March. 1973. will be above the
February price levels. Retail beef prices, April through December, 1973, will range
between $1.10 and $1.45 per pound.
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2. Pork-No. 1 and 2 Slaughter hog prices, Peoria basis, averaged $38.69 per

CWT in March, 1973, and will range between $35.00-$40.00 April through August

and $32.00-$36.00 September through December. This assumes the recently an-

nounced ceiling on meat prices will remain in effect. The ceiling price for slaughter

hogs is about $40.00-$41.00 per CWT.
Retail pork prices averaged 97¢ per pound in February. 1973, or 17% over the

1972 average. Retail pork prices, March through December, 1973 will range

between 865 and $1.20 per pound.
3. Reasons-In addition to the causes outlined in Part II-A, B, C and D, we

expect larger than normal numbers of feeder cattle to be diverted to grass during.

the March-June period of this year. Many feedlot operators are going to make

an effort to "'cheapen back" the feeder cattle they are now purchasing. In addition

to the continued relatively high cost of grains being a major factor, grass condi-

tions and/or prospects throughout the U.S. for this spring and summer appear to

be excellent.
The diversion to grass will cause feedlot placements to be lower than normal

during the spring and summer months, and it will in turn cause fed cattle market-

ings in the last half of 1973 to be lighter than normal for most of the Midwest and

Panhandle areas. Feedlot placements during the February-May period stand an

excellent chance of being below year ago levels. Cattle numbers coming off of

wheat this spring will be sharply lower than a year ago. Movement off grass of

much larger than average placements on the West Coast and Arizona Desert

areas during the winter and spring months will offset somewhat the reduced

spring and summer Midwest placements, as far as total on feed numbers is con-

cerned. Early fall marketing in the western feeding areas will be larger than

normal. Feedlot placements will be much larger than normal during the August-

November period, which will in turn cause above average fed cattle marketings

during the first part of 1974, resulting in subsequent lower prices for fed cattle

at that time. If high death losses continue this years' calf crop will not show as

much increase as originally anticipated.
Pork supplies will start to increase significantly during the last quarter of

1973, which is the primary reason hog and pork prices will be lower then, com-

pared to present levels. We expect this trend of lower prices to continue during

most of 1974 for hogs.
4. Poultry.-Average retail broiler prices in the U.S. will range between .35

and .50 cents a pound during the balance of 1973. Retail broiler prices averaged

.46 cents a pound in February of 1973, which is 11% over the average U.S. retail

broiler price for 1972.
5. Reasons.-There is a strong demand for broilers, chickens and eggs and we

expect this trend to continue during 1973. Broiler and related poultry supplies

compared to 1970-1971 levels will stay low through September of this year. This

is due to sharply raising costs, resulting in the cost of production being above the

price received by the poultry producer and processor.
6. Dairy products.-The average retail price for milk in the U.S. in February

was about .60 cents per one half-gallon, which was up about 3% over the average

retail price of milk during all of 1972. We expect the retail price of milk during

the balance of 1973 to range between .60 and .66 cents per half-gallon of milk,

which represents about a 10% increase in milk prices by this fall, compared to

the last half of 1972.
7. Reasons-As with the care of red meat and poultry the demand for milk has

been increasing. We expect this trend to continue during the balance of 1973.

Total milk production in the U.S. during the first half of 1973 will be about 1%

below the first half of 1972 and milk production during the second half of 1973

will be down about 2% compared to the second half of last year. This is because

of sharply rising production costs which are now above prices received for milk

and many milk products by the producer and the processor. Dairy farmers are,

as a result, culling their cow-herds more heavily than normal now and we expect

this trend to continue for several more months during 1973.

SUMMING UP

Grain prices increase due to:
U.S.S.R. decision to upgrade diet.
U.S.S.R. unexpectedly large wheat purchases.
U.S. harvesting delays.
U.S. logistic problems:

Interior transportation.
Seaboard elevation.
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Protein price increase due to:
Reduction/cessation Peruvian fish catch.
Existing and known world shortage of protein.

Livestock/Poultry/Milk/Meat price increases due to:
Increased demand:

Increasing personal income.
Increased exports.

Decreased supplies:
Weather.
Mud losses.
Inventory building.

Increased costs for farmer:
Cost of feed.
Cost of gain-(weather/mud).
DES.

Increased spread between farm and market:
Inflation.
Wage Increases.
Transportation charges

Consumer Boycotts.
THE NEED

1. The prevention of a food shortage in the United States.
2. Make the standard of living and income in rural and urban America equal

and keep it that way. We need more farmers.
3. Further strengthen this country's ability to be the most efficient producer

of the most, the best and the lowest priced food in the world.
4. Improve the U.S. balance of trade and payments position and the stability of

the U.S. dollar.
RECOMMENDED SOLUTIONS

1 When the American Farmer and Rancher, through the profit incentive andsee market saltem, is in a position to consistently make a comparable return on
his labor, land and capital investment as other industries do. he and the Americanfarm family will solve all of the major needs, and problems referred to above. This
is the only solution that will really work and that will stand the test of time.

2. If the American consumer spent 20% of his income on food instead of the
present 16%, the American public would actually benefit. Why? Because it would
insure an ample supply of high quality food and a sound expanding total economy
in the future. The American Farmer is optimistic by nature and when he starts
making a real profit that he can be proud of, he will unquestionably produce
plenty of food for our needs, plus the need of many other countries.

3. Do not make the serious mistake of placing the sole blame for this
country's price inflation problems on farm and food prices. The record shows very
clearly that the American Farmer has contributed the least to rising consumer
prices than any other basic industry in this country. This Is true today and it was
true 20 years ago.

4. Once rural and urban incomes become equal, then food prices should increase
in proportion to all wage increases on a year to year basis.

5. Extend the 1970 Farm Act for only one year, and then make proper changes in
the farm program next year, with the emphasis on much less government Involve-
ment financially and otherwise, while letting the free market and profit incentive
system take over.

6. Adjust the milk price support level this year only from 75% to 85% of parity.
7. Develop and implement, a more flexible and longer range two-way market

sharing and foreign trade policy regarding agricultural farm commodities. The
American farmer needs longer production guidelines self-imposed relative to the
world supply and demand for food.

8. More than ever before, we have a world market for food. American Agri-
culture and the public would benefit greatly by having much more complete and
timely information regarding supplies, demand and prices for farm commodities
and food for all countries of the world. We recommend that the U.S. Government
finance and develop, in cooperation with other countries, a sophisticated and com-
puterized agricultural market information system.
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ExuIBIT A
THE BUILD-UP IS TOO BAPID

We interpret the USDA January 1, 1973 Cattle Inventory Report as bearish
especially from late 1974 to 1976. In addition, it appears as though both pork and
feed grain supplies will be substantially larger in 1974 compared to 1972 levels.
Caution, restraint and positive action are the keys to a continued profitable cattle
industry.

A 7% build-up in replacement heifer numbers, plus a 6% jump in beef cow
numbers during 1972, spells trouble down the road. This sharp increase during
1972 in beef cow numbers is on top of previous significant jumps during 1970 and
1971. The increase in beef cow numbers during 1972 was 2,295,000 head or 245%
more than the increase of 930,000 head during 1971.

To further illustrate the trend towards building beef cows numbers, cow
slaughter was lower in 1972 than in any of the eight previous years (except 1970)
since 1964. At the same time, a trend towards holding back significantly larger
numbers of replacement heifers has been obvious since 1970. Cow slaughter under
federal inspection in 1972 was 5,400,000 head or more than 4% below the 1971
figure.

We expect cow slaughter in the U.S. to start increasing during the 1974-1976
period, compared to the 1972-1973 levels. With a trend of increased cow slaughter
between now and 1976, any increase In beef imports from foreign countries will
have a pronounced depressing effect on domestic cattle prices during this same
period.

This word of caution regarding too rapid a build-up in our cattle numbers
may sound out of place in view of today's prices, but the commercial cow/calf
operator is again faced with the important decision of how much to increase his
herd inventory. It is a decision that will greatly affect the beef business for
at least the next three to five years. We have now had three years of sharp
increases in our beef cow inventory. With this trend continuing during 1973
and 1974, we believe that the favorable position which the cow/calf operator is
in today will have eroded considerably by 1975. The results will be lower cattle
prices than what we have in 1973 and substantially larger feeder cattle supplies.

In the past few years, cattlemen have done an excellent job of efficiently
producing a uniform supply of high quality beef which the consumer has come to
readily accept. It is a case of regularly satisfying the consumer with predictable
quality and uniform eating satisfaction.

To keep pace with the growing demand and consumer preference for beef,
some growth in cow numbers is needed. The key question is how much growth
is healthy and when do we reach the "too much" level.

We do expect personal incomes to further increase and therefore the demand
for beef and pork to continue improving in the years ahead. However, the
accelerated demand for meat during 1972 and 1973 has been caused in part by
various government social reform programs resulting in a redistribution of
income, allowing traditionally lower income groups to have more money to
spend for beef and pork. For example, our government spent over $2 billion
during 1972 in the Food 'Stamp program. In addition, there were two jumps
in social security payments during the past 15 months of about 20% each.
Furthermore, local, state and national welfare payments were at an all-time
high in 1971-1972.

During the 1974-1976 period, it appears that these government programs
causing accelerated demand and expenditures for beef and pork in 1972-1973,
will be leveled off, and in many cases, reduced. Therefore, the demand for beef
and pork in the future will primarily come from increases in consumer personal
in'comes, population growth, and from whatever exports of pork and beef we
are able to achieve to foreign countries, such as Japan. We believe, therefore,
that it is unrealistic to assume that the demand for beef and pork will con-
tinue to increase at the same accelerated rates during the 1974-1976 period as
it did during the 1971-1973 period.

Relating this to the cow/calf operator, all the indicators point toward an
ideal steady growth rate in beef cow numbers of no more than 2.0% to 2.5%
per year. This rate of growth would add about 820,000 to 1,000.000 head of new
females to the breeding herd each year and keep supply and demand in a
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healthy balance for both the producer and the consumer. We believe that sound
supply-management guidelines call for cow/calf operators to regulate their
calving and replacement programs so that beef cow numbers do not increase
more than 2.5% per year during the next three years. They should start now.

The trend of improved efficiency on the part of the U.S. cattlemen to obtain
proportionately higher increases in beef tonnage from relatively small increases
in the nation's cow herd, will continue for at least the next five years. Improved
seedstock, better management, greater emphasis on fertility and the expanding
feedlot industry all contribute greatly to -having an adequate supply of beef
available from a steady 2.0% to 2.5% per year increase in beef cow numbers.

The dairy cattle inventory in the U.S. has finally stabilized. For the first
time in many years, dairy herd replacements are now increasing. This will
result in even larger total beef supplies in the years ahead.

All major regions in the U.S. had increases in beef cow numbers during 1972,
ranging between a plus of 2.3% to 8.8%. The most significant increases were in
the states of Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, North Dakota and the south-
eastern states. We expect this trend to continue.

In -the case of state rankings 50% of the beef cows in the U.S. are in the eight
states of (1) Texas, (2) Oklahoma, (3) Missouri, (4) Nebraska, (5) Kansas,
(6) South Dakota, (7) Iowa and (8) Montana.
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USDA ANNUAL CATrLE INVENTORY ESTIMATES-JAN. 1, 1970 TO 1973

Percent Percent Percent
Cattle classification 1970 1971 change 1972 change 1973 change

A. All cattle:
1. All cattle and calves - 112,303 114,578 +2 117,862 +3 121, 990 +4
2. All cows and heifers that have

calved -48, 982 49, 786 +2 50, 585 +2 52, 753 +4
B. Beef cattle:

1. Cows and heifers that have
calved -36, 404 37, 877 +3 38, 807 +3 41, 021 +6

2. Heifers over 500 lb, for re-
placement -6, 253 6,664 +7 6,987 +5 7,470 +7

3. Steers, heifers and bulls under
500 lb ----------- 29, 704 30, 235 +2 31,688 + 5 32, 342 +2

4. Steers over 500lb -15,080 15, 610 +4 15, 999 +2 16, 655 +4
5. Bulls over 500 lb -2,245 2,327 +4 2,376 +2 2,465 +4

C. Dairy cattle:
1. Cows and heifers that have

calved -12, 578 11,909 -5 11,778 -1 11,651 -1
2. Heifers kept for replacement. 3,974 3,843 -3 3,828 0 3,875 +1
3. Other heifers- 6,065 6,113 +1 6,399 +5 6,430 0

EXHIBIT C

AVERAGE QUARTERLY PRICES OF CHOICE SLAUGHTER STEER AT AMARILLO AND
SLAUGHTER HOGS AT PEORIA PER HUNDREDWEIGHT

1st quarter 2d quarter 3d quarter 4th quarter Ist quarter,
197i 1971 1971 1971 1973

Cattle -$35.20 $35.53 $35.30 $35.37 $43.02
Hogs -25.98 26.46 29.84 30.19 36.27

MEAT PRODUCTION BY QUARTER FOR BEEF, PORK, AND MUTTON

[Millions of pounds]

Ist quarter 2d quarter 3d quarter 4th quarter

1972 -8,-272 8,396 8,466 9,137
1973------------------------- 8,135 --- -----------------

POULTRY SLAUGHTER BY QUARTER

[Millions of pounds of poultry inspected for slaughter]

Ist quarter 2d quarter 3d quarter 4th quarter

1972 -3,052 3, 443 3,879 3,764
1973 ----- 2,022---------------- - --- ----- - , - ---

1 For January and February.
EXHrIBIT D

AVERAGE RETAIL BEEF PRICES

[Cents per pound]

Quarter I Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4

1972------------------------- 114.4 112. 3 115.3 113.2
1973 - 126.3 ,,,

I For January and February.
AVERAGE RETAIL PORK PRICES

[Cents per pound[

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4

1972 -79.0 79.9 86.1 87.7
1973 -95.6

a For January and February.
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AVERAGE RETAIL BROILER PRICES

[Cents per pound]

Quarter I Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4

1972 -41.4 40.7 42. 0 41. 5
1973- -44.7 -

ExHIBIT E

AVERAGE QUARTERLY PRICE SPREADS FOR BEEF, PORK, AND BROILERS PER HUNDREDWEIGHT

Live-wholesale price spread Wholesale-retail price spread

Beef Pork Broilers Beef Pork Broilers

Quarter:
1 (1972) -$3. 07 $7.95 $13.60 $23. 39 $16.52 $13. 60
2 (1972) -3.09 7.62 11.50 22.05 17.60 13. 50
3 1972) -2.94 7:05 14. 40 25. 15 17.68 12.30
4 1972) -3. 15 9.28 13.90 25. 19 14.77 13. 50
1 (1973)- 13.36 1 7.59 X18. 80 123. 51 116.24 7.60

F or January and February.

AVERAGE QUARTERLY HIDE AND OFFAL VALUES

[Price per hundredweight for live weight steersl

Quarter I Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4

1971 -$2.06 $2. 25 $2.16 $2.24
1972 -2.70 3.33 3.78 4.26.
1973 -4.45 .

EXHIBIT F

LIVESTOCK PRICES-RETAIL PRICES-CONSUMER INCOME, 1951-72

Price per hundredweight Price per pound
Disposable-

Average Average Average Average personal
cattle hog choice beef pork prices income
prices prices prices (cents) (cents) per capita

Year:
1951 -$29.69 $20. 00 87.3 57.8 $1, 468
1952- 25.71 17.80 85.7 56.2 1, 518
1953 -17.66 21.40 68. 4 62.1 1 582
1954 _- 17.44 21.60 67.8 63.4 1,585
1955 -16.92 15.00 66.8 53.6 1, 666.
1956 -16.34 14.40 65.4 51. 4 1, 743
1957 -18. 50 17.80 69.9 59. 4 1, 801
1958 -23.11 19.60 80.2 63.8 1, 831
1959 -23.91 14.10 82.0 56.3 1,905
1960 21.98 15.30 80.2 55.9 1,937
1961 -21.41 16.70 78.4 58. 4 1,984
1962 -22.95 16.40 81.7 58. 8 2 066
1963 -21.10 15.00 78.5 56.6 2, 139
1964 -19.71 14.80 76.5 55.9 2,284
1965 -21.37 20.80 80.1 65. 8 2, 436.
1966 -23.34 23.00 82.4 74.0 2,605
1967 -23.43 19.00 82.6 67.2 2 751
1968 -24.63 18.70 86.6 67.4 2,946
1969 -27.25 22.90 96.3 74.3 3, 130
1970 -27.79 21.90 98.8 78. 0 3, 358
1971 -28.80 17.95 104.3 70.3 3 581
1972 -33.20 26.00 113.8 83.2 3,767

Percent increase:
1951-72 - 12 30 30 44 150

January 1973 -37.10 31.00 122.3 94.1 . .
February 1973 -40.50 34.20 130.3 97.1 .

95-438-73-12.
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EXHIBIT G

Share of Food Expenditures From Personal Disposable Income

Food expendi-
Name of Country or Area: ture percentage

U.S.A - -----------------------------__--____----_-___--____-__ 16. 7
Canada ----------------------------------------------------- 20. 6
West Germany----------------------------------------------- 24. 2
Japan ------------------------------------------------------ 26.6
Western Europe--------------------------------------------- 30. 0
U.S.S.R. -____________________________________________________ 52.0
Eastern Europe--------------------------------------------- 54. 0
Other Nations----------------------------------------------- Up to 60. 0

Economically Active Population in Agriculture as a Percent of Total
Economically Active Population

Agriculture
population

Name of Country-of Area: percent
U.S.A. -_________________________________________________________ 4
Oceania --------------------------------------------------------- 18
Europe---------------------------------------------------------- 19
Japan----------------------------------------------------------- 21
U.S.S.R. -________________________________________________________ 32
South America_----39
Central America-------------------------------------------------- 47
Asia ------------------------------------------------------------ 63
Peoples Republic of China----------------------------------------- 67
A frica ---------------------------------------------------------- 69

Chairman HuMPiREY. Now, we have Mr. Brandow, from Pennsyl-
vania State University, the Department of Agricultural Economics.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE E. BRANDOW, PROFESSOR OF AGRICUL-
TURAL ECONOMICS, PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. BRANDOW. Thank you, Senator. I, too, have a prepared state-
ment that I would like to submit for the record. I shall not try to
review it in any detail.

We have heard this morning a number of the reasons for high food
prices. In general I agree with them. It is not a question of where
anybody has deliberately undertaken to overcharge and get exorbitant
prices. We are in a situation where demand has been rising rather
phenomenally. This year food consumption per capita will be at an
all-time record, and meat consumption per capita will be only a hair
below the all-time record. Yet consumers are taking 9 percent more
money to the markets. They are interested in meat and spending for it.

We are in an inflationary period. Increasing costs are permeating all
our economy, farm costs, processing, and distribution costs in the food
industry, and so on. On the one hand we have rising incomes, and
on the other hand we have rising costs. And this has been going on for
a decade. I really don't believe we are likely to see the end of it very
soon.

The important thing at the present time is the status of the farm
program, which was just alluded to. Historically the farm program
has been carried out in order to support farm income, but I think the
experience of the past year dramatically emphasizes that the program
has substantial potential if properly used for stabilization both ways,
helping protect the consumer against excessive surges of prices as well
as protecting farmers against excessive drops in prices.
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I do think that in the operation of the program the past year the
Department of Agriculture has been very slow to recognize the sta-
bilization function, and has not in fact operated that quite as well as
it might to ameliorate the price difficulties that consumers are now.
,having.

However, it is true, I believe, that the Department by now has gone
quite far in arranging to release acreage from the setaside. But I am
impressed that despite rather drastic steps at this point in loosening
up the farm program for the purpose of increasing food supplies, we
are still in a rather tight situation. As John Schnittker says, if crops
aren't good, we can be in serious trouble. And unfortunately, here in
the United States, we aren't getting off to a good start. It is raining
too much out in the Midwest.

As John Schnittker pointed out, around the world, the situation is
not particularly bright. If the weather becomes unfavorable we could
be in more real trouble with food prices.

However, if weather is favorable, I think that this fall we shaould
have enough feed grains and soybeans to get feed prices substantially
lower than they have been this past winter. If we do this, we can
expect more pork supplies, more poultry, more eggs, in 1974. Pork
supplies should increase this fall just because of increases in produc-
tion that farmers now have under way. If the weather deals kindly
with us, I think that food prices, as indicated by the retail food price
index, may approximately level off this fall.

Looking ahead into 1974, I see the possibility, provided the weather
is good to us, of larger supplies of poultry, eggs, pork, and possibly
even beef, in substantial enough increase to have something to do with
price.

So this is sort of optimistic.
On the other hand. I think there are going to be, even under the best

of circumstances, offsetting influences. There are going to be prices
of items such as dairy products, fats and oils, and restaurant meals
that will be going up.

The costs of processing and distributing food, which in recent
months have not played much role in the rise of food prices, are going
to go up. And that is going to affect food prices.

fmported food is going to cost more. Fish is going to cost more.
I think that analysts in general have underestimated the importance

to the U.S. price level of the two devaluations of the dollar for the
future.

Chairman HUMPHiREY. Yes.
Mr. BRANDOW. So I believe that at the end of 1973 the sharp rise in

food prices, if the weather is kind to us, will very appreciably slow
down and perhaps level off. During 1974, I believe that food prices
will tend to work upward. But contrary to the experience of recent
months, food prices should no longer rise faster than the consumer
price index as a whole.

Chairman HIUJIPEIREY. All of the prepared statements will be in-
cluded in the record at the end of your oral statements. And we are
indebted to you gentlemen for your work in preparing this testimony.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Brandow follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE E. BRANDOW

INFLATION AND FOOD
Inflation of food prices during the past 18 months has been attributable

mainly to expanding demand, fueled by rapidly rising incomes, and to failure
to increase food supplies rapidly enough to keep up with demand. From 1965
to 1971, per capita food consumption rose about 1 percent per year, which
was enough to keep food prices from rising more rapidly than the Consumer
Price Index. Both foods as a whole and meat were consumed in record quantities
in 1971. Per capita supplies of total food and of meat turned down slightly in
1972, however, and food prices became the problem child in the effort to control
inflation. In the current year, 1973 food consumption per capita is expected to
hit another all-time high, and meat consumption per capita will be the secondhighest on record. But consumers have about 9 percent more money to spend
and a strong disposition to buy meat with it, with the result that food prices
are up sharply again this year.

The reduced supplies of food that began to appear in the summer of 1972
were mostly fortuitous. Adverse weather hurt fruit and vegetable production.
Hog producers, who had cut back breeding in response to low prices in 1970
and 1971, had fewer animals to send to market. Egg production entered a similar
period of low production as the result of depressed prices in the past two
years. Unfavorable harvest weather somewhat reduced production of corn and
soybeans.

Export demand has added to strong domestic demand. The most spectacular
instance, of course, was the huge wheat purchase by Russia in the summer of1972. But a fact of more enduring significance is that Europe and Japan are
reaching the levels of affluence at which demand for meat and poultry become
strong. Their consumers, and apparently Russia's, too, want livestock products,
which in turn require feedstuffs that cannot be wholly supplied locally. Thus
American exports of feed grains and soybeans have been rising, and they haverisen especially strongly in the past year. Furthermore, the meat supply lags
behind demand also in other countries, with the result that suspending U.S.
import quotas on beef has had little effect on U.S. prices. The devaluation of
the dollar, of course, has Increased the ability of foreign countries to buy inAmerican markets and has reduced our ability to buy abroad.

A factor of minor significance in the recent surge of food prices but likely toresume its customary importance is the cost of processing and distributing food.
This cost ordinarily accounts for about 60 percent of prices paid by consumers in
food stores. USDA's "market basket" statistics show only 2.4 percent
Increase in the farm-retail price spread between June 1972 and February 1973.
To some extent, this is a statistical illusion, for customary lags of retail price
movements behind farm prices narrow the computed price spread when prices
are rising. But it appears to be generally true that margins taken by processorsand distributors have not increased much. The rising costs that are permeating
the whole economy are affecting food processing and distribution, however, and
a widening spread between farm and retail prices can be expected in the future.

Though reasons for rising food prices in the past 18 months are fairly clear,
the extent of the increases since mid-1972 Is less easily explained and was
anticipated by very few analysts. An Inflation temperament seems to have taken
hold. The tight supply situation In wheat created by the Russian purchase
generated expectations that exports might indefinitely outrace capacity to produce.
Similar expectations seem to have rubbed off on feed grains even though currrent
supplies were ample. The soybean situation was genuinely tight and added toexpectations. of higher prices for farm products in general. Even markets for
such perishable products as beef and pork seem to have been affected. Consumers
accepted inflation, not In the sense that they were happy about it but in the
sense that in their private purchasing decisions they were little deterred by soar-
ing prices. In such a market, retailers and packers could pay almost anything
for the meat and livestock they bought and get their money back when they
sold. The precision that economists like to attribute to price in equilibrating
markets was shrouded by an inflation psychology.

The giant farm program administered by the USDA inescapably gives itgreat influence over supplies and prices of farm products. As 1972 began, farm
prices probably were higher than they would have been if no farm program had
been in existence. But the country was in much better position to Increase market
supplies of food than It otherwise would have been. Stored stocks of feed grains
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and wheat were considerably larger than the private trade would have carried.
Large acreages of productive cropland were in operating farms but were with-
held from use by the set-aside program. Prices of wheat and feed grains were
near support levels and were little different from prices in 1965, seven years
earlier.

In the absence of the farm program, food prices probably would have risen
more than they did in 1972-73, and, more important, there would be little
prospect of prompt increases in supplies of feedstuffs with which to curb rising
meat and poultry prices later on. The experience dramatically illustrates the
potential role of the farm program in stabilization, in ameliorating upward
surges of prices for consumers as well as preventing excessive declines of prics
for farmers.

I think the principal criticism of the administration of the farm program since
early 1972 is the failure to recognize and implement the stabilization function.
One can understand why USDA, for many years plagued by costly and embaras-
sing surpluses, was willing to commit almost any amount of wheat the Russians
might want. Refusal to sell would not have precented a rise in the price of wheat,
for Russia would have had to buy somewhere and thus raise the world price.
But when the effects of the sale began to be apparent, and when other food
prices began to rise rapidly for other reasons, the Secretary of Agriculure was
explicit in saying that he wanted higher farm prices and in rejecting the idea of
stabilization.

If USDA had been quick to change its thinking, it might have modified the
set-aside program for wheat seeded in the fall of 1972 to increase acreage. To
have done something so unpopular with farmers in an election year would have
required a disregard for politics most unusual in Washington. Probably USDA
could have somewhat abated the speculative upward pressure on grain prices
in the fall of 1972 if the Department had announced a firm policy of operating
the farm program in 1973 and later to stabilize grain prices as soon as possible
at the levels of early 1972. The actions, finally completed in late March 1973,
to release set-aside acreage have been substantial, but the delay probably tended
to hold up feed prices during a crucial period for livestock and poultry producers.

The retail food price index should slow down its rise and perhaps level off
temporarily in the fall of 1973. An increase in hog marketings in response to
high prices will reduce pork prices. If weather is not unfavorable, several
fruits and vegetables will be more abundant than last year. Modest increases
in production of beef and poultry should hold their prices in check. On the
assumption that acreage expansion will materially increase supplies of feed
grains and soybeans late in 1972, we may expect rising supplies and somewhat
lower prices of pork, poultry, and eggs in 1974. Even retail beef prices may
weaken in 1974 or 1975 as the current build-up of herds leads to a faster increase
in beef slaughter than has occured in recent years.

Other factors will tend to offset such price-decreasing tendencies, however.
Prices of such items as dairy products, fats and oils, beverages, and restaurant
meals probably will gradually rise. Increasing costs of processing and dis-
tributing foods will particularly affect prices of highly prepared foods. Imported
foods and fish probably will advance in price. Thus, a significant decline in the
retail food price index after 1973 seems unlikely. Rather, food prices may rise
roughly in line with the Consumer Price Index as a whole.

Prospects for keeping food prices from outracing other consumer prices after
1973 depend crucially upon the size of feed grain and soybean crops this year.
If the weather Is favorable, crops should be large enough to bring prices of feed-
stuffs well below their winter peaks and to encourage livestock and poultry
producers to expand production. But the situation is vulnerable to the weather:
poor feed grain and soybean crops could cause a repetition of the 1972-73
experience.

One recommendation for curbing inflation of food prices is obvious-operate
the farm program so as to bring land back Into use and to produce enough feed
grains and wheat to hold their prices near the levels of early 1972. Full production
of wheat cannot be achieved until 1974. Unless exports grow faster than seems
likely, it seems possible to produce adequate supplies of feed grains and wheat
In the next few years. Soybean production also can be abundant, though
prices will be higher than they were prior to 1972. Pork, poultry, and egg prices
can then be kept within reasonable bounds, and even cattle prices may be mod-
erated by rising output. This does not mean that retail prices will be stabilized-
both farm costs other than feedstuffs and costs of processing and distributing food
will rise with Inflation In the general economy and will increase retail prices.
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A second recommendation is -also familiar: suspend or eliminate import
quotas on foods deemed excessively high priced in the United States. The prac-
tical effect of this is likely to be minor. Cheese perhaps offers the best possibility
at present.

Since I think we face a long-term inflation problem, I doubt that much can be
accomplished to control food prices by such devices as ceilings, boycotts, or other
short-term expedients. Ceilings that are nominal may be of some temporary
use in political bargaining with labor and industrial groups capable of in-
creasing wages and prices by the exercise of private economic power. Price
ceilings that materially reduce prices will eventually require rationing, and
the program could soon replace high prices as the focus of dissatisfaction. We
should not tie the economy in knots to solve long-term problems with emergency
measures.

The current meat boycott has obviously affected prices for a brief period.
Just possibly it will stimulate some consumers to turn away from expensive cuts
of meat in the future, but only if that happens will the boycott have any lasting
effect. Though the heat is now on food prices, the more enduring danger is that
inflationary forces serving to increase the Consumer Price Index by 40 percent
in the past decade will be at least as strong in the future. Containing those forces
requires, of course, much broader policies than those affecting the food sector
alone.

Chairman HJUMPHREY. I am going to ask the staff to see that every
member of the Joint Economic Committee receives a copy of the pre-
pared statements of these three witnesses in particular, and indeed of
the witnesses that we had on the other panel. And I want to discuss
the areas that we would like to mark up to call to the attention of the
committee.

The thing that comes through here, without going into much detail
on other matters, is this business of what appears to be somewhat of a
difference of opinion as to what will be happening to food prices. I
have Mr. Schnittker's prepared statement before me, for example,
where you said, Mr. Schnittker, that official predictions that food
prices will be lower at the end of the year than at the beginning do
not appear to rest on a realistic analysis of the situation. And then you
go on and give some statistical information.

I gather that you are all basically in agreement with that. If not,
let's just get a little note on it.

Mr. Schnittker, you are saying in substance that even without any
danger of some crop loss or crop failure, that your analysis of the food
situation and all the factors that go into pricing food indicate that
food prices will continue to go up rather than to go down, is that
correct?

Mr. SCHNITTKER. Throughout 1973, and that the rise during 1973
will be about 10 percent.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Instead of the projected, what was it, 6
percent?

Mr. SCHNITTKER. Yes.
Mr. HELMING. I am in complete agreement. I am saying 6 to 9

percent. I see very little relief any time this year. When it comes to
beef cattle, I don't see any particular relief until 1975-76.

Chairman HuMtPmREY. I want to get a little more on that. Because
the one thing that is quite disturbing to me is the lack of understanding
of the problem of food pricing, and the factors that go into it.

Now, you are saying that on beef cattle you do not expect any
decrease, certainly not this year, is that correct?

Mr. IIELMING. Not any significant decline at all. As a matter of
fact, I can see prices going higher this summer.
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Let me explain why. Ever since 1970 we have seen the American
farmer and cattleman in this case holding back heifers and buiding his
cow inventory, and there is nothing unusual about that. We have seen
this cyclical pattern develop for hogs and cattle for years and years.
It takes about 5 years realistically to get to the point where you really
start substantially increasing the slaughter of cattle after you have had
a buildup. And the best estimates that I can come up with-and I
think there are a lot of people that would agree with me-is that we
will not get to the point where we see a liquidation or a substantial in-
crease in cattle slaughter, and therefore an increase in beef tonnage,
until at the very earliest late 1974, and I am inclined to believe that
it will be well into 1975 and into 1976 before we see the next major
increase in beef supplies.

At that time, instead of a 1 or 2 percent increase in beef production
that we are seeing now-and right now, by the way, at this particular
moment, it is substantially below what it was a year ago-I can see beef
supplies going up 6, 7, or 8 percent over a year ago levels by 1975-76.
But it is simply going to take more time.

On the pork side, I believe that we will see more some substantial
increases in 1974. And it will start to show up late this year.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Increases in supply?
Mr. HELMING. Yes, sir.
Chairman HUMPHREY. And that will lower prices?
Mr. HELMING. That will lower prices, certainly under current levels,

as we go into 1974.
I see very little hope if any for broiler production and basic poultry

supplies to increase materially, because as you indicated, they were
losing their shirts for the last several years, and of course with the
tremendous rise in production costs, they are just simply cutting
down. And even though it takes a lot shorter period of time to get
back into gearing up for poultry production it simply is not going to
be done in the next 2 or 3 months. It is going to be more like 6 to 8
months before we are going to see any relief there in terms of lower
form and retail prices than what we have now.

And I share John's concern with the matter of weather and to sub-
sequent effect on crop production. We monitor this on a day by day
basis back in Kansas City, and we very well could have substantially
higher food and feed grain prices this fall than we had last fall and
this winter. And I think they are going to be relatively high, compar-
able to prevent price levels. The weather will be a key factor.

Chairman HIuMPHREY. That is my judgment, too.
Mr. HELMING. If we don't have good weather we could see corn go

to $2 and $2.50 a bushel.
Chairman HUiMPHREY. I will come back to that.
Mr. Brandow, do you fall in this ball park of a 10 percent figure on

price increase?
Mr. BRAN-Dow. Having made a notably bad forecast last fall when I

seriously underestimated the increase in price that was going to occur,
I haven't tried to work through any detailed one since. But I certainly
agree that food prices are likely to continue to increase this year until
the late fall. And then I think they might temporarily level off, or at
least thev will slow down.

But this leaves us with a substantial increase over the beginning of
the year. So essentially I agree.
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Chairman Humnmu=y. Do you gentlemen have any reason to believe
that your calculations in the light of what has been happening to food
prices might be slightly conservative?

Mr. HELMING. Yes.
Mr. SCHNITTKER. I think it is possible, particularly if we get some

concern about crops, some reports from mysterious countries like China
and Russia, about which we know very little. We would react to the
possibility that the worst is happening there. And this could lead to
quite a speculative period and sharply higher grain and oilseed prices.

Chairman Ht~hu'EUIEY. Do you have any idea of what early warn-
ing signs we might look for or hear about?

Mr. SCHNrIrKE. The most important thing is for the Department
of Agriculture to not only receive but to evaluate and disseminate the
information they get in attach6 and other reports from the countries
which provide relatively little news to the world. Here Russia, of
course, is the principal example. But we now have some greater access
to China than we formerly had. These are two very decisive countries
for the year ahead, and both presently seem to have some trouble get-
ting their 1973 crops underway.

Chairman HumpmEy. The Earth Resource Satellite could be of
some help on this, couldn't it?

Mr. ScHNirr . Yes, it could, and it is providing information. But
we just don't hear very much about it. And even attach6 reports that
come in to Department of Agriculture, if they say anything, tend to
be classified and you can't get your hands on them.

Chairman HuMPHREY. We have made some study in the Committee
on Agriculture, as you know now, on this whole subject of crop infor-
mation. It is quite obvious that on the Russian wheat deal information
did come to the Department, but it was not properly digested and then
made available to the public. There was a hesitancy to make real cal-
culated predictions on it. I can understand the caution of men in the
research division of the Department. But our most recent hearings now
that the information was coming in, that we did have indications of
serious crop problems, but a great underestimation as to how much the
Russians would buy.

The political decision-in other words, you cannot estimate the polit-
ical decision-we knew that we had crop problems, but as you recall,
in 1963 they had serious crop problems, too, crop failures, but they
didn't buy very much, they just decided to slaughter their cattle. This
year they bought because the politics of the Soviet Union compelled
that the Government provide beef and provide a better diet for its
people. And the politics is always involved in this at the other country
levels, particularly in these rather closed societies.

I guess what is maybe the more important thing we have heard here
this morning is from you men, who have been in this work a long time,
that it is your judgment that the price of food products in the super-
market, where the consumer goes to make his or her purchase, is going
to continue to go up. It might slow down a little, according to Mr.
Brandow, at the end of the year, in the fall, but it will still be going on,
is that your prediction?

Mr. BRANDOW. Yes: I think so. I wouldn't be surprised to. see a
month or two of fractional let down or something of that sort, but I
think the trend is up.
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Chairman HumPfrEY. Out our way, speaking of weather, when we
have no snow, we always worry about what the crop is going to be like.

Now, we are getting a lot of rain, as you said, in the Midwest. But
there is a lot of difference between a good snow cover in the winter
and a lot of rain, which has a fast runoff in the spring.

Mr. HELmNG. Right. There has virtually been no fall ploughing
done, as I am sure you know. There is a fuel shortage and fertilizer
shortage in this country at the present time. And then when you put
the weather on top of that, plus not a totally adequate seed supply,
plus a farmer who is a little bit peeved-and you can't blame him for
it, in view of everything that has been going on particularly recently-
you have got a combination of factors that are not going to lend itself
to any immediate cure to the problem of needing increased production.

And in reference to points No. 1 and No. 2 that I address myself to
in terms of recommendations, we can talk until we are tired as con-
sumers and as professionals about the food price situation. But funda-
mentally the American farmer is where it all starts. And I sincerely
believe that the long-term solution is to allow him to operate in our
free market system with the profit motive, because believe me, he will
solve the problem, just give him enough time and sufficient profit
incentive he will solve it.

Chairman HUMPHREY. But as Mrs. Donavan said, everybody is

feeling pretty angry for the moment.
Mr. HELKING. But, you know, we need to look at it from the point

of view that the American people, and indeed the people of the world,
are going to have to eat 6 months from now and 5 years from now. And
in order to meet those requirements, which by no means will remain
static, we have got to get more production. And the Government can
say all it wants about additional acres and additional other things of
that kind, but that won't do any particular good in my view until we
get down to the real basic problem. And that is, allow the farmer to
make what he needs to make on that product, and he will produce
more than perhaps we can handle.

Chairman HumrmiiRY. Mr. Brandow.
Mr. BRAND.ow. I would like to enter a slight demurrer about that.
I think the prices that farmers have been getting by and large in

recent months are plenty high enough to provide a very strong incen-
tive for increased output. Very much depends upon what happens as
we loosen up on the farm program and try to get those setaside acres
back into production. If those setaside acres are really there and come
back into production, then I think that there is plenty of price incen-
tive for the farmers to go to work, that is, for the immediate future.
Maybe in 10 years these prices will seem modest.

On the other hand, if it turns out that the world suddenly descends
on the United States and starts buying food, and if we do not find all
these setaside acreas that we think are there-and I am pretty sure
not all of them are there-if we loosen up completely on the farm pro-
gram and don't get enough output then I am rather skeptical that
we are going to be able to further increase agricultural output very
rapidly despite high prices. So, I would like to disagree slightly with
the emphasis given by the other witnesses.

Chairman HuMPwmEY. Let me get to an immediate question here.
We will start and just go down the line. Is the imposition of a ceiling
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on meat prices an adequate measure to deal with the current inflation,
and will it accomplish anything at all?

Mr. SCHnNirrxiER. I don't think it is necessarily adequate, especially
if we get into a round of bad harvests. It is probably adequate if we
get record harvests here and around the world this year. But if we
get into a new round of price increases, then I think we must have
some kind of programing of agricultural exports, so that we can
keep our food costs reasonable in order to be able to enforce a meat
price ceiling at retail.

Chairman HtTmPmSREy. Mr. Helming.
Mr. HELMING. I think the answer to that is whether you are looking

at this whole food supply, demand and price situation from the im-
mediate term or the longer range point of view. It is not realistic at
all to me to look at just meat as opposed to the total food complex, let
alone the total economy. That is the first thing.

Second, any imposition of a ceiling or controls of any period by the
Government I think in the case of food, and particularly in the case
of meat, would have a damaging effect in the long range. That is my
view, because cattlemen would slow down their present rate of
building cattle inventories.

Chairman HyvrmPimy. Mr. Brandow.
Mr. BRANDOW. I don't have much confidence in more than tempo-

rary value of ceilings. I think if we do get abuandant crops this year,
those ceiling prices, as I say, provide sufficient incentive for the time
being for increased farm output. I think the biggest danger is that
beef prices might press against those ceilings, and we would begin
to have some real troubles in rationing our supply of beef and maybe
some black marketing, and so on. I don't think that'is necessarily in
the offing in the next few months, but it might be.

I think that the imposition of that particular ceiling was largely a
political and probably rather necessary move: One, in response to the
rebellion of consumers, and second, to try to hold down the level of
wages in the forthcoming wage negotiations. If particularly in thelatter respect they serve some purpose, then I think perhaps they have
been temporarily useful. But for the long run I don't think this goes
very far.

If you would indulge me, I would like to disagree with John
Schnittker about restricting exports, because I think there is a very
real danger that if we restrict our exports at a time when the dollar
is weak-and we already have a very serious adverse balance of pay-
ments and of trade-that all that will happen is that Europe will say
that the Americans are not going to honor the value of the dollar at
all, and we will have to depreciate further. And there seems to be
general agreement that dollar depreciation doesn't do our price situa-
tion any good.

So, I think the long run effects of an emergency move to deal with
the temporary situation could be very bad. We have gotten ourselves
in a difficult problem with our balance of payments, and we just sort
of have to tough it out.

Mr. HELMING. Could I say just one thing?
Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. HELMING. I think it can't be emphasized too strongly how

important it is to do everything in our power in this country to im-
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prove upon our exports. The only thing that we have in the United
States that we can really compete with the rest of the world on is
food. And I think it would be a most serious and shortsighted ap-
proach to limit our exportation of any food commodity, whether it
be grain or meat.

Mr. SCHNIT=rrR. May I say in rebuttal, Mr. Chairman, that we
could export perhaps 5 or 7 percent less of some critical commodity
like soybeans and soak up just as many European dollars and Japa-
nese dollars for the smaller quantity as we get up today for a larger
quantity. I think very careful and very hesitant export restrictions in.
the next round of food crises should not be ruled out. If we rule it
out, we then give up the degree of food price stabilization that we
want.

Chairman HuMPHREY. I want to ask a question about the boycott.
It has been reported that the meat boycott will reduce meat sales this
week by 30 to 40 percent. The processors are laying off people, but meat
prices remain firm. What is your evaluation of the impact that the
meat boycott will have on the economy, in the light of your assess-
ment of that impact?

Do you support or oppose it?
Mr. Helming.
Mr. HELMING. I am anxious to answer that.
Frankly, I think it is having an effect. And it is my sincere belief

that the American consumer can have far more of an impact in the
short run, and particularly in the long run, to do with the influences
on demand for meat, food, automobiles, and everything else, than any
government imposition of controls, ceilings or anything else. I sin-
cerely believe that. I did not say I condone it. But I do believe that in
terms of its impact that it has had an immediate impact.

Now, I don't expect by any means that meat purchases will stay
down 40 percent. I think that is totally unrealistic. But I do believe
that it is going to be a while before we get back to any point of what
you might call normal or an equilibrium. And the American public
and the American housewife has had an effect and could well continue
to have an effect for sometime.

Chairman HuMPHREY. What will we do with all those packing-
house workers that will be laid off ?

Mr. HELMING. It is a real tough thing. And we are backing up live-
stock at the feedlot and at the farm level. Some producers and farmers
are temporarily restricting livestock sales because of their boycotting
the boycott, you might say, and you can't blame them for that since
it is only human nature. And it is a serious matter because eventually
these cattle and hogs will have to be marketed whether demand
improves or not. I am very concerned about it.

Mr. SCHNIEITER. I am not supporting the boycott, but I have be-
come a vegetarian for the week. I think a lot of people have, and are
finding it much easier for a week or two than they expected it to be.

I would not expect it to be very long lasting, however. There will
be some surge in meat consumption if prices come down ever so slightly
after the activity of the boycott is over. I would not expect it to have
more than a 2 or 3 percent effect on total meat consumption for the
year.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Brandow.
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Mr. BRAiDOW. I think the immediate effect is appreciable, as hasbeen indicated. Everything depends on what consumers do after theboycott period is over. If they go back to spending their dollars inexactly the same way as they did before, and continue to get moredollars, which is the trend of income, then the effect will rapidly washout.
However, I think there is just a bare possibility that the boycottmight be instrumental in changing consumers' attitude somewhat.Consumers really have shown a remarkable disposition to spend moneyon meat regardless of what it costs in recent months, more than statis-tical evidence indicates they had in the past.
Now, if this boycott leads a number of consumers to really say tothemselves, they just don't have to buy all that expensive meat, or notquite so often-if it really made them more prudent shoppers, it couldhave an effect, and a lasting .effect. But I think perhaps I am beinga little hopeful when I suggest that.
Chairman HIJMPHREY. It is interesting what price does to consumerhabits. I remember when I worked in my father's drugstore we couldbuy a carton of cigarettes for-what we call leader brands-$1.40.,

$1.39, and it got up to $1.50. And I understand now that carton isabout $4.50 and $5.00. And they smoke more cigarettes than they eversmoked in the history of the country.
Food, of course, is the immediate item for people. And yet I mustsay that I watched people complaining about food prices just smokinglike they are going out of style. And cigarettes cost a lot of money.It doesn't seem to have any effect on buying automobiles, peoplebought more automobiles last year than they ever did in the historyof the country.
Mr. TIELMING. Fundamentally what we have concluded here isthat supplies are basically tight and demand is increasing. Now, as to aboycott, whether it is short term in its effect or long term, you canonly draw one e~nclusion. I don't view the boycott as a means offurther stimulating and solving the need for increased production.I think it will have the reverse effect. So later on it is going to makeour problems worse. I sincerely believe that will be the case.
Chairman HIMPEIREY. Americans, as has been said here today,currently pay a smaller portion of their income for food than anyoneelse in the world. And meat prices are the lowest in the United States.And yet is it possible, given our extraordinary productivity in pro-dcucing food and the high world demand for food, to supply the samefood for still a small proportion of the family budget, while at thesame time affording a farmer a fair return?
Mr. Schnittker.
Mr. SCiNrTXER. I think it is. The fact that American consumerspay a small percentage of their income for food is principally attrib-utable to the high per capita income of American consumers as wellas to the productivity of American farmers. But I see no reason why10 years from now we could not be spending only 12 or 15 percentof our disposable income for food, whereas we are spending 18 or20 percent for it today. It depends upon productivity and rising

incomes.
Chairman HuArprniFr. Do you gentlemen agree with that?
Mr. HELMING. I believe that is right. net I believe the thing that
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-we need to keep in mind is that somebody has to pay the price to
stimulate production and going from the present 16 percent of our
income spent for food would be a small price to pay to insure an
adequate future supply.

Chairman HmnpHR-EY. Mr. Brandow.
Mr. BRANDow. I wouldn't be surprised if the proportion of con-

sumers' incomes spent on food levels off approximately where it has
been.

Chairman HRuMPHiEY. Another point, and then we will conclude
on this. Commentators on the current situation claim that farmers
are making excessive profits because farm income is up. To some
extent it seems to me that the farmer may be just recovering from
years of poor farm prices. That is my own reaction to it. What is
the average rate of return to farmers as you have studied it?

And do you believe that this return is fair or excessive, or how
do you judge it?

Mr. H1mi INo. Historically it has been demonstrated in many
studies that the average return on capital and investment was 1 to 3
percent, and in some years a minus, which is not what I would term,
nor would I think anyone else, as a large return on a substantial invest-
ment, whether it be for his labor, his land, or any way I want to
express it. They have been very modest, I would say.

Chairman H-uMPHREY. Mr. Brandow, what do you think?
Mr. BRANnOw. I always dislike answering a question about the

average or typical farmer, because farmers vary so enormously.
There are undoubtedly many farmers in the United States that aren't
doing very well, and are unlikely to do well regardless of what the
level of prices is. And there are big differences on commodity grounds.
The dairy farmer certainly has been squeezed by high feed prices re-
cently. On the other hand, the rancher that sells feeder cattle should
be making more money than he ever dreamed of a few years ago.
I think that for products that are in short supply and have high
prices, the efficient farmers are doing well enough financially so that
the public need not worry particularly about their financial condition.
There are much more important problems in this country in regard
to economic well-being than those farmers.

Chairman HuMPHREY. Mr. Schnittker.
Mr. SCHNITTER. I agree with Mr. Brandow. Even 5 years ago a

parity income study by the Department of Agriculture reported that
about half a million of the larger farmers were earning slightly below
to slightly above parity incomes, based upon 1969 prices which were
not really as high as prices today.

Now, costs have risen. But those half million farmers, who market
80 to 90 percent of all the farm products, are doing very well. They
are not getting rich in the sense of General Motors or Du Pont, but
in terms of their own investment and labor and their own objectives,
I think they feel that they have done exceptionally well in the last
couple of years.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Gentlemen, I want to. thank you.
I see the hour is late, and we have other work.
Thank you very much. The subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject tocall of the Chair.]
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[The following letter was subsequently supplied for the record by
Chairman Humphrey:]

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ECONOMICS,
UNrvERsnITY OF MISSOURI,

Columbia, Mo., March 28, 1973.
Hon. HU-ER>T HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Subcommit tee on Consumer Economics,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOB HUMPHREY: As no economist forecast the intensity of the
present uptrend in retail food prices, all should be guarded in accounting for
it ear post.

On the other hand, we should strive to learn what we can retrospectively.
The broad outlines are almost indisputable. Elements are (1) the administration's
frantic defieit-financing of economic expansion in 1971-72; (2) the 1970 drouth
and corn blight that still are affecting production of livestock products; (3)
coincidence of vigorous export demand, delayed and damaged harvests, and
tight transportation that added to inflationary psychology.

The biology of hogs and cattle, requiring that breeding stock be held back
during expansion, accentuates the short-run inflation.

These points are familiar and lead to a prospect for only gradual price decreases
before the end of 1973. Nevertheless, if bumper crops should come into view by
July, or if business conditions should deteriorate, the price tone would change
quite materially.

More salient are these questions: (1) Is the uptrend in U.S. farm productivity
slowing down? (2) How sensitive is food demand to flows and commitments
of consumer income? (3) How competitive is the U.S. food industry? (4) How
sensitive are prices of food and farm products to changes in supply or demand?
The answers have deep significance for the longer run.

Productivity.-The U.S. has passed the peak of burgeoning productivity in
agriculture. Resources for grains continue abundant but cheap grassland scarcely
exists any longer. Henceforth surpluses will be episodic rather than continuous.
Tightness of production capacity will show up first in beef.

Demand.-A useful distinction is between demand for food commodities in
spot markets and industrial commodities having "administered" prices. During
rampant inflation, spot market commodities feel the greater first effects. Price.
controls on industrial products have shunted even more of the deficit-financed
purchasing power into farm products and food. Furthermore, one must suspect
that spending for both consumer durable and investment goods has lagged a
bit relative to the expended purchasing power. All these add to food price
inflation.

Inevitably, when the upsurge in demand slackens, spot markets turn around
abruptly.

Competitiveness.-Recent increases in prices for food have been reflected back
to farm products to remarkable degree. In meats, competitiveness is not an
Issue. But several food processing industries, as breakfast cereals and some
canned foods, are so concentrated as to add appreciably to retail prices. It
would be fortunate indeed if the present crisis should lead to antitrust action
against oligopolies and the conglomerate trend in some food industries.

Paradoxically, food retailers are caught in a pinchers, for as they individually
scramble to capture more business they engage in cost-increasing practices.
Retailers and consumers alike would benefit from universal trade practice rules
banning games and trading stamps and rolling back the escalation in hours
stores are open.

Price inelasticity.-This year's experience proves once again how touchy
are prices of food and farm products to very moderate tightness in supply.
They are equally sensitive to moderate surplus. If abundance is necessary in
the Interest of price stability, it becomes essential to underpin the price con-
sequences to farmers of any unintended swing to overproduction. In commodities
subject to variable supply and Inelastic demand, unaided market forces lead
to pronounced Instability.

Respectfully yours,
HAROLD F. BBEIMYER,

Professor.
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSUMER ECONOMICS,

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:20 a.m., in room
S-407, the Capitol Building, Hon. Hubert H. Humphrey (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Humphrey.
Also present: Loughlin F. McHugh, senior economist; William A.

Cox, Lucy A. Falcone, Jerry J. Jasinowski, and Courtenay M. Slater,
professional staff members; Michael J. Runde, administrative assist-
ant; and Leslie J. Bander, minority economist.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN HUMPHREY

Chairman HUMPHREY. This morning the Subcommittee on Con-
sumer Economics has invited three distinguished private economists
or I should say economists who are in private life, to give us their
perspective on prices of nonfood commodities.

Several weeks ago, when we first began planning this hearing,
we were aware that there was a severe problem of rapidly rising
industrial prices. But I can say that we did not realize how severe
that rise in industrial prices would be. The wholesale price numbers
which were released last Thursday brought the problem home with
dramatic force. In the last 3 months, industrial prices have been rising
at an annual rate of nearly 15 percent. That single statistic should
serve to wake up the country to the problems that we face. Most of
these recent price increases have not yet reached the consumer. But
they surely will. In the months ahead the consumer faces the prob-
ability of sharp price increase for a wide variety of nonfood com-
modities-clothing, appliances, furniture, fuel, and many other basic
items.

The poor consumer must accommodate these price increases in addi-
tion to the 8-percent price increase which has already taken place this
year for food. I should add that the morning's press indicates that food
prices now will continue to rise, that the so-called leveling off that had
been earlier predicted now seems really rather remote and that most
likely food prices will go higher than they have. This is due to unfav-
orable weather conditions, unfavorable crop prospects.

I also would note at this point that the health costs have been in-
creasing. I was in my home State of Minnesota this weekend and I
noticed that the lead item in the local press was the increase in hos-
pitalization costs and medical costs.

(183)
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Wages have not been rising to keep pace with this inflation. Wage
increases negotiated in the first quarter were smaller, on the average,
than they were in 1972. The index of real hourly earnings has been
falling steadily for the last 3 months.

Of course, the imbalance between prices and wages cannot continue.
If prices keep going up, wages must also go up. Unless there is immedi-
ate effective action to interrupt the price-wage spiral-notice I put
prices first there-unless there is immediate action, the country may
find itself facing a price-wage spiral which will make the 1969-71
experience look pale by comparison. And it should be added that all of
those price increases have a very serious effect upon those with fixed
incomes, particularly those on pensions and smaller or lower fixed
incomes.

The administration has done almost nothing to cope with this ur-
gent problem. The very limited moves announced last week seem de-
signed to give the impression of action without actually doing
anything.

Congress has extended for another year the administration's au-
thority to take firm action to control inflation. But the administration
has indicated that it will take no action until prices have already been
raised 11/2 percent on a weighted average for all the products sold by
a firm. There is no limit on how much the price of an individual item
can go up. And what action must a firm take if it wishes to raise prices
by more than 11/2 percent? It must notify the Cost of Living Council.
That is all. Just notify them. There is no requirement that they must
obtain approval.

I am not the only one who thinks recent actions are totally inade-
quate. Dissatisfaction with present policies is almost universal. For
example, Pierre Rinfret, an! adviser to President Nixon, has called
the current policies "a continuation of a do-nothing policy * * *
merely hoping or praying."

This morning we are going to do more than hope and pray. We are
going to analyse the facts and try to come up with remedies which are
adequate to the present need.

Our first witness will be Walter Adams, distinguished professor of
economics at Michigan State University. Mr. Adams served as presi-
dent of Michigan State University in 1969. He has written books and
articles on many different subjects. Most relevant to our interests this
morning, he is the author of "Monopoly in America," and "The Struc-
ture of American Industry." He is widely recognized as a leading ex-
pert on the steel industry. His statement this morning will be devoted
largely to the behavior of steel prices. I believe that is correct, is it
not, Mr. Adams?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, it is.
Chairman HImPYYREY. Let me say that is an extremely timely sub-

ject, since we have read in the newspapers just yesterday and again this
morning that the steel industry wants to raise prices an additional 4 to
6 percent.

Following Mr. Adams, our next witness will be Robert Lanzillotti,
Professor of Economics and Dean of the College of Business Admin-
istration at the University of Florida. Lanzillotti was a member of the
Price Commission, where he served as a vigorous spokesman for
tougher rules and regulations governing price increases. He appeared
before the Joint Economic Committee at our annual hearings last
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February, and we are very grateful that he has returned today to giveus his assessment of the startling price developments which have takenplace in just the brief 3 months since those hearings were held.Our final witness will be my old friend, Robert Nathan of RobertNathan Associates. Like Mr. Lanzillotti, Bob Nathan brings to thequestion of how to control prices both practical experience and pro-fessional competence and expertise. Mr. Nathan is both a lawyer andan economist. He has been an observer or participant in economic
policy ever since the days when he was Chairman of the Planning
Commission of the War Production Board in World War II.I hope each witness can limit his opening remarks, let us say to 10or 15 minutes. We will have some questions, and I am going to ask now
that Mr. Adams proceed.

I might add just prior to that that there is a pertinent newspaperstory on the economic page of the Washington Post of recent date thatI would like to have included in the record at this point to buttress
some of these opening remarks.

[The article referred to follows:]
[From the Washington Post, May 6,1973]

NIXON FAms To STRENGTHEN FEEBLE PHASE III

(By Hobart Rowen)
So now we have not Phase IV, but merely Phase III plus one-eighth. afterweeks of debate, President Nixon took a halting, limited, disappointing step to

discourage some price boosts by the biggest companies.
It is a far cry from a freeze that would bar further price increases through-out the economy, or from a return to the tough prenotification requirements ofPhase II, under which all companies with sales over $100 million had to tell

the government in advance of any plan to raise prices.The new system announced Wednesday requires companies with sales over$250 million whose overall weighted average price level rises to more than 1.5percent over the Jan. 10 level to give 30 days notice to the Cost of LivingCouncil. But this doesn't bar individual price hikes of substantially more thanthat, provided the average stays within the 1.5 percent margin.As former Economic Council Chairman Arthur M. Okun observes, that's a"free ride" which works out to an annual rate of increase of about 5 percent-hardly compatible with a program whose overall goal is to limit inflation to a
2.5 percent rate by the end of the year.Even as things stand, the tremendous surge in first-quarter profits makesone wonder whether half of the companies subject to regulations aren't violating
the rules.

A Dow Jones survey of 655 companies (pretty well paralleling those now get-ting the 1.5 percent free ride) shows corporate profits up 27.8 percent in the
first quarter compared with the first three months last year. And last year'sprofits after taxes were up 15.5 percent over 1971.The Nixon progran is weak not only because it lacks specific, hard-nosed
measures ito control inflation but because of the obvious lack of enthusiasmfor controls that is still pervasive in this administration.It is still "as voluntary as it can be," the President said, adding: "and as
mandatory as it has to be." The stress, as it has been before under the directionof free-market advocate George Shultz, is on "a responsible budget policy" toreduce inflationary pressures.The dominant philosophy is to rely on the traditional dampening effects not
only of a tight fiscal policy, but a restrictive monetary policy to reduce demand.There is a flurry of action of dubious significance to increase supplies both infood and non-food areas.Controls are simply "the third element" in the anti-inflation program, a sort
of fifth wheel, and clearly a distasteful exercise'that is being tolerated becausethere is so much public and political backing for them.It is this aura of contempt for the utility of wage and price controls that
comes through the President's message and the additional comments of his

95-438-73-13
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key subordinates. "We should be mature enough to recognize that there is no
instant remedy for this problem" (of sharp price increases), the President said
in a patronizing way.

The fact is that the sharp price Increases in February, March and April were
triggered in part by the Jan. 11 lifting of Phase II controls. There is now a
tendency to blame much of the rise in raw materials prices on the devaluation
of the dollar in February. But it is not mentioned by Mr. Nixon that one of the
elements triggering the devaluation was the loss of confidence in the dollar
touched off by the shift to Phase III.

There is, of course, no "instant remedy" for inflation, but surely that doesn't
mean the President is excused from constructing a carefully devised, long-range
program that might have a chance for success.

The latest wholesale price index, for April, shows a jump of 1.3 percent
for industrial commodities, on top of a 1.2 percent increase in March and 1.0 in
February. That's an unbelievable 14 percent annual rate of increase for the
three months, which will begin to show up in the consumer price index later on.

New' York economist Pierre Rinfret expresses a fairly common view among
economists when he says that "the new program is a continuation of a do-
nothing policy reminiscent of 1969. They are merely hoping or praying that
something will come along and bail them out of their mistakes."

Former Economic Council member and Harvard Prof. Otto Eckstein told this
correspondent that "what they've done is to make a symbolic gesture to keep
the impression alive that they're still concerned about prices. We should be
grateful that they have put some limit on the ability of industry to raise prices
while profits are soaring, but compared to what they could have done, they've
done very little."

At the Federal Reserve Board-which will have to pursue a tighter monetary
policy than it believes desirable in the absence of a strong wage-price control
effort, officials still think ithat Phase III (and one-eighth) can be made viable
if Treasury Secretary Shultz and John Dunlop at the Cost of Living Council
take a tough, rather than permissive, line.

My conclusion is that, given the kind of wage-price program President Nixon
has chosen to follow, he should ask John Dunlop -to step aside in favor of Billy
Graham.

Chairman HutPnREY. Mr. Adams, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF WALTER ADAMS, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I appear here this

morning at your invitation to discuss steel prices and how to control
them in a period of inflationary pressures. The moment is opportune.
Just last week, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported the largest
1-month increase in wholesale prices since 1951. Incidentally, I recall
that year with some nostalgia, because I served as economic counsel
to the Senate Small Business Committee during the summer of 1951,
and conducted a number of studies for Senator Humphrey's sub-
committee. Then, as now, we were concerned with pricing practices in
the steel industry.

THE RECORD OF STEEL PRICES

The U.S. steel industry is a classic, textbook oligopoly. Domestic
producers do not compete among themselves in terms of price. It is
simply not the custom of the industry. Instead of price competition,
they follow a regime of strict price leadership and followership-
more often than not in a monotonously upward direction.

Since the end of World War H, the industry's notorious policy of
constant price escalation has contributed a prime stimulus to suc-
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cessive inflationary movements. Thus, between 1947 and 1951, accord-
ing to the Council of Economic Advisers:

The average increase in the price of basic steel products was nine percent per
year, twice the average increase of all wholesale prices. The unique behavior of
steel prices was most pronounced in the mid-1950's. While the wholesale price
index was falling an average of 0.9 percent annually from 1951 to 1955, the price
index for steel was rising an average of 4.8 percent per year. From 1955 to 1958,
steel prices were increasing 7.1 percent annually, or almost three times as fast
as wholesale prices generally. No other major sector shows a similar record.

After a quiescent stage during the early 1960's, characterized by the
moral suasion and "jawboning" of the Kennedy administration, steel
prices resumed their upward movement in 1964-on a gradual selective
product-by-product basis at first, and on a general across-the-board
basis in 1969. The imposition of "voluntry" import quotas in January
1969 and the Nixon Administration's refusal to engage in Govern-
ment-industry confrontations simply accelerated the trend.

The one factor which dampened the industry's enthusiasm for
marching in lock-step toward constantly higher price levels was the
burgeoning of import competition. Thus, between January 1960 and
December 1968, a period of 9 years, the composite steel price index
increased 4.1 points-0.45 points per year. Starting in January 1969,
however, after the U.S. State Department had successfully persuaded
the Europeans and Japanese to accept "voluntary" quotas on their
sales to the United States-that is, to enter into an informal interna-
tional steel cartel-imports were cut back drastically and the domestic
steel prices resumed their pre-1960 climb. In the 4 years between Jan-
uary 1969 and December 1972, the steel price index rose 26.7 points-
or 6.67 points per year. Put differently, steel prices increased at an
annual rate 14 times greater-I think actually it is 15 times greater-
since the import quotas went into effect than in the 9 years prior there-
to. Through most of this period, the policy of price escalation was pur-
sued in the face of recession, low volume, and the idleness of roughly
25 percent of the Nation's steel capacity. I have a table here entitled
"Price Index, Iron and Steel"-

Chairman ITuMiVHREY. We will insert that in the record at this point.
Mr. ADAMS. Thank you very much, Senator.
[The table referred to follows:]

PRICE INDEX, IRON AND STEEL-(SELECTED DATES)

Month and year 1957-59=100 1967= 100

January 1960 - 102.0 98.4
December 1968 -106.1 102.4
December 1969 -113.9 109. 9
December 1970 -120.7 116.5
December 1971 -129.8 125. 3
December 1972 -134.2 129. 5
January 1973 - 136.65 131.9
February 1973 -137.79 133. 0
March 1973 - 138.10 133. 3

Source: Based on BLS, wholesale price index.

Mr. ADAMS. As if the import quotas-supplemented by "Buy Ameri-
cann" regulations and assorted trade barriers-were not enough to in-
sulate the steel industry from competition, President Nixon ap-
proved-and later withdrew-a temporary 10 percent surcharge on
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imports, including steel. In doing so, he perverted the "infant in-
dustry" argument for the benefit of lusty steel giants whose rambunc-
tious excesses had wreaked havoc with past attempts at inflation
control. With his arsenal of import restraints, he neutralized the per-
haps most effective lid on steel pricing, while building up additional
steam in an already overheated pressure cooker. These governmental
actions also penalized such major steel consuming industries as auto-
mobiles, construction equipment, and agricultural implements which
found it increasingly difficult to absorb the higher prices for an essen-
tial raw material while trying to maintain their competitiveness in
domestic and foreign markets.

A longitudinal study of the structure, conduct, and performance of
the American steel industry, I submit, yields some rather striking con-
clusions: Giantism in this industry is the result of massive mergers of
the past; the dominant firms are neither big because they are efficient,
nor efficient because they are big: their technological lethargy, especi-
ally during the 1950's, when they lagged in introducing the basic
oxygen process, continuous casting, and direct reduction of steel, put
them at a comparative disadvantage in world competition; their in-
sensitive, extortionate, oligopolistic price policy displaced American
steel from world markets and opened the U.S. market to erosion by im-
ports and substitutes; and, finally, the mercantile protectionism of the
Federal Government compounded the problems of the industry and
the Nation's economy. It gave legitimacy and endurance to a cartel
which could not survive without Government succor and support.

PmrBLiC POLICY ALTERNATIVES

According to all reliable indicators, 1973 promises to be a banner
year for the steel industry. A worldwide steel boom is in full swing,
and the domestic industry is operating at nearly full capacity. Of the
nine largest steel producers that have reported first-quarter earnings
so far, the average increase in profits for the period was 67 percent,
more than double the average increase in sales for the quarter.' Part
of this spectacular increase in profits is attributable to the 4-percent
price increase, in effect since January 1, on 45 percent of the industry's
product mix-primarily a variety of heavy products. Yet, further price
increases are in the offing. According to the trade press, the industry
plans to increase the price on steel sheets-a large volume item

Chairman HUMPHREY. Is that what they call flats ?
Mr. ADAMS. Flat products, yes. By some 21/2 to 3 percent about

June 1, and market conditions are such that the steel oligopoly will
be able to make this increase stick.

In this morning's Washington Post-
Chairman HUMPHREY. That is the one I was referring to.
Mr. ADAMS. I note the chairman of the board of United States Steel,

Mr. Edgar B. Speer, told a news conference just yesterday that the
Nation's largest steelmaker would soon seek a price increase for flat
rolled steel products in the neighborhood of 6 percent.

Chairman HIUMPHIREY. Yes.
Mr. ADAMS. The prospects, therefore, are for more of the same-the

steady price escalation which is a way of life in the American steel
industry.

I Wall Street Journal, May 1, 1973.
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There are three major public policy options, if efforts are to be made
to stem these inflationary pressures: (1) Antitrust action; (2) direct
controls; and (3) import competition.

(1) Antitrust action, consisting of a comprehensive dissolution-
divorcement-divestiture program, is long overdue and eminently de-
sirable to restore competitive structure, competitive conduct, and
competitive performance in this somnolent oligopoly.

Chairman HUMPHREY. That is quite a phrase, "somnolent oligop-
oly."

Mr. ADAMS. It is eminently accurate and I assure you conservative,
Senator.

Chairman HuMPHREY. I just want you to take a moment here just
to define that in more precise terms so that my students when I go
back to teaching, which could happen at any time in terms of the po-
litical situation-

Mr. ADAMS. Sleepy, lethargic, backward-looking, conservative.
Chairman HuMPHREY. That is enough.
Mr. ADAMS. The kind of people who do not run the bases daringly,

Senator.
Chairman Hi[PHIREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADAMS. Realistically, however, this is a long-term remedy which

cannot be counted upon to provide immediate relief. All that can be
do-ne in the short run is to insist on tough enforcement of the anti-
merger laws which would prevent any further concentration of power
in an already overconcentrated industry.

(2) Direct controls: Namely, the reimposition of phase I or phase
II of the Nixon game plan, is at best a temporary expedient-likely to
prove disappointing in'the long run. As our sad experience with this
form of statecraft has demonstrated, regulation is a negative force
for right conduct. A government commission can refuse to reconm-
mend a price increase, but it cannot compel an industry to lower pro-
duction costs. It has no power to force regulated firms to spend money
on new plants or scrap old plants. It cannot tell firms to increase ex-
penditures on R. & D., or to be more progressive in invention and inno-
vation. Even if a commission had a perfectly clear view of what po-
tentially attainable cost reductions and correct conduct are, it lacks the
authority to compel powerful firms to comply with its prescriptions.
Regulated firms may be prevented from doing the wrong things, but
they cannot be forced to do the right things in the public interest. In
short, since the regulators lack the power to stop cost inflation, waste,
and what economists call X-inefficiency, they cannot effectively cope
with steady price inflation.

One marginal suggestion at this point: If phase II controls are to
be reimposed, I think oligopoly firms should be precluded from apply-
ing for price increases as long as they operate in markets protected by
tariffs and/or voluntary or mandatory import quotas. Indeed, in times
of shortage we might not only think of suspending tariffs and quotas
but we might actually contemplate negative tariffs, to stimulate an
increase in supply.

I think we have noticed the disastrous results of oil import quotas,
beef import quotas, cheese import quotas, and so on.

(3) Import competition is probably the most effective short-run
measure for curbing inflation-and the major steel companies are fully
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aware of it. Ever since import competition began to erode their insu-
lated market in the 1960's, the major companies have demanded pro-
tectionist privileges. After invoking the archaic Antidumping Act of
1921 and suffering successive defeats before the Tariff Commission,
they demanded revisions of the law which would enable them to stifle
foreign competition. When the Congress refused to revise the anti-
dumping statute, they demanded temporary tariff protection. When
Congress also turned down this form of protection, they demanded
mandatory quotas. And now, even though voluntary quotas have been
in effect since January 1, 1969, they are still pressing for the kind of
quota legislation embodied in the Burke-Hartke bill. In this drive,
incidentally, the industry offers startlingly contradictory arguments
in support of its demand for quotas. Thus, in October 1967, Mr. John
P. Roche, president of the American Iron and Steel Institute, told
the Senate- Finance Committee that quotas were necessary because of
the chronic excess capacity in the world steel industry:

It has been estimated that steel-making capacity abroad now exceeds demand
by more than 55 million tons. Countries which formerly relied on imports for
their steel requirements have tended more and more to develop their own steel
industries and to protect them against imported steel. Home markets of some
long-established steel producers have grown less rapidly than expected. These
producers have, therefore, taken increasingly to invading the markets of other
producers-especially that of the United States.

Joseph P. Malony of the United Steel Workers presented parallel
testimony to the Finance Committee.

Contrast that position, Mr. Chairman, with the industry's current
rationale for protectionism. By 1980, says Father William Hogan, a
sympathetic observer of the industry and a consistent advocate of im-
port quotas, the annual steel demand will require a worldwide capacity
of 1.1 billion raw tons as compared to today's capacity of only 780
million tons. "Blazes, that's a short fall, with new and replacement
needs, of 600 million tons," he says.' What was considered only a few
short years ago a chronic world steel surplus has suddenly become an
endemic world steel shortage-and the way to cure it, so runs the argu-
ment, is by higher prices and higher profits which would make addi-
tional investment in steel capacity attractive. This, in turn, would
require-almost as a sine qua non-a normalization of world trade in
steel, meaning strict regulation of steel imports and the sterilization
of their impact on domestic steel prices.

Such a policy, as I see it, would be an invitation to national disaster.
Unlike the American steel industry, the leading steel producers of the
world are subject either to a strong import discipline or a strong export
discipline or both. Again, I have prepared some tables here which docu-
ment the percentage of a domestic market accounted for by imports in
such countries as Germany, France, Italy, Benelux, and Japan, and
with the exception of Japan, you find that all of these imports as a per-
cent of domestic consumption are much higher than they are in the
United States. There is a separate table on the United States.

You will also find that as far as exports are concerned, these coun-
tries are subject to a serious export discipline given the large percent-
ages of their domestic production which go into world markets and,
therefore, have to compete.

' Forbes, Apr. 15,1973.
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I can elaborate on that later.
Chairman HuMPruy. We will make these tables a part of the record

at this point in your statement.
Mr. ADAMS. Yes. Both of these tables. Thank you.
[The tables referred to follow:]

STEEL SHIPMENTS, IMPORTS, AND EXPORTS FOR THE UNITED STATES, 1960-72

* [Thousands of net tonsl

Imports no a
percent of Exports as a
apparent percent of

Shipments Imports consumption Exports shipmentsYear

1960------------------ 71, 149 3, 578 5.0 3,224 4.5
1961 -66,126 3,321 4.9 2,228 3.3
1952 -70, 552 4,306 5.9 2, 274 3.2
1963 -75, 555 5, 665 7.2 2, 556 3.3
1964- 84,945 6,711 7.6 3, 735 4.4
1965 -92, 666 10, 749 10.7 2,837 3.1
1966 -89,995 11, 166 11.3 2,027 2.2
1967- ------------ 83,897 11,924 12.7 1,971 2.3
1968------------------ 91,856 18, 462 17. 1 2,499 2.7
1969 -93, 877 14,615 14.2 5,597 6.0
1970 - 90,798 13, 997 14.4 7, 460 8.2
1971 -87,038 18,930 18.4 3,155 3.6
1972 -91,805 17, 681 16.6 2,873 3.1

Source: Annual Statistical Report, American Iron and Steel Institute ,various years.

STEEL SHIPMENTS, IMPORTS, AND EXPORTS FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1969-71

[Thousands of metric tons]

Imports as a
percent of Exports as a

apparent percent of
Year Shipments Imports consumption Exports shipments

Germany

1969 -38, 976 8, 072 21. 5 9, 568 24. 5
1970 -37, 938 8, 059 21.5 8 565 22.6
1971 - 30, 807 8, 638 28. 9 9,540 31.0

France

1969 -17, 822 5, 959 32.6 5, 478 30.7
1970------------------ 18, 248 6, 520 35.0 6, 157 33. 7
1971- 18, 354 5, 732 32.9 6, 661 36.3

Italy

1969 -14, 374 3, 489 20.8 1, 055 7. 3
1970------------------ 14, 143 4, 395 25. 2 1,078 7. 6
1971 -14, 691 3,4520 22. 1 2, 265 15.4

Benelux

1969------------------ 19, 042 4, 168 48.0 14, 534 76.3
1970 - 18, 562 4, 391 51. 8 14, 475 78.0
1971------------------ 18, 501 4, 296 52.4- 14, 686 79.0

Japan

1969- 58, 253 129. 1 .3 16, 006 27. 5
1970 ------------ ----- 65, 308 268. 3 7 6 17, 981 27.5
1971 -63, 192-- -- -- 24, 178 38. 3

Source: European and Japanese statistical yearbooks and reports, various years.
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Mr. ADAMS. These countries are subject to constant exogenous pres-
sures which force them to behave competitively, aggressively, and
efficiently. Unlike their American confreres, they cannot afford the
luxury of leading the quiet life and still hope to survive.

A nation's industrial power, I submit, is not the product of govern-
mental permissiveness and governmental coddling. The end of that
road is marked "Penn Central" and "Lockheed." Industrial power is
the fruit of the constant spur for efficiency and technological progress
which is best provided in a competitive environment.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HuxMPHREY. I think that if it is agreeable with you, we

will have each of you make your opening statement and then I can
come back with some cross examination. I have marked up your testi-
mony as we have gone along on this one, Mr. Adams, so I can come
back with what I hope are timely and relevant observations.

Our next witness is Mr. Lanzillotti and we welcome you.
Mr. Lanzillotti, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT F. LANZILLOTTI, PROFESSOR OF ECONOM-
ICS AND DEAN, COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, UNI-
VERSITY OF FLORIDA

Mr. LANZILLOTrT. In past years I have appeared jointly with and
also have had to debate my former colleague Professor Adams. Fol-
lowing him is a difficult proposition. It reminds me of a story that may
be appropriate.

It seems as though Ringling Brothers were looking for a lion tamer
and the search narrowed down to just two candidates. One was a very
attractive blonde and the other was a male. The manager asked which
of the two wished to go in first and the girl said she did.

She went in and she snapped her whip very smartly and the lion
jumped up on the platform, stared her squarely in the eye and then
jumped down and began snatching off her clothing, licking her hand,
and generally behaving in a rather disgraceful manner.

The manager turned to the male lion tamer and said, that was quite
some performance. Do you think you can do as well? He said you bet.
Just get that damn lion out of there and I will prove it to you.
[Laughter.]

Chairman HUMPHREY. That is a great contribution to the economic
philosophy of our competitive instinct.

Mr. LANZILLOTrI. Well, Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to be invited
back to testify before this committee on the continuing problem of in-
flation and the policy issues that face the Congress and the economic
stabilization program. My views on the nature of the inflation problem
are essentially unchanged from my testimony before the full committee
in February, although I believe the short-run policy dilemma clearly
has become more acute.

In February, I cautioned that "We are unquestionably entering the
most difficult stage of the current inflationary process. Demand pres-
sures will continue with, not replace, cost-push pressures." I think
events of the past few months have confirmed this diagnosis and they
have complicated the policy dilemma the Nation faces, especially as
it pertains to the role of direct -wage and price controls.
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The inflation statistics that we have been reading about are both
startling and disturbing, as are listed in table 1 attached to this state-
ment. From February to March alone, wholesale prices increased by
2.2 percent and retail prices by 0.8 percent. Of greater concern I
believe is the acceleration that has taken place both in the wholesale
price index and consumer price index since December 1972. Principal
attention has focused on the continued surge in food prices, but since
December there also has been an acceleration in the prices of industrial
goods. For example, in the 3 months ending March 1973, wholesale in-
dustrial commodity prices increased at an annual rate of 10.3 percent
compared to a 2 percent annual rate in the 3 months ending Decem-
ber 1972. Moreover, at the time I wrote this, and now confirmed, in-
dustrial prices rose by 1.4 percent from March to April and I believe
that turns out to be 1.3 percent on a seasonally adjusted basis. Similar
rises are evident in the other components of the WPI and the CPI
as shown in table 1. I will not bother to go into those.

Chairman HUMPHREY. We will include that table in the record at
this point.

[The table referred to follows:]

TABLE 1.-CHANGES IN WHOLESALE AND RETAIL PRICE INDEXES AND COMPONENTS, 1972-73

Percentage change for 3 months ending: 1

June September December March
Index 1972 1972 1972 1972

1. WPI: All items -4.9 6.7 9.6 21. 5
A. Industrial commodities -4.9 3.2 2.0 10.3
B. Farm products (including processed foods

and feeds) -4.8 17.4 30.1 53.1
C. Consumer foods -2.7 10.0 15.8 45.0
D. Consumer finished goods - 2.5 6.7 5.9 21.7
E. Co nsumer goods (excluding food) 25 3.9 -.3 7.5

IL. CPI: All items-- 2. 2 4.6 3. 2 8.8
A. Commodities : 2.0 5. 4 2.3 12.3
B. Commodities less food -2.7 4.1 1.0 3.4
C. Services (not seasonally adjusted) 3.1 3.0 3.9 3.6
D. All items less food -3.2 3.5 2.5 3.2
E. Nondurabhe commodities -. 7 5.7 3.3 16.8
F. Apparel less footwear .3 2.3 4.6 3.3
G. Services (less medical care, not seasonally

adjusted) - ------ ------------- 3. 4 3.1 3.6 3.6
H. Insurance and finance -4.6 2.8 2.8 -.5
1. Utilities and public transportation 3.9 3. 2 3.2 2.9

Seasonally-adjusted, compounded annual rates.
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Mr. LANZILLYrTI. All right, sir.
These statistics are clear enough, but they provide only limited in-

sight to the causes and characteristics of the current surge in inflation,
and alone I think are an ambiguous guide to policy. More particularly,
the recent advance in the inflation rate does not represent a broad cross-
sectional surge of wage-price increases, which is important in deciding
where we go from here in the use of wage and price controls and what
is the proper course of economic policy in 1973.

It is my understanding, sir, that the subcommittee wishes to con-
centrate today on the behavior of nonfood prices. I accept that. Before
turning to that area, however, I do wish to stress that the large in-
creases in food prices over the past few months will continue to con-
tribute to the inflationary process even after the current rises abate,
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that is, whether we are talking about the prices falling off earlier or
late this year or even later. And as a consequence, I believe they are
of special significance for purposes of economic stabilization policy in
1973. This will be due to legitimate demands for wage and salary ad-
justments to maintain real income positions.

Thus, the major challenge for current stabilization policy is to
prevent the food price surge from triggering another wage-price spiral
later in 1973 and 1974.

In this connection, I believe it is generally agreed that the most seri-
ous problem in the food area is the rise in meat prices. What is usually
not made clear is that the rise in meat prices lies in unwise Govern-
ment policies designed to limit production, and to increase the prices,
of feed grains. In simplest terms, when feed grains are short, their
prices rise and farmers reduce livestock production. Hence, the official
policy of keeping farm prices high by paying farmers for not produc-
ing as much as they could must be blamed in my opinion, for this part
of the inflation.

In all candor, I should note that the Price Commission found no
magic solution to the rising food price problem during phase II, al-
though very early in 1972 we urged the Secretary of Agriculture to
modify the planned acreage set-asides, with a singular lack of success.

In the nonfood sector, many separate forces lie behind the surge of
commodity price increases, including: (1) The effects of the second
U.S. devaluation in February; (2) the uncertainty about the current
structure of phase 3 controls and where they are going; (3) anticipa-
tions of another freeze, price rollbacks, and tougher controls; and (4)
various "catchup" increases from the relaxation of phase 2 controls in
January, for example, lumber; (5) the implementation of the auto
price increases which had been postponed by the Price Commission
late in 1972; and (6) I think we must recognize a general rise in ag-
gregate demand reflected in the sharp increases in consumer spending,
capital outlays by business, and Government expenditures, all of which
make it easier for price increases to stick.

Since many of these influences affecting the recent surge in prices
are largely transitional, their pressure on price is not likely to persist.
In the case of some price increases, however, for example, paper, textile
products, machinery and equipment, to cite a few, serious questions
can be raised about the efficacy of phase III controls, since these are not
areas in which rising raw material prices are in evidence.

In short, Senator, the U.S. inflation problem, in my opinion. has
become more complicated than the situation prior to August 1971.
Because of this, policy prescriptions, at least for the short run, is
neither simple nor is it clear-cut. Part of the reason is that the momen-
tum gained in reaching price and wage stability under phase II has
been lost, and there is a reappearance of the kind of crisis atmosphere
that prevailed during the early summer of 1971. This calls for firm
action on economic policy to correct what appears to me to have been
a kind of policy drift in the past few months.

I remain convinced that the fundamentals of long-run price stabi-
lization lie in the prudent use of monetary policy and fiscal policy.
However, in the short run care is required in the use of these policies,
especially monetary policy, so that there is not an overreaction to the
current crisis with overly restrictive monetary policy, possibly throw-
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ing the economy into a recession. Also, I believe the President's recom-
mended budget of approximately $269 billion for fiscal year 1974
should provide fiscal restraint for the remainder of calendar 1973 and
early calendar 1974, although in my opinion, both monetary and fiscal
policy were too expensive this past year.

Thus, the current dilemma is not only the proper mix of these
traditional policy instruments in 1973, but whether wage and price con-
trols should be relaxed, tightened, left unchanged, or abolished
altogether. The argument for abolishing controls rests on the premise
that the surge in prices at wholesale and retail is largely a bulge
phenomenon. The opposing view is that while a bulge problem has
developed, the rises in the WPI and CPI are not all of that nature, and
even if we are dealing largely with a bulge problem, it nonetheless
is likely to trigger higher wage demands in 1973, which, in turn, can
lead to further wage-cost push in 1973 and 1974.

From the standpoint of deciding on a safe policy course, we should
examine the probable effects of the bulge hypothesis if controls are (a)
abolished or (b) continued, alternatively assuming the hypothesis
turns out to be correct or incorrect.

If the bulge assumption should be correct, either continuing or
abolishing controls would not make much difference for price stabi-
lization, although controls could lead to some market distortions.
However, it is my belief if demand is expected to ease, or supplies
increase, as we are advised and as implied in the bulge hypothesis,
then distortions from controls would be minimized.

If the bulge hypothesis turns out to be incorrect, however, abolishing
controls altogether and simply riding out the price rises implies ac-
ceptance of another click on the inflation ratchet for 1973 and beyond.
Alternatively, if controls are maintained, on the assumption that the
bulge hypothesis is incorrect, then this policy can help attenuate wage-
price increases.

In short, Senator, the point I am making is that controls are still
needed for the short term to prevent the bulge from causing larger
problems, and it may be required for the long term if the rise in
prices is more than a bulge phenomenon. This is the basic rationale
in my opinion, for continuing controls at the present time.

I do not have this morning a particular set of economic policy
changes that I am confident will take us out of the current inflation.
However, I believe the mix requires some direct controls. Also, there
are some lessons we can learn from errors of the past few years, es-
pecially in the agricultural policy area, as I have noted previously.
And if you are interested we can go into that in more detail.

But aside from the inflation problem in the food sector, I see no
easy solution to the problems in the industrial sector. At this juncture
my views can be summarized in a few short statements:

(1) I do not favor a general wage-price freeze for the current situa-
tion, as some have proposed. The circumstances are quite different from
those preceding the freeze of 1971 and it is doubtful in my opinion,
that another freeze would accomplish anything constructive.

(2) At the same time, I do not favor a policy of relying exclusively
on monetary and fiscal policy to take us out of this crisis, since I do not
expect that this policy mix will be any more effective today than it
was between 1969 and 1971.
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(3) Thus, I am not in favor of dropping controls altogether. As I
stated here in February, I still regard Government intervention in
the processes of wage and price determination as generally undesirable
from an economic standpoint, but such actions still are necessary
for the near term.

(4) Other actions such as agricultural policy reforms and policies
to make markets more competitive, as Professor Adams has pointed
out, will help over the long run, but will not alleviate the current
problem.

(5) In the area of price controls, some tightening is called for.
The prenotification requirement that existed under phase II should be
reinstated for companies in the tier I category so that the Cost of
Living Council can be aware of price increases and their justification.
I notice that since I wrote this there has been an announcement about
prenotification by firms with $250 million or more in sales.

Chairman HuMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. LANZILLOWrI. But this new prenotification requirement, in my

view, will not have much restraint in it because of the reasons which
you have pointed out in the introduction, sir.

There are no price caps and even with caps under phase 2 of 6, 8 ,10,
percent, still afford conglomerate firms a wide latitude in terms of
raising prices on a weighted average basis, and I think that still exists.

Additionally, I would favor tightening the standard for price in-
creases to limit cost passthroughs to direct cost increases rather than
total cost increases. That is an old issue with me, sir, and every time
I have an opportunity to mention it I do mention it. I do think-

Chairman HuikiPHREY. Could you spell that out in a little more detail
for us, Mr. Lanzillotti?

Mr. LANZILLO'PI. Well, in brief, it boils down to this. The regula-
lations that we had under phase II inadvertently provided an incentive
for firms to pad their costs or increase their costs because the allowed
percentage increase in prices was a direct function of the increase in
total costs.

Now, my rudimentary, elementary economics told me that firms
priced on the basis of marginal costs and if that is the case, we should
be permitting firms to increase their prices on the basis of changes in
total costs, that is, marginal costs, or better just direct cost changes-
labor and materials-rather than including all cost chances. In this
way we would minimize the cost passthroughs. We would not recognize
for pricing purposes increases in other costs but, rather, we would
recognize for pricing purposes only changes in direct labor and ma-
terial costs, sir.

For example, if we under the-system that we had-if a firm had
an increase in total costs of 10 percent and they mere

Chairman HUMPHREY. You mean, total costs of the operation of
the

Mr. LANziLLo'IT. From 1970 to 1971 or 1971 to 1972. for their total
costs of producing steel. When it came to determining allowable price
increases, after deducting a productivity factor, say, of 3 percent,
then the remainder, 7 percent, was allowed as the increase that could
be permitted in prices.

Chairman HUTfPHREY. Right.
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Mr. LANZILLOT. In other words, the net total cost increase in per-
centage terms became the allowable percentage increase in price.

Chairman HRumPHREY. Now, what would be your direct cost rela-
tionship?

Mr. LANZILLOYrI. Well, your direct costs would go up-by less than
that, you see. Especially if costs are constant, that is, unit costs are Con-
stant or falling, you would expect, then, that the percentages change
in direct costs would be less, and at least you would not recognize some
of these other-

Chairman HUMPNREY. How does that happen? I am just a layman
here. How does the direct cost become less than the total cost?

Mr. LANZILLOrrI. Well, if you have a firm that has been operating
at less than full capacity, as they have over 1971-72, as they increase
their production, their per unit costs fall. They flatten out. If their
per unif cost is falling, that must be the increased cost of producing
more units is falling also. So what I would recognize is not the
aggregate increase in all costs but only the change in the per unit
cost and that would be due to inicreases in direct labor and materials
cost and not a change in all costs.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I get you.
Mr. LANKZILLOrTi. Now, as it turned out, this particular regulation

was sort of counterproductive because it worked against the -desire to
have firms become more productivity-minded. To the extent that you
recognize their full cost increases for pricing purposes, you encourage
them to pad their costs deliberately or not. It operated something like
an excess profits tax. Excess profits tax had the effect of discouraging
firms from reducing costs and actually had the opposite effect, en-
couraging them to incur higher costs. This is related, I think, to one of
the points that Professor Adams is making.

Well, finally, I have a couple of other comments.
*(6) Some agency of government shoud be on guard to insure that

the shortage situation that is emerging in gasoline does not produce
adverse effects on the competitive structure of retail markets. This
may require some sort of program of gasoline allocations by major
refiners to all customers, all retailers, in order to prevent independents
from being pushed to the wall due to the shortages in some areas. I note
that some efforts along these lines are under consideration, and be-
lieve they deserve strong support.

(7) In regard to the wage standard, I think it is going to be difficult
to enforce the 5.5 percent basic standard, 7/lOths for fringe benefits,
in the wake of this very large jump in food prices. Therefore. I believe
some consideration should be given to a policy of a temporary tax
credit to certain individual taxpayers-this would be in the lower
income brackets-to make up for the loss in purchasing power due
to the price rises since December. This would permit enforcement of
the 5.5 percent standard on wage adjustments, and at the same time
help minimize the ratchet efect from extra "catchup" wage increases
that seem imminent in 1973 bargaining.

In summary, I think it is regrettable that relative real income posi-
tions that were reached under phase II have been altered by events
since January, undermining confidence in the efficacy of phase TII
controls. And as I listened to Professor Adams, in controls altogether.
Catchup actions by business and labor are necessary and proper, but
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these need to be carefully contained for the near term by wage-price
restraints to minimize the possibility of a recurrence of the 1971 crisis.
Finally, I believe high-level presentation of a candid analysis of the
current economic situation, outlining the nature of the problem and
the mix of economic medicine is required.

This, I believe, will help restore public confidence in economic
policy generally.

Thank you, sir.
Chairman HuMPHREY. Thank you very, very much, Mr. Lanzillotti.

We will come back to you in just a little while.
Now we will have our third witness this morning, Mr. Robert

Nathan.
Bob, just proceed and then we will go to the questioning.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT R. NATHAN, ROBERT NATHAN
ASSOCIATES, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. NATHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, let me say I would like to just summarize my prepared

statement.
Chairman HUMPHREY. The prepared statement will be included

in the record in its full text.
Mr. NATHAN. Thank you.
Second, I would like to express the appreciation as a citizen to you

for highlighting the fact that inflation is not just in food and that
there is an industrial and nonfood problem.

Third, I would emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that what has been hap-
pening is of crisis proportions and this involves and requires serious
and unusual actions.

Let me say that I feel very strongly, Mr. Chairman, that the timing
of the shift from phase II to phase III was about as bad an economic
policy as one could conceive by evil design.

I think that January was about as bad a timing as one could imagine,
despite the fact that a week or two ago the Chairman of the Council
of Economic Advisers made a statement in New York-and I happen
to have a clipping here from the Washington Post of Saturday,
April 21, giving some quotations from Herbert Stein's statement-
that would be worth putting into the record, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Please read them into the record.
Mr. NATHAN [reading]: "Mr. Stein indicates that there were two

obstacles to continuation of controls or phase II. He says the most
serious was that which could be summed up in the question 'If not
now, when?"'

Stein goes on to say that: "If we agree with the basic proposition
that the end of controls at some time is both desirable and necessary,
then this question is inescapable. There was no future condition reli-
ably in sight which seemed more propitious for a move than the con-
ditions we were in."

I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that the exact opposite was true. If one
looks back to November and December, farm prices rose 10 percent
in those 2 months, or an annual rate of over 100 percent. Everyone
knew that substantial and significant wage negotiations were immi-
nent in 1973, and if for no other than these two reasons it seemed to
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me that it would have been desirable to maintain phase II for at
least some limited period of time to overcome the prospects of the
kind of acceleration in inflation which has occurred.

Now, what actually has happened is only part of the story because
up to now what we have had is not just the very major upward move
in farm prices and then retail consumer food prices, but we are now
having the first, and I am sure not final, impact of the inflationary
implication of devaluation. The two devaluations, of course, mean
that prices of imports rise whereas the prices of export goods become
more attractive abroad. And I am certain that in the months ahead
we will see further price rise in imports under the devaluations. This
comes at an -unfortunate time in terms of accelerating the inflationary
process, so I agree with Professor Adams that I would loosen up
rather than tighten up on imports because prices of many of the im-
ported commodities, especially raw materials, will continue to be
attractive even after the devaluations, relative to prices of domes-
tically produced goods.

But the main theme I would like to present, Mr. Chairman, is that
we moved from phase II to phase III before the spiral of inflation
was broken. That, I think, is a very critical point, that we had made
progress during phase II in many areas in reducing the rate of infla-
tion, but we were nowhere near a 2 or 11/2 or anywhere near a 1 percent
rate of increase in prices, which I would hope would continue to be
our national goal. Before the spiral was broken we really went off
these controls into something much weaker. While I do not like con-
trols over the long run. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that as long
as we had them, we should have kept them on for a period of time
until we felt the spiral was broken and the inflation expectations
were pretty much behind us.

What concerns me is reading George Schultz' statements and Herb
Stein's in a degree, I am fearful that we are going to find the admin-
istration going back to its 1970 solution; namely, a recession. Unfor-
tunately I do not think that the administration's economists have
learned their lessons from 1970 and 1971 because that recession did
not solve the inflation problem. We had the freeze and then the con-
trols; namely, phase II, after the recession had gotten well underway
and we were pretty much near a trough. So we had both the recession
and inflation and it is my conviction, Mr. Chairman, that if the admin-
istration policies continue in the direction in which I think they seem
to be going, or I expect them to go, then I think we are again going to
have that strange combination of a recession and rising unemploy-
ment and further inflation. Heaven help us if that does happen.

Now, let me just read, if I may, Mr. Chairman, just some figures
from the wholesale price press release which was issued last Thursday.
There is table No. 4, which is identified as "Seasonally Adjusted Rates
of Change in the WPI and Major Components Before and During the
Economic Stabilization Program That Began in August 1971." I am
going to read from two columns. Both of these columns present average
annual rates of price increase in the wholesale price index. They give
us the average annual rate in the 14 months of phase II, and the
average annual rates in the 3 months of phase III.

All wholesale commodities, annual rate of increase in phase II, 6.9
percent. Annual rate of increase in phase III, 21.2 percent, more
than three times as much.
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Now, the real key, I think, lies here in industrial commodities. The
average annual rate of increase in industrial commodities in phase
II was 3.5 percent, and phase III, 14.8 percent. And that is over four
times as much.

Let us look at consumer finished goods excluding foods, and that is
at wholesale. During phase II the annual rate of increase was 2.3
percent and during phase III, 12.8 percent, more than five times as
much.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Wait a minute now. Let me get those figures
again, Mr. Nathan. You said consumer finished goods.

Mr. NATHAN. Excluding foods. That is the very last line.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Oh, I got you. Yes. I see. Thank you.
Mr. NATHAN. The very last line-I just want to get this food item

out of the way because there is an illusion that has been perpetrated
that all the inflation has been in food, and now just belatedly we are
recognizing that isn't so-I just note that excluding food, consumer-
finished goods at wholesale have increased in phase III at five times
as fast a rate as in phase II.

Chairman HuMPHREY. I want at this point to just note that in
every hearing that I have attended at the JEC. Joint Economic Com-
mittee, I have emphasized the very point you are making, not to
minimize the food price increases but to try to alert or at least remind
Mr. Stein and others who have testified before us that hidden behind
this dramatic food rise, food cost rise, were these nonfood items and
we are going into every one of them. Now we are on the industrial
price index. We are going to go into the housing, for example. We see
each one of these kind of moving in on us. It is like shadows in the
night, so to speak, just coming over us, but the tendency was to con-
centrate the public's attention, and it was very easy to do so, on food
prices because people go to the marketplace every day or at least every
week and those prices are so evident.

But it is these prices that have been indicated this morning on
steel, prices on other items, finished products in the industrial sector,
that sort of were not really creeping up. They were rushing up. But
we were in a sense precluded from observation by the drama or the
excitement over food prices.

Mr. NATHAN. Well, regrettably, Senator, I think that what has
happened in a dramatic way at the supermarkets is going to happen
in nonfood prices, too. You cannot have this kind of a situation at
wholesale for very long without its reflecting itself at retail and that
is what is going to happen. The housewife who has been beside herself
concerning meat and other food prices now is going to see it in indus-
trial prices, industrial commodities, manufactured goods, and this is
regrettable.

I think one of the problems, Mr. Chairman, derives from a kind of a
self-delusion that takes place. I can best describe the way I think the
administration's economists look at economic developments as using
binoculars. When they see a little piece of good news they look through
the magnifying end and everything is wonderful, but when they see
some big bad news, they turn the binoculars around and it is very hard
to see the picture because you really make it de minimis. This goes on
over and over and I think we are engaging in a kind of self-delusion
through this process.
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Let me turn, if I may, to where we go from here. I think the most
serious problem, Mr. Chairman, lies in the fact that we have got this
inflation spiral going upward again. Mr. Lanzillotti mentioned the
facts about wages. I do not know what- labor is going to do but I find
it very hard to conceive of a labor leader staying as a leader in the
face of these tremendous increases in consumer prices and in prospec-
tive further increases and this 27 percent increase in profits in the first
quarter-I do not know whether profits are too high absolutely but this
rate of increase is certainly too high-I cannot understand how a
labor leader could possibly maintain the support of his members in the
face of this kind of movement and taking anything like a 51/2 -percent
increase. I think you are absolutely right, Mr. Lanzillotti, that this is
out of the question.

Now, once you begin to imbed into your wage settlements these huge
rises in the cost of living attributable to food and attributable to
nonfood prices then we are off on the rising spiral again. I regard that
as quite serious because in the longer run it is my feeling that labor
suffers and gets it in the neck and they are among the worst victims
of inflation. But there is not going to be much they can do about it now
because I do not see how they can stand back and let these prices run
and take a 51/2 -percent wage settlement. I do not believe they are going
to and I think they are going to full escalation rather than the partial
escalation they have had up to now and that is going to add to
inflation.

Well, the big questions are what do we do about it? I certainly agree
with both Mr. Adams and Mr. Lanzillotti that overall fiscal and mone-
tary policies of a constructive nature are essential. It is silly to say
otherwise. We must prevent overheating in the economy, although
I must say that 5-percent unemployment does not indicate to me that
we have aggregate overheating at the present time.

Chailman HUMPHREY. I know I should add here to what I said
earlier but just a quickie here.

You know, Members of Congress, most of us, are not experts in these
matters. We are sort of general practitioners. We are observers of the
economic and political scene and hopefully we develop some sensitivity.

I travel a good deal as you gentlemen know, and I try to interest
myself in a variety of subject matter and surely at the base of all of it
is the economic development in our country and in the world.

Why is it that we continue to have this high unemployment rate?
Five percent used to be called high. We have been now conditioned
into believing it is rather normal. I mean, it is interesting how you can
get yourselves conditioned into believing something is normal. In
other words, if you have a headache all the time you really do not
realize how good it is not to have one. It is normal.

As a pharmacist I saw many people who used to come into the store
who sort of had a kind of general sickness and if they did not get
much worse they thought they were well, but they never were. They
just got accustomed to it.

How come we have Germany and Japan and France and the Nether-
lands, countries like that, that are highly industrialized-Belgium-
that have lower rates of unemployment than we do? They seem to get
people hired. In fact, they have been importing them.

I have talked with Chancellor Brandt. I have talked with the finance
minister, Schmidt, in the Federal Republic. They import one-half

95-438-73-14
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million people into Germany to do their work over and above their
domestic labor force. How come they get that unemployment rate
down and we cannot?

Mr. NATHAN. I think part, if I may, Senator-
Chairman HUmPHREY. We are supposed to have this economy, you

know, just going gung-ho like gangbusters.
Mr. NATH AN. Part of it, I think, is a measurement problem. I do

think we measure unemployment in a way to indicate a larger level
than many others do. But also, I think there is an element of lack of
mobility in our economy relative to other economies.

For instance, I think our pension systems, our private pension sys-
tems, have a sense of insanity about them in terms of tying the em-
ployees. We do not have the kind of mobility and the movement of the
pension reserves and this is just indicative of a problem.

Of course, I do think, Senator, that we do have a degree of affluence
and level of living relative to these European countries that makes
people a little more relaxed with a higher level of unemployment. I
think it is a waste but there is something to that.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. NATHAN. But nonetheless, I think the economy is far from

being overheated at this stage. The rate of increase in output is very
rapid and I do not think that can be maintained. But one has to be
careful in distinguishing between the level of activity which does
reflect overheating and the rate of increase which could lead to that.
Some slowdown in the rate of increase of activity may be justified at
this time.

Let me just summarize in one word and say this: In my judgment,
while fiscal and monetary restraints have some element of need, even
there, by the way, the administration's policies leave much to be de-
sired. I do not agree with the President at all that the most serious
crisis facing the American people is the taxation one and that we have
got a tax level that is beyond what can be possibly endured. I do not
understand how a President in one year's budget message can brag
about a $22 billion cut in individual income taxes in 1973, which is
what was in the 1973 budget message in January 1972, and then come
out and say that tax burdens are unbearable. And if we wanted fiscal
policy maybe that is one of the-

Chairman IUm~rPnREy. That is a lot of political poppycock and
horseradish.

Mr. NATHAN. Let me just say one word, if I may, Mr. Chairman.
I do not like controls but in my judgment, we are at a crisis in terms
of inflation and I think that unless we break this and break this
quickly, we are on a rising spiral and I think we will have given up the
fight against inflation and we will be lucky to come back down to
3½/2- or 4-percent rate of increase after a time. Once you begin to move
in a direction, that spiral is not easy to reverse.

While I agree generally with Professor Adams that controls are at
best a temporary expediency, I think we need a temporary expediency
now and I would go even so far as break this thing quickly and try to
even roll it back some. But I think we ought to drop the controls com-
pletely unless we are going to make them tough. I would favor a,
tougher control setup. We have made a very tragic mistake and we
ought to recoup that mistake.
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I would favor going for a month or two to a freeze. I know it is
tough. It was tough before, but we are in a real inflation crisis. If we
have very firm control policies for perhaps a year or 9 months, then
we mav be able to loosen up a lot, but as it is now, things are so bad
that we might just as well quit kidding ourselves and either go for
much tougher controls or just drop it and let nature take its course
and heaven help us if we follow that route.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nathan follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT R. NATHAN

The recent sharp acceleration in industrial prices at the wholesale level points

toward continued serious inflation for consumers. Prices at wholesale do have an

impact on retail prices after some lag. That is precisely why precipitous sky-

rocketing first of farm product prices and now of wholesale industrial prices must
be a source of deep alarm.

From 1966 to 1970 all wholesale prices increased about 2.5 percent per year

and the rise in industrial commodities was less than 3 percent annually. Since

then the upward pace tended to quicken, but it was not until 1972 when the in-

crease in wholesale prices really broke loose. The figures now reveal that late in

1972 and throughout the early months of 1973 the lid was blown off the general

inflation and we seem to be back on a worsening inflation spiral with a vengence.

In April industrial commodities in the wholesale price index were 9 percent

higher on an annual basis than six months earlier, but in the last three months

the yearly rate of rise was nearly 15 percent. The wholesale price index of

finished consumer goods increased at a rate of over 20 percent in the last three

months. The inflation in consumer goods, excluding food, rose at an annual rate

of nearly 13 percent in the last quarter. The food price index declined fractionally
in April but the total price picture is a dismal one.

The shift from Phase II to Phase III in January was timed about as badly as a

wild inflationist would seek. The Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers
recently said that since it would be necessary at some date to move from Phase II

to Phase III he concluded that January was as propitious a time as any. One need

only have looked at two known critical facts to conclude otherwise. Prices of farm

products had risen 10 percent at wholesale in November and December 1972 and

it was obvious they would rise much more. Also, everyone knew that critical wage

negotiations were coming up in the spring and summer of 1973. These two known

facts were good reasons for not decontrolling or weakening controls in January

of 1973. In fact, there was practically no reason for such a move at that time. The

excuse that distortions were resulting from controls has not yet been explained
in even the slightest degree. The decision was a dreadful and costly mistake.

I testified before the Joint Economic Committee in November 1972 and I ex-

pressed my horror over the possibility of a major mistaken policy decision of

removing controls too soon. Now we see the folly of weakening controls in

January. We have just seen a patchwork effort of trying to apply a bandaid to a

severed artery. It is quite clear that the fight against inflation has been largely
abandoned by the Administration. It is equally evident that the only meaningful

effort to bring inflation under control will be through curtailing overall economic
activity.

Apparently the Administration economists did not learn a lesson from their

experiences of 1970 and 1971 when the planned and costly recession failed to

really bring the inflationary spiral to a halt. They are on the brink of program-

ming another recession which will also prove to be a failure in achieving relative
price stability.

The freeze in August 1971 and the subsequent controls imposed in November as

Phase II did serve in some degree to unwind the spiral-although not adequately.

Regrettably, the weak and wobbly Phase III was introduced before the spiral
was really broken. Now it is quite clear that we are in a new spiral.

I do not believe any serious economist would contend that the 40 percent annual

rate of increase in wholesale farm prices in the last six months will continue.

Nor is it likely that the recent annual rate of increase in wholesale industrial

commodity prices of nearly 15 percent will accelerate or long continue. However,

there is every reason to expect that inflation in 1973 will be much worse than in

1972 and that the prospect of getting down to the President's promised 21/2 percent
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annual rate of inflation is about as likely as the proverbial snowball in hot
locations.

It is interesting to note that in three months of Phase III the annual rate ofincrease in wholesale prices of all commodities was over three times the rate inPhase 11; of industrial commodities over four times; and of consumer finishedgoods, excluding foods, it was over five times. This is a stormy picture from anyview. It seems as though the Administration economists use both ends of strongbinoculars in their economic analyses. When there is a slight improvement inprice stability they look through the magnifying end of the binoculars and state-ments on progress are greatly exaggerated. On the other hand, when there isreally bad news the officials turn their. binoculars around and look through theother end, belittling the adverse trends.- It seems that there is an element of self-delusion in this process as well as deception.The probabilities are that the domestic inflationary consequences of two dollardevaluations have by no means been fully reflected in our prices. Devaluationsmean that domestic prices of imported goods in the United States tend to increase.Many of the raw materials as well as components and finished products thatcome into the United States are selling at higher prices. Further, the devaluationwill intensify foreign demand for U.S. exports and if there now were a tendencyfor overheating in selected sectors of the economy, the rapidly rising exportdemands in those industries in which domestic demands are rising rapidly couldfeed the fires of inflation. Looking at the overall picture, however, the continua-tion of the 5 percent rate of unemployment hardly indicates that aggregate de-mand is excessive and that the economy generally is overheated. There is no basisfor concluding that the way to fight further inflation now is to slow the economicexpansion and to increase the rate of unemployment. That policy would be a costly
failure.

In the coming months there are going to be some very important wage negotia-tions. Workers cannot be expected to sit back and watch consumer prices sky-rocket and still exercise great restraint in making demands for higher wages.Excessive wage increases will be regrettable from the workers' as well as thecountry's point of view because labor will be among the severest victims of furtherinflation. Yet I do not see how the union leaders can be expected to exerciserestraint when the government makes foolish policy mistakes and when profitsare rising at a phenomenal rate. Maybe profits are not too high but the rate ofrise in profits is too high. Sadly, the spiral of inflation is mounting and laborwill suffer and the economy will be weakened.
No one likes controls, but we would have been much better off had Phase IIbeen administered more tightly and continued for several more months. At leastit would have gotten us through a period of very sharp food price increases withminimum damage. It might have delayed the second devaluation which in tourwould have kept import prices from rising so much. Finally, and most importantof all, it woulud have provided the basis for more moderate wage settlements

in 1973.
The real question now is whether effective controls can be restored. It is not avery pleasant choice to restore tougher controls, but in the longer run we willbe much better off to have a freeze for a time-preferably retroactive for alimited period-and then move to a new tough Phase II for perhaps as long as ayear, rather than do practically nothing. It would be much more difficult than itwas the first time around, but the alternative of a new spiral of inflation whichwill be costly and damaging will bring even more painful economic ailments.Worse still would be another recession undertaken by those who still refuse torecognize the processes involved in an inflation spiral and who delude themselvesinto thinking that a recession will restore price stability. Of course we mustprevent overheating when it threatens, but we must break the spiral by direct

and drastic means.
The choices are difficult but it is better to move firmly now than to sit idly andbecome enmeshed in the spiral. If we do not act quickly the value of the dollarwill shrink and shrink. Perhaps we will have to resign ourselves to the final useof the present dollar-namely, as premium stamps. If the inflation doesn't slowdown we can probably use the present currency as S&S Green Trading Stampscommemorating Messrs. Shultz and Stein for their role in the sharp drop In

the value of the dollar.
Chairman HuMPHREY. Gentlemen, I want to thank you very muchfor your observations. I also should inform you that every member of

the committee will receive a copy of your testimony. I will also take
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the liberty of inserting the testimony such as you have given us today
in the prepared statements in the Congressional Record for broader
review.

I must say that the tension of the times has not lent itself at the
moment in view of some developments in Government to a sensible con-
sideration of economic policy. We are so involved with all of the ex-
penses that are taking place today on the political scene that a ra-
tional approach or constructive, thoughtful approach to economic
policy seems to have gained a very low priority, even though these
problems keep moving in on us.

The other thing that I would just like to call to the attention of you
gentlemen-you are professionals in the economic field-is the general
observation that I get when I am home and traveling about the country
visiting with the ordinary consumer, not just the consumer in the
supermarket but the consumer of lumber and of paint and of repairs,
et cetera, that goes into the daily activities of farmers, of housewives,
of people who come home and try to take care of their little house,
piece of property, or their automobile.

I have people tell me time after time that they do not believe these
Cost of Living Index figures at all, and these are pretty intelligent
people. I go home to the city of Minneapolis. I talk with people that
are going to fix up their garage, for example. This time of the year
everybody is out repairing and fixing up.

I just want. any of you to go to a hardware store and buy a rake
and see what has happened to the price of that as compared to a year
ago. Just go buy yourself a bucket of paint. I was going to have our
home out there at the lake repainted and I could not believe what had
happened to the cost of paint.

Go buy yourself some turpentine, paint thinner. I mean, these are
not items that are in the Cost of Living Index every day. I realize that.
But somewhere along the line you have got to paint the garage, you
know. Somewhere along the line you have to put on a new lock or a
new hinge and every one of these items has gone up and up.

Not long ago I had the experience of taking a couple of my grand-
children out to do some shopping before Easter to fix them up with
some shoes and a few things. I could not believe it. Of course, my wife
has been telling me this has been going on for a long time but it is quite
a shock for a father or grandfather to see what in the world has hap-
pened to the price of little things like socks, not stockings, socks, for
little children.

Now, this is what the working family puts up with all the time, and
we have these discount stores out our way. We call them target stores,
and so forth. It does not make any difference whether you have got a
discount or not. Still the prices are way up, and in Washington we
still get these figures about small percentage increases, but to the aver-
age person out there living on that paycheck, maybe getting $3 an
hour-a lot of our people get less than $3 an hour. For many of
them, $3 an hour, 40 hours a week, that is $120. By the time you get
your deductions, social security, it practically means nothing.

You go into that grocery store, what you call the grocery store, super-
market, it is not just the food items you come out with but the super-
market today has everything from steel wool to cosmetics to some drug
items, that is, pharmaceuticals. You buy your Bufferin or aspirin there,
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and you buy your hair spray, buy whatever you want to buy. These
things have all gone up even with the most highly competitive prac-
tices in the supermarket and supermarkets are highly competitive if
there is any area of our economy that really represents competition.

Now, how do we make the American people believe that the Govern-
ment is not stacking the figures? They think the Government is all
loused up anyhow, and they have bad good reason to think so even
more so of late, but I have really got to tell you that I have had
hundreds of people write to me and many more talk to me saying that
they do not believe at all what comes out of the Labor Department
on the Cost of Living Index. They say all you have got to do, Mr.
Humphrey, is go shopping with me. All those figures you give me-
I was out giving a talk here the other night to a citizen's group. You
know, they have what we call citizens leagues. I was talking about
some of these economics and they laugh at you. They say what you
are saying is nothing compared to what is happening. They say you
are just talking to us about what those smart people down there in
Washington give to you. Come with me and walk around here and see
what you have to pay. And it is just unbelievable.

Here again, is where there is lack of faith and trust in Government
action, Government word, Government policy. When you tell them
what Mr. Stein or Mr. Shultz says, and I do not speak of them dis-
paragingly but if I get up and talk to them about that, they think it is
a comedy sketch I am going through. Either that or I am so stupid I
do not know what is going on or I am deliberately trying to deceive
them. That is a fact.

Just take your car in once to have what we call a motor tuneup as
compared to what it was 2 years ago and just see the difference in
costs. Take your lawninower in and have the blades replaced. These
are things that happen every day at the American family level and
I can tell you they have gone up and the income of these people is
really, you know-I mean, I have got young people in my family and
I ask them how they are getting along, man and wife both working
and barely making it, barely making it with no extras, no foreign
travel, no big vacations, none of this. You know, up our way we
figure if you have got a rowboat or a canoe you are doing pretty
good. You do not expect to get a yacht. And it is just outrageous the
price increases that we are having. The food is one thing and that
has, of course, shocked many people, but the thing that they are wor-
ried about is the other ones that seem to be just getting out of hand
and this is particularly true on repairs, not just the labor costs. I am
not talking just the labor costs. Most of us do our own repairs. Go
buy some sparkplugs.

ir. AnAMfs. Well, Senator, if I may say so, one of the tragic mis-
takes made in our economic policy is an excessive reliance on so-called
monetary and fiscal policy to achieve stability. Since 1946 in the Em-
ployment Act we have committed ourselves to using monetary and
fiscal policy to stabilize the economy. But I think the validity of
monetary and fiscal policy is based on an assumption, an assumption
essentially that we are dealing with a competitive economy.

I submit to you that that assumption is simply not accurate. It is
not realistic. It does not conform to the facts of life.
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Now, what does that mean? It means that we are facing an increas-
ingly difficult trade off between full employment and price stability.
We can achieve price stability by the use of monetary and fiscal policy
but at the price of an intolerable level of unemployment, or we can
have full employment but at the intolerable cost of excessive inflation.

Now, it seems to me that sooner or later government policymakers
have to face up to the structural imperfections in our economy. In
other words, if monetary and fiscal policy are to work, we have to
establish the competitive preconditions on which the effectiveness of
that policy is based.

Now, the examples are numerous, Senator. If you take the case of
oil, we are talking about a terrible energy crisis, a shortage in the
supply of oil, and yet this country has had oil import quotas which
artificially restrict the potentially available supply and, therefore,
raise the price of domestic oil for-since 1963, is it?

Mr. NATHAN. Before that, I think.
Mr. ADAMS. Since 1957 we have had mandatory oil import controls.
Now, the President has been very reluctant in giving way on that.

He has increased the quota allowance of oil that may come in. Those
oil import quotas should be done away with altogether because if there
is a shortage of supply, we ought to be willing to accept supply
wherever it is attainable, and the only way to get adequate supplies
is by importing more oil from abroad.

Now, I am not naive, Senator. I know that there is a national secu-
rity argument that is offered in support of the oil quotas, but let me
point out that the national security argument is being misused. If,
indeed, it is the objective and the interest of national security to give
the United States a reliable supply of domestic oil, what we ought to
be doing in conserving the oil available in the United States for times
of emergency. We ought to import oil from those areas which are most
likely to fall into the hands of a potential enemy in times of conflict.

Now, what does that mean? If we are rational about national secu-
rity, we ought to import as much oil as we can from the Middle East
as long as the getting is good. We ought to import as much as we can
from Latin America as long as the getting is good. We ought then
to turn to Canada, and at the very last we ought to use up our own oil
Su Ply.

so the national security argument, it seems to me, is being perverted
in the current discussion because the national security would militate
toward a freer importation rather than a more restricted importation
of oil.

Chairman HUMPHREY. How do you meet the balance-of-payments
deficit problem?

Mr. ADAMS. Well, the balance of payments, of course, is an extremely
complicated issue as you well know, but it cuts both ways. Let me give
you an example.

Petroleum is not only used for direct consumption in the form of
gasoline, heating oil, and so on, but petroleum is also a feedstock, a
raw material, for the chemical industry, for petrochemicals. How can
our chemical companies-and I am talking about biggies now, like
DuPont and Allied Chemical and Dow Chemical, and so on-how can
they compete effectively in the international markets of the world with
the Japanese and the Germans who have no import quotas, who are
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able to buy these petroleum feedstocks at a much lower cost than ourchemical companies? And how can these companies then turn aroundand compete with these low-cost producers in the international marketsof the world? And, you see, this is one area where labor costs hardlyenter into the situation at all. You cannot blame the high price ofpetrochemicals in the United States on labor. It is the high cost of theraw material.
Why is the raw material price high? Because of the artificial importrestrictions which we impose on ourselves. We are fighting a battlein the international markets of the world with one arm tied behindour back.
Now, this does not make any sense. The last time I looked at thesituation I think our chemical companies were earning something-is it a billion dollars in international trade? This is a favorable balance,you see.
Chairman HUMPHiREY. Yes.
Mr. ADAMS. Similarly, the President belatedly recognized that ifmeat prices are high in the United States, one thing to do is to relaxthe import quotas on beef. The same is true in steel.
You see, the shortages we are now facing, I submit to you, Senator,are structurally conditioned by government policy, government policydesigned artificially to raise the price of domestic oligopolies in orderto insulate them from foreign competition. They do not have anydomestic competition and now the government is helping to insulatethem from foreign competition.
This is madness if we are interested in price stability. And mone-tary and fiscal policy alone cannot do the trick, nor can direct con-trols in the form of phase II, with due respect to the noble effortsmade by such people as Mr. Lanzillotti in trying to make phase IIan effective control mechanism.
Mr. NATHAN. I think, Mr. Chairman, the balance-of-payment prob-lem, if used as it is being used, is going to make our balance-of-payments situation worse and worse. We have got to be more and morecompetitive and to the extent that we are protective, frankly, we aregoing to be less competitive and this is one of our serious problems.I think we have got to take a hard look at our industry. I agree withWalter Adams that we have become less and less vigorously competi-tive and I would strongly urge, Mr. Chairman, that it is about timesomebody comes along with a new and tough TNEC, Temporary Na-tional Economic Commission of the thirties, which took a very hardlook at a lot of our industries and what was going on, and I suspectthat when one-I am sure one would find today an awful lot moremonopolistic and oligopolistic tendencies in fixing administrativearrangements and the like and if this goes on, we are not going to pro-tect our balance of payments through protectionism. I think it will getworse and worse. I think we have got to look upward. And the tragedyis that structural deficiencies and obstacles regrettably are alwayspassed over because they take time. Everybody says you cannot cor-rect it in a hurry, so they forget about it. But we must not-Mr. ADAMS. But, Mr. Nathan, I think you can correct it by simplyeliminating those governmental restraints
Mr. NATHAN. I agree.
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Mr. ADAMS [continuing]. Which undergird the private efforts at

monopolization and restriction.
In 1955 I wrote a book with Horace Gray which was entitled "Mo-

nopoly in America, the Government as Promoter." And the conclusion

of that book in one sentence is the old Jeffersonian maxim, the Govern-

ment that governs least governs best. That is, if the Government would

withhold those actions, refrain from those actions which support

monopoly and create monopoly, we would have much more competi-

tion than we now have. We would have more-the competition that

would be feasible and possible in the absence of governmental

restraints.
Chairman Hu-mrIIiEY. But, Mr. Adams, in the steel industry you

have presented to us a-I hate to use the phrase "classic example" but

I do not know any other one that really describes it, of the kind of

oligopoly that we have been taught or that we have been informed

about in theoretical economics or in academic economic studies. You

also have a situation where you have the management on the one hand

and the labor force on the other in common cause. Therefore, tremen-

dous political pressure is brought to bear upon the Congress of the

United States or the President or the Cabinet, political parties, to take

what they think is remedial action for protection of jobs, for protec-

tion of the market.
I come from a State in which there is a large amount of iron ore.

There was until they took it all out of the ground, I should say. Now

we have taconite. And I find it very difficult, for example, for myself

to not support the Burke-Hartke bill, even though I do not support it,

but the political pressures on me are very heavy and just between us,

I do not get elected by just economists, and, therefore, I ;have to think

in terms of what appears 'to be the attitudes of the people that I am

privileged to represent, at least in part. So it is a tough one. It is a

toughie.
Now, I happen to think that the industry you have selected for

analysis is one that really needs the kind of inward look that vou have

spoken of. We -had just to show you from the sublime to the ridiculous.

the packinghouse industry in the United States was, as inefficient. I

believe unbelievably inefficient. Scandalously so. And now there have

been some improvements in it. The steel industry in the United States

has made some improvements in the last decade or so in terms of its

technology but it is still far away from what they have in Japan and

Germany and, therefore, it is not as efficient. But put yourself over on

this side of the table for a while.
Mr. ADAMS. If I were running for office what would I tell the folks

back home?
Chairman HuMPHREY. And what would you do once you get elected?

Mr. ADAMS. Well, even before I got elected, I would point out-and,

Senator, I should say that I have no political ambitions
Chairman HumIPmEY. Well, that immediately makes you suspect.

[Laughter.]
Mr. AnDA3S. I know. But, Senator, if we proceed with the current

policy of protectionism, the fate of the workingman in the steel inL
dustry will be the same as the fate of the workingman in the railroad

industry. Government coddling, Government permissiveness, Govern-

ment protectionism have helped the railroad executives ruin the rail-
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road industry and inevitably, therefore, the workers employed by the
railroad industry.

May I invite your attention to one of the tables I submitted, the onethat is entitled "Steel Shipments, Imports and Exports."
If you look at the situation of Benelux-take Belgium as a proto-

type. Here is a country that exports more than 75 percent of its steel
output. Now, in order to do so, it has to be competitive in worldmarkets. This imposes a discipline on the Belgian steel industry to be
constantly-become constantly more efficient. And to the extent thatit is efficient, to the extent that it is cost competitive. to that extent itis price competitive, and. therefore, successful in world markets.

Now, you might say. well, that is easy for them to do because theycan engage in discriminatory pricing and dumping. They can sell their
surplus steel abroad at a lower price because they have a protectedhome market.

W\ell, then you turn to the import situation, still on this table, andy ou find that imports as a percent of apparent consumption, that is,domestic consumption, you find out that imports take up anywhere
from 48 to 52 percent of the domestic Belgian market.

Now, this shows that it is not a protected home market, that the
Belgians have to be competitive at home as -well as abroad, and I sub-
mit to you, Senator, if the Belgians can do it, anything a Belgian cando, an American can do. I am enough of a chauvinist to believe in
that basic proposition. But the American steel industry by contrast, ifyou go down-

Chairman HUMPHREY. By the way, why do not our financial pagesshow this kind of material? I have been very interested in what has
been happening in the steel industry for a long time by the very nature
of my constituency and I never see this. I have heard all this poppy-
cock argument, you know, about the-that we have-that these othermarkets are protected, and ours is not; therefore, we must have thequotas, we must 'have the controls, the Belgians are the dumpers andthev make sure that nothing happens to their market, et cetera. I haveread that time after time. Most of us do not-most of the American
people do not take courses in economics from Mr. Adams. They
read the financial page if they read anything or they read the dailynews page.

Mr. ADAMS. Well, Senator, you have just put your finger on thevital problem. If more of them were in my classroom, you see, economicliteracy, education, and, therefore, the salvation of the Nation mightbe advanced, if I may put that modestly.
Well, if you look at the U.S. table by contrast, we are screamingabout the fact that imports, steel imports, have reached anywhere

from 14 to 18 percent of domestic consumption and we consider thatan excessive percentage. Look at our export figures. We do not haveto meet the discipline of an export market either. So you have asituation where there is no domestic competition in the steel industrybecause of the structure of the industry. The industry does not have toexport and, therefore, meet the competition in world markets. Andit screams about the minimal impact that imports have on the domesticmarket and comes to the Government hat in hand to bail the industryout saying this is necessary in order to protect our profits and to savejobs in the industry.
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Let me say this to you, Senator, if I may. I have often reflected on
the alleged power that labor unions have in the American economy
and I have come to the conclusion that most of the power they sup-
posedly have is an illusory power, for this reason. Unions can bargain
over wages and fringes and conditions, and so on, but they have no
influence over the basic policies that determine the livelihood of their
members because these are reserved for managerial prerogatives.

Now, in my own State the United Automobile Workers is certainly
a powerful union, but it has no say-so when it comes to General Motors
making a decision about the pricing of automobiles, the design of the
product, the location of its plants, et cetera, et cetera. All it is these
managerial decisions which determine whether a man shall be em-
ployed in a Detroit factory or whether his job eventually shall be
exported to Australia or to England or to Germany.

Mr. LANZILLOTTI. You are not saying, Walt, that you want them
to have those prerogatives, are you?

Mr. ADAMS. That is a separate question. I simply point out that it
is the managerial decisionmaking of powerful oligopolists dominating
our economy which not only determines the fate, the profit position,
of the companies concerned but also of the workers employed by those
companies.

CHAIRMAN HuMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. ADAMs. Now, an industry like steel is a classic example of where

defective, unenlightened, misguided, call it what you will, manage-
ment decisions have not only brought the industry into difficult times
but has also resulted in the loss of jobs to the extent that there has
been a loss of jobs of the people employed by that industry, and bailing
them out periodically is only going to make the problem worse rather
than better.

So, Senator, I cannot speak for the economics profession generally
but I am one economist who is not totally devoid of the milk of human
kindness and concern for the working people of America. When I
make these tough suggestions about competition, I think they are of
benefit to the industry concerned, to the national economic policy, and
to the laboring people of this country.

Chairman Hir1mmEr. Mr. Lanzillotti, you made a statement this
morning that intrigued me and aroused my interest. You stated: "That
very early in 1972 the Price Commission"-I think you said "we"-
you as ere on the Price Commission then-"urged the Secretary of Agri-
culture to modify the planned acreage set-asides with a singular lack
of success."I believe that is an accurate quote. Are you then saying
that the grain shortage that we now experience was foreseen within the
administration early last year but that proposals to do something
about it were overruled? And I might ask why were they overruled?

Mr. LANZILLOT. Well, I do not know what was perceived by whom
but I do know that our own views of the agricultural problem insofar
as meat prices were concerned, and the outlooks presented to the Price
Commission -by various agricultural analysts, indicated that the an-
swers to the meat price problem certainly lay on the supply side, and
naturally we turned to the question as to whether Government policies
were exacerbating the level of supplies in any way. It was fairly clear
that we were still following policies that were based on the premise
of a surplus which I believe is a throwback to the thirties, and we have
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pursued that policy. I believe also the Agricultural Act of 1970 wasbased on the notion that we still had tremendous surplus stocks of grain.Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, did we not?
Mr. LANZILLOM. To my knowledge, no.
Chairman HuMPHREY. Oh, my friend. The fact is that we did. Now,I happen to think that the Department was wrong in not permittinggrazing, for example, on some of this land. I think it may have gonetoo far in the set-aside program. It has been my judgment-as a matterof fact, in the latter -part, last half of 1972, they were out making pay-ments on set-aside land like it was going to go out of style. In fact,the Secretary of Agriculture said they were spending money like adrunken sailor. That was for politics, no doubt about that, for ruralAmerica, setting aside all of this vast acreage.
Now, of course, they have changed entirely and they are going toopen up 45 million acres. But just so that we might get the factsstraight, we did have a billion 300 million bushels of wheat on hand.That is quite a lot of wheat. If you are a farmer that is a terrible pricedepressant and we did have millions of tons of feed grains on hand.Mr. LANZILLOT. It is a depressant but-
Chairman HumPHREY. We did have in early 1971 hogs at about$21 a hundredweight and you cannot produce a hog at $21 a hundred-weight. I have been, of course, one of those persons-I do not think myfarmers in Minnesota owe you a subsidy. I do not think they ought toproduce for you or me or anybody else at less than cost and they weredoing that in large areas. For example, the average price of corn wasselling at $1.02, $1.01, parity price for corn at about $2.10. Why shouldthey get less, half of what parity is? Parity for wheat is $3.50. Theyare still only getting a little over $2.
We got so accustomed to having farmers produce so cheaply that itwas just like the hotel managers got used to having people work in thehotels for less than minimum wages. I will never forget when we estab-lished the minimum wage law to include laundry and hotel workers,people screamed bloody murder in laundries and hotels. They said youare going to raise the cost of the room. You are going to raise the costof shirts. I said well, why not? Why should a hotel worker get paid90 cents an hour? I mean; why should they not get a couple of bucksan hour?
Mr. LANZILLOM. Senator, I believe you misunderstood the point Iwas making. First, the stocks are surplus only if you consider they aregoing to be thrown on the market all at once. My point was, given therate of consumption of beef in this country and the rate of consump-

tion abroad, internationally, that there was really a shortage of meatinternationally and that we should not worsen the situation by holdingto a policy that assumed that there was a glut.
Now, I do not want to appear insensitive to the farmer.
Chairman HUMPHREY. The thing I am getting at is you did havesuch evidence at least that you thought was verifiable.
Mr. LANZILLOI. I would say that I had evidence which to me as aneconomist suggested that if we were looking beyond the immediateperiod in which we found ourselves, that the answer lay in doing some-thing about the set-asides.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Right.
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Mr. LANzILLoT. And it seemed to me that this is true with other
policies. I think that we are seeing some proposed changes, and we
have, which is a tribute to the Secretary. There has been a proposed
change in that policy. Also, in regards to lumber, allowable cuts, where
we have a peculiar policy-in my view at least we have had-that the
allowable cut of lumber makes no allowance for current or future
prices in the lumber and wood products field. That seems to me to be
rather curious, that we ought to be looking at the futures market to
determine whether we should increase the allowable cuts from Federal
forest lands and the allowable sales rather than being guided purely
by management, forest management practices.

But the point I want to make on the grains and meat prices is really
the point that Professor Adams was making. The farmers, I think,
are cursed by their efficiency in a sense and the great technological
improvements which have come as a result of rather large investments
by the American taxpayer.

Now, I do not want to visit recession or depression on your farmers
or indeed my farmers, because we have farmers in Florida who have
something to be concerned about, too.

The point is this. Do you improve the economic position of farmers
with the kind of policies that we have followed in agriculture over the
years, that is, the price support program which has certain discrimi-
nations in it insofar as it singles out only six so-called basics? Are
there better ways of taking care of the low-income farmer?

In other words, I believe that you may want to help a person finan-
cially because he is not well off but not because he is a farmer as such.

Finally, these particular programs have not helped the small
farmer. I suppose that every study that has been conducted of agri-
cultural policy has proved one thing, that the small farmer, the Jeffer-
sonian ideal of the small farmer, is not helped because he does not pro-
duce enough. These policies do-not help him. They help the large, more
corporate farm.

Chairman HumPHREY. That is an economic theory that is not sup-
ported by observable fact. I think maybe I am as knowledgeable in
agriculture as you are in your general field of economics.

Mr. LANZILLOI. Take it on, Senator. Let us go at it.
Chairman HuiuPHREY. I want to talk about the small farm. I want

to talk about a 400-acre farm in Minnesota.
Mr. LANZILLorri. Are you talking about those subject to price sup-

ports-you are talking about dairy farming, I take it.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, they are small farmers. I am talking

about feed grain farmers, wheat farmers, talking about dairy farmers.
I am not talking about those 2- and 5-acre ones you are talking about.

Mr. LANZILLO=rI. What we are talking about is most farmers who
presumably are the beneficiaries of a price support program.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Right.
Mr. LANziLLorri. For basic commodities.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Maybe you and I have got to go at this at

another time but-
Mr. LANZILLOr. I do have on my record 13 years of residence in

the great wheat country of the northwest and it was my observation
and my experience with the small wheat growers in that area that they
did not grow enough wheat, no matter where you put the price sup-
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ports, that they were going to be benefited by the price support pro-
gram. The point is not that they were not benefiting, but rather the
way that you could improve their economic position was to give them
direct payments rather than to mess up the

Chairman HUMPHREY. I have supported income supplements. I have
felt this

Mr. LANZILLorrI. I am not attacking it.
Mr. ADAMS. This is the essential point, is it not, the difference

between price supports and income support?
Chairman HuiMPHREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADAMS. So it is not a question of desirabilities of helping the

small farmer, but the question of how best to accomplish that ob-
jective without imposing the kind of rigid controls which seem to be so
difficult to reverse or to adapt to current conditions that you get when
you fiddle with price supports as distinct from income supports. Would
you not agree?

Chairman HUMPHREY. I think I had better get back to nonfood
items.

Mr. LANZILLOTTL. We can get on less sensitive ground.
Chairman HumPHREY. I would love to visit with you on that and I

know you have lots to offer on it. I have my points of view. I certainly
do not disagree with you that much of the farm program has been
primarily beneficial to that small percentage of extra large producers.
But that is the problem we have in the country in everything. Just
large producers.

I will give you an example. I was just home. My mother passed
away. We still have a little family business. There are only two
independent pharmacists in the entire Beadle County of South Dakota,
out on the Plains. We are one of them and the other fellow is going
out of business. We are close to it. Why is that? They have all been
taken over by the big chains and big discount houses. As a matter of
fact, our competition is not related to the drug business at all. It is
Jewel Tea. They did not know what else to do with some of their money,
so they got into the drug business. Sort of like Penn Central. They do
not want to run railroads. They run bingo and real estate and finally,
they keep the name Penn Central because they have got to have some
historical heritage to railroading. So there is no way you can bail
out Penn Central because Penn Central has ceased to be just a rail-
road. I mean, it is a conglomerate.

Mr. LANZILLOT. But at the retail level I think you would agree,
Senator, we are benefiting from mass merchandising.

Chairman HumPHREY. Yes. I think that is basically true in terms of
some people. I would like to-I have had strong attitudes about what
happens in the consumer market once you have gobbled up all the
independents. Let us get to this one right now on the gasoline industry.
Do you think the consumer will be benefited when they have done
away with all of the independents?

Mr. LANZTLLOPTI. Well, I am concerned about that, as I indicated in
my statement. I am concerned about it not because I believe that the
affiliates or the company owned retail stations are more efficient than
the independents. I am concerned about it because in a period of
shortage I think it would be natural, profit-maximizing policy, for
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the major refiners, which usually divide their supplies of gasoline
between their own station and the independents, to serve their own.

Chairman HumPHREY. Which is exactly what they are doing.
Mr. LANzILLoTL. Well, I think that is a normal; you would expect

that. I think that this situation is not a problem that has arisen because
of acquisitions and mergers. This is a problem that arises because of
the shortage of petroleum. So that my comments there were not to
allow this particular development to become the aegis under which
these independent fellows are driven to the wall.

Chairman HumrmmY. And the other point that was brought out
here in the hearings the other day is the independent has been respon-
sible for keeping price competition in the gasoline business and we are
driving him out. There are 200 of them gone now in my State. The
last time we were there it was a hundred. Just flushing them out.

Mr. LANzILLom. I think they will be back, even though I do not
want to-

Chairman HUVPHREY. Oh, my God. They will be back but they will
go to the bottom.

Mr. LANZILLO lI. Some of them will be back when they get supplies.
Entry into retail gas sales is not that costly, not that difficult. I would
rather not see them forced to the wall, but it is not a capital intensive
kind of activity and I would expect that if these independents are
driven to the wall and we get back to more normal supplies that they
will come back in. They may not come back in in the same numbers,
but they will come back the same way as they have been coming in.
You see in retail gas stations all sorts of new devices are always
coming up. When I was living in California years ago there were the
roller skating attendants, and now you pump your own gas and even
have credit card computers you can shove cards into. So I am not
frightened that we will have no entry of the cutrate gas station in
the future. I would just prefer if we can avoid driving these inde-
pendents to the wall under this situation that we do that.

Chairman HumPHREY. Since you were on the Price Commission,
I have a quesion here. An estimated 90 percent of all gasoline serv-
ice stations including franchise stations are not actually owned
by the 23 major oil companies now under mandatory controls. Simi-
lar situations prevail with distributors in other industries. Do you
think that the controls limited to the large companies will be adequate
to protect consumers in this period of shortage ?

Mr. LANZILLOrrTI. I do not know, but I-hope if they are not that
something will be done to make sure they are guaranteed a supply of
gasoline or at least if there is going to be a limited supply as appears
to be the case in some localities, that the independents will be assured
at least of a proportionate reduction to the company-owned or com-
pany-affiliated stations. In other words, there has to be some measure to
assure they get supply and they are not just faced with a complete
drying up of a supply of gasoline.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Let me just ask kind of a final question here.
The whole business of monetary policy has been injected into this
discussion and with an informative tone to it. How likely do you
think it is that we will have a credit crunch with tightened monetary
policy, followed by a recession?

Mr. Nathan, you were referring to that.
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Mr. NATHAN. Well, one of the problems that poses is what is Arthur
Burns going to do? Arthur Burns, I think, is one of the ablest of the
administration economists but also he is one of the most politically
sensitive. I do not necessarily say that in a negative way but Mr. Burns
is not going to be the father of a recession if he can help it and I think
he feels strongly on that-this is my own personal view, I am not
expressing his view-I have not talked to him recently. He may feel
he has been taken, because he is very much concerned about excessive
reliance on monetary policy as a way to handle this inflationary pres-
sure.

The inflation now underway, especially in the nonagricultural area,
is so intense and of such magnitudes that I think it is going to take-
if you go the monetary-fiscal route at this stage-it is going to take a
tremendous turn on that wrench in closing down on the valve. And
I suspect that could very well turn on a recession and Mr. Burns is
going to resist it, in my judgment. I think he feels the fiscal policy and
control decisions have been wrong.

You know, after all, here is President Nixon, who probably hates
deficits more than any President in history who has had the biggest
peacetime deficits in all history by a tremendous margin. A rise of
$100 billion in debt since he went into office. And to have a deficit, you
know, Mr. Shultz is bragging now it is going to be $20 billion instead
of $25 billion, with inflation running the way it is, is not something to
be so proud about.

There are all kinds of internal elements in the fiscal picture. The
way they are handling it is very bad but I think Mr. Burns is going to
resist tightening up unduly because he does not want to be identifed
as the father of Nixon's second recession. And yet, he is very much
concerned about the inflation, I am certain, as all of us are, and unless
they do something on the control side, I myself feel that we are just
going to go ahead and have worse inflation, more devaluations, more
trouble, more sufferers. I do not see the monetary side cutting it off
and I do not think it will be effective.

Mr. LANZILLOTTI. Putting it differently, I think that the deficit in the
current fiscal year is pretty well set. I do not believe you are going to
alter that very much. And for 1974, fiscal, I do not think that is going
to be altered very much unless we have a much greater bonus in terms
of tax revenues than now appears to be the case.

So putting it differently, if you go the monetary route, in order to
contain the inflation, the amount of restraint that you are going to
have to put on the money supply would in fact bring about the kind
of crunch that you are talking about.

Now, it is true that the Federal Reserve has reduced the rate of
growth from about 8 percent toward the end of 1972 to down about 2
percent, I believe, currently. That is one of the problems that we have
had with monetary policy over the years, that it is a policy of too much
ease at one time in retrospect-I am not saying I have perfect foresight
here-and then too much restraint at other times and this kind of
very extreme tightening and loosening is not the kind of instrument
that alone can do this job. I think that is what we are really saying
here this morning, that alone it cannot do the job. And my forecast
would be along the lines of what -iTr. Nathan has said here, that I
think Arthur Burns recognizes the usefulness of other instruments and
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he has urged the use of other instruments. So I feel that he will not
rely exclusively on monetary policy to bring about the kind of restraint
on inflation that is needed.

Chairman HtJMPIREY. I have got a whole fistful of questions here
and our time has run out on us. I am terribly sorry because-many of
these questions have been answered in your direct testimony.

You may recall this announcement by the President with a good deal
of fanfare 2 months ago, around that time, that there were going to
be substantial releases of stockpiles, strategic materials from stock-
piles. Are you aware of any major sales out of that and if so, has it had
any stabilizing effect?

Mr. LANzILLoI. Well, I am not aware of specific sales. I hope they
do not do it all at once. I do not think it would be wise to dump these
on the market, much as we were talking about on the grain situation.
But my understanding is they are releasing some of the aluminum
stocks, are they not?

Mr. NATHAN. I have seen no evidence of it. They said they were. I
assume it will be done very secretly.

Chairman HumpHREY. Well, have they not already announced a
program of an 18-year disposal of the aluminum stockpile?

Mr. LANZILLOTTI. It will be slow.
Chairman HUmPnmEy. But that would run sort of in contradiction

to any kind of larger disposal for the immediate future, would it not?
Mr. ADAMS. It is the kind of instrument that should be used to

correct the structural imperfections that we have talked about earlier.
The way to bring prices down is either by reducing demand or by
increasing supply.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Right.
Mr. ADAMS. And this seems to be a rational process of increasing

the available supply on the market and, therefore, tending to reduce
the price.

Chairman HuxMPHREY. The thing that always bothers me, I get
these big headline stories about it but never see much happen after-
wards. Maybe it is just faulty reporting.

Mr. LANZILLO'FH. I think as Mr. Nathan pointed out-I do not
think there will be a big fanfare on the amount of the sales that are
being made from these stocks. I think this should be done that way.

Mr. NATHAN. But I think the Senator is raising a question of credi-
bility and there are a few precedents which justify that question, and
what worries me is it will be secret, as I think it has to be, but also
the first time somebody screams I suspect maybe it will stop. That
is one of the difficulties. So we will never know whether this is a
meaningful effort that is going to bear fruit.

Mr. LANZiLLO=. But I do not think you should expect that those
stocks that are released are going to be released in such quantities
as to actually cause a drop in the price. I think what they are going
to be used for is to moderate the increases.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes. Sort of a brake.
Well, we might want to submit some questions to you some time for

your free time to kind of-
Mr. LANZILLOT. Professor Adams will be glad to answer all those

questions.

95-438-73-15
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Chairman HuIMPHREY. In the meantime, I want to express my per-
sonal thanks for your attendance and your testimony and your great
help to the country. Thank you very much.

Mr. NATHAN. Thank you for the chance.
Chairman HuxPHREY. The subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 12:40 p.m., in room
4221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Hubert H. Humphrey
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Humphrey.
Also present: Jerry J. Jasinowski, professional staff member; and

Michael J. Runde, administrative assistant.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN HUMPHREY

Chairman HuIMPHREY. First, may I express my thanks and appreci-
ation to our witnesses for your willingness to accommodate us by
coming here at this hour rather than to proceed as we originally
planned at the 10:30 hour.

I had Foreign Relations Committee this morning on the markup of
a very important bill, the military assistance legislation, highly
controversial, to say the least, and it was necessary to be there.

We never can plan ahead.
These meetings are somewhat unpredictable insofar as the Senate

and House schedules are concerned.
I have a brief opening statement which I will quickly run through,

then we will proceed with our witnesses.
Mr. Cochran will lead off, I believe, and then Mr. Kristof and Mr

Krusell; is that right?
And then Mr. Scheuer. That is the way we will proceed, in that

order.
In the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, the Congress

reaffirmed the national housing policy that it had adopted in 1949;
the realization as soon as possible of a goal of a decent home and
suitable living environment for every American family.

Unfortunately, that goal remains unachieved, and the President has
abandoned, temporarily at least, efforts to achieve it.

The housing needs of the country are huge. The 1970 census of
housing revealed that there were still 4.7 million year round housing
units lacking adequate plumbing. Another 4.5 million units were over-
crowded. Even these figures vastly underestimate our true needs, how-
ever, because there are additional millions of dilapidated old homes
that have plumbing and are not overcrowded.
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The subcommittee's primary concern, however, is how to meet these
acute housing needs in the current inflationary environment. The
median price for new homes sold this February was $30,000, 13 percent
higher than a year ago and well beyond the reach of the average family
in this country.

I might note and digress here for a minute, in Minnesota they said
a home for a family of four, a man, wife and two children, for our
kind of climate and our kind of needs and for what we call moderate-
or lower-middle income would be about $38,000. W"e have little higher
building costs because of the temperatures that we have to endure in
the wintertime.

This outrageously high cost is, of course, related to the rapid price
inflation the country has experienced in three major components of
housing.

First, the wholesale price of lumber has advanced 30 percent in the
last year, which has increased the price of the average new home
about $1,200 and possibly more than that.

Second, land prices for FHA new homes are on the average increas-
ing about 17 percent a year.

Third, high interest rates greatly increase the homeowner's cost of
purchasing a home. As it now stands, the financing of a house costs as
much as the entire house, that is as much as the land, the construction,
the labor, and so on. At present interest rates, which have on the
average been a couple of percentage points higher in the last 4 years
than throughout the sixties, about one-half of all American fam-
ilies cannot afford to buy a home, and the extra cost due to higher
interest rates to those who can afford to buy, is tremendous.
. Two percentage points in the interest rates increase the typical
family's mortgage interest payment by $28 a month, $336 a year, or
$8,400 over the life of a 25-year loan.

In the face of these housing cost problems the administration has
developed no policy, and in fact, it has acted to make the situation
worse. The moratoriums on Federal housing subsidies, water and sewer
grants, and some community development programs are aggravating
what was already a desperate housing supply situation for many low-
and moderate-income families.

The Consumer Price Index released today shows the lack of ad-
ministration anti-inflation policy. The overall Consumer Price Index
is up six-tenths of 1 percent, or an annual average of 7.2.

In the 6-year period ending in April, consumer prices increased at a
seasonably adjusted annual rate of 6.6 percent.
; I might add that these figures are about double what we were told
by the administration witnesses in January and February, double
what was determined to be the annual average for 1973.

And the inflation is accelerating in the housing area. The overall
price of housing has jumped 1.2 percent in the last 3 months alone;
and if you calculated that, of course, on a 12-month basis, it speaks
for itself.

Today we are fortunate, of course, to have this panel of four
distinguished witnesses who are experts in the housing field, and with-
out any further ado, and taking your time, I am going to ask Mr.
Cochran to proceed, and then we will just move down the line.

Mr. Cochran, you have prepared a statement, do you?
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- Mr. COCHRAN. Yes; and if you would put that in the record, Mr.
Chairman, I will try to highlight it and save your time and the
other witnesses' time.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I will place it in the record at the end of
your oral statement.

Might I also say to the witnesses that what we try to do after these
hearings is to excerpt from the testimony the more important points
that you make, and then I put that into the Congressional Record with
some statement, so that we get a broader distribution of what your
commentary may be.

So, proceed.

STATEMENT OF CLAY COCHRAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, RURAL
HOUSING ALLIANCE, ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE RUCKER,
RESEARCH DIRECTOR

Mr. COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Clay Cochran, executive
director, Rural Housing Alliance.
I I have -with me to answer any difficult questions George Rucker, our
research director.

We are here to congratulate you, among other things, for holding
hearings with the stress on consumers, because, as spokesmen for the
rural and small-town point of view on housing needs and programs,
we make the following points:

Virtually any way you can define it, housing needs are greatest in
nonmetropolitan America.

The housing programs have served these areas least adequately, and
the current moratorium hits them hardest.

In our continuing evaluation of housing needs and of the various
programs supposedly designed to meet these needs, we, like others,
keep coming back to the question of commitment.

Let me touch briefly on some of the supporting points with which
I am sure you are familiar: Something like 60 percent of the sub-
standard housing measured in the way in which we usually measure
it is outside the standard metropolitan areas.

When you add crowding and income considerations, that figure
drops somewhat, but any way you measure it, that one-third of the
people who live in small towns and rural areas have the greatest need
and the programs are least well designed to serve them.

We have been critical since the numerical housing goals were first
established of their inadequacy, and as we point out in the prepared
statement, in terms of estimates of housing formation, estimates of
losses from inventory. and the absence of any allowance for the elimi-
nation of crowding. it now becomes increasingly evident that the goals
have been inadequate all along.

We keep insisting that there is a responsibility for not just meeting
some theoretical goal, but for trying to bring the cost of adequate
housing within the reach of people. We seem to be getting further
that achievement as you indicated in your opening statement.

In anv case, we believe that at least that 30 to 40 percent of the pro-
duction is going to have to be subsidized in the years ahead. not the
23 percent which is the official figure.
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So far as we know, no administration has made any effort to allo-
cate that goal as between urban and rural areas except statistically.

We would suggest that with nearly half the Nation's poor and
nearly 60 percent of its worst housing, nonmetropolitan areas should
get at least a third of the total production and 40 percent of the sub-
sidized portion if we are serious about meeting human needs.

Chairman HluPHREY. Of course, the President through the OMB,
Office of Management and Budget, canceled out our subsidized rural
housing for lower income and lower middle income groups.

By the way, I have examined into that program in my home State
of Minnesota, and it was a phenomenal success. That is the Farmers'
Home Administration Housing subsidized rural housing. Many of the
farmers that got that housing were able within 2 to 3 to 4 years to get
on conventional rates, yon know. conventional housing loans, lifted
themselves out of the area where they were eligible for subsidized
housing, but in the meantime got themselves a good home, and it is
A pity that that program was stopped. It was just taking hold.

I1 met with people from all over the country on that program.
Go ahead, Mr. Cochran.
'Mr. COCHRAN. I guess it was in the second year of the Nixon admin-

istration they wiped out part of the Farmers Home Program-the
above -moderate income program-and we couldn't get a soul to pro-
test except us. Ultimately they wiped out the part that was designed
to serve the lower income groups except that small part we managed
to salvage a while ago. the self-help housing program. That is about
1.000 houses a year at best, hardly likely to revolutionize the situation
in rural areas.

We indicate in the prepared statement-it is not general common
knowledge-that the Nixon moratorium strikes much more sharply
at small-town and rural areas because they depend largely on the
farmers home subsidy programs and the pipeline for farmers home is
practically nonexistent.

The HUD programs have considerable pipeline, but the farmers
home programs are going to be nearly dead by the 30th of June as far
as the subsidized ones are concerned.

Among other things, the Nixon moratorium is wiping out a lot of
small contractors out there who, lured. in effect, by those programs,
expanded or went into business and now find themselves cut off at the
pocket without any recourse.

The effect of the cutback on housing production will be to further
increase the pressure on housing costs, and the fact that the mora-
torium is on subsidized programs means that the pressure will be
greatest on those lesat able to afford it.

Chairman HIPuHRnuY. And that pressure raises the cost of existing
housing.

AWre are seeing this all over the country that, as you cut back on
moderate and low-income housing in particular, what housing remains
becomes that much more of a prize, so to speak, at a premium, and
these prices go up and up and up, and leave the families of lower
income stranded.

Mr. COCHRAN. Now if you come along and add a fat housing allow-
ance program to it, watch what happens to prices without any
production.
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We make the point again and again that is not that the Federal
Government doesn't spend a great deal of money subsidizing housing
in this country.

Most of it goes to people with incomes of $10,000 or more. And given
the way income is maldistributed in our society by providing housing
assistance as a partial offset to more basic income redistribution is
going to be expensive. We have got to quit trying to do it cheap.

On the other hand, costs can be reduced significantly, and the burden
distributed more equitably if we will abandon some of the myths and
shibboleths that currently hamper us.

We touch on the need of capital budget. You know, Senator Hum-
phrey, 25 years ago in the public development of water resources how
desperately we struggled to prove that building a dam was an in-
vestment and not like buying whiskey for an admiral, but we never
have gotten that into the Federal accounting system, and one of these
days we are going to have what we have been referring to as a truth-in-
accounting law, so that we can distinguish between an investment and
an expenditure.

Chairman HrnpT-IREY. I spent many years trying to pass something
like that in Congress.

I think I will start up again. I want to remind myself on that. We
will get together with you on that.

Mr. CocinuN. There is a recent report by Senator Proxmire's sub-
committee' indicating how heavily the taxpayer has to pay for these
subsidized interest programs instead of using Government credit di-
rectly for an investment program, and this was what came up when
the interest credit program was established.

Our proposal for a Norwegian plan of direct loans went down the
drain because Lyndon Johnson objected to the budgetary impact of it,
so we were saddled with this enormously expensive program of sub-
sidizing the private bankers.

Most people think that there is plenty of land in the rural areas, and
building sites are not a problem. but the costs there are just as serious
and frequently the task of securing land for use is greater. Here again,
we run into moratoriums on water and sewer lines, and property
taxes-we find in trying to do something for lower income people the
high level of taxes on homes is overwhelming.

A couple of years ago in New Jersey it was apparent that even if
you gave a man a modest house which at that time would have cost
$15,000-now it is probably $20-he had a tax bill of $750 on it, so that
a low-income person couldn't afford a house even if you gave it to him.

And if we are going to lower costs of housing to low-income con-
sumers or moderate-income consumers, something has got to be done
about the burden of taxes. There are obvious devices for making that
tax more progressive. I won't try to 'go into that but taxes are a major
impediment to moderate- and low-income people in getting a house,
and it is a major cost insofar as the Federal Government has to sub-
sidize what is essentially a tax shelter.

On maintenance and repair, the Cost Index is rising faster than
others. One thing we feel pretty grim about in rural areas is a tendency
to place stress on mobile homes. The current upsurge of interest in
mobile homes strikes us as an exaggerated form of the desire to cut
initial cost at the price of long-range durability and life cost.
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In terms of the quality of the housing involved, we would argue
that mobile homes are not even the bargain in initial costs they ap-
pear to be, but instead are a means of redefining standards at a lower
level without admitting that we are doing so. There is nothing cheap
about a mobile home except maybe the original acquisition cost.

Chairman HUMPHREY. That happens to be about the only homes that
some people think that they can afford to buy.

I know out where I live in Wright County, in Minnesota, about 40
miles west of Minneapolis, a little community just 3 miles away from
our home, called Montrose, they are putting in a huge mobile home
park, and there is another one down the road about another mile that
looks very nice. They have landscaped it well, and they have water and
sewer, and so on.

But this is the-I stopped by there to see-I sort of like to kibbitz,
and see what they are doing, and how they are coming along, and I
ask them questions as to why the park, why the mobile homes.

They said, this is the-the people I talked to that are buying these
homes and renting them, some of them, by the way, said this is the
only thing we can afford.

Mr. COCHRAN. Right.
Well, here again we get into the lack of stress from the standpoint

of the consumer, and in some cases the taxpayer, in dealing with these
problems because it has become so apparent to us in terms of the mo-
bile home or even a shell home, meeting the needs of small families in
rural areas, even Farmers Home, which has been the principal agent
out there, is so sales oriented, so realtor-investor oriented, that we can't
get them to build modest houses for small families which would be
expandable later.

Farmers Home Administration wants a two- or three-bedroom house
so that in case they have to foreclose or run into other difficulties it is
immediately resalable, disregarding the fact that there are a great
many people who can't afford that size house, don't want that size
house, can't afford to pay utilities on that size house.

The family would be a lot better off with a modest, small home, but
it might not be, Farmers Home Administration thinks, immediately
resalable.

This policy and practice are in disregard of both the cost to the tax-
payer and the needs of the consumer, the utilization of resources, an
inflexibility there which springs in part from the Congress which has
always policed Farmers Home pretty hard on its repayment record
and and made it boast of so high a repayment record that it was ob-
vious they weren't doing the iob right, you know, 1 percent losses.

So we are all to blame on this, but it still comes back to the fact that
the needs of the taxpayer and the consumer tend to be overlooked in
terms of a kind of a rigid formula that runs to copying traditional
practices in real estate. We would like to see a fresh look taken at that
whole problem of giving the consumer a good solid minimum house no
bigger than he needs and quit trying to make him be the consumer of
property that he can neither afford, doesn't require and which the tax-
payers are not willing to subsidize in any case.

Last point is: We would like to direct the attention of the committee
to the Emergency Rural Housing Administration bill. which was
cosponsored last session by about a dozen Senators, which is an at-
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tempt to give the people in rural areas a voice in what is happening to
their housing.

The public housing program never flourished in rural areas for
many reasons, but among other things it was dependent on local gov-
*ernment.

In your Scandinavian-oriented, more democratic parts of the coun-
try, Senator Humphrey, maybe this wasn't a great problem, but in a
lot of areas of the country it was serious. We would like to take a leaf
out of the history books on REA and establish some housing delivery
institutions out there which, by the use of a rural credit bank, can
really divide the country into areas and set out to meet the needs of all
the people there, beginning with the lowest income people, and try to
establish some institutions out there which are responsive to the peo-
ple, controlled by the people they serve, and guided by the Congress
through administrative channels.

Chairman HuMPHREY. I have introduced a bill for a rural develop-
ment bank which has some of the features that you are speaking of
that would provide the capital that is necessary for long-term loans at
low rates of interest, subsidized rates of interest, in areas where there
is economic and social need, and also more conventional loans in areas
that are capable of meeting their payments.

It is an interesting thing. We never have any problem about this in
foreign aid or military assistance.

I just came away from a committee where even those of us that are
reforming the military assistance program, you know, really cracking
down on it, we still come around to where there are concessional loans,
end there are grant programs, concessional loans and semiconcessional
loans, and then you have the Government credits which are at interest
rates which are less than commercial interest rates.

So we do that if you buy a tank or if you -buy a plane. We have got
several windows that you can finance it through.

If you are real poor, we will give it to you, and show you how to
run it, and send some people out to demonstrate it for you.

If you have got a little bit, if you are not too poor, we have got a
program that says for the first couple of years you will not pay any
interest at all. For the next 3 years, you will pay 3 percent interest.

Wouldn't a farmer like that?
Then if you are coming along fairly good, what you might call low-

middle-income country, we have got a program for you that if you
want to buy planes or tanks or guns, you can buy it out of the Depart-
ment of Defense at interest rates that are less than-it is a blend be-
tween commercial rates and subsidized interest rates, so it runs about
6 percent.

Then if you have' got cash sales, we make another deal for you, and
then if you really go and you are quite affluent and you can buy in the
commerical market, you have to pay the going rates for money.

But we had all of these varieties of financing which we have had
for years on economic developments overseas, on military assistance
overseas; but when it comes to providing for a well or a sewer or a
house or anything that relates to our people back home, we say, well,
now, we have got to put that in the marketplace. We have got to abide
by the standards of the marketplace here and let the interest rates
go jumping right out of the sky.
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That is, if you have got the downpayment that you need for these
programs, particularly in housing.

I gather what you are talking about here on the REA concept is a
direct Government loan type of program at a low rate of interest with
the institutional organization in the rural area to handle that type of
a housing loan.

Mr. COCHRAN. Right.
It is the idea of trying to build some institutions out there which are

responsive to the people out there, to really build a housing delivery
svstem. As bad as things are in the cities, they are organized to take
advantage of some programs.

The cities created most of the housing programs. That is one reason
they don't work in the rural areas. They were created at the insistence
of people in the cities.

We think you have to begin to make a distinction because we know
that a program may work fairly well in the larger cities with their
rich resources and their capacity to support public housing authorities,
metropolitan area authorities.

In the rural areas we not only need credits and grants, but we need
some institutions out there responsive to the people which can deliver
housing and administer it so that it doesn't become ghetto housing.
Small towns and rural areas are a part of the country, and the people
who live there should have a voice in the way housing is handled.

Thank you.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Very good, Mr. Cochran.
We will come back to question you later.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cochran follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CLAY COCHIRAN

Mr. Chairman. Members of the Subcommittee; my name is Clay Cochran and
I am the Executive Director of the Rural Housing Alliance, a private, nonprofit
organization which has been working for the past half-dozen years to increase
public understanding of the nature and extent of housing need in rural and small
town America. We appreciate your invitation to appear before you and congratu-
late you on the decision to hold these hearings. In our judgment, one of the things
which our various housing programs most needs is more attention to the consumer
aspects.

As spokesmen for the rural and small town point of view on housing need
and programs, we would make the following points. virtually any way you define
It, housing need is greatest in nonmetropolitan America; the housing programs
which we have had have served those areas least adequately; and the current
moratorium on Federal housing assistance hits those areas hardest. In our own
continuing evaluation of housing needs and of the various programs sup-
posedly designed to meet those needs. we-like many others-keep coming back
to the question of commitment. Quantitatively, we are apparently less com-
mitted to the goal of eliminating housing need than we are to the goal of spending
as little money as possible; qualitatively, we are apparently less committed to
the needs of people, to the consumers, than we are to the shibboleths of the market
mechanism and the interests of bankers and builders.

Let me expand a bit on each of those points.
Measu1ring substandard housing

The traditional, very restrictive. standard of housing adequacy-that on which
the numerical goals adopted by Congress in 1968 were predicated-requires only
that a house not be dilapidated and that it have certain basic plumbing facilities.
While the Census Bureau has not yet published its own detailed estimates of sub-
standard housing based on the 1970 Census, we have prepared some preliminary
ones which indicate that more than 4 million households were in substandard
units and that nearly 60 percent of those were outside of Standard Metropolitan
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Statistical Areas, although only 30 percent of the nation's people live outside
SMSAs.' Put another way, the chances that a rural or small town family is living
in substandard housing is more than three times as great as for a metropolitan
family.

Crowding
As it has become increasingly clear that our traditional definition of sub-

standard is too limited. we have frequently added another measure of ade-
quacy-crowding. The 1970 figures showed that another 4 million-plus households
lived in housing that was not substandard but that provided less than one room
per person. This, as would be expected, is more prevalent in urban areas than
in rural areas, but the difference is not really that great. (Inside SMISAs, 7 per-
cent of the occupied housing is standard but crowded; outside SMSAs, it is 6
percent.) When you use both measures, it still remains true that a rural or small
town family is almost twice as likely to be living in housing which is substandard,
overcrowded, or both as is a metropolitan family.

Cost

We are still, however, ignoring the cost of housing. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics estimates for its most modest budget that a family of four requires
nearly $7,000 income for a decent standard of living, including adequate housing.
More than 30 percent of American families have incomes below that level and can
be assumed-by and large-either to be living in less than adequate housing, or to
be paying such a large part of their income for adequate housing that they have
to sacrifice other elements in their standard of living. In nonmetropolitan areas,
the budget requirement is somewhat less, according to the BLS, but at the same
time, incomes are a whole lot less and the result is that nearly 40 percent of
those families lack the income required for the BLS's "lower budget." Once
more, the incidence of inadequate incomes is 40 percent higher in rural and
small town America than in metropolitan areas.

As I said initially: "Virtually any way you define it. housing need is greatest in
nonmetropolitan America." Now, let's take a look at the adequacy of the Federal
response to housing need.

Housing goals too low
Estimates prepared by H-IUD in 1967 and adopted by Congress as part of the

1968 Act were to the effect that we could meet our goal of "a decent home and a
suitable living environment for every American family" if we produced 26 million
new and rehabilitated housing units in the next 10 years, bringing 6 million of
those within reach of low- and moderate-income families by means of housing
assistance or subsidies. The current reassessment of Federal housing policy re-
portedly includes a new look at those numerical goals. I submit that there are
several reasons for believing that they were too low.

First, the projection of household formations now appear to have been 1 mil-
lion or more too low-leading the Committee on Economic Trends of the United
States Savings and Loan League to characterize it as "hopelessly inaccurate."
Second, there seems every reason to conclude that the estimates of losses from the
inventory of standard housing during the decade was also too low, again by a
million or more. Third, the official goal (as we noted previously) was limited to
the replacement of substandard units only-it made no allowance for the elimi-
nation of crowding. If our definition of a "decent home" means one that has
sufficient space for the family as well. then the goal should be increased by yet
another 2 million units. In short, it seems to us that the read need is likely to
be 3 million starts and rehabilitations a year instead of 2.6 million, as postulated
by the 1968 Act.

Even more obvious is the fact that the estimate of 6 million units to be sub-
sidized for low- and moderate-income families is far too low. It would do little
more than cover the number of households officially designated as in poverty.2 If
we are serious about bringing the cost of adequate housing within reach of every
household, we should plan on subsidizing 30 perecnt to 40 percent of production,
rather than 23 percent as is contemplated by the official goals. Leon Keyserling,
the former Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors, uses a figure of 10
million assisted starts (5 million for low-income households and 5 million for

1 See Rural Housing Alliance. ORO and Rural Housing, Table 1.2. pp. 10-17.
2 The official definition of poverty, we would emphasize, Is a scandalously Inadequate one,

especially for housing. See ibid., pp. 277-8.
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moderate-income households),' and the National Housing Conference calls for
a similar level of subsidized units.' We would suggest the still larger figure of 13
million subsidized starts and rehabilitations. 5

Metro versus nonmetro need
As far as we know, there has never been an Administration effort to allocate

the official goals as between urban and rural areas. We would suggest that, with
nearly half of the nation's poor, and nearly 60 percent of its worst housing,
nonmetropolitan areas should get at least a third of total production and 40
percent of the subsidized portion.s In fact, however, during the recent peak
years of Fiscal '71-'72, nonmetropolitan areas received only 28 percent of total
starts and only 31 percent of Federally assisted starts.' Even this is a relatively
recent development and attributable to the dramatic expansion of the Farmers
Home Administration program. Public housing was so urban-oriented for so long
that as late as 1971, almost half the nation's counties containing nearly a fifth
of its population had no public housing program at all. and almost 80 percent
of the units under contract were in metropolitan areas.' Other HUD-assistance
programs are even less effective in reaching rural areas and small towns. The
most recent figures we have seen indicate that only 15 percent of Section 236
units have gone into nonmetropolitan areas,' and the record for Section 235 is
probably worse. Little wonder, then. that Anthony Downs' evaluation of subsidy
programs for the National Association of Homebuilders concluded that present
housing subsidy programs were least effective "in meeting rural physical or
financial housing needs." 10

N7iron moratoriumi-more discrimination

- Our third point is that the current moratorium hits low-income consumers in
rural and small town areas the hardest. HUD Secretary Lynn and other Admin-
istration spokesmen continue to assure us at every opportunity that, despite the
suspension of the programs, the level of subsidized housing starts this year
will be about the same as last, because of all the units currently in "the pipe-
line." This may be true of the HUD programs-though, I notice that their pro-
jection has been cut back substantially in the last month "1-but it is clearly not
the case for the FmHA programs which account for much of the assisted housing
in nonmetropolitan areas. In February, the first full month of the moratorium,
FmHA made only about one-fifth as many subsidized initial loans for home-
ownership as it averaged in the first six months of the current fiscal year. As a
result of the outcry-by us as well as others-the Administration eased up some-
what on the cut-off in Farmers Home subsidy programs. and in March the agency
made more interest credit loans than the previous month. Nonetheless, the level
is still less than half of that characteristic of the last six months of 1972, and
will virtually cease completely on June 30. 1973. Unless the interest credit pro-
gram is reinstated, we doubt that FmHA will achieve more than 20,000 sub-
sidized starts this year-compared with three times that many last year!

Though the evidence Is admittedly fragmentary and very much preliminary, it
is possible that this differential impact of the moratorium is already beginning
to show up in the housing starts figures. For the first quarter of this year. starts
inside SMSAs were at a level 97.6 percent as high as in the first quarter of last
year.

Starts outside SMSAs in the first quarter of this year were only 89.9 percent
as high as in the first quarter of last year.

The result of this cutback on the housing consumer in rural areas and small
towns is obvious. Something like a hundred thousand families this year alone
will either stay in the inadequate housing they now occupy or else spend a good
deal more than they can afford to get out of that inadequate housing. The cost

Leon Keyserling, The Coming Cr-ieis in Housing. np. 4-5 and 41.
gSee Item 7. Chapter II, 1975 National Housing Conference Resolutions.

5OE0 and Rural Housing, pn. 29-'11.
'This is not inconsistent with the allocation by programs made in the Second Annual

Report on National Housing Goal7s n. 27.
7 OEO and Rural Housing. Table 1.6. n. 31.

See Rurnl Housing Alliance and Housing Assistance Council, Public Housing: Where
rt 1.s and Isn't.

D See 1970 HUD Statistieal Yearbook, Table 174, p. 165. This table was apparently
dropped in the next edition.

10 Anthony Downs. Federal Housing Subsidies: Their Nature and Effectiveness and 'What
We Should Do About Them, Summary Renort. Chart 9. following p. 67.

"1 On March 20, Secretary Lynn told the House Banking Committee that we'd have about
274,000 HUD-subsidized starts this year; three weeks later, Acting Assistant Secretary
Kingman was saying "about 265,000."
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of housing in rural areas and small towns has been rising rapidly as it has
elsewhere. The average price of a house financed by Farmers Home Administra-
tion has gone up by 40 percent in the-last four years, while the actual size of
that house was going down by 7 percent. The effect of the cutback in housing
production will be to further increase the pressure on housing costs and the fact.
that the moratorium is on 8sb8idized programs means that the pressure will b(w
greatest on those least able to afford it.

Which brings us to the question of commitment. It says a great deal about this
Administration-and perhaps about the country-that when the annual cost of
direct Federal housing assistance to low-and moderate-income families ap-
proached the $2 billion level, the response was to suspend the programs and look
for a "better" (which we suspect is spelled 'c-h-e-a-p-e-r") way. Nothing is said,
however, about the indirect subsidy to middle and upper-incollme homeowners
which costs twice as much and which has been around for nearly six decades. If
the Administration is really concerned about a housing program which is
"inequitable wasteful, and ineffective"' they should take a look at the tax
deduction allowed homeearners for mortgage interest and property taxes, which
costs more than $4.7 billion a year-with 83 percent of that amount going to
families with incomes of more than $10,000 a year. One can certainly endorse
the principle of encouraging homeownership and still raise the question: Is it
necessary to give a family in the $50,000-$100,000 income level tenl times as much
encouragement as a family in the $7,000-$10,000 income bracket?

There are two points to be made: (1) Given the way in which income is mal-
distributed in our society, providing housing assistance as a partial offset to more
basic income distribution is going to be an expensive proposition. If we are
serious about that goal of "a decent home . . . for every American family,"
we've got to stop thinking we can get it on the cheap. (2) On the other hand,
the cost can be reduced significantly and the burden of it distributed more
equitably if we will abandon some of the myths and shibboleths that curently
hamper us.

One of the most glaring of those myths is the one we call "budgetary impact."
where we act as if there is no difference between buying a bomber and lending
someone the money to buy a house. Aside from the differences in the social value
of a decent house compared to a B-52, the loan for the house is going to be re-
paid-probably with substantial interest. It is an investment, not an expenditure,
but you wouldn't know that from the Federal budget. As a result, we play the
expensive game-as Senator Proxmire's Subcommittee on Economic Priorities
has pointed out-of subsidizing private loans instead of saving a half-billion a
year by utilizing direct Federal loans. That Subcommittee recommends direct
credit for the Section 235 and 236 programs; we would suggest extending it to
public housing as well. The apparently lower interest costs associated with public
housing bonds are actually phoney-they are more than offset by the tax break
provided to high-income investors. The Treasury has consistently pointed out that
it loses more in Federal income taxes than State and local governments gain in
interest savings from tax exempt bonds. One source estimates that the ratio is
two-to-one 12-which means the Federal government gives up $2 in income taxes
for every $1 it saves in interest on public housing bonds.

We have begun with interest costs because that is generally the largest single
component of continuing housing costs. Currently, however. the fastest rising
element in the acquisition cost of housing is the price of land. NAHB reports that
the cost per square foot of developed land has gone up by 75 percent in the last
three years.13

One reason for this continuig upward spiral is that we not only allow for
this private appropriation of values which are really socially generated- we
encourage land speculation by taxing improvements more heavily than land,
and by taxing speculation gain only half as heavily as non-speculative income.
If we gave more attention to the needs of the users of land than to the owners
and speculators in land, we could moderate the upward pressure in land prices,
and perhaps secure more rational patterns of land use and development. If we
weren't so afraid of direct government action on behalf of the general welfare,
we might follow the lead of the Scandinavian countries which have a policy of
public acquisition and continued ownership of land so as to retain a domi-
nating influence on patterns of community development.

Land costs and our tax treatment of land play a major role in the continuing
costs of housing as well-through the vehicle of tihe property tax. The latter,

'2 Philip Stern. The Rape of the Taxpayer, p. 66.
Is Journal of Homebuildirg, October 1972.
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-says NAHB, has gone up by 30 percent in the last three years.'t It is increas-
ingly becoming a barrier to lower-income homeownership. A recent tabulation
by Farmers Home Administration 5 indicated that in thirteen states, the
property taxes on its average rural housing loan was three-fourths as large
as the annual payments on the loan, itself, if it carried a maximum interest
subsidy. In four of those states la the annual real estate taxes amounted to more
than the payments would be on a loan carrying 1 percent interest. Clearly, a
housing program that contemplates ownership for modest-income families
must either subsidize their tax load as well as their interest costs-or seek a
reform of the property tax structure which will make it progressive instead
of regressive as it now is. We would prefer the latter alternative.

Other major elements in the continuing cost of housing are, of course, utilities
and maintenance. The price index on maintenance and repairs has been going
up even faster than property taxes in recent years and the current discussion
of the energy crisis can hardly reassure us about the prospects for utility costs.
Here too, a shift in the focus of our efforts from the producers to the consumers
of housing is needed. We need to pay more attention to what Progressive
Architecture, in its editorial this month, calls "life cost rather than first cost."
Instead of an "Operation Breakthrough" to focus on cutting acquisition costs
for the deeveloper, we need to focus on the techniques and materials which
can reduce the long-run need for maintenance and repairs and which can
reduce costs of heating and lighting. In rural areas we particularly need
research on small scale water and sewer facilities which can reduce both the
acquisition cost of the house and of that portion of the continuing utility
costs.

The current upsurge of interest in mobile homes, I might add, strikes us as
exaggerated form of the desire to cut initial costs at the price of long-range
durability and "life cost." And, in terms of the quality of housing involved,
-we would argue that they are not even the bargain in initial costs that they
appear to be, but instead are a means of redefining at a lower level without
admitting that you are doing so.

On the other hand, it can also be argued that the standards which we apply
to much of the housing we finance under our assistance programs are standards
that are dictated by the interest of lenders rather than by the interest of
consumers. We are convinced that the reason for the mobile homne boom-and
for the shell home boom in rural areas a decade earlier-is the refusal of
builders to build or lenders (including Farmers Home Administration) to
finance housing that might not be saleable or at least re-saleable to the
middle-class.

We would estimate that at least one-third of those in the worst housing in
nonmetropolitan areas are in 1- and 2-person households with incomes below
$4,000 a -ear. Those people don't need a 3-bedroom house and are even less
in a position to afford one. Yet 95 percent of the new houses financed by FmHA
last year had at least 3 bedrooms. Surely, housing programs that were based
on people's need rather than on the demands of the private real estate market
could do a better job of meeting the requirements of those people-saving
money both for them and for the taxpayers who assist them in the process.

One final point. The money necessary to bridge the gap between low incomes
and the cost of adequate housing is the biggest element in solving the housing
problem. But, especially in rural areas and small towns, it is not the only
element. Those areas suffer from an institutional gap as well as an income gap.
The Farmers Home Administration has served to bridge the credit gap-at
least for those who can afford 1 percent interest financing-and it has served
as a substitute for some of the private market institutions-at a significant
saving to the consumer." But even its structure is dependent on the existence
of a housing delivery system, and that is all too frequently missing in the
areas and for the people most in need of housing assistance.

We think the need again is for a program focused on the consumer and we
think that the successful rural electrification program provides an obvious
model. Just as that program utilized the people who had been left unserved
by the private market to form cooperative agencies for the delivery of
electricity. we think that the people whose housing needs have been left unmet

14 Ibid.
15Farmers Home Administration, Report of the Monthly Payment Task Force (January

197T3). Exhibit A, p. 25.
1i New Jersey, New York, New Hampshire. and Rhode Island.
1 On this, see the recent General Accounting Office study for Chairman Patman of the

Housing Banking Committee. Cost Differentces of Purchasing Comparable Houses Through
the Department of Housing < Urban Development and Agriculture.
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by the private market can form the basis for local rural housing associations
which could function as housing delivery mechanisms. Just as the REA pro-
vided Federal financial resources and supervision to the rural electric coop-
eratives and in return demanded that they take on "area responsibility" and
serve as responsible quasi-public agencies, we believe that rural -housing
associations could be made delegate agencies of a Federal housing program
and furnished financial and technical assistance in return for an "area re-
sponsibility" commitment and an agreement to operate in accordance with
national policies and standards. Just as the "farmer took a hand" in making
rural electrification a reality, why not let the low- and moderate-income
consumers of rural and smil town America take a hand in solving their hous-
ing needs? We believe the approach is well worth trying and that legislation
like that which a dozen Senators cosponsored in the last Congress, for an
Emergency Rural Housing Administration, would readily lend itself to the
effort.

Thank you.

Chairman HumpirmEY. Mr. Kristof, you are the second witness.
You are the director of the Division of Economics and Housing Fi-
nance of the New York State Urban Development Corp.; is that
correct

Mr. KRISTOF. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HUMPHREY. We will place again in all instances the full

testimony and text of the prepared statements of our witnesses in the
record.

STATEMYIENT OF FRANK S. KRISTOF, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF ECO-
NOMICS' AND HlOUSING FINANCE, NEW YORK STATE URBAN DE-
VELOPMENT CORP.

Mr. KRISToF. The New York State Urban Development Corp., Mr.
Chairman, is a public development agency which has placed in- con-
struction 28,000 housing units under the FIHA 236 program which I
recently discovered, to my surprise, constitutes 7 percent of the 400,000
housing units placed under construction under this program.

So we are somewhat conversant with the way it works.
But first, I want to place into context some of the introductory

figures that you so ably reeled off.
As a matter of act, you almost replicated some of my numbers.
Chairman HuIJPHREy. Well, you now what do with them.
Mr. KRISTOF. My late 1967 estimates which- were published in 1968,

suggested that the Nation's substandard housing supply would decline
from the 1960 figure of 11.4 million to about 6.9 million in 1970.

The actual figure seems to have come out at about 6.5 million. My
estimate of substandard housing, Senator, includes'roughly 2 million
dilapidated housing units with all plumbing facilities which did not
show up in the 1970 census because that concept was dropped from
the census.

A second category of housing needs, crowding, as you indicated, has
increased from 2.7 million in 1960, to 4.4 million in 1970. This increase,
however, is not quite as bad as it souiids because the total supply of
standard housing has slightly more than doubled. So, relatively speak-
ing, the 4.4 million is a slightly smaller proportion of the 1970 standard
housing supplied than the 2.7 is of the 1960 standard housing supply.

In the ao-re'gate we may say that a total of about 11 million house-
holds in 1970 were in need of some kind of housing assistance, either
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to obtain standard housing or to uncrowd their presently crowded
housing conditions.

This still means that 16 percent of all the households in 1970 re-
quired some type of assistance.

The distribution of this need, however, indicates that the situation
in the central cities of this country has deteriorated relative to the
rest of the country.

This, too, does not show up in our 1970 census statistics because the
number of housing units in central cities that lack or share plumbing
facilities dropped almost phenomenally from 2 million in 1960 to
748,000 in 1970, which is a drop from 10 percent of the Nation's-of
the total housing supply in central cities to 3.4 percent.

Once again, however, there are indications that another three
quarters of a million housing units in the central cities were dilapi-
dated, even though they had al-l plumbing facilities compared with
about 400,000 in 1960.

So this represents a sharp upward increase in dilapidated housing
units with all plumbing facilities in these cities over the past decade.

Chairman HuiMPHR-m. Now, is that due to obsolescence, or is that
due to improper care?

Mr. KRISTOr. It is due to a combination of things, Senator Hum-
phrey. The first is the concentration of poverty groups in the cities
who are totally unable to pay for standard housing. As a consequence,
the housing in the areas in which these people live, either is under-
maintained by their owners and thereby deteriorates or it falls vacant
and is subject to vandalism and, ultimately, abandonment.

Both these phenomenon have occurred during the late 1960's in
every major city in the country.

As a matter of fact, in our own New York City, we have estimated
that 105,000 housing units were abandoned during the 1960's which
constitutes slightly over 3 percent of the city's 1960 housing supply,
during a period when the city's total new construction of housingr
totaled about 375,000 housing units over the decade.

When you take into account demolition of 165.000 units during the
decade, you can see that the losses were at a rate that are beginning to
creep up on total new production.

Chairman H1uMPHREY. I want to be the Devil's advocate here for
a minute, and give you the view of some people around the country
that talk to me about housing.

They will say, for example, you can go to Europe and you can find
housing in these cities that is 200 years old, 100 years old, and it is not
modern, to be sure, but it is clean, the window sills are taken care of
and the doors are taken care of. There is no litter around and, although
the people are poor they take care of their housing and they don't
tear it down. They don't break out the windows and tear off this and
tear off that.

This is what I get when I am home.
I want you to know when I go out to talk to my Scandinavian

friends around there, my Germanic friends, hard-working people, and
I say: We have got to have housing subsidies, got to do this and that,
many will say, listen, we grew up in a home that was worse than any
of these homes you are talking about, and we took care of it.
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They knew how to use a hammer, put a bolt on the door, didn't tear
it off, or break out the windows.

How do you answer that?
Mr. EIIIsTOF. That is a hard question.
Chairman HUMPHREY. This is what an elected official is up against

in an area where we don't have large numbers of ghetto residents.
These are rural people. I might say to you sometimes these rural

houses look pretty bad out there. They are not too well taken care of,
but this is the social prejudice, the social attitude that is articulated,
and I just wondered how you handle that.

Mr. KRiSTor. Well, I think you put your finger on it when you
mentioned that some of our poverty areas in the rural sections of the
country are pretty sad looking.

Chairman HuMPHaREY. They surely are.
Mr. KRISTOF. When I was with the Bureau of the Census, I made

many a field trip, and I became quite familiar with rural poverty, and
I assure you the status of rural poverty is even far worse than that in
the central cities.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Except it is spread out rather than intensified.
Mr. KEISTOF. That is right. It is not quite as visible, but you must

remember, and all our friends must remember, that in the past 50 years
we have been steadily transfering the rural poverty of our Nation at
a very, very rapid rate to the central cities of America.

You know that the black poverty element of our country was largely,
as recently as the 1920's, a predominantly rural population.

Today the black poverty population is overwhelmingly a central
city phenomenon of this country. This is due to the migration patterns
we have experience in the United States. For the past half-century we
have had a steady migration toward the central cities of the minority
population, not only of our own country but from Puerto Rico, Mexico,
and other Spanish-speaking areas.

Chairman HuMPmEY. And from our rural poverty, white Ap-
palachia, for example.

Mr. KisrroF. Absolutely.
So as a consequence, this problem is not a central city problem or a

rural problem. It is a national problem. We are just getting new con-
centrations of poverty in more highly visible areas. Because of the
reverse phenomenon, as the white middle-class population moves out
of the central city, it leaves behind it older housing for these poorer
populations that have migrated into the cities, who do not have the
incomes to maintain that housing, and as one economic consequence we
have deterioration of housing in the central cities.

This is a poverty phenomenon. It is not a housing phenomenon.
Chairman HUmPHREY. How do you handle it?
Mr. KIRiSTO. It will take more, Senator, than a housing program to

deal with it. I think the nearest major attempt at it was during the
Model Cities program initiated in the 1966 Housing Act which con-
ceived the problem as a total neighborhood problem. One must deal
not only with housing and rehabilitation, but one must deal with the
neighborhood services, the city services, to the population, and to these
deprived areas, and also with the incomes of the families through
employment, employment-improving procedures, as well as improved
educational assistance programs to these deprived areas.

95-438-73-16
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So housing is just one facet of the problem.
The point is that we are trying to place upon housing a large burden

of the whole poverty phenomenon which is, I think, totally unfair.
But housing obviously is the most visible aspect of poverty. This is
how we most quickly detect it and, of course, we try to deal with the
housing portion of the problem. But until we attack the whole poverty
problem we will not successfully deal with the housing situation in
the central cities or otherwise.

My prepared statement, Senator Humphrey, deals with this subject
in terms of recommendations for changes in the Federal housing pro-
grams. Very quickly, I want to say that I have approached the poverty
phenomenon only partially in terms of proposed allocation of funds
which I refer to as community development funds. These would go
partially toward strengthening services for basically sound neighbor-
hoods that we want to try at least to save.
I We can't save neighborhoods that are pretty far down the drain,
but we certainly can save those that are in the earlier stages of de-
terioration where we will lose tens of thousands of good housing units
unless we'take steps to save those neighborhoods. In this sense the
housing rehabilitation proposals that I have- incorporated in my pre-
pared statement as well as the new construction proposals are designed
both not only to add to the new housing supply, but to help save the
existing housing supply.

Chairman HuAiPirEY. Right.
So important.
Mr. KRTSTOF.. And finally, the family housing assistance program is

designed to provide funds for subsidy payments to those low-income
families that cannot today afford any standard housing they might
occupy. Finally, I'have roughly priced out the costs of taking a 1-year
program over its 40-year life. A first-year $11/2 billion program which
would extend over 40 years, would total about $35 billion. About half
of that'$35 billion would be allocated to family assistance payments to
permit low-income families who cannot afford standard housing to pay
for either existing standard housing, rehabilitated standard housing
or, in some cases, new standard' housing provided under the subsidy
programs.

That is a quick summation.
Chairman I-trrMPHREY. Well, I know the three parts of your pro-

gram relating to the housing problem.
It also seems to me-take a welfare family, for example. One of the

things we see so often is the welfare family is a renter. There is a
rental allowance. I also thought that if you could work it into where
a welfare family got a little something extra that went into direct pay-
ment of a home that is their own it would be better. I mean, there is
no reason-we had a 100-percent housing loan program after 1946,
Jim, 1947 the immediate period of World War II, and it had some
abuses, to be sure, but it got a lot of people some housing, too.

But if we could take a welfare family and say to them, now, look,
you are going to have a chance to own your home. This is an income
maintenance program, and where you get so much money here as part
of a payment for your income, and there is a segment of this that is
for housing, and title to a piece of property.
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I just feel that- would have a tremendous-social benefit, when people
begin to feel it belongs to them, providing you also had this com-
munity development along with it, so that the area in which you live
looks like it is also going to be worthy of attention.

I see, for example, in Southwest Washington-you are very familiar
with this, Mr. Scheuer-because I know you had some developments
there-but we have in some areas down there in Southeast and Somth-
wvest some of the neighborhoods-I mean, the breakdown of the neigh-
borhoods' facilities, and it is just unpardonable that this should
happen.

With a modest expenditure on the part of the community, on the
part of the Government, a total program ought to be launched to see
whether or not we couldn't make it really work, like you have listed
out here-I notice you talk about here: "Used to augment neighbor-
hood services such as garbage removal, street cleaning, removal of
abandoned cars, filling potholes, repaving streets, repairing sidewalks,
cleaning out garbage-filled lots, planting trees along sidewalks."

That is what a community ought to look like. Get rid of that junk.
But instead of that. what we do is, we have a redevelopment program
and we build some houses, and then the area around it, unless it is an
upper middle- or middle-income group, if the social and cultural pat-
tern hasn't lent itself to some preservation of the community, it con-
tinues to deteriorate.

I have been writing letters to the city government about that area
of the city. I drive within 10 blocks of this Capitol through some of the
worst possible conditions.

As a matter of fact, they have got the garbage disposal system down
here within five blocks of the Capitol building, right down here on
New Jersey Avenue SW., and you go through there, and there is litter
all over the place and buildings broken down, old buildings, and by
the way, not a single merchant shop outside of a liquor store. and a
filling station, and one clothes-cleaning establishment for blocks.

There is one Safeway store right down by those high-income,
middle-income apartments, down off Fourth and M Street SW. Not
another grocery store for blocks for the low-income people, and we
have got hundreds and hundreds of units of low-income housing that
is very much broken down, very much obsolete and out of date, with
streets that are in poor repair and garbage collection that is-well, it
must be much less than the rest of us get.

There are areas down there that haven't had the debris picked up
since 1965, because I have been going by the same places every year
since 1965. and the same junk is in the back that was there in 1965.

Now how can you make-how do you get people to feel that they
are living in a decent place, whether you call it public housing or what-
ever, if you live in an environment that is totally unconducive to good
living.

I think that is what you are saying, community development.
Mr. KIRISTOF. Preciselv.
Chairman HUMPHREY. By gosh, -I wish we could get the Congress to

do something about this. This is a part of a person's income. If we
could get this country to think about these community services as a
part of the income-for the rich man, he buys it.
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You know, I live over in Harbour Square. It is very expensive. r
can tell.you. We have got, a goodprivate police.force,. garbage pickup.
Of course, we have got to pay for it, but for the lower middle-income
person, his income is augmented by the quality of the community serv-
ices he has, the playgrounds, the trees, garbage collection, condition of
the streets, everything that is there.

His police service, fire protection, everything.
That is another part of his wage package. That is the public part of

his wage package, and that is the part that I have said about this coun-
try that is privately rich and publicly poor.

Mr. KRISTOF. This probably has been one of the major deficiencies of
our urban renewal programs historically.

Even though urban renewal programs have been very valuable-
in taking care of capital expenditures, the problem of expense budget
expenditures, which is even more vital in many ways, has been totally
overlooked.

As you pointed out for Washington, D.C., which obtains some of
its financial assistance from the Congress, even Washington, D.C..
is quite deficient in many respects.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Oh, my God, it is outrageous.
Listen, do you know there in that place-you did some develop--

ment there, Mr. Scheuer, in that area. They didn't get a new building-
we tried to get just ordinary services.

You can't just live in an apartment. You have got to be able to
buy something somewhere; you can't just always think about getting-
in your car and driving 30 blocks to pick up your shirts or some
essential services for your home. My Lord, you can't believe it. It took
them years to agree to build a building down there, to put in some
shops. We have got thousands of people living down there, and one
lousy supermarket. Listen, you are better off going into Vietnam. It's
safer. I mean, you know, the place is jampacked. Safeway does a good
job down there but one store, one drugstore. Boy, would I like to have
that one. And there are thousands of people living there, thousands
of people. One liquor store. That must do a booming business, too. And'
after that, it is up for grabs. There is nothing.

Finally we are getting a building, finally-they started building-
that building 5 or 6 years ago. You can build the Pyramids faster
than they are putting that building up down there.

Mr. KRISTOF. In that context, Senator Humphrey, our agency, as:
part of our planning for moderate rent 236 housing, takes responsi-
bility for furnishing community facilities, day care centers and com-
mercial facilities wherever they are required or needed in conjunction
with the housing developments that we arrange to build.

They are part and parcel of the planning for any new housing-
developments, right in the building, if necessary, wherever it is
feasible.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, how good is that?
I notice in your prepared statement, you say: "The concept of

maximum income limits for 235 and 236 housing must be scrapped."
Just give me a little pitch on that because you know it. Administra-

tion has got a big fever about 235 and 236.
Mr. KRISTOF. The principle of that, Senator, is to separate the-

idea of production incentive programs from assistance to poor families.-
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The basic premise behind scrapping the income limits system is
it-he following:

You would build housing in a neighborhood, the rents of which
'would be pitched to the ability of people in that neighborhood to pay
for new housing.

In a low-income area such as Brownsville, in New York City, we
-must have maximum subsidy in order to provide new housing because
.the families in that area can't pay any more than $35 a room, which
is something like $150 or $160, for a two-bedroom apartment. Even
this rent reaches the upper income end of the families living in this
neighborhood. But in better neighborhoods, where higher rents can
be obtained, it is not necessary to provide maximum subsidies in
-order to market that housing.

Consequently, in better neighborhoods that can stand the $50- or

$60-room limit, subsidy funds would be provided at the 2, 3, 4, or
whatever interest rate is needed to achieve the marketable rent which
gives you, of course, higher cost housing but nevertheless still meets
the income levels at which it can be readily marketed and, of course,
this substantially reduces the amount of subsidy required per unit.

In other words, the principle of 236 program would be to produce
the maximum amount of housing at the minimum Government subsidy
because this new housing is not to be confused with housing for poor
people. It is to be produced as a production incentive program at a
rnninnMun subsidy.

Then, through the family assistance program, you provide aid
directly to poor families who can seek their housing in the open markets
including existing as well as rehabilitated housing.

Chairman Humriip.Ei. I see what you mean, yes.
Mr. KRISTOF. Thus you subsidize low-income families directly

-with assistance payments; meanwhile you stop giving excessive sub-
sidies to produce new housing; you give the minimum subsidies nec-
essary to market the housing.

Chairman HUMPHREY. And give the subsidy to the low-income
family that needs to rent the housing?

Mr. KRISTor. Precisely.
Chairman HuiPiHREY. Why doesn't the Government have that

mnuch sense? I guess that is because of the way we have written this
law?

Mr. KRISTOF. It is kind of a difficult concept that the way we have
got the law is that only very low income people can move into this
housing and then frequently they can't afford to pay for it and they
wind up having to move out through evictions for nonpayment of
rent.

This is the situation we have under our present 236 program.
Chairman HUMPIPHREY. All right. I will come back to you after a

-while.
I am fascinated by your study of this and I hope that somewhere

along the line, some of you might give us some little indication of
whether that housing program that we adopted, that passed in the
Senate last vear, the community development program, I believe it
was, which didn't get through the House of Representatives, whether
it had some of the features in it that you think would be helpful to us.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kristof follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANK S. KRISTOF

HOUSING NEEDS OF THE 1970's

Analysis of the Nation's housing needs in the light of the 1970 Census results
furnishes few surprises in terms of trends since 1950. My 1968 estimates
projected that the Nation's substandard housing supply would decline from1960s 11.4 million to 6.9 million in 1970.1 The actual figure appears to have been
about 6.5 million on a comparable basis.

A secondary category of housing need arises from insufficient living space for agiven-sized family, or crowding, as the Census Bureau terms it, in standard hous-ing units. This figure is measured by number of persons per room: If there are
more persons in the household than there are rooms in the housing unit, the
household is regarded as crowded (1.01 persons per room or more). Although this
is a crude measure, it is a useful index in measuring changes over time. Crowding
in standard housing has been a more intractable element of housing need than
substandard housing which has improved at a rapid rate since 1950. The figure for
crowded households has increased from 2.7 million to 4.4 million between 1950aand 1970 although it has declined relative to the total number of standard units
which has more than doubled over this period.

In the aggregate, a total of some eleven million families may be defined as in
need of housing assistance as of April 1970-four million fewer than in 1960.
Although this defines substantial improvement since 1960 it still means that
16 percent of all households in 1970 required some kind of assistance to meet
the nation's goal of a "decent home and suitable living environment for everyAmerican family."

The distribution of this aggregate housing need indicates that the situation
in central cities of the U.S. has deteriorated relative to the rest of the nation.
This does not show up in the 1970 Census figures because the number of
housing units that lacked or shared plumbing facilities in 1970, numbered only
768,000 units compared with about 2 million in 1960, a decrease from 10I
percent to 3.4 percent in the central cities. On the other hand, there are
indications that perhaps another 750.000 housing units were dilapidated,
with all plumbing facilities in these central cities compared with a figure ofabout 400,000 in 1960. If these estimates are accurate, it indicates that dilapi-
dation and the associated deterioration that goes with it have increased
markedly in the central cities relative to the rest of the nation's inventory.2

This development is not surprising in the light of the widely observed
deterioration and abandonment of central city housing across the nation inthe late 1960's. It is estimated that in New York City alone, more than
3% of its total housing inventory was lost to abandonment In the late
1960's while in other cities in the U.S., estimates reached as high as 6%.
This is a logical concomitant of a central city phenomenon that I have
elsewhere discussed to the effect that the nation's central cities problem
was one of neighborhood deterioration where a full range of housing from
almost new to extremely bad had been swept up in the abandonment process
as a result of cumulative social and economic problems in minority neigh-
borhoods of these cities.

Consequently, the quantity of housing adversely affected by this phe-
nomenon far exceeds counts of housing units that lack plumbing facilities or
are dilapidated in the central cities. Unless this fact is recognized and dealt
with, we will see in the 1970's an accelerating rate of loss of good as well aspoor housing in the cities. This phenomenon tends to perpetuate the scarity
of good housing in the cities despite the almost universal outflow of whitemiddle class residents from cities to suburbs. Unless new legislation from the
Congress is prepared to deal with these facts, we will be avoiding the most
serious aspects of the nation's housing difficulties.

I have dwelt on this problem at some length elsewhere but I repeat it here
because of its relevance to the present discussion. To come to grips with the

I Frank S. Kristof, "Urban Housing Needs Through the 1980's", Report No. 10, TheNational Commission on Urban Problems, Washington. D.C., 1968. p. 6.2The equivocal nature of this statement is attributable to the fact that the Census didnot enumerate "dilapidation" (condition of housing unit) in 1970 and figures from the 1971components of inventory change are not yet published.
8Frank S. Kristof, The Role of State Housing Finance and Development Agencies inFuture Federal Housing Program8; paper presented at the American Real Estate andUrban Economics Association, Washington, D.C., May 18, 1973, pp. 7-19.
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above described difficulties, we must reconsider the whole array of housing
subsidy questions. For what purposes should such subsidies be used-to en-
courage housing production, to reduce housing costs for "housing poor" families,
or both? What is the least expensive and most equitable way to accomplish the
objective chosen?
To whom should subsidies go? And where?

The following comments necessarily will be conclusory since I have discussed
elsewhere the analytic logic behind the proposals." The basic redirection of
Federal housing subsidy proposals would be directed at dividing expenditures
in roughly three parts-not necessarily equal since different states and localities
would have different requirements. The major categories would be (1) commu-
nity development funds; (2) housing production subsidies; (3) family housing
assistance payments.

1. Community development funds essentially would be the keystone of this three-
pronged approach. In cities it largely would be conceived of as non-eapital funds
to provide financial support for neighborhood preservation and revitalization
services. Since these are expense-budget funds a decision to commit them to a
neighborhood or locality would involve a contracted time-period of 10 to 20 years
while the required capital expenditures program in the form of rehabilitation or
new construction was being carried out. Implicit in this procedure is the use of
both housing production subsidy funds and family housing assistance payments;
In such neighborhood preservation areas, community development fund expendi-
tures would be used to augment neighborhood services such as garbage removal,
street cleaning, removal of abandoned cars, filling potholes, repaving streets, re-
pairing sidewalks, cleaning out garbage filled lots, planting trees along sidewalks,
improving public health (and drug addiction) services and, probably most im-
portant, to employ young neighborhood school drop-outs and unemployeds whose
chronic presence without gainful pursuits is a source of difficulty to themselves
and their neighbors. The latter employment possibly could be linked with the
neighborhood-required services through the medium either of public agencies or
experienced private contractors who would undertake to provide both services
and supervision of the neighborhood youths paid with public funds. If some of
these suggestions sound familiar, they are; they represent basic and sound
principles of the Model Cities program.

The second major type of area where community development funds would be
used is in employment growth areas. There such funds could be used in two ways,
as "infrastructure" capital funds and as "impact funds" to make up tax losses to
the community connected with subsidized housing provided for moderate- and
low-income families in such areas. Since growth areas normally supply a full
complement of market-price sales and rental housing, all three types of basic
funds would come into play to provide a leavening of moderate and low-income
families who furnish low-paid service or blue-collar workers for such areas.
Some elements of this approach have been proposed (or implemented) by the
Urban Development Corporation in connection with its new town ventures in
Lysander and Amherst townships in upstate New York. Again. the expense-
budget type of funds would have to be contracted for some time-period.

2. Housing production subsidies could be handled in two ways. The first would
be through the Federal approach. This requires significant overhaul of the Sec-
tion 235 and 236 programs to introduce flexibility and responsiveness to local
community needs. Earlier comments on the rigidities of the 236 program become
relevant at this point and lead directly to a discussion of the financial principles
of any housing subsidy program. A basic question raised in last year's (Fourth)
Annual Report on Housing Goals is "whether a balanced housing strategy can be

devised which stimulates sufficient housing production at low cost per unit. as
well as provides increased assistance to more low income families than are cur-
rently being served." f The answer is a flat negative since the question inherently
contains an internal inconsistency. A low subsidy per unit by definition means
that the price or rent for such a unit is essentially near its market price: and
the smaller the subsidy per unit becomes, the higher the rent or price that is
required and the higher (in general) the income requirements of prospective
bidders for the unit.

4 Cf. Frank S. Krlstof. "Federal Houslnc Pollcies: Subsldized Production, Filtration and
Objectives: Part I. Land Economics, November, 1972, pp. 309-320; also Part II, Land

Economics. Mlay. 1972, pp. 163-174, inclusive.
5 Op. cit. p. 32.
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Although a narrow subsidy cannot directly meet the objective of providinghousing for low-income families, it could serve this function indirectly. To the
extent that the supply side of the market is affected by inducing prospective de-velopers to produce a unit that otherwise might not be built, low-income families
-are indirectly affected by the turnover process as illustrated by the Michigan
Survey Research Center Study of 1967 which demonstrated that, for each newhouse or apartment placed on the market, an additional 2.5 families are able tomake favorable housing adjustments through ensuing turnover. In this process,
low-income families are serviced roughly in proportion to their occurrence in thepopulation (although black low-income families were underrepresented in the-chains of moves).'

An objection to such a shallow subsidy system arises where the market is pro-ducing sufficient housing to meet normal market demand and the intrusion of
subsidized housing at a 15 to 25 percent discount may do little more than create
additional vacancies among competing higher (market) priced units. Such anundesirable result can be mitigated by the step of imposing a relatively high (25percent) rent-income ratio upon prospective occupants of the subsidized unit.Effectively,. this would. permit only households- with more limited incomes (whonormally would not quite be willing to pay the full market price) to bid for the
subsidized housing. For example; if a 2-bedroom apartment that normally markets
for $200 per month came on the market through subsidy at $160, what is the like-lihood that a 25 percent rent-income ratio would effectively separate families whonormally would bid for a $200 unit from entering the market for the same unit
at $160? In the New York Metropolitan Area, the income distribution of familiesin the $150-$200 rent bracket shows that about two-thirds of the families in thisrent category would not qualify for the $160- unit because of excessive income.
Thus it is possible for a shallow subsidy to expand housing production beyondthe volume that normally woudl be produced and also to serve families with lower
incomes than those who normally would be in the market for this unit.

The foregoing discussion obliquely leads to the cardinal point of this discussion.
A shallow subsidy system represents the only way that the largest possible volume
of housing production can be generated with the minimum subsidy per unit. There
are four requirements that are mandatory for such a system to function
,effectively:

1. The concept of maximum income limits for 235 and, 236 housing must bescrapped.7

- 2. The only effective restrictions on income would be the 25 percent rent-income
ratio used in the present Section 236 or the, 20 percent ratio of mortgage (plustax and insurance) payments to income of the current Section 235 program. Sinceonly 18.7 percent of all families in metropolitan areas within the $5,000-$15,000
income range pay 25 percent or more for housing these are not inconsiderable
restrictions.

3. Administrative relaxation of maximum mortgage limits must be permitted
to prevent localities where costs of construction have increased materially from
being precluded from participation in these programs.

4. In areas where new housing is being produced (e.g. suburban growth areas),
the interest subsidy per unit for a given project should be determined at a point-where rents are 15-25 percent below the market or price.

5. In inner city- reconstruction areas. where the market is insufficiently strongto support new housing costs, rents will have to be lower, sometimes substan-
tially lower. In such cases, the rule should be to set rents at the highest levelat which marketability of the development can be assured which frequently will
be at the T-nercent mortgage interest level. Rents nevertheless could range froma low of $35 up to $60 per room or even higher in better locations. In every in-stance. the objective is to provide no more interest subsidy than successful mar-keting requires.

The shallow subsidy system thus meets the housing nroduction incentiveobjective of providing the most new housing for the minimum public outlavs.
The 25 percent rent-income ratio will tend to confine these subsidies to the
lowest income families able and willing to pay the necessary basic rents. Elimina-
tion of income limits will improve long term marketability of developments

.T. B. Lansing. C. W. Clifton and J. N. Morgan. Ne, Homes end Poor PeopIe, Surrey
Research Center. Institute for Social Research. University of Michiean, Ann Arbor. 1969.7 This requirement is the foundation-stone of a major overhaul of the Federal housingsubsidv programs proposed by William J. White Tvecutive Director of the MassachusettsHousing Financing Agency which he terms the Single Subsidy Program.
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and will encourage families to remain in this housing to the extent that their
initial gap between the basic rent and the market rent is narrowed and reduces
their potential liability for rent increases as their incomes increase. When a unit
reaches market rents, the 25 percent rent-income ratio requirement is dropped.

In central city reconstruction areas, this approach further will have the in-
teresting effect of providing new housing to the economically upward mobile
segment of the community rather than to its lowest income groups. This will
have an upgrading affect on the housing of such areas and will eliminate the
historically debilitating effect of stamping slum reconstruction areas as the
permanent preserve of new low-rent public housing available only to low-income
families.

Other characteristics of a modified system would remain the same as those
in the existing 235 and 236 programs. As incomes go up, payments will increase
to maintain the 25 percent rent-income ratio (or 20 percent mortgage payment-
to-income ratio). Conversely, as incomes decrease the payments may decrease
(with the base rent as the floor). Since the subsidy is a shallow one, it is much
more likely that rising incomes will close the gap between the subsidized and
market rent of such developments much more quickly than could occur in the
present 236 program where the market rent exceeds the base rent anywhere be-
tween 65 to 95 percent. This will, of course, reduce subsidy payments over time
and will permit.the Federal Government much more readily to undertake new
obligations in subsequent years compared with the manner in which existing
subsidy costs have been accumulating under the present programs.

To reiterate, the production subsidy program is exactly that-it is designed
to extract the maxium volume of housing production for the lowest public
outlays. It is neither low-rent nor necessarily moderate-rent housing. At times
it may be only marginally (15-25 percent) below market-priced housing, par-
ticularly when built in reasonably good locations. But at all times it will require
the recipient of subsidized housing to pay a price for it (relative to his income)
that 80 percent of today's housing consumers (in the $56000 to $15,000 income
range) do not pay for housing. This discipline will tend to prevent this type of
system from disrupting the market for new conventionally-financed housing.

The second approach to Federal financing of housing production would be
through an annual lump-sum allocation of funds on a 40-year contractual basis
to State and municipal-housing finance and development agencies similar to-
the present Sec. 235 and 236 commitments. There have been many intimations in
recent years that the Administration would not be loathe to divest itself of de-
tailed management of its housing subsidy programs. Presumably this would take
the form of housing production, community development, and family rental as-
sistance revenue sharing allocations that would be allocated to the States and
individual communities under ground rules that would assure that these funds
were reasonably allocated and reached the intended beneficiaries. Such a step
also might shift to the States the burden of determining in detail what kind of
housing programs the Federal funds would support to the extent that modification
of existing or new housing programs are not legislated by Congress. For the
purposes of this exposition, however, the recommendations as to what kind
of housing legislation the States would require remain the same as those out-
lined in the foregoing discussion. There simply would be 50 (or fewer) State
programs rather than a single national program.

3. Family Housing Assistance Payments. It is with these funds that alloca-
tions would be made to permit low-income "housing-poor" families to move from
inadequate or substandard housing into satisfactory housing. These funds would
permit low-income families to find housing in subsidized new or rehabilitated
housing or in standard existing housing in the private market. Permitting
family housing assistance payments in some aided new and rehabilitated rental
housing would assist the marketing of this housing as well as improve the hous-
ing status of low-income families. Use of family assistance payments in the
private market would be confined to housing surplus areas where owners of exist-
ing standard housing (in code compliance) are having difficulty obtaining
tenants able to pay sufficient rents to properly maintain the properties. Families
would seek out the apartments and strike their own bargain with the landlord.
The housing assistance payments would make up the difference between what
families could afford within their income and the market rent (within reasonable
limits). It should be noted that family housing assistance payments are not to,
be confused with welfare since they essentially are low-income working families
not eligible for welfare assistance.
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On the other hand, the family housing assistance program, when combined
with new or rehabilitated subsidized units, becomes the equivalent of low-rent
public housing in terms of rents and incomes of families served. Implicit in the
foregoing proposals is that construction of new low-rent public housing develop-
ments would be discontinued as an institutional practice.
Costs of a revised Federal Housing Subsidy System

On this subject one can do no more than offer some impressionistic estimates
about the costs of a revised federal housing subsidy system based upon the
principles embodied in the foregoing discussion. Such an attempt is made in
Table 1, which shows the costs over 40 years of a one-year program. What in-
stantly becomes apparent is, despite a relatively modest first-year subsidy
costs of $1.4 billion, when the components of this aggregate are spun out over
a 20-to 40-year life span, they aggregate $34.2 billion of Federal expenditures.
Shocking as this may appear at first sight, we actually are talking about a sum
that averages less than one billion dollars per year over the 40-year period-or a
present value sum (discounted at 6 percent) of $15 billion-or less than one-
quarter of the amount that our defense establishment would like to spend
in the coming fiscal year. When looked at in this light, we could readily afford
to replicate this program every year for the next seven years. At that time we
would have reached an expenditure level (in constant dollars) of only $8.6
billion dollars annually which thereafter would start winding down since we
should be in a position to cut back substantially on further new expenditures.
And what would we have acomplished by that time?



TABLE 1.-ILLUSTRATION OF 40-YEAR BUDGETARY IMPACT OF IST-YEAR CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATION OF $1,445,000,000 FEDERALLY FINANCED HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

[In millions of dollarsl

Year
40-year

total 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11-20 21-25 26-40

Total annual subsidies -34,165 1,445 1,335 12,02 1, 210 1, 200 1, 090 1,070 1,060 995 940 880 810 650

Community development funds -3,150 500 400 300 300 300 200 200 200 150 100 50 0 0
New rental construction subsidies:

Central cities, 100,000 units at $1,500 2 4,650 150 150 145 145 140 140 135 135 130 130 120 110 100 t'
Suburban growth areas, 150,000 units at

$600 - 1, 510 90 85 80 75 70 60 50 40 30 30 30 30 30 C
Home ownership subsidies (suburban-

rural), 150,000 units at $7004 -3,105 105 100 95 90 90 90 85 85 85 80 80 70 70
Rehabilitation subsidies, 300,000 units at
$5005 3,750 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 0

Family rental assistance, 500,000 families
at $900- 18, 000 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450

I Assumption of declining expenditures based upon inclusion of capital expenditures in early years increases generated on basis of 25 percent rent-income ratio. Residual sum based upon assistance
and decreasing rate of service requirements as improvements are completed and community picks requirements for low-income occupants on family rental assistance payments.
up normally required services. ' Decline in subsidy assistance based upon premise of increasing incomes of families tied to 20

2 High rate of subsidy per unit based upon high construction costs and lower market rents obtain- percent mortgage-tax-insurance to income payments.
able in central city reconstruction areas. Elimination of income limits would permit per unit subsidy X Based upon 25-year 7 percent mortgage with 5.5 percent debt service subsidy. This average sup-
costs to decline over time. ports about $9,000 per unit for rehabilitation and limited refinancing costs.

a Based upon minimum estimated subsidy per unit required to provide housing at 15-25 percent I Based upon average rent assistance of $75 per month for low-income families in new and re-
below-market rates. Declining subsidy requirement include estimated rate of income (and rent) habilitated subsidized units or in standard existing housing. .
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1. About 700,000 new below-market housing units would have been constructed
in redevelopment areas of central cities.

2. Slightly over one million aided new housing units would have been built in
growth areas for families ranging from low incomes up to those not quite able to
afford new market-priced housing. And to the extent that incomes of the latter
increased, they would eventually pay the full market price. The community
development funds would have contributed the necessary infrastructure for this
housing and annual contributions to offset tax benefits accorded to the low-
income family housing assistance occupants of this housing.

3. Another slightly over one million families would be occupying owned housing
in suburban and rural areas at subsidized mortgage interest rates. These families
under normal circumstances otherwise would not be in the new owner-occupied
home market.

4. Slightly over two million housing units would be rehabilitated. Substantial
financial assistance would be provided to support and restore the neighborhoods
surrounding this housing (from Community Development Funds).

5. Finally, and most important, this program meets head-on the problem of
low-income families. By the seventh year, 3%_ million low-income families would
be receiving rental assistance payments averaging $900 per family to take them
out of substandard or unsuitable housing into standard code-complying housing
A small proportion of their housing would be new, and the remainder would be
either rehabilitated existing standard housing.

Only when we examine the 40-year aggregate expenditures do we fully appreci-
ate the extent to which the housing subsidy system would be changed. Eighteen
billion dollars, or slightly more than half the total expenditures, go to assist
low-income families in the form of family housing assistance payments.

Turning to some of the more specific elements, under the shallow subsidy sys-
tem, it is reasonable to hazard that the subsidy cost per unit in suburban growth
areas need average no more than $600 per year (40 years). This subsidy is the
only one with reasonable prospects of decreasing significantly over time. Given
our proposed occupancy ground rules (no income limits and 25 percent rent-
income ratios), the average for those developments should reach a hard core
minimum level of $200 per unit within ten years-and this only to service low-
income occupants who are recipients of family housing assistance payments. For
central city reconstruction, however, the first-year subsidy requirement must
average about $1,500 per unit (40 years) in order to bring rents down to market-
able levels. The rehabilitation subsidy would average about $500 per unit per
year (25 years). This will permit a debt service subsidy of 5.5 percent annually
which supports an average of $9,000 per unit in rehabilitation costs.8

The financing of two programs-one existing and one new. have not been
discussed in this paper more by omission rather than by commission. The Federal
Urban Renewal program should continue to be funded. It has many useful accom-
plishments to its credit and though it could stand substantial administrative
simplification, it remains a major assist in carrying out central city reconstruc-
tion activities. The second is the new towns program embodied in Title VII of the
1970 Housing Act. The foregoing suggestions preempt some of the activities of
Title VII (as well as some of its terminology). They do not, however, do justice
to this concept which has considerably more far-reaching implications. The
principles of Title VII.should be encouraged and financed. Both activities involve
resources beyond those estimated in Table 1.

Chairman HriPHnREY. Now, our next witness is Mr. Krusell, execu-
tive director of the Greater Minneapolis Metropolitan Housing Corp.

We sure want to thank you for coming today.
Mr. KRUSELL. Mr. Senator, I also have a prepared statement which

I would like to have filed in the record which I believe you have.
Chairman HuIRPHIREY. Yes; we have it here and we will make it a

part of the record.
8 This fairly high average would support a modest amount of mortgage refinancing.
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STATEMYENT OF CHARLES R. KRUSELL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
GREATER MINNEAPOLIS METROPOLITAlI HOUSING CORP.

Mr. KrzusELL. I am going to focus my attention in summarizing my
prepared statement on the housing for senior citizens and specifically
my experiences in Minneapolis as executive director and also assistant
executive director of the Minneapolis Housing and Redevelopment
Authority.

At the present time, I am the executive director of the Greater
Minneapolis Metropolitan Housing Corp., a nonprofit corporation
financed by 14 Minneapolis corporations.

This corporation is involved in assisting nonprofit corporations in
the Minneapolis area with their efforts to provide low- and moderate-
income housing under the FHA sections 235 and 236 which, of course,
have been canceled during the moratorium.

I am also the executive vice president of the Greater Minneapolis
Chamber of Commerce, being appointed to that position on January 1
of this year.

My concern for the consumer of public housing is that during this
period of time when Congress and the administration are reexamining
the housing programs, the delivery system, the restructuring, is that
some of the programs that do not work so well may be canceled as well
as the programs that are working very well, and certainly the public
housing program for the elderly is working very well.

It meets the test of providing decent, safe, and sanitary housing for
very low-income people and this is a program that should be continued,
and the purpose of my prepared statement is to set forth some of my
concepts and answer some questions concerning the public housing
program for the elderly.

As you know, Senator, in 1956, the Housing Act redefined a low-
income family to include single elderly persons and this made it pos-
sible for Minneapolis and other cities to build public housing programs.

We in Minneapolis have more than 5,000 dwelling units for the
elderly in 45 high rise elevator buildings, and as you know, these are
virtually the only high rise elevator buildings we have in the city.

We have reached the point where our waiting list, which you also
know was more than 3,000 for many years, has now decreased to less
than 1,000, and we are able to house our poor elderly within a reason-
able period of time.

I thought that it might be worthwhile just to answer a few questions
that are frequently asked about the public housing program in general
and specifically the elderly program.

One question that is frequently asked is: Is this program meeting
the needs of low-income persons?

In Minneapolis, 85 percent of our occupants in the public housing
elderly program are single. Their average incomes are $150 a month.
The remaining 15 percent are couples with an average income of $220
a month.
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I say in the prepared statement that we do not need a great vast
amount of statistics to find that these people cannot afford decent, safe,
and sanitary housing in the private market. In fact, these people
can't afford 235 or 236 housing or 202 housing.

Second, is public housing contributing to the improvement of the
community architecturally and esthetically?

We hear much about this type of thing negatively, and I quote
from the Minneapolis Star's design and art critic, Peter Altman,
in December of 1969, when he said, in an article entitled, "City's
Housing for the Elderly Towers Is a Challenge to the Private
Builders."

He went on to make a couple of comments about how this added to
the skyline of the city.

Also I quote from Mr. Ralph Rapson as to the overall image that
has been created by this program in Minneapolis.

Another question that is asked: Is the cost of public housing pro-
gram prohibitive?

I think here I say that one of things that is really never spoken about
is the capital that is being created.

As you know, Senator, many of the high rise elderly buildings
that were built during the 1960's in Minneapolis are worth more money
today on the private money market than they cost to build.

This is a little known fact in terms of the creation of capital in the
public housing program.

What do the residents think of this program where we have 45 high
rise elevator buildings where people are concentrated sometimes in
units of 500 or more?

I give you some quotations here. As you know, Senator, the people
in Minneapolis, not only the occupants but the general public, are
highly in favor of this public housing program.

I go on to say who is eligible and I state some statistics.
The next question I ask is can the private sector without subsidy

provide housing for these people?
What we did, Senator, in this case, is Mr. Knutson has just completed

the elderly building on Hampton Avenue, which I am sure you are
aware of.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes. downtown.
Mr. KRusELL. We asked Mr. Knutson to convert the cost of this

building from the public sector to the private sector using normal
interim financing, mortgage financing, real estate'taxes and other costs,
and incidentally, these are small, about 250 square foot dwelling units.

He calculated that on a break-even basis these apartments would
rent for $240 a month.

If we go back to the statistics of the elderly people, we are talking
about, we can readily determine that these people simply cannot afford
this sort of thing without the public housing program.

Another question that is frequently asked is: Is high density living
for elderly desirable?

Our experience in density in the public housing for the elderly pro-
gram is directly opposite to most experience in high density living.

We found when we put 200 or 300 units together we created a total
community and where we had in some of the smaller buildings 40 or 50
units that we did not create, the same kinds of social community.
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I think this experience is quite different than what the public hous-

ing has experienced generally across the country.
We also questioned, and as you remember in our first building, we

combined the elderly with the families. People said that this would be

great.
I am here to say that our experience is that the elderly don't want the

children around really, and the children do not want the elderly. They

want them on weekends and that sort of thing, but as a matter of fact,

it just doesn't work that way.
Some statistics-even though in Minneapolis we have met the needs

currently, we have about 55.000 elderly families and individuals who

qualify for the public housing program in the State of Minnesota.

An additional 20,000 households will be eligible by 1980.
We have approximately 18,000 dwelling units in the State. It is quite

evident that there is a substantial need.
And we are only touching about 10 percent of the elderly.
Chairman RETJMPHREY. Just to interrupt there, I have noticed the

difference in the public housing in Minneapolis and what I see, for

example, in some of the large urban centers: Actually, you have four-

plexes and duplexes.
I mean other than elderly public housing. You have what you might

call low level walkup-
Mr. KISumEiu. Townhouses.
Cha-irman HumPHREY [continuing]. Townhouses and very-well de-

signed neighborhoods.
I have noticed out in southeast Minneapolis, of course, that is one

that was put in, in the late 1950's, I believe.
Mr. KRtuSELT,. Yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. But up in the Olson Boulevard area, where

the old Summerfield Housing, on the other side of that street, you

put in some very fine neighborhood homes in that area.
Have you found those to be highly acceptable or desirable for the

tenants, the occupants?
Mr. KRUSELL. Yes. A s with all family nublic housing, of course, it is

the only standard housing that poor families can afford.
Now, I think the most successful public housing for family pro-

gram redevelopment is :that the Minneapolis Housing and Develop-

ment Authority owns over 500 single family homes scattered through-

out the city of Minneapolis, which they purchased on the open market,

rehabilitated and made available to low income families with children.

Chairman Hump='nmY. Yes, I have seen those homes.
Mr. KRUSELL. This has been the most successful in my-

Chairman HuMp-IREY. Interspersed throughout the entire city.

Mr. KRUtSELL. I go on to state in the prepared statement that even

with this vast program, we are only touching 10 percent of the elderly

citizens of the city of Minneapolis, and that of the remaining 90 per-.

cent, many of them are eligible for the 236 program and the 202, which

is not as deep a subsidy program, and we have relatively few of these

because of the lack of funds and the moratorium, and we think that

the 236 program, with its not as deep subsidy as the public housing

program, that there is a substantial need in the city of Minneapolis

because, as you know, we have some 70,000 elderly citizens in the city

itself.
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I go on to say finally that it is obvious -that the moratorium has
delayed meeting this need and I suppose if -we were to convert the
statistics of Minneapolis to the general statistics of the country, we
would say that somewhere between 2 and 3 million dwelling units
for these poor elderly persons are needed in the United States.

Now, I have, Mr. Chairman, just a brief statistical summary which
I would like to present to the reporter for inclusion in the record. as to
a survey which was made by Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr., of
the Senate Special Committee on Aging, which was sent to housing.
authorities all over the country.

It speaks specifically in detail to the number of dwelling units
nationally and in the State of New Jersey, that are being held up for
the elderly in the -public housing program and in the 202 and 236
programs specifically because of the moratorium.

[The statistical summary follows:]
Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr., Chairman of the Subcommittee on Housing

for the Elderly of the Senate Special Committee on Aging sent out 672 question-
naires to various public housing authorities and sponsors of housing projects
specifically designed for the elderly. One questionnaire was sent to all the hous-
ing authorities in New Jersey and to the 87 largest housing authorities in the
other States. A similar questionnaire was sent to each sponsor of a Section 202
housing project for the elderly and to each sponsor of a project that became part
of the Section 202-236 conversion program. The following information was tabu-
lated from the responses received:

L All New Jersey housing authorities:
- A. Total sent---- 74

B. Total responses (69 percent) -__________________ 51
C. Those responding reported the following:

1. Units for the elderly:
Under management--------------------------- 12,401
Under management--------------------------- 12,401
Annual contributions contract approved_------- 1, 845

Total units… _______-- ___________-15,583
2. Elderly on waiting lists (1.3 elderly persons on wait-

ing lists for every occupied unit). 16, 090
3. Units for the elderly frozen by moratorium_------- 4, 460

II. Largest public housing authorities outside New Jersey:
A . T otal sent…--------------------------------------------- 87
B. Total responses (77 percent)…--------------------------- 67
C. Those responding reported the following:

1. Units for the elderly:
Under management- -_-_____________99, 689
Under construction…------------------------- 11, 589
Annual contributions contract approved_----- 7, 623

Total units------------------------------- 118, 501
2. Elderly on waiting lists…-------------------------- 95, 360
3. Units for the elderly frozen by the moratorium_____-38, 930
4. 46 authorities (69 percent of those responding) re-

ported cutbacks in services resulting from admin-
istration policies.

III. Sec. 202 and Sec. 202-236 conversion sponsors:
A. Total sent----------------------------------____ - 511
B. Total responses (59 percent) ----------------------------- 303
C. Those responding reported the following:

1. Units for the elderly under management---------- 46, 620
2. Elderly persons on waiting lists------------------- 44, 577
3. Units for the elderly frozen by the moratorium_____-6, 495
4. Sponsors of 144 projects indicated that their waiting

lists were only a minimum number, that the demand
was really much greater.
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IV. Combined totals of 188 public housing authorities:
A. Total sent… ________________________________ _ 161
B. Total responses (73 percent)- - __-__________________ 118

C. Public housing units for the elderly:
Under management-------------------____________ 112, 090
Under construction--------------------------------- 12,926
Annual contributions contract approved--------------- 9, 46S

Total units- -_--____________________-_134, 484
D. Elderly on waiting lists- -_______-_______________________111, 450
E. Units for the elderly frozen by the moratorium------------ 43, 390

Chairman HuzPH1rEY. As the chairman of the subcommittee, of
course, it lends a certain local character to the testimony that we are
receiving, but I have been very much impressed with particularly the
senior citizen housing. I have visited most of those units, most of those
towers, and they are well done, well designed, well managed, and we
have tied in a good transportation program now for them and-what
about the facilities, the rest of the facilities for shopping, and so forth ?
Has that developed around these units?

Mr. KRUSELL. Well, in developing the criteria for site selection,
when we first started out in the program, we have, as most public
a gencies do, 50,000 items that we evaluated, but in the final analysis we
decided that shopping and bus transportation were the two major
factors in location of the elderly.

In some cases, we had to compromise the shopping. In very few
cases we compromised the public transportation.

*We have had some development of small groceries and drugstores
near the senior citizen buildings, but that is about the extent of it.

Chairman Huri-rrinREY. One of the problems that comes up that I
heard about, was when the social security checks come, there is an in-
crease in the rate of assault and robberies on the senior citizens in the
towers. Is that true?

Mr. KzuUSELL. I hadn't heard that specifically. It may be true.
Mr. KRISTOF. That is in New York City, Senator. You are in the

wrong city.
Chairman Hu2mpIrREY. No, no; it is happening at home.
When I was there recently, a group of people came to talk to me

about this problem. And the reason they came to me is wondering
whether or not social security couldn't stagger the flow of the checks:
Instead of having them all come out, advance notice that all checks
arrive on Tuesday. et cetera, the 7th day of the month, or-why not
have them come filtering through, a number of days for a certain num-
ber of the citizenry?

Mr. KRISTOP. New York City's welfare department was forced re-
cently to start that technique, Senator, for the very reason you in-
dicated.

Mr. SCHAUER. As a matter of fact, there has been considerable pres-
sure by welfare people to have the welfare agency send the checks
directly to the bank, so they are deposited in that bank, so that they
never have to go into the mail box of the recipient where they are going
to be ripped off anyway.

Chairman HumiHREY. We will come back to you, Mr. Krusell.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Krusell follows:]

95-438-73 17
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CIIARLES R. KRUSELL

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am privileged and honored to
have this opportunity to testify before your Subcommittee on Consumer Eco-
nomics on the subject of housing for the elderly in the country and the impact
of the administration moratorium on housing for our senior citizens.

I am the executive director of the Greater Minneapolis Metropolitan Housing
Corporation, a non-profit corporation financed by 14 Minneapolis corporations
and created by them for the purpose of assisting and providing housing for low
and moderate income families and individuals in the Greater Minneapolis Area.
The corporation has been in existence for almost 2Y2 years and has been involved
in many projects, primarily financed by FHA sections 235 and 236. Most of our
corporation's efforts have been directed toward the housing of low and moderate
income families, but have included some elderly dwelling units. I am also the
executive vice president of the Greater Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce,
being appointed to this position on January 1 of 1973. My testimony today, how-
ever, is based on my experience with the Minneapolis Housing and Redevelopment
Authority from 1955 until 1970. During this period of time I was the Assistant
Executive Director of that Authority and then executive director during the
last 5 years.

The Congress of the United States and the administration during this mora-
torium period are considering new directions for the subsidized housing programs
in this country and when we re-examine our efforts in the past and look toward
the future we run the risk of changing those programs which have worked well
together with those that have not been successful, and this certainly applies to
the public housing program for the elderly which has been and continues to be a
successful public housing program.

As you know, the Housing Act of 1956, which redefined a low income family to
include single elderly persons, made possible the public housing program for the
elderly as we know it today. In Minneapolis we examined our needs for housing
low income elderly persons and in the late 1950's commenced a public housing
program for the elderly which is today the largest public housing program for
the elderly in the United States and possibly the entire world. We in Minneapolis
have currently provided more than 5,000 dwelling units for low income elderly
persons in the city and 45 high-rise elevator buildings. Our waiting lists, which
for 10 years or more exceeded 3,000 applicants, have been decreased to less than
1,000-thus making it possible for us to house any low income elderly person or
family within a reasonable period of time. This level of achievement should be a
goal for every city in this country, large or small.

In examining our experience in Minneapolis, let me answer some of the ques-
tions frequently raised about public housing.

Is this program meeting the needs of low income persons and families? In
Minneapolis the average income of single elderly occupants in our program is
$150 per month. For couples the average income is $220 per month. We do not
need a vast amount of statistics to demonstrate that these persons cannot afford
decent safe and sanitary housing in the private housing market. They cannot
afford section 235 or 236 housing. They cannot afford section 202 housing. Their
incomes are not adequate to meet any standard housing requirements except
through the public housing program.

Is public housing contributing to the improvement of the community archi-
tecturally and aesthetically? The Minneapolis Star's design and art critic, Peter
Altman, in December, 1969, in an article entitled "City's housing for elderly
Towers is challenge to private builders" said, among other things, "Unobtrusively
but sensitively, the Minneapolis Housing and Redevelopment Authority (HRA),
through its program of building low-rent apartments for the elderly, has prob-
ably done more than any other builder or developer in recent years to influence
and improve the city's skyline." And in the same article he also said, and I quote
"The HRA's buildings must meet stringent budgetary restrictions and adhere to
picky federal design and space regulations in order to qualify for the grants
with which they are built. Such strait-jacket conditions would in most cases cause
stereotyped, sterilized architecture."

"Minneapolis has worked with rare imagination within these limitations, how-
ever, to achieve buildings of tasteful, distinctive design," Mr. Ralf Rapson, head
of the University of Minnesota school of architecture, said to me. "The public
housing program for the elderly in Minneapolis has Improved the cityscape of
Minneapolis in a manner that will influence the rebuilding of this city for the
next century."
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Is the cost of the public housing program prohibitive? In answering this ques-
tion we should bear in mind that our experience in Minneapolis is that many of
the buildings of this program, built during the 1960's, have a greater value on the
private market today than their cost. We must also recognize that in considering
costs, that the construction of this housing provided thousands of jobs for many
years in the construction industry in the City of Minneapolis. The costs of this
program are amortized over a period of 40 years and considering the capital
created in comparison to many other federal expenditures, it seems to me that
this should continue to be a high priority program for the federal government

What do the residents of this program think of it? In the following quotes from
some of the residents speak for themselves. "I used to live in a rooming house,
one block down there." Albert Wagner shoved his thumb over his shoulder in the
direction of the rooming house. "I tell you, this is a lot better here. There was
fighting, stealing, shooting and stuff. People always coming and going."

"Here, they don't allow that. Young people can't get in here. It's just for old
people, and that's good."

Mrs. Irene Malmberg said: "No one would really have to be lonesome here.
Now, I have enough outside interests so that I don't take part in much here. But
when the time comes that I can't get out much, there'll be plenty for me to do
here."

Who is eligible to live in these apartments? The definition of elderly is the same
as the social security system. The income of a single person cannot exceed $3,400
per year. Married persons $4,200 per year. The assets cannot exceed $D,000 and the
tenants pay 25% of their income in rents, which includes utilities.

Can the private sector, without subsidy, provide housing for these people? In
an effort to evaluate this question, we asked a turnkey developer, The Knutson
Company, which has recently completed a 300 unit public housing for the elderly
program on Hennepin Avenue in Minneapolis, to convert the costs to the private
sector, including normal interim financing, mortgage financing, real estate taxes,
and other costs and he calculated that this building would rent for $240 per
apartment per month as a breakeven investment for the private sector. It goes
wthout saying that these persons cannot afford private housing and their only
alternative is sub-standard housing in the private market.

Is high density living for the elderly desirable? Our experience in density in
the public housing for the elderly program is directly opposite to most experience
in high density living and concentrations for low income persons. We found that
high-rise elevator buildings with 200 dwelling units were socially more acceptable
to the elderly than smaller buildings with less dwelling units. The reason is
simply that a large community of elderly provides a quality of life that reduces
loneliness and provides for opportunities to participate as a neighborhood in
functions that is not possible, where the elderly are scattered throughout single
family neighborhoods or in low density development.

In view of the Minneapolis experience, is there a need in the State of Min-
nesota for additional public housing for the elderly? Recent statistics indicate
that 55,000 elderly families and individuals qualify for occupancy in public hous-
ing for the elderly and an additional 20,000 households will become eligible for
1980. Today we have approximately 18,000 dwelling units in the public housing
program for the elderly in the State of Minnesota. These facts indicate that the
need is substantial in this State and that it will increase during the 1970's. The
moratorium delays meeting this need.

The Minneapolis public housing program for the elderly is meeting the needs
of approximately 10% of the elderly citizens of Minneapolis. The remaining 90%
are not eligible or do not desire to be housed in this program. A substantial
number of these elderly persons are eligible for the FHA subsidy programs for
the elderly, which have also been discontinued under the moratorium. The rela-
tively few FHA 236 buildings occupied have long waiting lists and the need from
Minneapolis statistics is obvious.

The moratorium is obviously not affecting the poor elderly citizens of Minne-
apolis as dramatically as it is for other elderly citizens in this country because of
the vast program already in existance in our City, but the moratorium is delaying
meeting these needs for virtually millions of older Americans. Far more serious,
in my opinion, is the fact that the public housing for the elderly program may be
abandoned during the re-examination of the housing needs of this country. and
I hope that this brief statement of my experiences in Minneapolis will indicate to
your committee and the Congress of the United States, as well as the Administra-
tion, that the abandonment of this most worthwhile program should not be in-
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eluded in the restructuring of our housing programs or the delivery system for
housing in this country.

The moratorium is obviously delaying the need to house the poor elderly
citizens of this country and someone once said, "An important measurement of a
society is how it provides for its elderly citizens."

Chairman HUiPH-1irEY. Now I want to hear from Air. Scheuer.
Thank you very much for coming to us today, Mr. Scheuer, to talk

to us about housing.

STATEMENT OF JAMES H. SCHEUER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
HOUSING CONFERENCE, INC.

Air. SCTIEuER. I am happy to be here. It is my first experience com-
ing back on the Hill since I left your ranks and I am grateful for the
opportunity.

Chairman HIurrunrEY. We miss you.
Mr. SCIIEUER. I miss you indeed very much.
These are very exciting days and it is frustrating not to be working

among you.
I have valued your friendship and your counsel over the years and

I hope very much to join your ranks again some day.
Because of the hour, I won't address myself to the material that I

presented in my major presentation, which I take it will be printed in
the body of the record.

Chairman HuxiPHREY. Yes, indeed.
Mr. SCHEUER. But I will just discuss some of the subjects that have

come up in the conversation with the other witnesses, that I think a-re
very important.

First, as to the central problem that you faced us with, why does
housing deteriorate physically-housing inhabited by low-income fam-
ilies. If we knew how to solve this one, we. would be way ahead of the
game and I think Frank Kristof is absolutely right in saying it is a
whole congeries of things.

First, it is the absence of adequate public facilities and services,
primarily those dealing with safety, law enforcement, and the knowl-
edge that you are not going to be subject to violent personal attack.

But it is also the absence of basic city house-cleaning services, as
Air. Kristof suggested in his testimony; the junk, the abandoned cars,
the filth in the streets, the lack of maintaining even a minimally civil-
ized environment.

So that signal spreads. When the city, in effect, designates an area as
a slum by denying it essential public services, it is a signal that every-
body can read. The owvner certainly reads it and he figures that if the
city says it is a shun, and they are not going to maintain it, how can he
pour money into it.

So he furthers the process by failing to give minimum repair and
upkeep and maintenance.

So when the citv labels it a slum and the owner labels it a slum, it
shouldn't be puzzling to us that the tenants also label it a slum and
further the procession by failing to keep it up and by allowing their
kids to engage in unlimited vandalism.

Therefore, it is the absence of public services and of the social serv-
ices that many of these tenants need who are engaged, as Frank Kris-
tof described to us, in the process of migrating from the rural South
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to the urban North without sophisticated knowledge of urban ways.
They need help, whether they go into a single-family home or simple
frame house or into the much more complicated kind of living that
we put them in when we put them into high-rise public housing build-
ings-a form of shelter that is often unsuited to their needs and which
many of them don't like.

I am talking about consumers. We are spending $35,000 or $40,000
per public housing unit now for public housing that many consumers
have an acute distaste for and feel that society is giving them a rook-
ing by giving him housing that is inappropriate to their needs.

So we have got to get away from the feeling that we put all public
housing families in high-rise structures.

It would be far simpler and far cheaper if we had a financing mech-
anism to make available the existing housing stock, such as the six-
story semifireproofed jobs that have been built since 1901 under the
new tenants law in New York City, all of which have exterior rooms.
There are no dark interior windowless rooms. All of these apartments
have three-fixture bathrooms.

Thev are decent, safe, and sanitary according to the minimum re-
quirements of the 1948 Housing Act, but we don't have an adequate
financing mechanism whereby this existing housing can be made avail-
able to families eligible for public housing ait a fraction of the cost of
the inappropriate new 25- or 30-story units that we are building for
them.

We must deal with this combination of factors that Mr. Kristof
mentioned, the absence of safety, the absence of city services, the ab-
sence of education services to the tenants, and the absence of rehabili-
tation financing, either for an owner or for a public housing tenant.-
If we could direct them toward existing shelter and say: Look, if you
take care of it, give it some respect and care, invest in a little sweat
equity, we are going to give you the wherewithal, materials and tools,
to build up an equity to make this your own. We are going to enable
you to convert this single family frame house but we want you to in-
vest a little sweat equity in this.

Chairman HumiI-TRFY. By the way. in Duluth, Minn., there is a non-
profit housing deevlopment corporation that has proceeded to buy up
these older homes and remodeled them and then sell them back and it
has been a marvelous program. It has done a great job. They have gone
into some of these areas-mavbe vou know about this, Mr. Krusell-
in that area-but again the rehabilitation funds are also at a minmumr
and a total rehabilitation program for housing is really tokenism.

Mr. SCITFUER. We haven't in the last generation had-and this spans
the administrations, this is not a partisan statement-a workable re-
habilitation program and that is one of the major reasons we have this
shameless phenomenon that Mr. Kristof described, the abandonment
of 100,000 dwelling units in New York City. Those apartments that
have been abandoned are the kind of apartments that I lived in right
after I was married: that vou would be happy, and I would be happy,
to have our sons and daug(hiters live in at the beginning of their mar-
ried life when they assumed independence. It is, for the most part,
perfectly decent, safe. and sanitary housing. And because we deny the
owners or the occupants the rehabilitation financing tools to spend
$2,000 or $3,000 or $4,000 per unit to make them modern and attractive,
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we see them abandoned and we are replacing them now with housing
that costs $35,000 to $40,000 and that is less suited to the needs of those
people.

And not onlv have we lost 100,000 dwelling units; it is more than
that. What we have done is blighted whole neighborhoods. We have
neighborhoods in New York that look like Rotterdam or Vietnam. We
have destroyed environments of the city.

Block after block looks as if bombs hit it.
This is a qualitative cost that we are paying for the quality of life

in New York City over and above the very real cost of losing 100,000
dwelling units that we are now replacing at 10 times what it would
have cost for a modest investment in rehabilitating those units.

Chairman HUMPHnREy. Well, why can't we get the Congress to do
something about this?

You are talking my language. You know, I have been in areas of
Chicago, Milwaukee, and other places, and seen these neighborhoods
where people really want to live there, good housing, basically struc-
turally good housing that needs modernization, upgrading, repair.

I remember when Franklin Roosevelt was President, the very first
thing Dad and Mother did after he said, in his radio speeech: "If you
are losing your home, let us know. We got a homeowners' loan not only
to be able to save the house but repair it and fix it up."

I remember very distinctly putting on new storm windows and fix-
ing up the sills and putting on a porch. This is the way Dad and
Mother fixed up our home.

What happened to all that?
Mr. SCHEUER. We desperately need a rehabilitation program to help

individual owners as well as apartment owners to change thin,"s.
First of all, the normal upgrading that you are talking about.
You talk about an energy crisis. If we have an energy crisis, wouldn't

it pay our Government to provide a rehabilitation loan so that owners
of existing housing could add insulation not only so they would save
the cost of heating and air-conditioning every year, but our society
wouldn't have to consume so much of this precious fuel.

Chairman Hui-urpimnEy. Do you have legislative proposals on this,
Mr. Scheuer?

Mr. SCLIEUTR. I would be happy to sit down with you or members
of your staff-

Chairman HuMPHREY. I think this is something we have got to
move on.

This area is absolutely essential and I would hope that we get the
benefit of your counsel and advice.

Mr. SCHEUER. I would be more than happy to sit down with your
staff. The second area in which the Federal Government is grossly
deficient is in the area of basic safety. The Federal Government has
put an arm on cities across this land to create overall master plans
for the cities.

No city could get urban renewal unless it produced an overall master
plan for its growth; that was -a good idea.

But what is wrong with the Federal Government's saying to cities,
vou have a safety code; you have a fire code, but until you pass a
security code that assures that builders in your cities are going to put
on doors that can't be kicked open and doors that can't be opened with
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a little plastic credit card and windows that lock, particularly win-
dows that let out on a fire escape, and fire escapes that don't let down
into the ground so a delinquent kid can scramble up that fire escape
and gain entry into the building; we are not going to give you Federal
financing.

Now, one of the things I am most proud of in my congressional serv-
ice was that I sponsored legislation that set up the National Institute
of Criminal Justice, the research and development arm of the Justice
Department, for the purpose. of applying science and technology to
law enforcement and safety.

They have produced a model security code for cities. It has been
passed in Oakland, Calif. and in Los Angeles. Why shouldn't HUD
bend a few arms among city officials, mayors, and legislators across
the country, to get them to pass that model security code so that new
housing that is built, both with Government assistance and without,
at least provides housing that not only won't burn down and not only
won't be a health hazard, but will provide minimum security.

Why doesn't HUD include these minimum security requirements
in their own minimum property guidelines for builders?

The Federal Government has spent billions of dollars for housing,
yet you see in St. Louis, for example, the planned destruction of a
major portion of the Pruitt project because it isn't safe, and is con-
sidered an urban jungle. And the same situation prevails in New York
City, in Jersey City, in Philadelphia, in Boston, in Chicago, in San
Francisco, where important, responsible tenants groups and civic
groups are bringing pressure to blow up or close down parts of exist-
ing public housing because the Federal Government hasn't had the
sensitivity and intelligence to spend the minimum funds that are
necessary to make that housing safe.

I am only talking about a simple adequate lock on a door. Why, in
New York City until very recently the Public Housing Administra-
tion prohibited tenants from putting an extra lock on their door.

And, even today, they charge them a fine; they make them put up
a substantial deposit, which for a person in public housing is a real
hardship, when they at their own expense put an extra lock on the
door because the Public Housing Authority says when you leave we
are going to have to take that lock off.

The Federal Government should have put that lock in, in the first
place.

The tenant, in public housing, shouldn't have to make the capital in-
vestment to make that housing secure. The Federal Government
should make housing secure and then maybe we wouldn't have to wipe
out millions of dollars worth of capital investment in brick, stone, and
mortar simply 'because people are afraid to live in these buildings.

It is a disgrace and I say again this is a nonpartisan statement. The
past administration was as much at fault as this one, and a a Member
of Congress for 8 years, I suppose I have to take my share of the guilt
too.

But until we provide communities that hang together in terms of
public services and until we provide safety and security in these pub-
lic housing communities as well as the rest of the city, our federally
assisted public housing programs are going to be an exercise in waste,
in futility, and frustration.
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Now, let me get to one more point that I want to mention: That
is the business of subsidy. Somehow or other, when it comes to a
housing subsidy or a subsidy in social services to help a public housing
familv acclimatize to urban ways that they aren't used to, in terms
of teaching them how to live in public housing, giving them a little
remedial education and job services that they desperately need to be
independent, providing a day care center for a mother so she can
put her preschool kids there and be independent, and have the learn-
ing experience of being out in the world. productive and independent,
those kinds of subsidies are outrageous to our Protestant puritanical
New England ethic.

Yet we are subsidizing industry all over the place.
Penn Central comes to the Congress for a loan of hundreds of

millions of dollars.
Lockheed comes to the Congress for hundreds of millions of dollars.
We don't consider those subsidies immoral. There isn't an industry

in America that doesn't have a subsidy. whether it is transportation
through direct subsidies or manufacturing through tariff barriers.
But when we want to give a subsidy to create a comprehensive holls-
ing program that includes safety, that includes a decent environment,
that includes the social services and facilities that cities have to offer
to make housing viable, that includes the personal services for the
family-whether it is education services, to help them live in a com-
plicated urban society to which they are unused, or remedial educa-
tion or job training, or, as I say, the most central expenditure of all,
a day care service to help a mother with preschool kids become inde-
pendent-those kinds of services. these kinds of subsidies all of a
sudden, become offensive to our Protestant, New England ethic.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Could you make it ecumenical?
Mr. SCHEUER. Yes; or Judeo-Christian ethic, let us say. So I think

we have a long way to go in educating the Congress and the American
people that the cheapest investment that we can make is in creating
the infrastructure of social services that basically are essential to make
any community viable and if you didn't have it in Southwest, in your
beautiful apartment, and if I didn't have it in Georgetown where I
live, our communities would be a shambles, too.

Chairman HUmPimREY. Exactly, exactly.
Well, Mr. Scheuer, you have led the way around here in many things

and, by the way, also in housing, and that is why we want to hear
from you: You are going to testify before the Senate Banking and
Currency Committee this year?

Mr. ScHEuER. Well, if I am invited.
I am testifying not as an ex-Congressmnan but as the president of

the National Housing Conference, which is the largest organization
in our country representing all elements of the housing community,
all the way from the tenant organizations to the public housing, rede-
velopment agencies, the lenders, the builders, the financiers, the whole
works, and I am very proud to be playing this role.

Chairman HIJAIPHREY. I want our staff to work with your people
to take some of these ideas you have and start to put them in legis-
lative language.

Now, I am not sure that we can make any progress this year, but
wye will get sometbing to focus attention on.
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It is a question again of upgrading what I call our housing legis-
lation to get to the community aspect of it, the total infrastructure
as you well put it, because I think that the bricks and mortar and the
lumber and all is just not enough.

I like the suggestions which have come forth here today and going
back again might I say to the rural areas. we have some of the same
problems there on services as well, to rural America, as we have in the
cities even though those services seem to be less intensive, the need of
them less intensive.

Mr. SCHEUER. Yes; let me just add one more word.
Mr. Krusell very dramatically outlined for all of us the success of

his senior citizen housing and this gives us a message.
I don't think anybody at this table-and I am sure that would in-

clude you, Senator-would justify every single one of the existing
housing programs.

We all know that they have flaws. We all know that some of them
could be improved. We all know the intellectual underpinnings of some
of them haven't stood the test of time over a generation and a half.

So I don't object to the fact that the current administration wants to
retreat to the mountaintop and have a good hard-nosed look at these
housing programs and try and figure out which ones need building up
and have worked very well and which ones of them have been a dis-
aster and should be closed down if there are any and which ones of
them should be changed, shifted, altered, modified.

W'hat I do object to is the evident philosophy that we have to throw
baby down the sink with the bath water.

To close down the senior citizen housing that Mr. Krusell has
described to us is an outrage.

Nobody has any serious objections to the way the senior citizen
housing program is working in our country today.

It is beautiful. And there are others.
We know that the public housing program has presented us with

some flaws, some problems and need for changes.
We ought to have the brains to figure out how it can be altered, and

enhanced so truly to meet the needs of the public housing constituency.
And we have had a long discussion and a very intelligent one of how
public housing can be fortified to be viable and economical in achieving
its goals.

BWut we don't have to stop all of our public housing-we don't have to
stop all of our housing programs, the good as well as the bad.

'We ought to have the intelligence to say. "Well, let's continue for the
next 12 months with things as they are and do our homework and come
up with positive legislative proposals to continue the good ones and
fortify them and do what is necessary for the ones that need
improvement."

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Scheuer follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES H. SCHUEER

THE HOUSING AND RELATED NEEDS OF CENTRAL CITY CONSUMERS

On behalf of the National Housing Conference I want to thank you for the
opportunity to appear before you to discuss the housing and related needs of
central city consumers.
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The National Housing Conference is a non-partisan national citizens' organiza-
tion founded in 1931. Throughout its history, the Conference has been active
in support of sound and forward looking Federal legislation on housing and
community development. It is also among the over 70 organization members
of the National Ad Hoc Housing Coalition.

At the outset let me state that the urban crisis is still with us, and the problems
of our cities cannot be solved without substantial Federal assistance.

By 1970, despite a general decline in central city population, central cities
accounted for 29 per cent of the Nations' population. And these people have real
needs.

They are confronted with all the problems associated with obsolescence, high
crime rates, overcrowded and inadequate housing, and deteriorating public
services-police, fire, health, education and welfare costs are beyond the financial
capacity of most cities today.

Despite these problems, central cities remain the strongest center of economic
and cultural activity in metropolitan areas. The investment of infrastructure and
utilities and the tens of billions of dollars of mortgages and bonds secured by
central city residential and business properties and private utilities held by
financial institutions cannot be duplicated or lost without serious repercussions
to the national financial structure.

Those are the economic issues-and they are impressive. The personal issues
of the needs of more than one-quarter of our citizens are equally compelling.

A recent study l indicated that residents of central cities today are a largely
white, poor population, although the incidence of poverty among non-white is far
higher.

In 1970, the population of the central cities included 1.7 million families, and
a total of 9.25 million persons-including those not in families-with incomes
below the poverty level.

The proportion of persons 65 years of age and over continues to be substantially
higher In the central city than in the suburbs.

Over one million elderly families and individuals in central cities are paying
more than 35 per cent of their income for rent.

Subsidized housing is needed for the poor and elderly. This is documented.
Slum housing does exist in central cities and it must be upgraded or eliminated.
High unemployment and underemployment mean that incomes are not high

enough to pay the costs of new housing, nor pay rents sufficient to cover adequate
maintenance of the existing housing stock; and many of those who can, leave
the deteriorating central city behind them.

While we are accustomed to hearing pleas for housing the poor and the elderly
in our cities, two recent trends have aggravated the need and enlarged the scope
of our concern. These are the widening of the segment of our population which
requires subsidized housing, and that of abandonment of sound units.

For years after World War II, middle income whites who found the costs and
conditions of central city housing wanting moved out to the suburbs where they
could get more housing and amenities for their dollar. The "bargain" suburbs are
no longer within easy commuting distance. and more importantly the rising cost
of housing has made an inexpensive home almost a thing of the past. Construction.
labor, and materials costs, as well as land, financial, and tax costs, have been
rising steadily. At the beginning of this decade, the rate of cost increases in
housing was double the rate of increase in the total consumer Price Index. Hous-
ing had moved beyond the reach of more families.

In the mid-sixties, three out of every five Americans could afford to own their
own home. With high interest rates, this ratio was reduced to two out of five in
1970. We are now heading towards a tight money situation and rates are beginning
to creep up again.

While the housing crisis Is most severely felt by low and moderate-income fam-
ilies, we now need a mechanism beyond market forces to provide housing for
American families that are just above or below the median income level. Families
are still moving out of the central cities in large numbers, but an ever-increasing
number of both those who stay and those who leave are paying a disproportionate
percentage of their income for housing.

The other factor which has served to complicate housing production projections
is the recent phenomenon of abandonment of tens of thousands of sound dwelling
units by central city residents. In city after city where the numerical need for

1 The Central City Problem and Urban Renewal Policy-A study prepared by the Con-gressional Research Service, Library of Congress, for the Subcommittee on Housing andUrban Affairs, United States Senate.
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additional housing was cited, entire neighborhoods and projects are being vol-
untarily vacated. Part of this is due to the high maintenance costs which cause
landlords to walk away from their properties; most tenants leave because of the
fear of continued occupancy in unsafe, unserviced neighborhoods.

While abandonment is primarily a market phenomenon, low-income public hous-
ing projects in many cities are showing the same characteristics.

There are at least ten housing projects in major cities in this country where
the crime rate is higher than in New York City. Vandalism is rampant; mugging a
daily occurrence, and vacancies are running from 45 to 85 per cent. Residents are
calling for a closing or blowing up of parts of projects to bring them down to
human scale. They are looking to achieve a sense of security and well-being. Cases
can be cited in Newark, St. Louis, Jersey City, Chicago, San Francisco, Philadel-
phia, Boston, and New York-and there are more. This is shocking at a time
when the supply of adequate housing is begging.

But shelter alone is not enough. It must offer security and safety to its occu-
pants. Studies have shown that housing developments can be made safe, and I
am personally committed to continue to point to the inadequacies in this area,
and-insist on the adoption of measures which would make housing secure and
more livable. Much of this-can be accomplished by the adoption of the Model Code
of Minimum Security Guidelines developed.by the Department of Justice's Na-
tional Institute of Criminal Justice by city and State legislatures-or by making
it part of FHA's minimum property standards.

Recent events have pointed to a lack of alarm and concern over the problems
of the cities. Public housing referenda have gone begging in State after State.
Federal programs have been cut back and the rage that should have shaken Wash-
ington was barely a whimper from the majority of our citizenry.

Perhaps the 36 per cent of our citizens in the suburbs together with 35 per cent
in the non-metropolitan areas are tired of being concerned about the problems of
the central city.

Yet the failure to deal with the problem of the central cities is a failure to
deal with the problems of the Nation. .

* Decades ago, slums may have made up ten per cent of an urban area, but an
urban area within the central cities' boundaries. Today, suburbs are faced in
increasing numbers with rundown housing, high crime rates, overcrowding and
rising costs. The "central city" problem is spreading beyond municipal lines.
Overall, we need: 4 million subsidized units in metropolitan areas. On the na-
tional scale, I believe that even Dr. Frank Kristof conservatively estimates a
need for 10.4 million additional units.

We are, therefore, faced with a need for a continued high rate of housing
production, at lower costs, and for a broader segment of Americans. Most im-
portantly, we must provide these units so that they afford safety to their occu-
pants and in areas where people want to live.

How can we satisfy these consumer demands, and what do they require in
terms of responsible action?

For the most part, Federal programs enacted by various Administrations, of
both Parties, have followed the evolution of problems as they were recognized.
Indeed, in many cases, it was in the process of solving some of the problems that
others surfaced:

Public housing came first to shelter our low-income families. Urban renewal,
among other things, was a means of making available sites in inner cities at costs
that were no longer prohibitive to housing; maintaining our neighborhoods and
rehabilitating our housing stock were dealt with through the introduction of
various Federal programs such as Section 312 rehabilitation loans and Section
117 concentrated code enforcement funds. And with the enactment of the Housing
and Urban Development Act of 1968, through the use of Section 235 and 236 inter-
est-reduction subsidies together with rent supplements, private industry was
placing thousands of low and moderate-income housing units on the market at
an astonishing rate.

Private industry was working hand-in-hand with the Federal Government and
it was a marvelous successful partnership in terms of production and jobs. In the
two fiscal years, 1971 and 1972, the Administration placed into production as
many new housing units as had been started under the previous 35 years of
Federal housing production efforts.

But it was soon realized that adding one program onto another year after year
had given us a cumbersome vehicle with which to work, and the programs either
despite of or because of their success were deemed too expensive. The result was
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the President's moratorium on housing and community development programs on
January 5th of this year.

The good and the bad were thrown in together and the Administration im-
pounded the funds and shut down the programs.

We don't argue that the programs need re-evaluation-although legislation
had been introduced last year which dealt with that; we don't argue that the
consumer needed protection-that too was supported in bills considered last
year; and we don't even argue that there may be better and less expensive ways
to provide housing for our Nation. But we do argue that the sudden curtailment
of these programs will have severe repercussions on our people and our economy.

Housing production means more than just numbers of units. It means pre-
serving the physical stock in our cities; it means jobs; it means materials; and
it means caring for and by our citizens.

Because of the 18-month moratorium on new commitments for HUD housing
assistance programs that began on January 5, 1973, and as reflected in the pro-
posed fiscal year 1974 budget, HUD-assisted housing levels will be reduced by
50 per cent in FY 1973 and 93 per cent in FY 1974.

This reduction in the building of additional HUD-assisted housing will exacer-
bate the already inadequate supply of housing for those of low and moderate in-
come. In addition, we are already feeling the effect on builders, workers, lenders,
and sponsors who are looking for other work.

The most disastrous effects, however, will occur in FY 1975, starting the middle
of next year. There is a substantial time lag, about 18 months, between project
initiation and the start of construction.

The housing starts for fiscal years 1973 and 1974 will use up the pipeline of
H-lD-assisted projects previously initiated and committed. So by FY 1973, there
will be virtually no pipeline of such previously committed projects-and much of
the productive capacity will have been destroyed.

The effects of Presidential suspensions and impoundments go beyond the sharp
decrease of sorely needed housing starts. The reductions of $27 billion in expendi-
tures and 3 million man years in employment due to the lower program levels of
HUD-assisted housing-in addition to the further impact of suspending or termi-
nating community development programs and suspensions in social, health, and
welfare programs-will contribute to the possibility of a recession occuring before
the middle of next year as forecast by some leading economists. Those are but
some of the highlights. To save time, I would like to include for the Record
NHC's adopted resolutions relating to the President's impoundments, suspensions
and terminations of housing and community development programs.

I mention FY 1975 specifically because the Administration's projected budget
estimates make no provision for new housing subsidy funds, and any authoriza-
tions approved by Congress even early in calendar year 1974 would have little
chance of being included in appropriations for FY 1975.

We must have the impounded funds released and adequate appropriations for
these programs in FY 1974 at levels sufficient to insure the continuation of exist-
ing programs until such time as responsible alternatives are in effect.

Finally, a word about proposed new legislation-specifically the Administra-
tion's Better Communities Act. NHC shares Senator Sparkman's concern that
"A community development bill without provision for housing subsidies would be
a disservice to our communities and to our needy and ill-housed families."

The Administration's bill has no requirement for housing, even relocation
housing, nor provisions for a community to borrow money at reasonable rates
to carry out costly development programs such as urban renewal.
- Moreover there is no built-in means for directing funds to be spent to meet

national objectives.
I am confident that Congress will ultimately pass legislation which meets the

needs of our consumer. However, in light of those needs as spelled out above,
I would respectfully suggest that the Administration's Better Communities
Act as proposed, is both inadequate and misnamed. We cannot have good com-
munities without good housing. Moreover, we need housing now!

We do need to re-examine, re-evaluate and perhaps redefine our housing goals-
and would welcome an opportunity to join with the Administration in this effort.
But the Nation cannot afford to sit on its hands in the interim.

To best serve our citizens, we must:
(1) provide them with decent housing within their economic means in environ-

ments where they chose to live and can live safely;
(2) maintain and preserve our existing housing stock;
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(3) continue those programs now which will prevent our inner cities from
falling into disrepair;

(4) continue our commitments to our citizens through our existing, albeit
imperfect, programs;

(5) look for ways to stop the spread of blight and thus preserve our Nation's
resources through meaningful growth policies; and

(6) evolve a legislative program to promote truly better communities with
adequate public facilities and services, housing choices, employment and educa-
tional opportunities where all Americans can live where they chose with security
and pride.

I thank the Subcommittee for this opportunity to express our views.

Chairman HIUMPHrREY. Thank you, Mr. Scheuer. Gentlemen, I have
just a few more minutes.

This is one of my more busy days.
In light of what has been really a panel presentation here, do you

have any observation you would like to make?
Mr. COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, in hurrying. at the beginning here, I

failed to say that I have brought some material up for the subcommit-
tee files here, which I think they will find useful.

One is our little rural indictment of the public housing because not
much of it was out there.

One was a discussion of mobile homes and the rural poor. The other
is the first volume of "OEO and Rural Housing" which OEO rejected
because they didn't like our viewpoint, but we will give you an auto-
graphed copy.

And, last, our statement to Mr. Lynn on the task force studies which
we submitted in good faith, whether or not it is considered in good
faith or not.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I will ask the staff to go over that with me
because I am very anxious to study it.

Here is what we always try to do after these hearings. We try to
pull together a little synopsis of them and circulate them amongst
all the members of our committee, knowing that everybody is busy,
but pull out what we think is the more important material that you
present.

Mr. COCHRAN. The only comment I would like to make in the brief
time here, with reference to Mr. Scheuer and others, is that a lot of
those people in urban areas who are "problems" wouldn't have been
there if we had had a society as responsible and socially concerned
as Mr. Scheber suggests we should have.

I agree with you that it should be so.
Mr. SCHEUER. I agree with you completely.
If we hadn't just decimated the rural areas by neglect and a wrong-

headed farm program which put emphasis on bigness instead of
people, most of those people would have been happy in the country
where they had enough sunshine and didn't bother the neighbors, and
this is a part of what we keep pressing on this; that we just simply
have got to quit being so parochial in this country.

You cannot neglect the housing needs of the small towns and rural
areas for a generation without its affecting the rest of the country.

We are going to move ahead on this.
There are not enough of them to flood us any more. Well. there

are enough people out there if the neglect continues on welfare. income.
housing, community facilities, there are enough there to plague you
for the rest of the century in addition to the problem you have got
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now and we need the Congress to take a look at these programs but
to take a look not at just housing but at welfare and income distribu-
tion from the standpoint of this being one Nation and our interests
being in people.

You can call them consumers if you want to, but to try to take a
realistic approach to this thing and match the needs of the people with
the programs.

The cities have some problems, the rural areas have others, but we
are intelligent'enough people to reckon with all of them if we quit
squandering our money on imperialism and tax loopholes.

Chairman HUMrIPHREY. How do you view the rural housing cutoff;
that is, the rural housing subsidy cutoff?

Mr. CociarAN. The reference made by others here to the aging
program. The Farmers Home Administration was not suspended be-
cause it was under fire. The only people critical of Farmers Home-
and we were critical-were critical because we wanted more, not
because what they were doing was particularly wrong. The admin-
istration's excuse? OMB says the rural moratorium was an after-
thought.

The administration decided to cut back on the HUD programs.
They suddenly remembered there was a rural housing program over
in Agriculture and they just threw it into the pile.

It was not that it was under fire except as being inadequate.
In my prepared statement I point out there will be 100,000 families

this year that won't get decent homes because of that silly cutoff on
a program which was not really under attack.

Sure, there are some things that could be improved and we have
been the loudest voice trying to get improvements but it is very bad
in rural areas because it is going to shatter developments there that
started under Mr. Kennedy and run right on through, developing
a kind of infrastructure for dealing with housing.

Land development, water and sewer developments contractors who
could do the work, the whole apparatus has been damaged by this
suspension and some way we have to reverse this. As a matter of fact,
we are filing a suit this week to try to throw that moratorium out.

Chairman HumP1HREY. Good for you.
Mr. COCHM&N. And then we can get back to the main task of convinc-

ing the Congress: "We never had enough, let's have more and let's
tidy up the program where it is."

Chairman HuMPi-iREY. Mr. Krusell, do you have any comments?
Mr. KRuSELL. Yes, Senator. I would like to comment on two or three

things just briefly other than the elderly.
In Minneapolis we had one of the largest rehabilitation programs

in the country. We rehabilitated over 5,000 dwelling units most of
which were single family homes, detached, in various neighborhoods
throughout the city.

This was under the 312.3 percent, 20-year home improvements, and
preserving the existing supply of housing we went through a real trial
period.

We had to train our city inspectors all over on how you do this sort
of thing and people are voluntarily improving their homes and we
have really had that program underway to where we reached the point
where Willard-Homewood, the Seward neighborhoods and a number
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of other neighborhoods, were coming into the housing program and
saying we want this same thing to try to improve our programs.

And, of course, the moratorium has just wiped that whole start out
and the whole training effort and the whole rehabilitation effort pre-
serving the existing housing, threw it out.
. Second, on the 236 program, that program has in my mind almost

all of the elements that are necessary to accomplish economic integra-
tion in rental housing. Probably the biggest problem is the bureauc-
racy built into the system which has been spoken to by others.

If I want to live in a 236 housing development on Franklin Avenue
in Minneapolis, I am not permitted because my income is too high and
this is a HUD regulation and it is a disaster.

The same thing applies in public housing where we have people
whose incomes rise and.they want to stay there, but they are evicted
because their incomes are too high.

The 236 program has tremendous opportunities in terms of economic
integration.

Much has been said about housing allowances, and I think we have
probably the best housing allowance program in operation in the coun-
try today in that section 23 and there are many lessons to be learned
from that program which provides for protection to the tenants in the
business of giving him some money to rent apartments and we have
some experience in the welfare program and we know what happens
when you give somebody a bull certificate or something like that with-
out any control from their established point.

So I just want to make those three brief comments.
Chairman HuMPHREY. Very good.
You are going to have to be very short on the next one.
Mr. KRISTOF. Mr. Scheuer promised not to make any comments if

I didn't.
I think everything that could be said has been said and when the

staff examines our detailed documents, they will find them self-
explanatory.

Chairman HUMPHREY. We are certainly going to do that. I want to
thank you for the education.

Thank you very much. I will have to charge off now.
We will meet again tomorrow. The subcommittee is recessed.
[Whereupon, at 2:15 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m, May 23,1973.]
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Present: Senators Humphrey and Percy.
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Courtenay M. Slater, professional staff members; Michael J. Runde,
administrative assistant; Leslie J. Bander, minority economist; and
George D. Krunnbhaar, Jr., minority counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN HUMPHREY

Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Stein and Mr. Dunlop, thank you very
much for your patience. I had to be at the Committee on Post Office
and Civil Service this morning on the matter of agricultural census
and was somewhat delayed there.

I have an opening statement, and I shall not take the time to read
it all because of the time factor here, but I think that -we are all aware
of the fact that the most recent Gallup Poll indicates that the American
public recognizes that the high cost of living-or inflation, as they
put it-is the No. 1 issue facing the Nation.

Every w age earner knows it costs more to feed, clothe, and house his
family. And, despite the rosy predictions from the administration,
every wage earner feels that the conditions are going to get worse,
not better.

I indicated earlier in the full meeting of the Joint Economic Com-
mittee that I thought the lifting of phase II and moving to phase III
was premature. And it seems to me that the lifting of those controls
has unleashed a burst of inflation, a boom in profits, a bust for the
working families of the Nation, and a run on the dollar.

The Nixon administration stabilization program has failed to
stabilize anything, with the singular exception of wages. The failure
of the administration's economic program is broader than just prices
and wvages. And I do not believe that we can any longer just feel that
things are going to work their way out.

The headlines every day, if you have turned at least to the
financial section, the economic section of the press, are very disturbing.
Across the board-from the price of gold, to the balance of payments,
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to very severe stock market decline, to consumer confidence, to increas-
ing interest rates-the economic policies of the administration have
been spelling trouble and to some, disaster.

Well, let me outline chapter and verse of the dark days of the Nixon
economic policy.

Yesterday, the "Consumer Price Index" showed prices advancingat the rate of 9.2 percent annually during the last 3 months, almost
four times the administration's stated inflation control goal.

The average family grocery bill is now $208 above that of last year.
The median price for a new home is up more than $3,500 from a year

ago. And only yesterday, by the way, we had hearings in this very
room on the inflation and its effect on housing. Lumber costs are up 30
percent; wool products are up 40 percent; petroleum products are up
20 percent; and tires are up 10 percent, just to pick a few common
items.

Still, the American people are being told by their Government that
phase III is working. I agree. It is working against the American
people.

Unemployment is still a shocking 5 percent with no prospect of get-
tingr back to full employment. I think the figure is somewhere in the
field of 4,400,000 Americans who are jobless. It is estimated that an-
other 2 million Americans are forced to work part-time. Hundreds of
thousands of Americans are underemployed, and still more Americans
are among the hidden employed-or the hidden unemployed, I should
say.

Yet, the Nixon Administration proposes to close down the public
employment program and impose guidelines on social service pro-
grams that will force more Americans off payrolls and on to welfare
rolls.

Since August of 1971 we have had freezes, and phases, and propa-
ganda, and promises, but we have not had a program to stabilize prices
and put Americans back to work, except during the so-called phase II.

Full employment goals have been abandoned. And, like the general
economy, the unemployed American worker has been left adrift for
himself to be self-reliant.

The last year has been one of income retreat for the average working
family. The average hourly earnings of blue collar workers, over 50
million workers. increased 5.4 percent. This is less than the wage stand-
ard established by the pay board, and prices increased over 6 percent.

I do not think there is any dispute over the fact that purchasing
power, that the weekly paycheck is down. Actual buying power for
the average working family is less today than it was a year ago, but
the compensation of top corporate executives increased an average of
13.5 percent in 1972, and some corporate chiefs had salary increases
of over 200 percent.

Yet, the productivity of the American worker increased 4.2 percent
in 1972, and has continued upward this year. That productivity,
regrettably, has not been translated into real gains for the workers,
but it is translated into something else, the fourth day of darkness.

Booming profits and soaring profit margins for big corporations.
Corporate profits are skyrocketing. No board, commission, or Cost of
Living Council can contradict it, nor are they holding them down.
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Before tax profits have jumped $11,600 million in the first quarter
an adjusted annual rate of $113,100 million. That translates into after-
tax profits of $61 billion, a full 23 percent ahead in the first quarter
of 1972.

For individual industries it means, for example, an 85 percent in-
crease in the profits of the steel industry, with steel prices going up;
70 percent increases in the profits of the paper industry; 65 percent
increase in the profits for the building material industry; and a 45
percent increase in profits for the special machinery industry.

Now, the fifth part of the dark days is the balance of payments
deficit-up to $10,200 million, $1,600 million more than last year in
1972.

Closely related to the balance of payments deficit is the sixth dark
day, dollar devaluation. The dollar has been devalued two times since
1969, and each time it has cost the American people.

The dollar today is worth 77 cents compared to the base year of 1967.
After the 1971 devaluation, the trade deficits trippled from $2.6 billion
to $6.8 billion. Fortunately, there seems to be some turnaround, some
improvements in our exports and situation.

And, a worsening of trade deficit plus speculation on the dollar-
heavy speculation against American dollars with the participation,
regrettably, of American multinational corporations acting against
American economic interest-produced another devaluation in Feb-
ruary of this year.

Seventh, the run on gold. The price of gold on the London market is
over $110 an ounce. The gold price today is approximately 3 times
the official exchange rate, causing the worth of the dollar to skid to
record lows. And today, respected economists are publicly suggesting,
and the daily fluctuating of the stock market is indicating, that the
economic policies of the administration are leading the American
people toward another devaluation of their dollar.

The eighth economic despair is the decline in the stock market-
a Dow Jones average of over 1,000 plummetted to the 800's, indicating
investor uncertainty and uneasiness with the stabilization program.

I might add that I remember when the market went up to over
1,000, the words that were uttered about how important this was,
what a sign of confidence this was, and that things were better; but
I have not heard much about it when it seems to be declining-6 points,
7 points, 10 points, 18 points in a day.

The ninth economic despair is high interest rates. The Nation is
threatened by another credit crunch, tight monetary policy, and rising
interest rates. The prime rate has increased to 71/4 percent, the 3-month
Treasury bills have increased prime commercial paper has increased,
finance and consumer credit rates have increased, and increases have
occurred in business and residential mortgage loan rates.

Increasing interest rates add to cost and prices, and if past history
is any guide, increasing interest rates will have an adverse effect on
small and medium size businesses. And it surely is having its impact
on housing.

The 10th economic day of despair is over $78 billion of deficit spend-
ing. More than one-fourth of the total debt of the United States has
been added since 1969, and each year since 1969, the budget has been
presented to the Congress with a deficit-a deficit that reflected slack
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in the economy, causing revenue shortfalls and gross economic mis-
management.

I understand that there is some better news in the projections forfiscal 1974, but I hope you will not mind if I say that I am a skeptic,because I have heard the better news projected earlier on otheroccasions.
The 11th day of economic despair is the most severe-the loss ofconsumer confidence in the economic policies of the administration.This loss of confidence is reflected at all levels of our economy-in anon again/off again controls, in the talk and nontalk about a tax increase.and the spectre of a possible recession.
Now, labor claims the economy is utterly lopsided; but Pierre Rin-fret, once the Nixon administration's early economic advisor. callsthe present economic policies, and I think I quote him accurately, "ajoke." And he claims it is, "one of the funniest economic games playedupon the American people."
Mr. Rinfret was quoted at length about 2 weeks ago or less inthe American press.
Business Week says, "The administration has lost its grip on theeconomy."
And recent evidence from the. Survey of Consumer Attitudes con-ducted by the Survey Research Center of the University of Michigan,reported on April 24:
Rapidly rising food prices shattered consumer confidence and induced manypeople, with both high and low incomes, to become pessimistic. Because of theincrease in living cost, the proportion of families saying that they are worse offthan before and expecting to be worse off, increased substantially.Adverse news about inflation and the dollar have regenerated pessimism aboutthe economy in general among both high-and low-income families. Half of allrespondents said that they expected unemployment to increase during the next12 months, up from 24 percent in August to September, 1972.
The American people are crying out for some sense of economicleadership, but the Government seems paralyzed by Watergate, thatseems to have brought a halt to top policymaking; by economic ad-visers, regrettably, who seem frozen in their philosophic approach tothe cost of living problem; by the inability of the administration tograsp the enormity of the economic barrier that has been created.Mr. Stein and Mr. Dunlop, you are here to give us your suggestions.
I might add that we held hearings here just recently on the Indus-trial Price Index, so it is not just food that has been going up. This issomething that we can say, well, this happened because of weatherand because of shortages, et cetera, but we have other items that havebeen sharply going up. And there were hearings 2 weeks ago in theJoint Economic Committee, and the industrial products, the nonfoodproducts, showed a very severe rise in price.
Mr. Stein, now, if Vou would introduce the people at the witnesstable so that we could have their names for the record; and thenI welcome your statement.
There is a rule, may I say most respectfully, which was alludedto by the chairman of the Post Office and Civil Service Committee,that requires that the statements be given to the respective committees24 hours in advance. I appreciate that sometimes it is difficult to do,but it helps us a great deal.
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I asked yesterday if there was the testimony available to us, and
it was not. I understand it came over last evening. What time, 5 :45?

AIr. Stein.
Mr. STEIN. Mr. Chairman. I would like to introduce Mr. Joel Pop-

kin, who is a senior staff economist with the Council of Economic
Advisers and Mr. Gary Seevers, who is special assistant to the chair-
man. Mr. Dunlop will introduce his assistant.

Mr. DUNLOP. Marvin Kosters of the staff of the Cost of Living
Council.

Chairman HuiPHiiREY. Thank you very much.
Mr. STEIN. Mr. Chairman, with all due respect, may I say that I

think what I have just heard is the most one-sided and misleading and
dangerous description of the state of the American economy that I
have ever heard, and I have been around here for a long time.

That is not what the state of the American economy is today. The
American economy today is flourishing. We have, of course, the highest
rate of total output we have ever had. In the last six quarters, rate of
increase in real output was the highest that we have had in any six-
quarter period. The real disposable per capita income of the American
people is 6 percent higher than it was a year ago, That is what they
have available for spending after adjustment for prices and after
adjustment for taxes. And that is really the measure of their welfare.

The real per capita consumption of the American people in the
first quarter of 1973 was very much higher than a year ago, and has
been increasing at a very high rate.

We have increased total employment by 2.6 million in the past
year.

Now, I would be derelict in my responsibility if I have to deny
that there are problems.

Chairman HuMiPiiREY. Now. Mr. Stein, since you have taken the
liberty to make rather extravagant statements about my comment,
I would like to ask you just a couple of quick questions.

Did I give any statistical evidence that was not factual?
M\X. STEIN. I said this was-
Chairman HUM3PTIREY. Did I give any statistical evidence that was

not f actual?
1\Ar. STEIN. No. vou did not.
Chairman HUMPihREY. Well, then, I talked then about facts, and

the facts
Mrl . STEIN. Well, you talked about less than half the facts.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Do you deny that the stock market has had

a precipitous decline?
Mr. STEIN. Well, I will not use an adjective. It has had a certain

decl ine.
Chairman HuMJNPHREY. Well. will 200 points, 150 points indicate

that it had a rather severe decline?
AMr. STEIN. It had a rather sev ere decline.
Chairman HuMPHREY. Would you deny that housing costs have

gone up sharply ?
Mr. STEIN. No: I do not.
Chairman HUIrPHIREY. W17ould you deny that the cost of living

is going up about twice as much as you eshinmated in January?
Mr. STEIN. I do not deny these facts. I am saying that they are-
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Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, then why do you say that my state-
ment was intemperate and-how did you put it?

Mr. STEIN. I said it was one-sided.
Chairman Hu-mPHREY. No; that is not what you said.
Mr. STEIN. I said it was one-sided and dangerous.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, all it is, all it said was what the facts

are. You do not deny that the dollar has been devalued; you do not
deny that we have a deficit in our foreign trade, do you?

Mr. STEIN. What I say is that you have not given the important
facts about the American economy.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, you are giving your side of the story,
but I do not believe that you ought to take and make a statement
about factual evidence that is evident from your own economic indi-
cators and call it irresponsible.

Mr. STEIN. I do not think I used the word irresponsible. I said
dangerous.

Chairman HOnPEREY. Or call it dangerous. It is not dangerous to
say that the average workingman today, his paycheck buys less than
it -did a year ago. It is not dangerous to say that the cost of living has
gone up more than his income. And it is not dangerous to say that
gold is $110 an ounce. And it is not dangerous to say that we still have
5-percent unemployed. And it is not dangerous to say that the cost
of living has gone up almost seven-tenths of 1 percent this last month.

And I resent the indication that it is dangerous to make those fac-
tual statements.

Mr. STEIN. I think it is dangerous to present those as the description
of the state of the American economy.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, it is a description. Well, if you have got
a wart on your nose, you have got a wart on your nose.

Mr. STEIN. Well, that was not what you said about the American
economy. It does haven wart on its nose, but it is in very healthy shape.

Chairman Huxpirxy. Well, is that right? It is having a few heart-
beats that are missing, its blood pressure is dropping.

Do you think Mr. Rinf ret is dangerous in his comments?
Mr. STEIN. Yes; I do.
Chairman HUMPHREY. You 'have told him that. I am sure.
Mir. STEIN. Well. I 'have not talked to 'him.
Chairman Hu-P3HREY. Well, I suggest that you meet with him. I

gather 'he was a former economic adviser to the President.
'Mr. STEIN. I do not want to go into it about Mr. Rinfret.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, Mr. Rinfret is considered to be a rather

responsible man. Do you think that Mr. Hobart Rowen is irresponsible
or dangerous?

Mvr. STEIN. Well, I would rather not go into these personalities.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, what do they say about the economy?

What do they say about the control program, Mr. Stein?
Mr. STEIN. Can we discuss the facts about the economy without the

biographies of Mr. Rinfret and Mr. Rowen and others? I will concede
that there is a long list of such people who say that we are in a disas-
trous situation. I say that they are all wrong.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Now, Mr. Stein, I did not say that we were
at a disaster situation. I pointed out w-hat I said were the dark days,
and they are difficult and dark days. I did not say the economy was
grinding to a halt, and I do not want it to.
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I said that I thought there had been a premature lifting of the con-
trols. I said I thought that the policies which were being pursued
were not accomplishing your stated objectives.

I gave statistical information that is factual and indisputable to sup-
port my observations, and I do not intend to let you say that I have
uttered words that are dangerous. Because if they are dangerous, the
facts speak for themselves.

Now we can get 'back to talking about your side of the picture, fine,
but do not tell me that I have engaged in dangerous talk here, because
frankly, I have not.

OK. Let's go on.
Mr. STEIN. Would you like me to give my statement? I have a brief

statement. We are submitting a joint prepared statement for the record.
Chairman HIutPHRErY. Yes, sir. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. HERBERT STEIN, VICE CHAIRMAN, COST OF
LIVING COUNCIL, AND HON. JOHN T. DUNLOP, DIRECTOR, COST

OF LIVING COUNCIL, ACCOMPANIED BY JOEL POPKIN, STAFF,
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS; GARY SEEVERS, SPECIAL AS-
SISTANT, COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS; AND MARVIN KOS-
TERS, STAFF, COST OF LIVING COUNCIL

Mr. STEIN.- The country has experienced a great surge of inflation in
the last 3 months. This urge of inflation raises serious questions about
the possible rate of inflation in the fulture, and about the policies that
may be necesary to control the inflation. To answer these questions it
is necessary to ask first why we had the recent surge of inflation.

My basic view is that the rapid inflation recorded from January
to April was largely the result of temporary forces and that the rate
of inflation will not continue at this rapid pace, but will slow down
considerably. in the remainder of this year. I believe that this view is
commonly shared by economic analysts and forecasters.

There were several reasons for the extraordinary inflation of the
early part of 1973.

First, a large part of the price increase of early 1973 was accounted
for by prices of farm products and foods. During this period the sup-
ply of food for domestic consumption was actually declining, a most
unusual condition for the United States. The decline was caused mainly
by bad weather at home and abroad.

At the same time consumers' incomes were rising rapidly as a result
of large increases in employment, some increases in wage rates, in-
creases in social security benefits, and other factors. The combination
produced skyrocketing food prices.

Second, during the fourth quarter of 1972 and the first quarter
of 1973, total production rose with great speed, at an annual rate
of around 8 percent. While no one knows exactly where the level of
potential output of the American economy as a whole lies, we were
certainly approaching the neighborhood of potential.

Demand was rising at a pace which could not be matched by in-
creased supplies within that short period of one or two quarters. In a
number of industries production was running at capacity. Thus,
significant parts of the nonfarm economy were experiencing classic
demand-supply imbalance.
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Third, the expansion in the United States was accompanied by a
rapid expansion in the rest of the world. In the whole postwar period
there is probably no other instance of so widespread a boom. This
has contributed to raising the prices of American imports and exports
and of the domestic products that competed with them.

Fourth, the devaluation of the dollar has raised the dollar prices
of some imported products and has raised exports.

Fifth, at the beginning of this year many industrial prices Rwere
below the ceiling established under phase II and perpetuated with
little change into phase III. Thus, there was a good deal of room
for increasing prices without exceeding the standards of the price
control svstem.

Sixth, the advent of phase III, while it did nut significantly change
the permissible prices, did allow permitted price increases in many
cases to be put into effect with less delay than was involved in the
phase II procedures.

Seventh, it may be that during March and April speculation about
the possibility of a freeze caused some businesses to raise prices in
anticipation. This is a plausible development although we have no
direct evidence of it.

Most of these phenomena were, we believe, temporary.
The food outlook is critical. Despite the relatively low level of

domestic food supply in the early part of the year, the total for 1973
is expected to exceed the total for 1972. On that basis the Department
of Agriculture has estimated that retail food prices for the year
1973 would be about 9 percent higher than in 1972.

During the first 4 months of 1973. retail food prices were already
'.5 percent above the 1972 average. In April they were 10.5 percent
above the 1972 average. The Department's forecast implies essentially
no further rise on the average this year above the April level, although
there will, of course, be month-to-month variations.

While we expect the economy to continue rising through 1973 and
1974, we do not expect the economy to be rising so rapidly as in the
past two quarters. As a result, the pressure of demand on output will
at least not be rising, even though the economy is operating at a higher
level.

This development is fundamental to the forecast slowdown in the
inflation rate. If GNP in money terms were to go on rising at the an-
nual rate of 15 percent, as it did in the first quarter, nothing could pre-
vent an acceleration of inflation. But there is every reason to believe
that the rise of GNP will slow down.

Fiscal and monetary policy are both geared to achieve this result,
and certain autonomous forces. such as the decline in new residential
construction, point in the same direction.

The devaluation of the dollar in Februarv presumably has already
had most of its effect on the U.S. price level. The speedup in the in-
troduction of price increases as a consequence of the elimination of
prenotification requirements when phase 3 started was a one-time
thing. In fact, with the restoration of prenotification in some cases,
we should not only eliminate that initial speedup but even introduce
some lag in the price-raising process. If there have been price increases
in anticipation of a freeze. that probably also lies behind us.
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The price control system will become more of a limitation on infla-
tion as more and more firms run up against the permitted ceilings. The

operation of the system and steps taken to increase its effectiveness are

described in Dr. Dunlop's testimony.
For all of these reasons we look forward with confidence to a reduced

rate of inflation later in 1973. The declines of the rate of increase of

both wholesale and consumer prices in April are encouraging in this
respect. Still, there is a long way to fo. ,and while, we are confident,
it would be foolhardy to ignore the difficulties ahead. On the food side,
we are dependent on supply conditions we do not entirely control. We

have become increasingly aware of the influence that inflation in the
rest of the world has on our own prices. Success of the anti-inflation
program depends on cooperation from business and labor, and while

performance so far has been good, we must recognize the uncertain-
ties involved.

Most important, getting inflation under control depends upon dis-

cipline in fiscal and monetary policy wvhich will slow down the expan-
sion of demand. So the message we bring to you today is not one of
complacency. We are not complacent, and Congress should not be. But

neither should we give way to despair or anxiety. If we do as well as

we can, we will do very well indeed in restoring reasonable price
stabilitv.

Thank you.
Chairman HuMPHRnlm. Mir. Dunlop, I think we will proceed with

you, and then afterward we will come back to questioning.
Mr. DUNLOP. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I thought I would rather speak extemporaneously, summarizing

some of the points and calling,, attention to certain central points that

I wish to emphasize in the prepared statement which has been sub-
mitted jointly bv Mr. Stein and myself.

I would like to try to give vou a view of the operation of the Cost

of Living Council's concern with prices and our analysis of where our

major problems are, and what we have been doing about them.
From the very outset of phase 3 in January, we have been monitor-

ing carefully a wide range of price areas. And, by the way, the word
"monitoring" there to me, means not only following the indices, it

means not only the reports which we received from companies, and

now, more recently, the prenotification of price increases for certain

companies, but also it means a series of informal meetings with chief

executive officers and others in various industries. In the last month.
for example, we have held sessions with over 52 companies in 7 or S

major sectors in which we were concerned about price behavior.
Now, if you turn, Senator, to table 2- in the ioint prepared state-

inent, I think I can make the most important point I wish to leave in
a way with you in that fashion. That table shows the contribution to

changes in thie wholesale price index of various sections. In other words,
it seems to combine the amount of price increases in certain sectors,
including industrial sectors, you will note, with the weight or the

significance that that sector has in the index as a whole. And if you

will note that, vou will see that you can pick any number-I have

chosen to pick the five most serious or the five most weighty areas of

price consequence in the period since January. And those five are aqri-

culture, lumber, petroleum products, nonferrous metals, and textiles.
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Chairman IJIu:'PREY. What was the latter?
Air. DUNLOP. Textiles.
And I would like to comment briefly about each of those sectors,

what the source of the problem is, and what we are doing about it.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Very good.
Air. DUNLOP. You will note that over half of the problem in the

period January through April is from farm products and processed
foods, and in the last quarter of 1972 you will note that 93 percent
of the price consequences arose in the agricultural sector.

My selection of those sectors, Air. Chairman, has been based on their
weights. I did not just arbitrarily pick them. I picked the five most
serious items in their impact upon the wholesale price picture. Let
me emphasize that in each of these five areas the general policy which
the Cost of Living Council has sought to follow might be summarized
by taking three sets of managements.

First of all, we have the use of price controls, direct controls on
prices. These may be mandatory controls, as is the case which was
from the outset of January in foods and which subsequently were
imposed on 23 oil companies. They may be prenotification arrange-
ments, which now apply more broadly in companies. They may be
margin-type control in some area under our general regulations.

Chairman HUMPHREY. May I ask on oil companies, you mentioned
23 companies, Mr. Dunlop. Is it not a fact that 9 out of 10 of the filling
stations, however, are not under controls?

Mr. DUNLOP. Nine out of ten? A small proportion of the filling sta-
tions are directly owned by the so-called 23 major companies. That is
correct.

Chairman HUMPHREY. And the other outlets are considered to be
independents and are not really under the price control. We had fuel
hearings with Assistant Secretary Simon and others here, and I believe
that the controls on the 23 majors are 11/2 percent across the board
on all their total products.

Mr. DUNLOP. The others are under various kinds of margin controls.
They are not under the 23, Special Order No. 1.

But my point, Mr. Chairman, is that in dealing with these five
sectors or any others that we look upon, we are first of all interested
in a variety of price control measures following the authorization of
Congress. Second, I want to emphasize very strongly that in each
of these areas, to the best of our ability at the moment, we are seeking
to take a series of supply measures which are designed to increase
supply in areas where price consequences are most serious. I shall
describe one or two of those briefly when I am through.

Third, we are undertaking a vigorous enforcement program. For
example, AMr. Chairman, I can advise you this morning that we have
contacted, since those meat ceilings were put on, 23,808 firms to inspect
their meat ceilings-22,618 are retail; 714 are wholesale; and 476 at
the packer level.

And so, the third component of a program here is one on the price
side, of vigorous pursuit of enforcement of our various regulations.

Chairman HUMPHREY. And what is your evaluation of the compli-
ance with your controls in the meat section after that survey?

AMr. DUNLOP Well, I can-
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Chairman HuMrPHREY. This I thought was timely in your discussion.

Mr. DuNLOP. We asked our associates to give us a report yesterday

evening about that. I asked them to break down possible violations,

because they must be pursued according to law before one says they are

violations. I am sure you are aware of that.
Chairman Hu-iPHREY. Yes.
Mr. DuNLoP. There are about 2,000 of those enterprises where we

are concerned about posting violations; that is whether the signs are

up properly and so forth.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. DUNLor. But more importantly, there are 138 enterprises-

'%holesale, retail, packers combined-where we have been concerned

about ceiling price violation, which I think you will agree with me

is more substantive.
Those three ways, then-we are using price control, supply action,

and enforcement.
Now, let me turn just briefly to one or two of these. You are, of

course, very familiar with the agricultural picture and our agricultural

measures. You will know that we have done a whole series of things

to increase supply recently, including since I was last here, the cheese

import matter, and since I was here also, the 60 million pounds of dry

fat, nonfat milk.
I think the food area provides us with an important illustration of

one of the limitations in the use of mandatory controls. I refer you

particularly to the joint prepared statement where we say that the

case of broilers is illustrative. Mandatory controls on processed broiler

prices during phase II kept broiler prices doN n at a time when feed

prices were rising significantly. To avoid producing at a loss, broiler

producers planned for lower production levels and set fewer broilers

for hatching. In addition, breeder flocks were reduced in anticipation

of lower broiler production levels.
While broilers were exempted near the end of phase II, considerable

time is required to reverse the broiler production trend and to increase

the supply of this important, relatively low-cost meat product.

Chairman HuATPHREY. Now, the time factor there is approximately,

on broilers, what would you say ?
Mr. DUNLOP. Eight weeks for-
Chairman HiPHnREY. Eight to nine weeks.
Mr. DUNLOP. For a set. But when you are trying to build up your

breeder flock, that takes further round of it.
Chairman HUMPHREY. We were aware that the broiler industry was

in trouble when you sass Purina-Ralston and others getting out of

broilers. They were losing money, basically because there was an over-

supply of chickens; not so much only because feed prices had gone up

that much, because they had not gone up quite that much, say I say most

respectfully, up until around December. They started going up in.

December in 1972, November, December. The price of chickens was

so low that they got out.
This. of course, is one of the variables that you have all the time

in agriculture.
Mr. DUNLOP. Thev were so low then, but they are so high now.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Now, that is right.
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_iMr. DUNLOP. Well, the point I am trying to make. MIr. Chairman.
is-I picked the illustration that I klew you would be very familiar
with-that one must, in balancing the use of price controls and supply
actions, be sensitive as to the impact which controls will have upon
supply, because it is supply that we are particularly interested in.

Chairman HUINPHREY. The problem there was, was that there was
no control on feed, yet you had control on the end product so to speak.
Of course, one thing I have noticed is the price fluctuation in eggs,and that is one place where you cannot talk about the processing. the
cost of processing. because that is all done by hand; and yet, those prices
run up and down like a child's fever.

The brokers have little hand in the egg business. It does not have
anything to do about the effort that a henl puts in to get out an egg,
or the price of feed.

Mr. DUNLOP. Although I understand their productivity has in-
creased markedly.

Chairman HU3MPi-REY. Yes.
Mr. DUNLOP. Now, if I might take up a little time with a second

illustration, and I think, Mr. Chairman. because you mentioned it
earlier, and it is one which I have personally spent a certain amount of
time on, and that is lumber.

There again, I am anxious to leave vou with is the view that the
price controls in phase II, in my considered judgment and the judg-
ments of a number of people, were in themselves an important impedi-
ment to supply at the end of 1972. That it is true, that in January those
prices rose very greatly.

If vou will turn to the charts, Mr. Chairma n, at the very back ofthe joint prepared statement-charts 1 and 2-it will facilitate follow-
ing the points I want to make.

You will see that chart 1 shows the rise in prices. By the way, it is
clear that the rise in lumber prices is not of recent origin. It did not
begin in 1972. You will see from the low of 1970 it went up all the
way through the freeze period, through phase II, prices kept going up.

Now, when I came to this office in early January and looked at that
lumber situation and consulted a number of people, it seemed to me
that the most urgent matter was to address ourselves to the important
supply considerations; and there it seemed to me there were essentially
three things to be done. as I testified before the Senate Banking and
Currency Committee.

And those three things were, one, to see if we could not negotiate anarrangement with the Japanese with respect to the peaking of their
imports which had gone on in logs; second, to see if we could improve
the sales for 1973. 1974, and 1975 from the forests, the national forests;
and third, to try to improve the transportation arrangements with
resnact to boxcar usage and other wavs to facilitate transnortation.

Chairman HuIPHREY. Now, Mr. Dunlop, you opened up a Pandora's
box of trouble when you mentioned transportation. Did vou see the
television perchance this morning, the Governor of Illinois at a 17-State conference oln transportation that related to agricultural
commodities?

Mr. DUNLOP. I did not.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, we have had all kinds of hearings here

about this perennial problem of transportation. The first case before
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the ICC in 1887, in document 1, was the shortage of boxcars; and they
have had about 10,000 since then of the same amount, same cases.

Might I add that the transportation problem on this is not related
just to lumber. It is related to all of it.

Is it not a fact that there are two other points on lumber? No. 1,
excessive exports.

Mr. IDUNLOP. Well, I mentioned that first.
Chairman HUMPHREY. And why, tax, the tax laws; that when you

process the lumber you are taxed in the country, you are taxed at
corporate rates. When you export the lumber, you are taxed at capital
gains rates.

Mr. DUNLOP. I have not followed that particular feature, Mr. Chair-
man. I will be happy to look it up.

Chairman HumPHREY. There is a difference in the tax rate upon the
export of logs than there is upon the lumber that is finished; and this
is one of the factors that apparently has contributed to the volume of
the lumber companies being willing to export rather than to process
the logs.

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think you were helping me
make the point I want to make, that the lumber situation was a com-
plicated set of problems, and that they could not be resolved by the
simple use of mandatory controls on prices alone.

We held extensive hearings in addition, and finally, I am happy to
say, we were able to persuade Japan, with the State Department's
assistance, to moderate to a degree their imports.

Second, to moderate or to secure a commitment from the Forest
Service as to the fact that in calendar 1973 they will sell 11.8 billion
board feet. We are working very fruitfully, I think, with the Agricul-
ture Department and Budget Bureau on resolving certain other
issues to assure that there will be a long-term advance in the output.

The point of all this-and we reserve judgment about the further
use of mandatory controls-is that from the prices that had reached
their peak in February and as late as March, the trend of prices in that
area has been down.

And I would attribute some of that downward trend not merely to
their inherent volatility, but also to the impact of some of the measures
that we have taken.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Have you given consideration to export con-
trols on lumber? This, as you know, has been advanced a number of
times. I wonder whether there have been any in-depth discussions about
this and whether or not you had arrived at a definitive decision?

Mr. DtNLOP. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think the position that we
have been taking is that we were going to try to arrange for an in-
formal understanding on limitation and have achieved an understand-
ing- for the year, July 1, 1973, to June 30, 1974.

There is, I am aware, pending legislation in the Packwood bill
and others relating to this program.

Now, I can draw these remarks which have gone on longer, Mr.
Chairman, with your encouragement, than I had intended. The point
is that both with respect to agriculture, lumber, petroleum, nonferrous
metals, in four of the five leading areas where these price increase
problems have been most severe since January, I want to leave you
with a note that we have pursued carefully the effectiveness and use
of price controls-not only the ones we have, but added uses of them.
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'We have most importantly been interested in stimulating supply ac-
tions, for I feel as an economist that where these prices have gone up
most, supply actions are important.

I think I would be derelict if I did not point out to you that all five
of those areas are areas of significant international trade. These are
all international markets that are involved here, and very much show
the impact of the world prosperity in Japan, Western Europe, which
have had their impact on these prices.

And, finally, that we are also pursuing each of these areas with as
vigorous an enforcement as I know how.

Chairman HUMiPi1REy. AMighlt I get you back to charts 1 and 2 for
a minute, please, on lumber, since this is an informal discussion on
your part.

I notice chart 1 on the relationship of lumber prices to housing
starts, you show a sharp increase in 1973 on softwood lumber, and
a rather substantial drop in residential construction housing starts.
Is that correct, on chart 1?

Mr. DUNLOP. Yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. A very precipitous or fast movement up on

the softwood lumber prices.
Mir. DUNLOP. Yes.
Chairman IIUMPHrEy. And a very sharp drop on the housing

starts.
Now, chart 2 shows that plywood prices have been going down.

Well, how do softwood prices go up and plywood prices come down,
just to clarify it?

Mr. DUNLOP. WVell, chart 2, I think, Mr. Chairman, shows three
prices, western sheating, the average of 11 western species of softwood,
and the plywood.

Chairman HUMPHREY. That is what I was concerned about. It
shows that the price line-that is a solid price line here-it shows it
coming down in the same period that the softwood lumber goes up
on chart 1.

Mr. DUNLOP. Mr. Stein helped me by saying that the second chart
is by weeks and goes much further than the first chart, which is essen-
tially on a monthly basis.

Chairman HUMPHREY. 'Well, do you think that difference is
Mr. DUNLOP. The second chart is very much more recent date, and

as you will notice, that comes from random lengths, which is the
principal trade payment.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Mlight I ask why are the softwood lumber
prices continuing to go up in light of the measures that you have taken?
I notice that they start going up-well, of course, they have been going
up all the way along from the base period. They were up sharply in
1969 and have been going up again.

Mr. DUNLOP. On chart 2 you will see that on April 6, 11 softwood
prices reached their peak at 190, and have been coming down since
then.

If you asked the question why did they go up in January and Feb-
ruary, my answer to that, I think, Mr. Chairman, is that essentially the
U.S. level of prices was rising to the Canadian price. There had devel-
oped at the end of 1972 a marked discrepancy between Canadian prices
and United States prices; and in January, February, and March ,they
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rose to their traditional comparable levels in the United States and
Canada.

Chairman HuMPHREY. Thank you.
Mr. DUNLOP. Therefore, what I have sought to say, in concluding,

is that to approach these areas of most serious price control we will
continue to monitor in the ways we have mentioned.

We will continue to try to apply price ceilings where appropriate;
prenotifications, various kinds of other margin controls, or direct con-
trols; we will try supply actions which are very important; and we will
follow up with enforcement measures.

'Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The joint prepared statement of Mr. Stein and Mir. Dunlop

follows:]

JOINT PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. HERBERT STEIN AND HON. JOHN T. DUNLOP

Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to appear again before this Subcommittee to
discuss recent price trends and to discuss policy actions that have been taken to
restrain price increases and to increase supply.

INTRODUCTION

Market conditions in the economy have changed a great deal since the Economic
Stabilization Program began more than a year and a half ago. Rapid growth in
output and employment, particularly during the most recent half-year, have
brought the economy much closer to full utilization of available resources.

Real output increased at an annual rate of about 8 percent in the most recent
2 quarters, after growing at a rate of more than 7 percent in the preceding year.
This rapid growth in output was accompanied by a large increase in employment-
more than 2.5 million civilian jobs were added during the past year.

The recent acceleration in the rate of expansion in output is also indicated by
information concerning the hours of work. In spite of a secular downward trend
in the work week, average weekly hours stood at 41.1, seasonally adjusted, for
production workers in manufacturing during April of 1973. This was their highest
level since November of 1966-a level which has been exceeded in only eleven
months during the entire postwar period. Overtime hours in manufacturing
averaged 4.1 hours seasonally adjusted in April-a level that has not been ex-
ceeded for this series. The combination of high average weekly hours and substan-
tial overtime is evidence of employers working their employees extra hours to
meet production demands.

Some additional room for expansion remains in some sectors and productive
capacity will be enlarged through additional investment. In addition, subsequent
increases in output are likely to be at a slower rate. Nevertheless, the sustained
growth in output and particularly its rapid growth in recent months have strained
current productive capacity in some important sectors. Industries such as autos,
rubber, steel, petroleum production and refining, lumber, paper products, and
man-made textiles have been recently producing at rates that could not easily
be expanded. In addition, some industries such as machinery and equipment,
machine tools and non-ferrous metals have recently had a significant recovery
in output after a period of depressed demand.

The price trends that emerged in the first part of 1973 reflected the change in
economic conditions that was occurring and to a lesser extent the modifications
in the stabilization program that were made in recognition of changing economic
conditions. Strong demand in both domestic and foreign markets resulted in more
instances in which prices of a wide range of raw materials rose in response to
recovery of demand in this country and abroad from previously depressed levels.
In addition, the response of prices to strong demand could occur more quickly with
relief from delays resulting from prenotification requirements, so that there was
undoubtedly some bunching of price increases that would otherwise have occurred
later. In addition, uncertainty about Congressional action concerning extension of
the Economic Stabilization Act and widespread discussion of a freeze or price
rollback also undoubtedly led to more rapid price increases.
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As might be expected, the effect of these factors has been noticeable on the
Wholesale Price Index. The price situation in the agricultural and petroleum
producing sectors had a considerable impact on the Consumer Price Index as well.

RECENT BEHAVIOR OF WHOLESALE PRICES

Table 1 outlines price trends for the major commodity groups in the WPI for
selected periods of time since the inception of the Economic Stabilization
Program. Table 2 takes into account the relative importance of the commodity
groups, and shows each group's contribution to the change in the WPI for the
same periods of time as Table 1.

In the final twelve months of Phase II, wholesale prices increased by 7.1
percent. During that period. farm and food products increased at 16.7 percent.
accounting for over 67 percent of the overall increase in the WPI. Industrial
commodities prices, on the other hand, increased at a 3.5 percent annual rate.

During the most recent three months (ending in April), wholesale prices
increased at a 21.2 percent annual rate. During the same period, industrial
commodities prices increased more rapidly than previously, at a 14.8 percent
annual rate, accounting for about half of the rise in the overall WPI.

The recent acceleration in industrial commodities prices was primarily the
result of price. increases in lumber and wood, fuels and power, metals and metal
products, and textile products. Price increases in these four groups of industrial
commodities accounted for approximately 79 percent of the increase in the indus-
trial component of the WPI over the last three months.

While industrial commodities prices have accelerated in recent months, many
of the current problem areas were also problems under Phase II. Farm and
food products prices increased at a 43.4 percent annual rate during the three
months prior to the introduction of Phase III, while they have increased at a
37.3 percent annual rate during the three months since Phase III began. Price
increases in the industrial commodities sectors that are currently the biggest
problem areas, also contributed a disproportionate share to the overall increase
in the WPI during Phase II. In textile products and apparel, price increases
accounted for 10 percent of the overall increase in the industrial component of
the WPI during the last three months, which compares with a 15 percent con-
tribution during previous three months and a 13 percent contribution to the
overall increase from January 1972 to January 1973. In fuels and related prod-
ucts and power, price increases have accounted for 22 percent of the overall
increase in the WPI industrials during the last three months, up from 20 percent
in the preceding 3 months and 15 percent in the year ended January. 1973.
Generally the same pattern prevailed in metals and lumber, where the contri-
bution to the overall increase is up from the nevertheless disproportionate share
contributed in the last 12 months of Phase II.

The recent acceleration of price increases in the Wholesale Price Index is
the result of changing economic conditions, uneven growth, and several important
factors that emerged and had a temporary impact on the WPI during the first
quarter of 1973. These factors include strong international demand and the
devaluation of the dollar. the fact that prices for some important items were
below their base price levels, the worldwide shortage of fuel and energy
resources, the continued rapid pace of housing construction, the rise in capacity
utilization rates in some industries, and the farm situation. Discussion in the
Congress of the imposition of a freeze also fostered more rapid price increases.
The above diverse factors, when taken together, accounted for most of the
recent acceleration in price increases. What can be attributed to the changeover
from Phase II to Phase III on January 11, 1973, is the elimination of delays
in effecting price increases because of the elimination of the prenotification
requirement.

An analysis of the item indexes in the WPI, excluding raw agricultural
products and imports, shows that in January of this year prices of 492 items
were below those that prevailed during either May or June of 1970, or July
or August of 1971. Prices on these dates can be used to obtain a good approxima-
tion of base prices under the stabilization program. The pattern of prices that
were below base levels sheds some interesting light on the behavior of wholesale
prices in the January-April 1973 period. The following table lists the number
of items and their potential impact on the WPI if their prices were to increase to
base levels.
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POTENTIAL IMPACT ON THE WPI OF PRICES BELOW BASE PERIOD LEVELS AS OF JANUARY 19731

Number of Potential
items in impact on
category WPI if prices

below base increase to
period price base levels

Category level (percent)

All commodities - 492 1.14

Processed foods and feeds -45 .16
I ndustrial -447 .96

Textiles and apparel --------------------------------------- 20 .04
Hides-1 0------------------------------------------
Fuels -4 .03
Chemicals -76 .15
Rubber and plastics ----------------------------------------------------- 35 .04
Lumber -4 0
Paper --------------------------------------- t 11 .01
Metals -100 .40
Nonferrous --------------------------------------------------------- (56) (.37)
Machinery -137 .23
Furniture -23 .02
Nonmetallic mineral products ----------------- 2 0
Transportation equipment -- -- -------------------------------------- 6 .01
Miscellaneous products -28 .02

'The base period price level is defined as the price prevailing in either May or June 1970 or July or August 1971 which-
ever is higher. Detail does not add to total due to rounding.

If these prices were to be bid up to the base levels, the impact on the WPI
would be in the neighborhood of 1.14 percentage points. From the table it can be
seen that most of the potential "float" in the WPI at the beginning of the year
existed in the industrial commodities sector of the WPI, the area that has most
recently experienced an acceleration of price increases. Most of the potential
impact originates in nonferrous metals, although chemicals and machinery are
other sectors affected. If the prices of such items as primary nonferrous metals,
refinery shapes, nonferrous scrap, mill shapes, secondary metal and alloy, and
wire and cable moved upward to their base period levels, the direct impact on the
WPI would be approximately 0.37 percentage points.

Phase III began at a time when many prices had considerable room to move
upward within the rules of the controls program, since firms were free to raise
prices to base period levels without prenotification or cost-justification require-
ments. In addition, many firms received authorization for price increases above
base levels on the basis of increased costs, even though these price increases
could not be put into effect because of market conditions. When market condi-
tions changed significantly, many of these prices rose toward authorized levels.
The available "float" in the WPI came down from the 492 items with a potential
impact of 1.14 percent in January to 428 items with a potential impact of ap-
proximately 0.7 percent in March 1973, the latest figures available. The substan-
tial price increases in nonferrous metals and machinery during April may have
removed much of the remaining "float" below base prices. Thus, up to 1.0 per-
cent of the increase in the WPI since January may have been a result of prices
moving up to their base period levels. These price increases up to base levels were
totally within the bounds allowed by the Economic Stabilization Program, and
many firms had received authority for price increases above base levels.

The strong upswing in world economic activity has bid up the prices of a
number of commodities that have experienced stronger than usual demand in
international markets. These commodities include:

Nonferrous metals; lumber and wood products; textile, cotton and wool;
leather, hides and skins; petroleum and petroleum products; machinery and
equipment; feed grains; meat, poultry, fish.

Strong international demand fuels domestic rates of inflation in several ways.
U.S. consumers must pay higher prices for imports of finished goods, intermediate
products, and raw materials whose prices have been bid up by international
demand. Stonger levels of world demand for U.S. produced goods place strains on
domestic capacity, and reduce the supplies of the commodity available in our
domestic markets.

95-438--73-19
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PRICES IN MAJOR SECTORS

Price pressures in the various sectors of the economy were influenced by
factors and conditions that were often specific to that sector of the economy.
Consequently, measures that could be taken to restrain price increases and to
improve price performance depended on the particular problem in the sector
concerned. A number of sectors in which price increases contributed most to the
recent rise in wholesale prices, as indicated in Table 2, are considered below
and measures taken by the Cost of Living Council, often in concert with other
Federal agencies and Departments, are discussed.

FARM AND FOOD PRICES

Wholesale prices of farm and food products increased quite rapidly in 1972,
but they began increasing at a significantly accelerated rate in November. Much
of the increase in these prices in late 1972 was concentrated in grains, livestock,
eggs and oilseeds. During the first quarter of 1973 price impacts reflecting
generally tight supplies and strong demand were felt over a much broader area.
Most major farm product prices moved substantially higher, and farm and food
prices rose at a 37.3 percent annual rate from January to April.

In April, wholesale farm product prices dipped below the previous month for
the first time in five months. Declines in livestock and egg prices coupled with
little change in oilseed prices were responsible for the slight easing. While this
may not portend the beginning of a prolonged price slide, the April downturn did
signal a moving away from the.sharp price advances experienced earlier in the
year. The Cost of Living Council's imposition of price ceilings on meat at proc-
essor, wholesale and retail levels together with evidence of consumer resistance
to high red meat prices led to a reduction in livestock prices of 5.3 percent for
the month.

Mandatory controls have been retained in the food processing and distribution
sectors during Phase III. The operation of these mandatory controls must be
monitored carefully to assure that they do not lead to adverse effects on supply.
The case of broilers is illustrative. Mandatory controls on processed broiler
prices during Phase II kept broiler prices down at a time when feed prices were
rising significantly. To avoid producing at a loss, broiler producers planned for
lower production levels and set fewer broilers for hatching. In addition, breeder
flocks were reduced in anticipation of lower broiler production levels. While
broilers were exempted near the end of Phase II, considerable time is required to
reverse the broiler production trend, and to increase the supply of this important
relatively low-cost meat product.

The Cost of Living Council, in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture, over the past several months has implemented a number of policies
designed to encourage an expansion in farm output. This stimulus together with
favorable farm prices should lead to increased supplies of livestock and crop
commodities in the second half of 1973 providing weather is favorable. But it
must be recognized that the achievement of advances in farm output is subject
to such vagaries as weather. In addition a number of steps have been taken
to increase supply through additional imports such as suspension of meat import
quotas, reduction of tariff barriers for cheese, and a recent increase in the import
quota for non-fat dry milk.

The most important steps taken relate to the farm program modifications to
free nearly all of set-aside acreage for planting of 1973 crops. Recent USDA
estimates point to an 8 percent larger winter wheat crop whose harvest is already
underway. Also spring wheat plantings are indicated to be up 21 percent, and
as a result should lead to a total wheat crop for 1973 13 percent larger than last
year. However, a cold wet spring has delayed feed grain plantings somewhat,
although dry weather in mid-May allowed farmers to start planting activities.
The current outlook by USDA calls for a 9 percent increase in feed grain
acreage and about a 15 percent increase in acreage planted to soybeans.

USDA expects some moderation in livestock prices in the second half of 1973
if pork production expands as expected. Though the level of hog slaughter will
be about the same as' a year ago for all of 1973, reductions in hog marketings
during the first half of the year will be offset over the second half. Egg and milk
production, however, are likely to continue trailing 1973 levels for the rest of the
year. Reduced broiler output during the first half may be turned around later
in the year if weather permits grain and soybean producers to expand plantings.

Wholesale prices of processed foods and feeds during January-April, 1973,
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rose 8.0 percent, about half the increase in farm product prices since the first ofthe year. The smaller increase in processed farm product prices reflects in partthe continuation of controls on processor margins.under the Phase III stabiliza-tion program. After a pronounced upsurge during the first quarter of 1973. proc-essed foods and feed prices declined 1.1 percent in April. Lower prices for vege-table oils, manufactured animal feeds, and meat,.poultry and fish were responsi-ble for the April-decline. Some slackening in consumer demand and the March 29imposition of meat price ceilings resulted in a 1.2 percent decline in April pricesfor meat, poultry, and fish.
LUMBER

The major forces bringing about increased lumber prices during the EconomicStabilization Program were set in motion before the program began. The risebegan in 1971 following a recovery in residential construction that began in1970. Between 1970 and the first part of 1973, the pace of housing constructionnearly doubled as indicated by information on housing.starts (Chart 1). Becauseof the short period within which the rise in demand occurred no significant
expansion .of productive capacity and little- substitution of other products waspossible. In addition, Forest Service sales of softwood timber declined from 11.8billion board feet in 1970 to 10.6 billion board feet in 1972

Prices in the lumber and wood products component increased by nearly 12 per-cent during 1972 in response to increased demand for housing construction. ThePhase II controls, which were applied on a firm-by-firm basis, led to multipleprices in the market for similar products and there were unconfirmed reportsof adverse effects on output and evasion of the controls. In addition, prices oflumber imported from Canada were higher than most domestic prices.
At the beginning of 1973, most firms entered a new fiscal year for profit marginmeasurement. In addition, an additional year was permitted for computing thebase period profit margin under Phase III, raising base period profit marginlimits for many firms. Softwood log exports, mainly. to Japan. also increaseddramatically in the first quarter of 1973 to 898 million board feet from 695million board feet in the first quarter of 1972. In the early months of 1973, pricesof lumber. products for many firms rose toward higher levels prevailing for firmsable to charge higher prices in Phase II and toward the levels of prices forlumber imported from Canada.
In response to the rapid rise in lumber prices in 1973, the Cost of LivingCouncil initiated the following government actions:

(1) At CLC's request, Secretary Butz, as Counselor to the President onNatural Resources, established an interagency task force to insure thattimber sales from the National Forests be increased from 10.8 to 11.8 billion
board feet.

(2) Negotiations were commenced by the Special Assistant to the Presi-dent with the Japanese government which resulted in an agreement tolower log purchases by eight percent when comparing the period July1, 1973, to June 30, 1974, with FY 1972.
(3) At CLC request the Department of Transportation implemented sev-eral actions aimed at improving the utilization of scarce rail cars andtheir allocation between lumber and grain shipments. These actions, suchas reducing free time at ports, increasing demurrage on domestic trafficand other orders penalizing shippers for excessively detaining equipment,resulted in a recently reported alleviation of rail car shortages.
(4) The CLC held public hearings on the feasibility and advisability ofreimposing mandatory controls on the lumber and wood products industry.

Testimony was received from industry leaders, lumber associations, environ-mental groups and consumer groups concerning proposed controls. An in-depth analysis of this testimony was thereafter conducted by the Cost ofLiving Council staff.
After reaching peak levels between March 31'and April 15, the prices ofmost high volume softwood lumber items have begun to decline in the sixweeks since April 15 (Chart 2). While the decline in housing starts from arate of 2.5 million units in February to 2.1 million in April may have 'contributedto a decline in demand pressures, these actions' to increase domestic lumbersupply have apparently restrained price increases by improving the balanceof available supply and demand.
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PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

In the area of petroleum, the Cost of Living Council has taken a series of steps

to restrain inflationary price increases in this vital sector of the economy
while, at the same time, administering price controls to encourage the necessary

increase in supplies which this country must have.
The Council is aware that energy prices must be allowed to increase some-

what in the future in order to stimulate development of new energy reserves.

At the same time, the Council's responsibility is to prevent significant inflationary

price increases. There is a potential conflict between (1) allowing the energy

industry price flexibility to attract the capital necessary for the development
of additional energy resources and to tap higher cost sources on the one hand,

and (2) preventing significant inflationary price increases on the other. The

stabilization rules for the oil industry have been very carefully designed with
these twin objectives in mind.

This Nation faces possible shortages of gasoline this summer. Gasoline, as

well as other refinery products, and crude oil are said to be difficult to find

anywhere in the world, and a voluntary allocation program has been initiated

by the Administration to minimize the impact on possible spot shortages.
The potential for gasoline shortages this summer was brought to the attention

of the Cost of Living Council in February, during our hearings on oil pricing
policies. The primary purpose of those hearings was to determine whether
heating oil price increases of about 1, per gallon were within the standards of the

Economic Stabilization Program. While the focus of the hearings was on fuel

prices where some shortages were emerging at that time, it was obvious that

price levels could not be divorced from supply considerations.
There was a consensus at our hearings that, in addition to some shortages of

home heating oil during the remainder of the winter, some spot shortages of

gasoline might occur this summer. Also, we were told that for the long run there

are potential shortages of distillates, generally, as well as gasoline and other

products and crude oil, too. These shortages, instead of abating, would possibly
become more acute.

At our hearings we were told that the root causes of these shortages were:
(1) Insufficient domestic crude oil production, although domestic producers

are pumping proven reserves out of the ground as fast as possible; and
(2) Insufficient domestic refinery capacity, although what is available

is generally running at, or near full capacity.
The Cost of Living Council recognized in this situation a tremendous potential

for a marked and steady rise in prices for refinery products and crude oil, as

consumers bid up prices in competition for a relatively limited short-run supply.

In these circumstances, petroleum product prices could be expected to rise sharply

to a degree that would neither be acceptable to the Nation nor be compatible

with the standards and goals of the Economic Stabilization Program.
On March 6, therefore, the Cost of Living Council instituted special mandatory

rules for major oil companies.
First, to be certain that increasing pressure for higher crude oil and

petroleum product prices does not lead to inflationary price increases; and,
Second, to assure oil companies flexibility under Phase III to respond

to market conditions in the United States and abroad in order to maintain
adequate supplies of crude oil and petroleum products in this country.

The action affects the 24 companies which derive more than $250 million in

annual revenues from the sale of covered items. These firms account for approxi-

mately 95 percent of industry gross sales of more than $80 billion.
The products covered by the special rules are: (1) petroleum products either

manufactured or purchased for resale, and (2) crude oil, either produced or

acquired domestically or imported for resale. The covered items accounnt for 76

percent of industry gross sales.
The special rule limits price increases for these products to a weighted annual

average price increase of 1 percent above base price for the year beginning

January 11, 1973. The Council determined that the companies covered by the

order had incurred sufficient cost increases to justify a 1 percent weighted annual

average price increase for covered items. Increases above that figure, up to 1.5

percent on a weighted annual average basis, must be supported by new cost

justification, i.e., allowable costs incurred after March 6, 1973. Any increases
above 1.5 percent over base also must be cost-justified and are subject to profit

margin limitations and to prenotification rules of the Council. Companies in the

oil industry not subject to Special Rule No. 1 are subject to the general Phase III

standards.
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On May 14 the Council published in the Federal Register a technical amendment
to Special Rule No. 1. The Council indicated that this amendment would be forth-
coming when Special Rule No. 1 was announced on March 6. The amendment
clarified definitions under the Special Rule and deals primarily with accounting
treatment of resale transactions and exchanges.

The reseller rule is not new. It Is essentially an extension of the Phase II whole-
sale markup rules for wholesalers and retailers. The purpose of this amendment
is to allow a wholesaler and retailer of covered products to pass through to con-
sumers the increased costs which he has incurred and over which he has no con-
trol. The Council anticipates that this rule, while clearing up base price definition
problems, will be significant in encouraging the importation of increased foreign
crude oil and product supplies to help alleviate the very tight supply situation the
Nation now faces.

The final section of this amendment defines the proper accounting treatment
for exchanges of crude oil. For internal accounting purposes, exchanges are re-
corded by the companies as sales and purchases, although they are in fact barter
transactions which net neither party any profit or revenues. Consequently, the
Council determined that to the extent that crude oil exchanges are for equal dol-
lar value, the additional book revenues derived as a result of a price increase(s)
above base price for crude oil should not be included in a firm's total revenues
when calculating its weighted annual average price increase.

It is important to point out that while we were developing the precepts of
Special Rule No. 1, we were aware of the impending actions which the govern-
ment recently took to increase petroleum supplies. The oil import program
announced by the President in his Energy Message to Congress represents an
important thrust to increase supply. Indeed, both programs-one dealing with
price, the other with supply-were developed together, and the controls pro-
gram is seen as operating in tandem with government efforts to increase the
overall supplies of oil available in this country.

NONFERROUS METALS

The nonferrous metals industry is an industry of high fixed cost, and, as a
result, capacity utilization is of paramount importance where price changes
and profitability are concerned. Historically, whenever business turned down-
ward, the major nonferrous metals producers have lowered prices in an at-
tempt to induce enough demand to continue operating at profitable utilization
rates. In a similar manner, whenever demand increased during general busi-
ness recoveries, the producers of nonferrous metals have usually taken advan-
tage of the favorable market situation and raised their prices.

The general drop in business activity during 1970 and 1971, coupled with
growing excess capacity. exerted a strong downward influence on nonferrous
metals prices. In the WPI, the prices in the nonferrous metals group dropped
from apparent ceiling levels of 130.0 in May 1970 to 117.1 at the beginning of
the freeze period in August 1971. On balance, the price of nonferrous metals
has had almost no effect on the WPI during the "freeze" and Phase II periods.
From August 1971 to December 1972 the price of nonferrous metals in the WPI
increased by 0.3 percent to 117.4.

Within the nonferrous metals group, similar price trends were evident in a
number of commodities.

Augus
1971 to

Highest of December
May 1970- August December 1972 change

Commodity August 1971 1971 1972 (percent)

Aluminum -116. 2 100.6 96.1 -4. 5
Copper -152.7 135.1 128. 5 -4. 9
Lead -117.9 101.8 108.9 +7. 0
Tin 119.2 108.0 114.7 +6.2
Zinc 118.4 118.4 125.4 +5.9

Aluminum slab prices in December 1.972 were approximately 24¢ per pound.
5¢ a ¶ound below the base period price level of 294 per. pound that existed
during May 1970.
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At 117.9, the WPI for the nonferrous metals group as a whole in January 1973
w-as 9.3 percent below the apparent ceiling price level of 1310.0. Phase III began
at a time when the allowable "float" in nonferrous prices up to their base levels
could have a potential impact on the WPI of aproximately 0.37 percent before
the rules of the Economic Stabilization Program.became effective.

Because nonferrous metals producers in general were plagued by overcapacity
problems and price competition from substitute commodities, demand and price
pressure were slow to emerge in the nonferous sector during the present recovery.
The weakness of market demand had prevented price increase during 1972. How-
ever, the rapid expansion of world wide demand in the last two quarters, coupled
with the price effects of the present devaluation, the commodity speculation that
preceded it and let to inventory accumulation, and the temporary slowdown in
world copper production caused by labor troubles in several foreign plants all
contributed to a very rapid expansion of demand for nonferrous metals. In addi-
tion, most nonferrous producers have experienced cost increase over the past
year associated with pollution control, wage hikes, power costs, and poorer qual-
ity, unrefined ores. Many firms were able to obtain authority during Phase II
for price increases above base levels on the basis of these cost increases. How-
ever, they often found that the market would not support prices up to base
levels, so that price increases were not put into effect.

All the evidence indicates that nonferrous producers have recently taken ad-
vantage of the strength in demand and the available "float" in their price levels
to increase prices. The level of nonferrous metals prices in the April WPI at 131.4
indicates that nonferrous producers as a whole are now over their base price level
of 130.0. Furthermore, nonferrous metals prices have increased at a 54.6 percent
annual rate during the last three months, contributing over 8.2 percent to the
overall increase in the WPI for this period.

TEXTILES

Textiles, which is one of the most highly competitive industries in the American
economy. has been experiencing rapid price increases over the. past year as the
result of a combination of several factors. The industry has been influenced by
the cyclical upswing, the problems of raw materials shortages, and changes in
consumer tastes.

In the year ending April 1973, wholesale prices for textile mill products climbed
32.5 percent, led by wool products which increased 39.o percent, and man-made
fibers and cotton products which increased by over 10 percent. These increases
reflect higher levels of domestic and foreign demand, short supplies of natural
fibers, and substitution toward increased usage of man-made fibers.

During 1972, the supplies of natural fibers were particularly short. The short-
age of wool pushed the raw material price to 50 percent above its 1971 level. Raw
cotton prices moved up 20 percent over 1971 levels as strong demand, foreign
and domestic, reduced inventories and led to accumulation of unfilled orders.
Shortages of synthetic fibers emerged during 1972 and continued into 1973. These
supply problems were exacerbated by the small increase in fiber imports of only
7 percent in 1972. less than one-half the 1971 increase of 15 percent.

The textile industry has also experienced increased costs resulting from
changes in technology and tastes. A shift toward knitted fabrics in 1972 increased
investment requirements in the industry. However, consumer tastes swung some-
what away from the synthetic knitted fabrics late in the year after significant
investments had been made in knitting equipment. Consequently, strong demand
pressures are being experienced for the output of older, less efficient machinery
while some new technology sits idle.

The prognosis for the textile industry during the remainder of 1973 is mixed.
The industry is currently operating in excess of 95 percent of capacity overall,
and operations at this level appear likely to continue for some time into the
future. There is an expectation that wool prices have peaked and will be moving
downward throughout the year. On the other hand, cotton prices are likely to
be at or above 1972 levels due to reduced base acreage allotments for planting in
1973 and adverse weather problems.

The fact that manufacturers of synthetic fibers are also operating at high levels
of capacity utilization indicates that little relief from cost pressures can be
expected in this area. These domestic pressures, combined with high levels of
world wide demand, suggest little relief in the short run from price pressures
in textiles and apparel.
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BELATION BETWEEN WHOLESALE AND CONSUMER PRICES

The Wholesale Price Index is a mixture of various goods-crude intermediate
and finished, and food and nonfood commodities. Therefore, the impact and timing
of the recent WPI increases on the CPI varies from commodity to commodity. The
increases for food and petroleum products that accounted for more than half of
the January-April increase in the WPI are passed through rather quickly. The
slowing in the rate of increase of food prices that has occurred since the March
WPI was published has already showed up to some extent in the behavior of
food prices in the April CPI. Also, the WPI increase for petroleum products has
been largely reflected in the fuel oil and gasoline components of the CPI. Whole-
sale price advances for most other crude and intermediate products have prob-
ably not yet been passed through to the same extent, but their impact is usually
damped down considerably by the time it reaches the CPI.

After rising 3.7 percent in the last 12 months of Phase II, the Consumer
Price Index advanced at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 9.2 percent in
the three months ending in April. The largest part of the acceleration was due
to the behavior of food prices. Prices of nonfood commodities also accelerated
with rising prices of gasoline and fuel oil making a substantial contribution.
Services prices advanced slightly faster in the three months from January to
April than in the 12 months preceding January of 1973.

As reported yesterday by the BLS, the slowdown in the rate of advance for
food prices contributed to a lowering of the advance of the overall CPI to
0.6 percent in April, following increases of 0.9 percent in March and 0.7 percent
in February.

OUTPUT AND PRICES IN OTHER DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

The strength of worldwide demand Is reflected in growth of real GNP in
OECD countries. From 1971 to 1972 this growth averaged 5.7 percent for all
OECD countries. For the U.S., whose growth is reflected In the OECD average,
real GNP rose 6.4 percent. Despite the fact that our growth rate was higher
than the average, our inflation rate was lower. Our GNP deflator increased 3.0
percent from 1971 to 1972, compared with a rise of 4.8 percent for all OECD
countries.

The pattern of lower rates of inflation in the U.S. as compared with other
OECD countries had continued into 1973. A total CPI for OECD countries as a
whole is currently available through February 1973. Comparisons of the be-
havior of this overall index with the U.S. CPI between the three months ending
in November 1972 and the three months ending in February 1973 are given below.

PERCENT CHANGE TO 3 MONTHS ENDING IN FEBRUARY 1973 FROM 3 MONTHS ENDING NOVEMBER 1972 (SAAR)

Total All items
CPI Food less food

Total OECD -5.9 9. 7 4. 4

OECD Europe -,,, - - 6.9 8.4 6.4
United States -,,,,--,- 4.5 10.9 2.8

The U.S. rate of increase for nonfood commodities and services is considerably
below those for other OECD countries as a whole. For food, our prices have
shown a larger rise.

In Table 5, increases in the CPI are shown for the U.S. and five other major
developed countries based on latest available OECD data. Again the overall rate
and the rate for all items except food have been considerably lower in the U.S.
than in the other five countries during the past year. In the latest three months,
consumer price behavior in France, Canada and the United Kingdom has been
better than that in the U.S. Price increases in France have slowed as a result
of the elimination of value added taxes on certain commodities. In the United
Kingdom most prices were frozen during the period. Canadian food prices
did not rise quite as rapidly as those in the United States although nonfood
items increased faster there than here.
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TABLE 1.-PRICE TRENDS IN THE WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX

[Seasonally adjusted compound annual rates of change]

August 1971- January 1972- October 1972- January 1973-
Commodity group January 1972 January 1973 January 1973 April 1973

All commodities -2. 6 7.1 13. 5 21. 2

Farm products, processed foods, and feeds 5. 5 16. 7 43. 4 37. 3

Farm products ------ 8.6 22. 4 58. 5 54. 2
Processed foods and feeds -4. 7 13. 0 34. 7 26.1

Industrial commodities - 1.4 3.5 3. 4 14. 8

Textile products and apparel -3.5 4.8 5.3 16. 4
Hides, skins, leather, and related products 7.3 22.2 12.9 -1.7
Fuels and related products and power 3. 4 5. 3 G. 8 33. 2
Chemicals and allied products -1. 4 1.6 3.1 8. 6
Rubber and plastics products -. 2 .5 1.8 4. 1
Lumber and wood products-a 3 11.9 3.2 93. 3
Pulp, paper, and allied products -. 2 4.5 3.2 13. 0
Metals and metal products -. 2 3. 5 4.6 15. 5
Machinery and equipment- .4 2. 1 1.0 6. 6
Furniture and houshold durables -. 4 2.2 1.1 5. 4
Nonmetallic mineral products -1. 2 3.1 -. 6 5. 1
Transportation equipment ' - ------ 6. 4 .6 4.3 2. 8
Miscellaneous products -2.1 1.8 2.8 10. a

I Not seasonally adiusted.

TABLE 2.-CONTRIBUTIONS TO CHANGES IN THE WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX BY MAJOR COMMODITY GROUP

[Seasonally adjustedl

August 1971- January 1972 '- October 1972- January 1973-
Commodity group January 1972 January 1973 January 1973 April 1973

All commodities 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Farm products, processed foods, and feeds 61. 0 67.9 92.7 50.8

Farm products 38.5 36.7 50.4 29.7
Processed foods and feeds -31. 1 31.5 44.2 21.2

Industrial commodities -38.3 35.1 17.9 49.7

Textile products and apparel 9. 1 4.5 2.6 5. 2
Hides, skins, leather, and related products - 4. 0 4.5 1.4 -.
Fuels and related products and power -9.3 5.3 3.6 11.2
Chemicals and allied products -2. 9 1.2 1.2 2. 2
Rubber and plastics products ---- -. 2 .1 .3 .4
Lumber and wood products -3.8 5.1 .7 13. 3
Pulp, paper, and allied products -. 4 2.9 1.1 2. 8
Metals and metal products 1.0 6. 4 4.4 9. 5
Machinery and equipment ------- 1. 8 3. 5 .9 3. 7
Furniture and household durables- - 5 1. 0 .3 .8
Nonmetallic mineral products ----- -1. 5 1.4 -.1 .8
Transportation equipment ' - --- 17.3 .6 2.2 .9
Miscellaneous products -1.9 .6 .5 1. 2

' Not seasonally adjusted.
Note: Detail does not add total due to rounding.
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TABLE 3.-PRICE TRENDS IN THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX

[Seasonally adjusted compound annual rates of change]

August 1971- January 1972 - October 1972- January 1973-
Commodity group January 1972 January 1973 January 1973 April 1973

All items- -.-- -
All items less food -----------
Food, total-
Food at home ---
Food away from home -
Commodities-

Durable -------------------------
Nondurable. -----------------------------

Commodities less food-
Nondurables less food-
Services ' -----------------------
Rent '
Services less rent l-
Medical care services - -------

2.6
2.6
2.4
2.7
3.2
2.0
.8

2.2
1.2
1.6
4. 1
3.6
4. 2
2.3

3.7
2. 7
6.9
7.6
4.4
4.0
2.2
4.6
2.4
2.4
3.2
3.4
3.1
3.8

4.0
2.2

14.04.9
5.0

6.7
2.0
2.0
3.3
4. 1
3.2
2.9

9.25. 1
25.4
29.4
8.3

12.1
5.1

15. 55. 1
7. 1
3.9
5.0
3.8
3. 2

I Not seasonally adjusted

TABLE 4.-CONTRIBUTIONS TO CHANGES IN THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX BY MAJOR COMMODITY GROUP

[Seasonally adjustedl

Commodity group

All items - --------------
All items less food-
Food, total ------------
Food at home-
Food away from home-
Commodities-

Durable -----------------
Nondurable - ------------------

Commodities less food-
Nondurable less food - --
Services -
Rent ' - ---------------
Services less rent '-
Medical cure services - -

August 1971- January 1972- October 1972- January 1973-
January 1972 January 1973' January 1973 April 1973

100.0 100.0 100 0 100. 0
77.5 56.6 42.6 43.0
20.8 41. 9 63.5 62.1
18 2 35.9 61.2 55.9
6.2 5.9 6.1 4.5

48.1 67.6 78.2 82.3
5. 1 9.9 09.2

38.8 57.1 76.9 77.3
18.5 26.0 20.0 22.2
14.4 15.2 11.7 18.1
59.1 32.4 30.9 15.9
7.0 4.6 5. 2 2.08

52.2 27.1 25.9 13.4
4. 9 5.7 4.0 1.9

I Not seasonally adjusted.

Note: Detail does not add to total due to rounding.

TABLE 5.-PERCENT CHANGE IN CONSUMER PRICE INDEX AND MAJOR COMPONENTS FOR SELECTED RECENT
PERIODS'

[Seasonally adjustedi

All items Food All items except food

Latest Latest Latest Latest Latest Latest
12 months 3 months 12 months 3 months 12 months 3 months

Canada-
France-
Germany-
Japan-
United Kingdom .
United States .

5.8 6.7 9.1 12.3 4.2 4.1
6.3 3.2 8.3 6.9 5.1 2.7
6.8 10.2 8.1 9.8 5.9 10.2
6.7 18.8 7.3 28.8 6.2 11.6
7.9 7.8 9.4 16.9 6.8 1. 5
3.9 8.1 7.3 29.8 3.0 2.5

1 Latest 12 months based on February 1972 to February 1973; Latest 3 months based on December 1972 to March 1973
at annual rate.

2 Reflects the recent reduction in value-added taxes in France's anti-inflation program.
a Reflects the British standstill or freeze implemented in late 1972.
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Chairman HumipniY. We have some questions. There are certain
facts that are here for us to deal with. And I do not think any of us
deny that the cost of living has gone up faster than had been predicted
in the early discussions with any committee of the Congress or any
public statement that wvas made by the Council of Economic Advisers
or any agency of Government.

Is it not a fact, Mr. Stein, that the predicted cost of living or rate
of inflation was a little over 3 percent, that was your goal?

Mr. STEIN. Our goal for the end of 1972 wvas around 3 percent. The
goal we stated for the end of this year was around 21/2 percent.

Chairman Hu1ikP1iREY. Around 21/2 percent. Then it is running at
about, the first 4-let's see-January, February, March, April-it is
running at about a little over 9 percent, I believe?

Mr. STFIN. Well, in the 3 months ending in April it was at an annual
rate of 9.2 percent.

Chairman HumPrHREY. Is it not 4 months ending in April-January,
February, March, April?

Mr. STEIN. From January to-April, that is, February, March, April,
is 3 months, I think.

Chairman HUINIEPHREY. It is running at what?
Mr. STEIN. 9.2 percent.
Chairman HulIUPREY. We both are interested in the state of the

economy. I recognize that international forces have a great effect
upon matters, economic developments in our own country. I am not
unaware of that.

But "hat disturbs me, to be frank about it, is the predictions that
are made; and yet, the facts do not support the conclusions.

Now, Mr. Stein, what is it that you believe is going to turn this thing
around so that your objective or your goal-quite obviously, I imagine
you have abandoned the goal of 2 point what?

Mr. STEiN. 2.5 percent.
Chairman HuMPHREY. You do not really believe we can accomplish

that at the end of the year, do you?
Mr. STEIN. That obviously looks more difficult than it did in Jan-

uary, but I would not say that it is an impossible goal. I think that
what we have shown is that our ability to predict prices is not very
good. We have known that for a long time, and I do not think that
is an exclusive problem of ours. But in any case it is a fact.

We do believe, for reasons I have indicated, that there is very little
rise of retail food prices ahead of us for the remainder of this year.
The big fact about food price increases is that we have had a very big
increase. We do not see very much more there.

And that, of course, has been the major element in the big price
rise. But nonfood commodities rose at the rate of 31/2 percent during
the same period-January to April-in which the total rose at a 9.2-
percent rate. We think there were some temporary forces in there.

Chairman HUMPHREY. You say the nonfood prices have been rising
about 31/2 percent? Is that industrial prices you are talking about?

Mr. STEiN. In the Consumer Price Index, nonfood commodities rose
at a rate of 5.1. That is on a yearly basis. Nonfood prices rose in these
3 months at the rate of 5.1 percent.

Chairman HUMPHREY. That is correct. A little over 5 percent. And
the Wholesale Price Index, isn't that even higher?
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Mr. STEIN. Well, the Wholesale Price Index in those same 3 months
rose at a rate of 21.2 percent.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Yres; so, Mr. Stein, Wholesale Price Index
ultimately has a great impact on the ultimate retail price. I have been
a retailer in my own little way. I mean, you cannot buy stuff at whole-
sale at higher prices and sell it at retail at lower prices without going
broke.

Mr. STEIN. Well, it has to be explained that the relation between the
wholesale prices and the retail prices varies a great deal from com-
modity to commodity. The relation is pretty close in the food sector.
It is much less close in the other areas. One should remember, for one
thing, that the "Consumer Price Index" includes a very large element
of services which do not appear in the "W1,Tholesale Price Index" at all.

In any case, there is a very large element of processing and distribu-
tion costs between the "Wholesale Price Index" and the "Consumer
Price Index," so that we do not believe it is at all reasonable to
extrapolate.

One could take other periods, if you look back, and find very big
differences between the rates of increase of wholesale prices and retail
prices over fairly substantial periods.

You have asked me why I think that the rate of inflation will
diminish. We have recognized that the rate of inflation, of course, has
been so far higher than we had expected. We have revised our estimate
of a rate of inflation as measured by the GNP deflator for this year
from an earlier estimate of 3 percent to a present estimate of 4 percent.
I think this is a very commonly held figure.

But I did list in our joint prepared statement the reasons for think-
ing that the rate of inflation would subside, aside from the fact that we
see a little evidence of it in April. First, with respect to food prices, I
have already mentioned that we expect smaller increases later this
year. Second, we believe that there were certain one-shot elements in
the picture in the last 3 months, including the devaluation: the removal
of the prenotification requirement for some categories of businesses,
which were removed in phase III, and as I have indicated some price
increases in anticipation of a freeze. Also the extraordinarily rapid
pace of the expansion in the last 6 quarters we do- not expect to be
continued.

Furthermore, there is the further point which I made that we entered
phase III with a lot of firms and a lot of prices below their permissible
ceilings at that point. These prices, as they rise, have been approaching
their ceilings. They will be limited by the controls. We also have, as
you know, tightened the controls in certain respects. We have put the
ceiling on meat prices, and we have restored the prenotification require-
ment for a variety of cases.

We will also be getting first reports on the performance of the large
corporations in the early parts of this year and will be able to deter-
mine whether they have been in violation of the standards. This will
provide a basis to order reductions, if that should seem to be
appropriate.

Chairman HUmiPtREY. I notice, Mr. Stein, from some of the infor-
mnation that staff has prepared here for me, that we have had in the last
3 months now-just-to summarize it-consumer prices have gone up at
9 percent rate, about. WIre have indicated here that price increases have
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already taken place in wholesale. It is my judgment that many of
those have not yet shown up in Consumer Price Index, in CPI.

Wholesale prices of consumer foods went up 10 percent in the first
4 months of this year. Now, that is not an annual rate. That is the
actual increase in just 4 months. And retail food prices so far have gone
up 8 percent. So there is obviously still more to come, just based on what
has already happened to wholesale prices. Because, being someone
brought up in a family of merchants, may I say you do not buy whole-
sale for more than you sell at retail, unless you want to be on welfare.

Then, for consumer commodities other than food, wholesale prices
rose 3.1 percent in the first 4 months, at an annual rate of over 9 per-
cent. At retail, these commodities other than food were up only 1.4. So
there is still a big consumer price increase ahead, is there not? I mean,
how do we relate these wholesale prices?

I think that your predictions of things easing off are going to be as
wrong as some of the earlier predictions.

Mr. STEIN. There are two things that we said about that. I have not
said that prices will not rise from here on. I have said that prices will
rise less rapidly from here on than in the past.

Now, with respect to the past, from wholesale prices to retail prices,
there is a good deal of processing margin and the distributive margin
between the wholesale and the retail prices, which does not necessarily
go up in proportion. If we look in the period of phase II, the total
period of 14 months of phase II, the Wholesale Price Index rose by
about twice as much as the Consumer Price Index, 6.9 against 3.6.
The relations are very uneven. In 1970, the Consumer Price Index
rose more than twice as much as the Wholesale Price Index. In 1971,
before the freeze began, the Wholesale Price Index rose about 50
percent more than the Consumer Price Index. So this is not a one for
one relationship.

Chairman HUMPHREY. No, but it is a trend relationship. I agree it
is not a one for one, but you just cannot buy, for example, nonferrous
metals at higher prices wholesale and then have it at lower prices
retail. It just does not work.

Mr. STEIN. Well, people do not buy nonferrous metals at retail.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, I did not say retail.
Mr. SrEix. For most things, we have had a very sharp runup in

prices at the most elementary level, at the crudest level, and these have
a very low input into the prices of the finished product.

I have heard the Secretary of Agriculture say that the contribu-
tion of wheat to the cost of a loaf of bread is less than the cost of the
wax paper wrapper. And I suppose he is correct; he would know
that better than I would. So there is an awful lot between these raw
material prices and the retail price.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, we will see. So far, I want to say that
it seems to me that the Wholesale Price Index is one that you have
to watch very carefully if you are going to make any sensible predic-
tion -about CPI.

Mr. STEIN. We certainly do garee with that. We do watch it very
carefully, and it is Mr. Dunlop's business not only to watch it, but to
lean on it.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, lean hard, Mr. Dunlop.
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By the way, if you were to realize your goal, Mr. Stein, for this
year, you put that goal now at-what did you say? At 4 percent?

Mr. STEIN. As measured by the FNP deflator, yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Would you not-you would have to have

less than 3-percent inflation rate needed for the second half ?
Mr. STEIN. No, that is not correct. I think the arithmetic is
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, let's see. You have already gone 4

months. That is a third.
Mr. STEIN. Well, we do not know-we only know the GNP deflator

by quarters. We do not know it by months.
Chairman HuMPHREY. Well, you have gone a quarter, then.
Mr. STEIN. We have gone a quarter.
Chairman Hu MPHiREY. Okay. WAThat is the rate for the quarter?
Mr. STEIN. 6.6 percent.
Chairman HuMPHREY. 6.6. Well, now, I am not very good in old or

new math, but just kind of using the old math for awhile, do you really
think that you are going to get the inflation rate down the second
quarter to 4 percent?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I have said that we will probably have a fairly
high figure in the second quarter because

Chairman HuMPHRPEY. That is what I thought you had said.
Mr. SOIN. We will probably have a fairly high figure in the second

quarter.
Chairman HuMPiREY. Do you think it will be less than it was in

the first quarter?
Mr. SrEIN. Yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Substantially?
Mr. STEIN. Well, significantly.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Would you like to define that, Mr. Stein?
Mr. STEIN. Significantly-significantly is a little less than sub-

stantially.
Chairman HUmPHREY. Well, what would you put that at? 6 percent

the first quarter; what would you say the second quarter would look
like?

Mr. STEIN. I would rather not give a specific figure for that.
Chairman HUMPHREY. But you said it would not be 4?
Mr. STEIN. No, I do not think it would be 4 in the second quarter.
Chairman H-UMPaREY. So it wvould maybe be 5
Mr. STEIN. Maybe.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, now, if you have 6 and 5 for the first

two quarters, that is a half .
- Mr. STEIN. Well, that is not the way you do this, because these
are changes. You are measuring changes.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, ordinary folks would kind of figure it
out that way. You know the cost of living applies to ordinary folks.

Mr. STEIN. You have some unordinary folks up there who can ex-
plain to you-

Chairman HumPHREY. I know; they confuse me too. But I want
to be able to talk about this to the folks I am going to see this weekend.
I have 6 days at home to talk to the people about it.

Mr. STEIN. I would rather you have your own confusion than mine.
Chairman HUrPHREY. It is my confusion and yours, so that is why

we are having problems.
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Mr. STEIN. The problem is that you are measuring changes from
the fourth quarter; when you say a 6.6 annual rate, that was a change
from the fourth quarter. Then we measure the change from another
quarter, whereas what we are looking for is what is the increase over
the average of 1972, not over the fourth quarter.-The arithmetic you
are working with is going to give you an average increase over the
fourth quarter of 1972, not over the year 1972.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, tell you what I will do, Mr. Stein. I
will bet you the best dinner in town that you do not have a 4-percent
rate as an average say at the end of the year. How would you like to
take that on?

Mr. STEIN. I will take that on, because I cannot lose. I would love
to have dinner with you anyway.

Chairman HUMPHREY. That will be a great idea. Maybe we can
settle our problems. Well, I want to wish you well. I want to be able
to lose this bet, I really do. I want to do this for the country. I know
you are a man of frugality and prudence, and I want you to do your
level best in your economic advice to the administration to get that
down to 4.

As a matter of fact, I am sort of unhappy that you shimmied it up
from where you were, down to 2.5, up to 4. That kind of bothered
me.

Mr. STEIN. Well, now, Mr. Chairman, those are not the same
numbers.

Chairman HuMPnREY. Well, vou have this numbers game. There
are laws against this numbers game.

Mr. STEIN. Well, it is all new to me. But anyway, I think there is
this to be said, aside from the forecast, we are not happy with 4 per-
cent, if that turns out to be the result. We would like it to be less. The
problem that we continuously face is, how can we make it less.

We have spent a great deal of time on this problem despite some
remarks about our being diverted by the Watergate and so on. Let me
assure you that that is not-

Chairman HuMPinREY. I did not say you. I think it is fair that the
whole process of government, including the Congress and all of us-I
think this is a fact. I did not mean to make any other reference to it,
except what everybody in the country knows, that this is where an
awful lot of action-or inaction-is taking place.

Mr. STEIN. Well, the economic policymaking machinery of the
administration has not been diverted by this thing. We are constantly
involved in the question of how can we do this better? We went
through a very major reexamination of all of this before we came out
with the proposal with the changes in phase III, which were in early
May.

So we welcome suggestions. But let me say this-anybody who thinks
that he has some magic wand, a freeze or phase II, which resolves this
problem, is kidding himself. I have just come back from a week in
Paris at the OECD. We sat around the table. Everybody, practically,
has more inflation than we have. Look at Iceland; they have been freez-
ing things off and on-that is, prices-off and on, for years. They have
an inflation rate over 15 percent. The Netherlands have tried over and
over again various forms of economic policy, and now in despair, they
look to other countries to solve the problem for them.
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There is Israel, which is not in the OECD, but which has had a wage

control policy for years and years, and now they have a 13-percent

rate of inflation. So there is a lot to this problem. It is a hard problem.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I agree; maybe what we need to tell the peo-

ple is the truth: Namely, that we are in for some trouble. My argu-

ment with you is not so much over the facts; it is over the way you

interpret them. You have got more optimism than I have, and I have

been accused around Congress of being a congential optimist.

You suggested that the wave of inflation that swept over the coun-

try in the winter is receding. You know, we get this rhetoric time after

time that things are going to be just jolly, it is like that Dr. Coue-you

remember that old fellow back in the 1920's, who said, "In every day

and every way, everything gets better and better."
Do vou not think what you are really saying to us-and I think we

have to be braced with some of the solid facts, even if, in truth, we

do not like it-namely, you have no assurance that food prices are really

going to go down. I mean, let's face it, who can predict what the

weather is going to do?
Mr. STEIN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think if you look at my statement,

you will find that I did not give you assurance. I said food prices would

depend on supply conditions we do not entirely control, and so on.

Chairman HUMPHREY. And yet, when you get through with all

these-you always have these hedges, but when you come down at the

end, you say you are going to have a rate of 4 percent, which is substan-

tially lower than you presently have it.
Mr. STEIN. Well. this is our best estimate. We recognize that there are

uncertainties. It might turn out less.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, I am going to move over to Mr. Dun-

lop. He has to go. Is that correct?
Mr. SrEiN. We both do.
Chairman HumPHREy. Well, you have to stay around. We have to

talk about this dinner a little more.
Mr. Dunlop, at a cursory review of your joint prepared statement,

and of course, listening to your splendd oral statement, you made no

mention of steel. Yet, pending steel price increases are obviously a

very important item in controlling the cost of living and in the battle

against inflation. What are you doing about controlling steel prices?

I mean across the board, not just the selected ones. I mean, what are you

doing about steel industry?
Mr. DUNLOP. Well, I did not, in that joint prepared statement Mr.

Stein and I presented, comment on that, because I picked out those

sectors to comment on which -were highlighted by table 2 of the joint

prepared statement.
Now, with respect to the steel situation, more generally, it has

been carried in the press. The major steel companies have announced

that they wish to put into effect a price increase of the order of 4.8

percent, in the case of a major producer, effective June 15 of this year.

That company indicated-and virtually all the other companies sub-

sequently indicated-that those adjustments could be made without

prenotification to the Cost of Living Council under our existing

rule.
I was in touch with them and said I did not know whether that was

true or not. They had the numbers, I did not, and would they be so good
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as to present to us the figures, the cost justification numbers, and they
voluntarily agreed to do so. In other words, they agreed to follow,
though they claimed it was not necessary to do so, the prenotification
arrangements which would have been in effect had their increases pro-
posed to increase their total average prices by more than 11/2 percent
over their authorized base.

We are now in the process of analyzing those figures in a series of
internal staff meetings. I hope I will have something to say about it
in due course.

The fact to 'be remembered, Mr. Chairman, is that the steel com-
panies, and particularly with respect to the particular products they
had in mind, which constitute about 40 percent of the industry's prod-
ucts, by the way of strip sheets-as you know, they had not increased
their prices on that product for 17 'months, back in January 1971.
Their position is that there is plenty of cost justification for that
under our existing rules.

Whether that is true or not is precisely a matter which I wish to find
out. I view an increase in the price of steel as a serious matter and want
to take a very careful opportunity to scrutinize it.

Chairman HUmMPHREY. Do you review the rate of profit of the com-
pany as it relates to the price increase?

Mr. DuNLor. I certainly do. And the contention of the companies I'm
sure is that their rate of profits are below the base period.

Chairman HUMPHREY. They must have had a high base period.
Mr. DuNLop. I do not think so.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Profit statistics are rather good. I believe in

profits. I just think if you are going to start having controls on people's
wages, you have got to 'have some controls on people's earnings out of
production.

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, I quite agree with you, MTr. Chairman, that if
there are limitations on wages, there should be limitations on other
factor prices as well.

May I just comment to you on the profit situation, Mr. Chairman?
It seems to me that in the spirit of getting the economic facts out on
the table, we would all do better in the public discussion of these matters
if one could somehow break down the changes in profits into at least
four separate factors that are at work in this picture, if I 'may say so.

First of all, the public's figures include both the domestic and foreign
operations of companies.

Chairman HUMpHREY. Right.
Mr. DUNLOP. And the only part of those operations which are sub-

ject to price controls are the domestic operations. As we all know,
there have been significant increases over any recent years in the num-
ber of those foreign operations. Point one.

Second, a significant element of those profits is the result of inventory
profits in a period in which prices of raw materials 'have been going
up very rapidly, and people have had inventories which were pur-
chased at lower prices. 'One ought to take account of that situation. I am
not saying you should ignore it. I am just saying one ought to know
that the aggregate figures, such 'as you cited at the outset, was in part
influenced by inventory.

The third element in the profit .situation to be distinguished is that
which arises from increases in volume. One, of the important aspects

95-438--73-20
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of this last 3-6 months is the enormous increase in output toward
capacity in many of these industries, some of those you mentioned,
which had a great deal to do with the profit situation.

And finally, there is the matter which is particularly related to the
subject of economic controls, those changes in profits which are the
result of margin changes, in an attempt to change the gap between
prices and costs.

In looking at the profit situation in any moment in time, changes
over time, I feel, for one, that the public discussion of these matters
is enhanced if one is able to translate those distinctions into appro-
priate numbers in given cases.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I do not deny that those are factors. I am
simply saying that the profit picture at a time that a substantial rise
in prices is requested in surely a relevant factor to be considered.

Now, will the Cost of Living Council hold any public hearings on
this request for price increase in steel, since steel is such a vital
industry?

Mr. DUNLOP. I had not decided on that matter, Mr. Chairman.
Indeed, until I get the staff report-which I hope to have in a few
days-I would not normally have considered that question. In some
cases we have, as you know, held a number of hearings.

Chairman HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Mr. DUNLOP. As we did in oil, as we did in lumber, and as I have

indicated-or our General Counsel has indicated-that we intend to
do with respect to this question of the matter of what parts of the
information furnished to us on our CL-2 form are proprietary and
which should be made public. We decided, as you know-or the agency
announced, we would be holding a hearing on that.

Chairman HUMPHREY. On the other hearings that you have held,
have they been public?

Mr. DUNLOP. Oh, yes, of course.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Now, is it not desirable thfat the steel industry

be treated-since it is such a vital industry-with the same kind of
standard?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, I would like to reserve judgment on that, Mr.
Chairman. Sometimes that is appropriate. My view is that sometimes
it may not be appropriate.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Does not the Stabilization Act require public
hearings where there is a decision on an industry that is important?

Mr. DUNLOP. I do not think so.
Chairman HUMPHREY. I believe it does. I have been informed that

section 207(c)
Mr. DUNLOP. I will look at it.
Chairman HUMPHREY. While you are looking at it, will you publicly

release the data submitted in the prenotification applications, since I
believe that the Hathaway amendment, for the Economic Stabilization
Act, reouires it?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, that is a very contentious matter, Mr.
Chairman.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, I know it is contentious, but the law
is there.

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, let me explain precisely what we have done.
What we have done is to issue a rule and say we will invite comment
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on that rule from all interested parties. The due date on that, I believe,
is at the end of the month.

Subsequent to those statements, we have said we will hold a hearing
of comment of various people on that rule, and thereafter, make our
final decision as to what the rule will be.

Chairman HUMPHREY. I appreciate that. I just wonder if the law
did not supersede the rule.

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, the rule is supposed to be-and is, in our view-
in accordance with the law.

Chairman HUMrPHiREY. Well, I voted for the Hathaway amendment,
and I would like to believe that I knew what I was voting for. I believe
that the Hathaway amendment required the release of the prenotifica-
tion data, or the data in the prenotification application.

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, that is a matter which we are proceeding with on
these hearings. Anyone who has views about that is perfectly free to
express them to us.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, the Congressional Record has a sub-
stantial expression of view on that by the author of the amendment.
One thing I have learned in government is it is very difficult for people
who are authors of amendments to get people who apply the amend-
ment to understand, apparently, what the author had in mind. I think
that you ought to go back to paternity. The father of the amendment
ought to at least know something about the child.

Anyway, it is just a practical suggestion. It is the difference be-
tween-you know-where a man stands is dependent upon, sometimes,
where he sits. I have been over in that other branch of Government, and
I have seen interpretations made-not under this administration, but
other administrations-of laws that were passed, and I would say,
"Why, that could not be. I remember when we passed that." Well, they
have got a good legal counsel that says, "You just did not see, there was
a flyspeck there instead of a dash, and flyspecks do not mean as much as
dashes, you know." And they get an interpretation of it.

Now, the counsel is looking that over, and we will hope that you will
be able to get Mr. Hathaw.ay's interpretation of it.

Senator Percy, we are very pleased to see you here. Would you like
to ask some questions?

Mr. Dunlop must go. What have you got? Five minutes? I know that
Senator Percy may want to ask you a question.

Mr. DUNLOP. All right.
Chairman HuMrPH-REY. We do not want to keep you beyond your

departure time.
Mr. DUNLOP. I understand, Mr. Chairman. But I have a meeting,

please
Senator PERCY. I am sorry that I could not get here earlier. We had

other hearings this morning, and I had to be there for a quorum.
In the few questions that I have, I want you to understand I do

not hold you totally and completely responsible as individuals for all
price increases that we have had.

Mr. DUNLOP. Thank you.
Senator PERCY. I was somewhat shocked that we did move into phase

III as precipitously as we did. My questions pertain mainly to the fore-
casts that you make as to what we can look forward to. But I would
like a comment from you and give you an opportunity to put on the
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record a comment to offset the statement made by Piere Rinfret, who
was, during the campaign, an outspoken supporter of the President and
a, supporter of many of the President's policies.

Yet he commented that phase III is "everybody taking care of him-
self and the hell with the rest of the United States." Do you want to in-
terpret why he made that comment and your own comments on it?

Mr. STEIs. The name of Mr. Rinfret appeared earlier in this hearing.
and I would rather not, in public, give my view.

Senator PERCY. Well, he made his in public, I understand.
Mr. STEIN. Well, I know, but I am a gentleman. But that is not an

accurate description of phase III.
Phase III differs from phase II in certain limited, specific ways,

some of which have been changed since phase III was adopted. We
should make clear that the standards of permissible price and 'wage
increases set forth for phase III are, with only very minor changes, the
same standards that applied in phase II.

With respect to three major industries-food, construction, and
health care-controls remain mandatory in exactly the same way as
they were in phase II. We have, indeed, made the controls in the food
industry more binding by the imposition of the ceilings on meat prices.

We have said from the beginning that the Government retained the
authority to reestablish mandatory controls wherever that seemed ap-
propriate, and we have since done that with respect to petroleum prod-
ucts. We have maintained constant surveillance over price increases
and stand ready to order price increases rescinded where they sig-
nificantly exceed the standards.

We have since restored the system of prenotification with respect
to price increases in excess of the 11/2 percent permitted standard. So
it is a great mistake to regard phase III as a radical change from
phase II.

I believe that very little of the change in price behavior which oc-
curred this winter resulted from that change from phase II to phase
III. By far the largest thing that happened had to do with food prices,
and food prices were no less controlled under phase III. They were
more controlled under phase III than under phase II. Another large
part of the increase in prices had to do with prices of imports, which
were not controlled in either phase II or phase III.

So to describe phase III in the way that it was described by Mr.
Rinfret is only an invitation to people to disregard the system that we
have established. No matter how mandatory the system is, we depend
on the good faith of voluntary cooperation of the business and labor
community, and we have had it by and l arge.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Stein, because Mr. Dunlop must leave, I would
like to break in for just two quick questions for him.

In the President's May 2 release on prenotification, it was stated
that the Cost of Livino Council was being instructed to gather in-
formation on profit and profit margins, so that price rollbacks could
be made where necessary. Would you care to say anything about any
price rollbacks that you do intend to make?

Mr. DUNLOP. Yes.
Senator PERCY. Wh at would the policy be?
Mr. DUNLOP. Well, we are monitoring the companies through the

IRS. As I announced earlier this morning in our discussions here, we
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have had the IRS in the area of the meat ceilings alone monitor 23,808
different companies. We have, in that process, discovered some viola-
tions; papers of yesterday and today will carry cases of individual com-
panies whose price increases we have found to be not in accordance
with our standards and have asked them through appropriate legal
channels, when necessary-most times, they are willing to do it, after
discussions with them-to restore those prices to the limits required
by our ceiling.

As I indicated, we, would pursue that as a third of our price controls,
our supply actions, and our enforcement. Those are the three links
on which w-e hope to go after price controls to be confronted.

Senator PERCY. My interest in the National Commission on Produc-
tivity leads me to ask you what, specifically, can the National Com-
mission on Productivity do to reduce inflation this year?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, referring to our earlier discussion, productivitv
is a matter which the impacts are not always as short term as we would
like. H-owever. as you know. in the past we feel we have gotten an awful
lot of help from the study they made in the food area. We think that
their campaign with respect to the attempt to raise general levels of
labor productivity, that are working on labor-management committees
in particular sectors as that affects morale, labor, and performance.
These are the ways in which we think that, by working hard in those
areas, we can make not only a contribution in 1973, but also a longer
run one, a permanent contribution to productivity.

Senator PERCY. Thank you very kindly. I appreciate your comments.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Mr. Stein, I have a few more questions for

you.
Just one more thing before you have to leave. You know the Presi-

dent's second message looked at the total profit of companies, just
across the board, not just compliance with the meat order.

Mr. DUNLOP. I certainly agree.
Chairman HUM-HPHIREY. And I want my friend Mr. Koster, there, to

take a good look at that section 207(c) and the public hearings that
we need to have in steel, and the prenotification data for public release
under the Hathaway amendment, because these are things that need to
be complied with.

Mr. DUNLOP. Mr. Chairmah. as I leave, I would like to call to your
attention a published biweekly summary of all of our actions, includ-
ing enforcement actions, which is the diary of economic stabilization
programs. These figures contain the-sort of data that you asked about.
I certainly had no intention of limiting my responses to-meat alone.
These figures are readily available.

Thank you.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Stein, at the end of your comments, you men-

tioned the cooperation you anticipated from labor and have been
receiving from organized labor. Do you anticipate this level of coopera-
tion throughout the negotiations of the many major contracts through-
out the year, and do you anticipate they will hopefully stay within
your guidelines?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I am sorry that Mr. Dunlop left, because he is the
world's leading authority on that.question. . .

But, as I indicated, there are uncertainties.. We recognize, that labor
organizations aiid labor people aire sorely tried by the big increases in
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the cost of living that have occurred in the past 3 months. But so far
the response to this has been moderate and, I would say, farsighted. I
believe it has to be demonstrated-which I think we will be demon-
strating-that the rate of increase of the Consumer Price Index is
significantly diminishing, that what happened in those 3 months from
January to April was quite uncharacteristic of future price prospects
and that we will continue to get this cooperation.

Senator PERcy. In the joint prepared statement, there was a dis-
cussion of the large contribution to the increases in the price indexes
that food products have made. Originally, you were estimating a
leveling off of the short supply problem by late summer or early fall.

In the light of the fact that we have had-in my area of the
country-very major natural disasters, a great many acres taken out
of cultivation due to the floods in the Mississippi and the Missouri, do

ou have to adjust your assessment of when the supply problem will
~e improved?

Mr. STEIN. Well, of course, we have adjusted our assessment. What
we have said and what I have said here is that we do expect, never-
theless and despite all this, a big increase in domestic food supply,
after taking account of this fact. It has finally stopped raining, and
people are out there planting the crops.

I would like to ask Mr. Seevers, who is an expert on this subject,
to say a word about the agricultural supply situation.

Mr. SEEVERS. Weather certainly remains an uncertain element in
the overall crop supply picture. However, the reports that we have
had from the Department of Agriculture and their statistical gather-
ing agencies are that the crops are going in quite rapidly. Thev still
think that the total number of acres planted this year will be substan-
tially up over last year. There may be a few cases, such as cotton,
where the bad weather actually cuts into acreage, but those acres will
probably instead be planted with soybeans. So while we are still
not out of the -woods on that. I think the prospects are more certain
and brighter than they were 2 or 3 weeks ago.

Senator PERCY. I have viewed with alarm. Mr. Stein, some of the
suggestions that have been made that we.-because we are in short
supply in some items here at home-put an absolute embargo or limita-
tion on shipments abroad. The sugaestion has been made we do this
with meat, chickens, grain. and so forth.

To interrupt the normal flow of supply arbitrarily that way, cus-
tomer-supply relationships that were built over a period of years,
could be a verv dangerous thing. But the suggestions have been made,
and I would like verv much to have vour feeling on such proposals.

Mr. STETN. Well. this is a matter that obviously arises. and people
think about. I would share vour reluctance to go in this direction and
hope that it will not-and believe that it will not-be necessary.
Nevertheless, I think it is one of the things that one cannot rule
out under some circumstances.

We were talking earlier about the lumber problem. or the. loz
problem, and we have worked out an arrangement with the Jananese
to reduce their takings of logs, which is apDarently not too difficult
for them. which will provide soyme relief for us. So there may be
something in this box. But I will agree with you that we oU.'fht
to try not to export our inflation problem to others. We ought to try
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not to solve it at the expense of others, and paricularly not to solve
it at the expense of the long-run development of agricultural markets,
which is so important to us. So I myself would not be very happy
to see us go in this direction.

Senator PERCY. Far better to increase log production?
Mr. STEIN. Well, we certainly are trying that.
Senator PERCY. I wonder if you could look ahead a few months on

the wholesale and consumer price indexes. Can you give us some indi-
cations of what these price measures will look like in the next few
months? Will either of them, or both, level off in the near future?

Mr. STEIN. We expect the rates of increase to be much lower in the
remainder of this year than they have been so far. Of course, we start
with a very high standard. That is, from January to April the con-
sumer price index rose at the annual rate of 9.2 percent. So perhaps
to say that we expect it to be much less than that is not saying a great
deal. But I think that we will be getting down into the 3 percent
neighborhood.

This is based in considerable measure on the expectation that we
will have, on the average for the remainder of this year, very little
increase in retail food prices; that some part of the increase in retail
commodities other than food was temporary and very heavily influ-
enced by the upsurge in petroleum products. So we do see a very
significant decline there.

Now, with respect to the wholesale price index, .again, farm prod-
ucts, and processed foods and feeds account for an enormous part of
that increase. We expect that not only to subside, but not to contribute
much more to the increase, so that we will have a much slower rate
of increase of wholesale prices. I would not want to set a figure on
that, but substantially lower than where we have been.

Senator PERCY. There is a remark in your joint prepared statement,
Mr. Stein, that meat prices are expected to moderate in the latter half
of the year. This would be a statement that would be welcomed by
housewives, families of America. if by "moderate" you mean actually
go down. Do you mean that, or do you mean that their increases will
just moderate? What does that mean?

Mr. STEIN. Well, we would expect declines in some meat products,
notably pork. We do expect a considerable increase in the supply of
pork in the latter part of this year. This is an important element in
the total meat picture. The total meat picture will be sensitive to that.

Senator PERCY. How do you look on beef ? Do you expect beef prices
to drop at all in the fall?

Mr. STEIN. Only slightly, is the advice of my expert. Of course, we
do have ceilings on beef prices. We have ceilings on all red meat prices.
We have said that we expect domestic food supplies in the United
States to be higher in 1973 than in 1972.

Much of the expanded supplies will occur in the second half; on
the meat side, this refers especially to pork.

Senator PERCY. I would think that your forecast on beef would check
out with the check that the minority staff made this morning. They
called a slaughterhouse in Hagerstown, Md., and I will just read from
their notes: These people supply meat to the Washington area, and it
does not look good from what they say. In more than one case. sup-
pliers of cattle to the slaughterhouse have been complaining it costs
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just as much to buy feed calves to replace their herds as it does to sup-
ply animals for slaughter-selling their slaughter steers. that is.

In other words, farmers that are supplying animals for slaughter
are making zero profit on selling steers for slaughter. The result has
been a drying up of supplies.

Chairman HTMP'REY. Exactly.
Senator PERCY. So it just does not look as though there can be any

really encouraging signs for lower beef, or substantially lower, or even
moderately lower, beef prices for this fall, from at least that one check.

Is it worth doing further checking on that to determine at this stage
lwhat can be done to encourage more supply?
Mr. SEEVERS. Well, I think we do, in a sense, check that in that we

obtain regular information on the situation, on how manv cattle are
being placed on feed and when, and at what weights. So we do have a
pretty good reading on the flow of beef that will be coming to market.

But I think the point you made, that those feeding cattle are paying
pretty high prices for the feeder stock, is certainly characteristic of the
current beef situation. A lot of this has been associated with very large
increases in the price of feeder stock. Because cattle prices are high
does not necessarily mean that all cattle feeders are getting very large
profits. I think that their profits are rather moderate, more or less
average, as I understand the information that has been made available
to me.

Senator PERCY. We would like to look back on two forecasts that
have been made before. I would like to go back and take a look at
those and see what validity they do have.

You testified on February 6, 1973, that "food prices at the farm will
be no higher in December 1973 than they were in December 1972."
Have you changed this forecast, and if so, what has caused that fore-
cast to be changed in such a relatively short period of time that has
intervened?

Mr. STETN. We have not significantly changed that forecast. But
there has been some increase in our expectation with respect to prices
of farm products at the farm by the end of this year, partly as a result
of adverse weather conditions which have affected supply.

*We-or the Department of Agriculture-have successivelv raised
the estimates of the increase in retail food prices from 1972 to 1973.
After all, we did not foresee the long, continued rain.

Senator PERCY. And last February it was indicated by you that the
rate of inflation at the end of this year would be 21/2 percent or less.
Do you stand by that, or want to modify it up or down?

Merr. Si',N. Well. again,-I do not think it is likelv to be below that
number. I said earlier. in answer to questions from the chairman. that
I think this is a possible number. although it is obviously more difficult
to achieve than it appeared when we put this statement forward
initially in January.

That was the goal we set for ourselves when we wrote our economic
report and other documents in January. But I do not think we are
going to be very far from that. Our great disappointment so far this
vear has been on the food side. As I have indicated. J believe that
towatrd the end of this vear we will be showing very little increase
in food prices in retail. If that is the case, the consumer price index
will not be very far from this 21/2 percent number.
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Senator PERCY. Well, I want to thank you very much indeed for
your thoughtfulness in being here and your valuable testimony. It is
always a pleasure to have your forecasts.

Many of the factors, we recognize, are well beyond your control.
But it is extremely helpful to this committee to have your appearance
before it.

Chairman Hu-.NPHREY. Mr. Stein, we are going to wind this up, but
I just have to go back over a couple of other items. It just seems to
me that the importance of these hearings is to inform the committee
and Congress and the public of what the realities are that we face
and what is being done about them.

I think that we are not facing the realities. That is my judgment,
and I am sure that all of us share some burden here and responsibility
for facing up to these realities. But in answer to Senator Percy's ques-
tion about food prices, predictions were way off, and I think that we
ought to admit that they were off.

Mr. STEIN. Well, we do admit that.
Chairman HUMPHREY. And quite frankly, the cost of living has

not gone up just because of food prices. Nonfood items, I have in-
dicated earlier by factual evidence, have gone up far beyond any of
your predictions. Is that not a fact?

Mr. STEIN=. I agree with that, yes. I do not deny that.
Chairman HU3MPHREY. Now, when you talk about the possibilities in

the future, you said, for example, in your joint prepared statement-
you are stressing, now, that the wholesale food prices declined in April.
You said this did signal "a moving away from the sharp price advances
experienced earlier in the year."

But I think we have to ask what has happened since April, because
I believe that that statement of yours is misleading. In world com-
modity markets, prices of wheat, corn, soybeans, and oils-vegetable
oils-all four of these are basic commodities-have hit new highs. That
is, prices have exceeded the previous peaks of last winter or any
other time this year. Soybeans cost three times what they did a year
ago, and futures of soybeans are right out of the seed, you know. This
is going to have a tremendous impact on meat prices.

.It is going to have its impact in the Wholesale Price Index and the
Consumer Price Index. The Tuesday stock market price index for
foodstuffs rose more than 6 percent between April 17 and May 8.
Now, that is not an annual rate; that is an actual increase-in just 3
weeks, more than 6 percent.

Now, what do these price developments of recent weeks portend for
wholesale and retail prices in the future? And also take into con-
sideration, Mr. Stein, the facts that we do not have control over-
but transportation problems, the lack of fertilizer, the fact that the
Michigan farmers and the Wisconsin farmers and some in Min-
nesota have been appealing to the Department of Transportation and
to the oil section of the Department of Interior because we have no
diesel fuel to put the plows into thefields.

*What is it that gives you any indication that these food prices are
going to be significantly, rather than substantially, lowered? You
are depending entirely on what the Department of Agriculture tells
you on supply.

Mr. STEIMN. Well, of course, the outlook does depend on the supply
outlook With respect to the supply of food in the United States in
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1973, this year's feed grain crop is one thing. We do observe the rate
at which feed grains are being planted in the Midwest. We have up-
to-date information on that, and as Mr. Seevers has said, we do see
strong evidence that the total acreage planted will substantially exceed
1972 acreage. We do know

Chairman HUMPHREY. That is true. There are about 45 million acres
of additional plantings this year, so there is no secret about that. There
is a tremendous increase in acreage.

Mr. STEIN. We do observe stock of cattle being fed. The beef that
will be eaten this year is, I suppose, all in existence at this moment.

Chairman HuMiPHREY. That is correct.
Mr. STEIN. And one can count it.
Chairman HUMPHREY. But the price-let me say again, soybeans are

up 300 percent. Soybean meal is a basic component of the feed that is
used for the finer beef that we like to have in our marketplace. These
farmers, I can tell you-just as Senator Percy said, when you can
bring in feeders, put in the feedlot, at about the same prices you sell
for the one that has been fed to go out of the feedlot, farmers are
going to be looking with great doubt at whether or not they want
to go into this kind of business.

And then the second thing that I just have to emphasize to youl is
that, as you said here a while ago, the number of cattle that is going
to he available this year is already there. That number, between now
and September, October, and November, is not going to substan-
tially increase.

Mr. SrEIxN. Yes: but we know about what it is.
Chairman HuMPHREY. Yes; and we know that the cost of feeding

them is going up in astronomical-in geometric proportions, astro-
nomically. It is really unbelieveable. Look at what is happening to
milk conws. The number of milk cows today is fewer than it has been
in anv time in the last 10 years, and the milk cows-the census of cows
is ooinq down and down and down. The consumption of milk, the
demand, is aoing up and up.

Now, why is the price-why are milk cows going clown? Because,
T-ankly, the farmer says he is not going to produce milk at the prices
they got. And wvhy should he? Why should he feed everybody in
town at prices below what is the reasonable price for him? He does not
run a welfare department. So the farmer says, I am getting out-
I live in a dairv State.

Mr. STETN. Well, you havi, the advantage over me there.
Chairman Hu-MPHREY. But the Government knows these things, Mr.

Stein.
Mr. STETN. Well, we are dependent on experts, as you suggest, pri-

miarily in the DeDartment of A~rriculture. And these are our views.
T wonld say beyond that, that if you have suggestions. or anybody

else has, about how to make thee prices rise less rapidlv or how to
get them down, we certainly will consider them seriously. We have
taken what seemed to me very major and difficult steps, steps that I
never thought I would see, that the Secretary of Agriculture agreed
to in order to increase the supply of foods in this country. And we are
prenared to move further if somebody has suggestions.

Chairman HrIYmr. Well, by the way, we support-as a member
of the committee, I have been an active proponent for years of ex-
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panded production of many of these commodities. I just happen to
think that a farmer is entitled to a price so he is not driven off the
farm. I am not saying that the price of milk is going to come down. I
want to be open with this, with the press here and all. I think it is
going to go up, and I do not think you are going to have any milk
unless it does.

So what I am saying is, let's quit painting the rosy picture that
is going to be. And you said here that the 21/2 percent is still possible,
but difficult. Now, Mr. Stein, now, that 21/2 percent is not only not
possible ; that is a pipedream. And why do we not just simply say so
and prepare the public for the things that are going to happen to
them, rather than just pretending?

The price of beef is really not going to come down between now and
September, Mr. Stein. There is not anybody in the Government that
predicts it is going to come down. And there is not anybody that
predicts that the price of milk is going to come down. None.

You know, I do not think that we have to kid the public. The public
has been kidded long enough on a lot of things. We had people believ-
ing for years that these food prices that we had were normal food
prices. They were not. I will say, in all defense of the Government
itself-Secretary Butz and others who 'have spoken out-that the
farmer has been subsidizing the city consumer for years. That is why
they have left the farm in droves. They just go bankrupt, just like
you brush flies off the side of a wall. Now they are beginning to get
a fair price for their commodities, and of course, it increases the cost of
living index.

All I am saying is that I believe that it is your duty and my duty-
not just yours-to speak very frankly to the public. Now, there are
some items that I think are controllable, more controllable than the
food items, because of the variances of the uncontrollability of weath-
er, supply, pestilence, disease, all of these things which affect agricul-
ture production.

But you indicate, for example, that most of the other factors out-
side of food have been held under reasonably good restraint. The fact
is that nonfood items have gone up substantially. And the fact is that
industrial products have gone up substantially. And the fact is that
steel prices are going up substantially.

I just think that somebody is either not doing his job to tell the
public what is happening or not using the mechanisms of effective
control to stop some of it.

Mr. STEIN. Well, of course, we do tell the public what is happening.
That is how you know what is happening.

Chairman HUMPHREY. But the analysis of it, I am talking about,
that is what is important.

Mr. STEIN. And Be are giving our best view of what is going to
happen in the remainder of this year. We are fully dedicated to trying
to control these things in ways which are not counterproductive. I
have explained that as fully as I think I can.

Chairman HUMPHREY. My basic argument with you, sir, is not in
your professional competence-because I have a high regard for that.
It is that there is a tendency to make predictions that just do not hold
up.
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Now, even the predictions in the GNP back in January, that is up
$16 billion. On the deficit, the budget deficit, there has been a substan-
tial change in the predictions on that. There is-I heard today, for
example, that food prices are more controlled under phase III than
they were before. There is only one thing that is controlled under phase
III and that is meat.

Mr. STEIN. Well, that is a large part of food.
Chairman HumPHREY. Yes, but that is not all of it by a long shot.

And that was controlled after it got way up here.
Mr. STEIN. Well, I will be repeating myself. We did keep food prices

under phase III under exactly the same controls as under phase II.
Chairman HuMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. STEIN. And then we added the ceiling on meat prices.
Chairman HUMPHREY. And that is correct; that is where you needed

the substantially increased controls.
Mr. STEIN. And then we added the ceiling on meat prices.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, my whole argument about this whole

kind of economic prognostication is that, in the past, nobody was will-
ing to face up to the fact that the reason that people did not produce
broilers is that you cannot produce them and go broke.

There are certain economic truths, namely, that you cannot produce
below cost and stay in business. I am only asking for what I call fair
and responsible prognostication.

Now, you have said now that you think that the inflation rate will
be about 4 percent. Is that what you are now saying, that it will be?

Mr. STEIN. Yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. And I have said that in order to get that, in

light of what the testimony is, that for the first quarter it is UD over 6;
and you have said in your own speech or your own statement here just
recentlv-

Mr. STEIN. I said that the second quarter will not be much lower.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Would not be much lower. So you have got

two quarters that average out at about 6; and I am saying that in
order to get it down to 4, that you are going to have to have it below 3
for the last two quarters.

Mr. STEIN. Well, that is a matter of arithmetic. I did not say that
the change from the fourth quarter of 1972 to the fourth quarter of
1973 was going to be 4 percent. I mean, that is what you are measuring.

I said that the change from the average of 1972 to the average of 1973
was going to be around 4 percent. That is a different calculation. But
anvway-

Chairman HuMPHREY. Well, I still say that that requires less than 3
in the second half. according to any economists that we have talked to.

Mr. STEIN. If so, I will look at it again.
Chairman HUMPHREY. There has been a great deal of talk-some-

time earlier, about the possibility of some tax proposals. Mr. Stein,
do you know of any tax proposals. that are being considered by the
administration? Mr. Rinfret, for example. had some suggestion that he
made that he wanted to make to the President. But we have dismissed
Mr. Rintfret here this morning.

Mr. STEIN. Well, we have submitted tax proposals to the Ways and
Means Committee.

Chairman HumPHREY. Tax reform proposals?
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Mr. STEIN. Yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, what about any other tax proposals that

relate to income, that relate to gross or net profits of corporations?
Do you have any such proposals in mind? You so indicated that you
might have back in the testimony in February-or was that April?

Mr. STEIN. I have a certain difficulty about this whole subject, be-
cause whenever I say I am considering something, we immediately get
a story which indicates that the Government is about to do this, or
that it has a certain degree of probability. I have decided that the best
thing for me to do in those circumstances is just to say we are not
considering it.

Chairman HUMTHREY. But you may be thinking it?
Mr. STEIN. Who knows ?
Chairman HuMPHREY. You have heard'a great deal of talk about

recession. I am sure you read every economic journal that is worthy of
your attention. When you look at even the more conservative economic
journals, there has been considerable talk about a severe down-turn
in the economy in the fourth quarter. What is your judgment, Mr.
Stein, on that?

Mr. STEIN. Well, we do not foresee that. We see the rate of expansion
declining, as we think it has to, and we think it is desirable that it
should. We do not see that rate of expansion, of real expansion, declin-
ing below what we think is the normal growth rate of the economy. So
that I do not think this would qualify as a recession. I- think it qualifies
as being the attainment of what we would like to see, the achievement of
a high level of output, rising at approximately the long-run trend.

Chairman HUMPHREY. The thing that disturbs me about our eco-
nomic picture is that if we get a-down-turn-let us say for example
that we agree that the GNP, maybe, is advancing at a faster rate, or
the rate of growth is growing faster than you would like, it lends itself
to inflationary results-if you use-nmonetary policy to control that,
which apparently is now being used-I think the money expansion is
about 2 percent now?

Mr. STEIN. Well, that varies a great deal from month to month. But
in the last 6 months it was about 51/2 percent.

Chairman HUMPHREY. The last 6 months?
Mr. STEIN. Yes.
Chairman HUMPHREY. What has it been in the last month?
Mr. STEIN. Well, in the last month it was about 8 percent. Then we

had some earlier months when it actually declined, but it has averaged
out in the last 6 months at about one-half percent.

Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, if you tighten up on monetary policy,
as, let us say, Federal Reserve does, does that not immediately throw
people out of work? Is that not what happened last time that we used
monetary policy to slow down the economy, which in turn threw people
out on the street?

Mr. STEIN. Well, that depends on 'how much you do it. Of course, you
can overdo it. But we should not adopt what seems to be the converse
of that, which is unlimited expansion of money supply. We do need
some moderate rate of monetary growth which is consistent with the
expansion of the economy at a rate that puts more people to work, but
not so fast as to blow us out of the water.
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Chairman HUMPHREY. I think we agree with that. Wlhat I worry
about is the mix, monetary/fiscal. And when we talk fiscal, we are
not just talking budget; we are talking tax and controls. What is dis-
turbing sometimes is to see the fluctuations that come, such as what
many people believe-and I believe-was the premature move to phase
III, which most European bankers believe was premature, to phase III.

There does not seem to be the kind of balance in these proposals, in
this program, that would effectuate the most moderating influence on
the economy.

Mr. STEIN. Well, I do not think that is right.
Chairman HUMPHREY. Well, we have a little disagreement there.
Mr. STEIN. I think we have a very judicious combination of measures,

combining a program of fiscal restraint, operating primarily on the
expenditure side, which we think is the proper side; moderation in
monetary policy, and a comprehensive and forceful but not stultifying
price/wage control system.

As I look around the world, I do not see such a balanced combination
elsewhere. I see the British trying to do it all with controls, while pump-
ing their economy up like mad. You see the Germans. We are criticized
for being ideologically opposed to the controls, but the Germans will
not think of it and are squeezing entirely on the fiscal and monetary
side.

I think we have a well-balanced program, and we are having the best
results in the world.

Chairman Humpmmy. Well, thank you, Mr. Stein. We lost Mr. Dun-
lop here. We appreciate your coming over.

I will be collecting that dinner a little later.
Thank you. The subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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